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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of thts document is to specify the computer
algorithms and operation of the Automatic Traffic Advisory and
Resolution Service (ATARS) and its interfaces with the Discrete

Address Beacon System (DABS) and the Air Traffic Control System

(ATC). Reference 1 describes the DABS sensor which provides
surveillance data and ground-to-air and ground-to-ground
communications to permit operation of the ATARS function.

This document provides algorithm specifications for the

following:

1. Report processing and tracking logic

2. Conflict detection and resolution logic

3. A traffic advisory service

4. Logic to permit operation in a multi-site environment

5. Logic to interface ATARS with the Beacon Collision

Avoidance System (BCAS)

6. Logic to treat various failure conditions

It does not, however, specify procedures to be followed by

pilots or controllers using ATARS or standards to be met in
supplying the ATARS function. The subject of standards is

treated in Reference 1 and the ATARS function to be supplied is
subject to all of the requirements of Reference I as if this
document were incorporated in total at the point of reference.

Reference 2, which provides a broad conceptual-level description

of ATARS, is a useful document for describing the philosophy and

goals of the ATARS function in detail.

Reference 3 provides a detailed description of the DABS/ATARS

function in the context of the ATC operational environment.

1.2 Definitions

Certain conventions and definitions of terms used in writing

this document need to be explained.
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Three terms are used in discussing the facilities at a
particular location. The term "sensor" means the complete DABS
sensor as described in Reference I. The term "ATARS function"
refers to all of the additional hardware and software required
at a location to provide ATARS service. The ATARS function is
described by this document. In this document, the term "ATARS
function" is frequently used as if it were describing a separate
piece of physical equipment. However, the implementation of
ATARS may not be physically separate and so this term refers to
a conceptually separate function or task. The third term,
"site," refers to the DABS sensor and ATARS function at a single
location, collectively. Any of these three terms may be
qualified by the terms local and remote. Local refers to an
item at the single location of principal concern. Remote refers
to an item at any other location.

The term advisory is used to refer to a message to be delivered
to an aircraft. There are several types of advisory messages
generated by ATARS.

The term scan refers to the act of the sensor antenna rotating
through one complete revolution, or to the time required for
this act to take place.

Several terms are used to describe the DABS and collision
avoidance avionics equipage of an aircraft and the distinctions
between these terms need to be understood. An aircraft can be
classified as radar-only (non-beacon) or as ATCRBS (Air Traffic
Control Radar Beacon System) or DABS depending on the type of
beacon transponder carried by the aircraft. An aircraft can
also be classified as either ATARS equipped or unequipped
depending on whether or not that aircraft has an ATARS display.
This classification is used to select appropriate collision
avoidance advisories for a given pair of aircraft. An ATCRBS
aircraft and radar-only aircraft are always designated as
unequipped. However, a DABS aircraft may be either ATARS
equipped, BCAS and ATARS equipped, or neither (unequipped).

The term non-mode C is used to refer to a transponder-equipped
aircraft (either A"CRBS or DABS) without mode C altitude
reports, or an aircraft without a transponder (i.e.,
radar-only). The terms ATCRBS and DABS in this document
normally imply mode C altitude is present.
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1.3 Organization

Section 2 is a brief overview of the ATARS concept describing
the services provided by the ATARS algorithms. This section is
for familiarization only and is not a complete system
description.

Section 3 provides a high-level view of the operation of the
ATARS elements and discusses the coordination between them. It
describes the external interfaces of the ATARS function. It
also contains definitions of the data structures common to all
ATARS processing tasks.

Section 4 provides a description and pseudocode for the report
processing and tracking tasks.

Sections 5 through 16 contain descriptions and pseudocode for
the message processing, aircraft processing, conflict detection,
conflict resolution, BCAS coordination, and multi-site
coordination functions of the ATARS system.

Section 17 provides pseudocode and a description of the
algorithms to be implemented under various failure conditions of
the DABS/ATARS system.

Section 18 contains a functional specification for the ATARS
Status Monitoring and Reporting Function. Although this
function must interface with many ATARS tasks and data
structures, its requirements are collected in this acction alone.

Section 19 presents the specification for the ATARS Data
Extraction Function. This function also must interface with
many tasks and data structures but is described in this section
alone.

Appendix A collects all of the ATARS system variables and
parameters, and presents nominal values for each parameter.
This Appendix provides a cross-reference to the pseudocode in
each section of the document.

Appendix B defines symbolic constants used in the pseudocode.

Appendix C defines the syntax for the pseudocode used in this
document to define the ATARS algorithms.

Appendix D lists the references.
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1.4 Pseudocode

The last part of Sections 4 through 17 contain the pseudocode
for each of the tasks listed in Section 3. This approach to
software specification has been adopted because it provides a
clear, English-like specification, which is believed superior to
flowcharts for conveying complex logic to the reader; and at the
same time provides a precise software specification using a
formal structure, which is again superior to flowcharts for
error-free design. This document achieves these dual goals by
using both a "high-level" English-like pseudocode and a
"low-level" variable specification pseudocode, always printed
side-by-side on facing pages. Each task, routine, or process is
limited to one page, with no limit to the number of nested
processes used to express the algorithm.

Each pseudocode section begins with its own Table of Contents.
Next follows the declaration of any parameters and variables
which are local to that task. The pseudocode for the task is
next, followed by its first-level processes, in the order of
their invocation, and then all lower-level processes in
alphabetical order. Any routines or additional tasks then
follow, with same content for each. Since this is pseudocode,
and not actual machine code, even the low-level pseudocode
contains English statements. No attempt has been made to
produce finished code, but only to convey clear meaning to the
programmer. This is frequently done where the final code is
heavily implementation-dependent. For example, numeric values
have not been assigned to system constants (Appendix B), in
which the values used are not significant, so long as
alternative values are unique. An explanation of the pseudocode
is given in Appendix C. This should be read before beginning
the pseudocode sections.

Within the pseudocode, certain abbreviations are frequently used
in order to maintain the critical indentation which describes
the logic, and limit each task or process to a single page. For
example, "aircraft" is abbreviated as AC, and major data
structures such as Pair Record, Conflict Table, etc. are
sometimes abbreviated. References to system data structures are
normally given in full, with both the structure name and the
member name given. However, certain shorthand conventions are
used at times, where the meaning should be clear to the
programmer. These conventions are described at the start of the
pseudocode section where they are used. A non-qualified
variable name (i.e., structure not stated) refers to a variable
which is local to the task in which it is used.
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1.5 Features New to This Specification

ATARS has undergone considerable revision and refinement
throughout its development, the most recent previous version
being Reference 4. The major revisions new to this document are:

1. Resolution advisory coordination using the Resolution
Advisory Register (RAR)

2. A Traffic Advisory Service providing multiple levels of
service

3. Traffic Advisory and Domino provisions for non-mode C
aircraft

4. A level-occupancy nonlinear vertical tracker

5. Various new and revised features in the Resolution
Advisories Evaluation Routine

6. A Status Monitoring and Reporting function

7. A Data Extraction function
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2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The basic concept of ATARS is very briefly reviewed here as
background to the technical description of the algorithms. A
complete functional description is presented in Reference 2.
The discussion here is only intended to introduce ATARS to the
program designer.

2.1 Summary Concept Description

The Automatic Traffic Advisory and Resolution Service is a
ground based collision avoidance system to be implemented in the
following environment:

1. Full x, y, and z (altitude reporting) surveillance or
non-mode C (mode A or primary radar data) on all
aircraft in the ATARS surveillance area

2. Direct digital data link to displays in the cockpits of
aircraft receiving ATARS service

3. Aircraft with an operational Beacon Collision Avoidance
System (BCAS) (see Reference 5)

4. Netted and non-netted adjacent DABS sites

5. An automated decision process

The Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) provides the fully
automatic surveillance and data-link communications capabilities
which are prerequisite to the realization of ATARS.

The ATARS system monitors the location, altitude, and velocity
of all aircraft throughout a contiguous airspace via the surveil-
lance capability. A ground based computer processes the data and
continuously provides proximity warning information and, when
necessary, resolution advisories to aircraft receiving ATARS
service. A limited traffic advisory service is provided to
inform ATARS equipped aircraft of nearby non-mode C aircraft.
Certain messages are generated by ATARS and displayed to the
responsible air traffic controller at the ATC facility when a
conflict involving a controlled aircraft is detected by the
ATARS system.

2.2 Types of Encounters

The ATARS system behaves differently depending on whether the
aircraft in conflict are under control of the ATC system
(controlled aircraft) or not (uncontrolled aircraft), and on
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whether one aircraft is unequipped to receive ATARS resolution
advisories or has not adequately responded to the original
resolution advisory. The types of messages to be sent to the
aircraft and the parnmeters used in the detection algorithms
vary with the type of encounter involved.

2.2.1 Uncontrolled/Uncontrolled Encounters

ATARS is a limited form of ground based air traffic control
which provides proximity warning and separation services to
uncontrolled aircraft in a given region of airspace. It is
intermittent in that it intervenes into the Visual Flight Rule
(VFR) flight regime only when that flight's present course and
altitude put it in proximity to, or in potential conflict with
other traffic. It does not require the pilot to file a flight
plan or to operate under an ATC clearance.

The look-ahead times and minimum miss distance criteria used tL
issue resolution advisories in uncontrolled/uncontrolled
conflicts are of a "tactical" nature (e.g., 30 seconds and 0.5
nmi) and imply collision avoidance Intervention only when a
conflict is imminent. The uncontrolled aircraft still operates
in a primarily "free flight" mode.

2.2.2 Uncontrolled/Controlled Encounters

In an uncontrolled/controlled encounter, the air traffic con-
troller becomes another element in the resolution of a conflict.
The sequence of events is as follows. When a pair of aircraft
is observed to be on the order of 40 seconds from a violation of
1.2 nmi horizontal separation or 375 feet vertical separation, a
Controller Alert Message is generated and displayed to the
controller with responsibility for the controlled aircraft.
This message will contain the conflict resolution advisory which
ATARS would deliver to the uncontrolled aircraft if it were to
issue one at this time. (If the conflict alert messages which
are generated within the en route or terminal automation systems
are already displayed for this aircraft pair, the controller
message generated by ATARS need not be displayed in duplicate.)

At the same time a threat advisory is issued to both pilots
indicating the potential conflict and that they should attempt
to visually acquire the threat aircraft and make a threat
assessment. The controller observes the warning on his display
and may elect to maneuver the controlled aircraft to avoid the
uncontrolled aircraft or simply issue an advisory on the

traffic. If no action is taken, at about 15 seconds later a
resolution advisory is issued to the uncontrolled pilot informing
him that he should perform the evasive maneuver indicated. If
ATARS determines that the conflict situation has continued to
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deteriorate (approximately 25 seconds before closest approach)
then the controlled aircraft Is also issued a resolution
advisory. Both of these resolution advisLies are made
available to ATC for display to the controller.

2.2.3 Controlled/Controlled Encounters

ATARS can serve a role as a backup collision avoidance or
separation assurance system for conflicts between two controlled
aircraft. It is not a controller automation aid as are the
present conflict alert functions in the terminal and en route
automation systems. ATARS is designed to maneuver controlled
aircraft only when absolutely necessary, and is not intended to
supplant the ATC system or routinely issue resolution advisories
to controlled aircraft.

An ATARS Controller Alert Message is generated by ATARS at a
time comparable to the ATC Conflict Alert time for display to
the responsible controller. This message contains the conflict
resolution advisories for both aircraft which ATARS would issue
if it were to do so at that time. Both pilots are informed of
the potential threat. If the conflict continues to deteriorate,
ATARS will issue resolution qdvisories to the pilots
approximately 25 seconds before closest approach is reached.
These advisories are also made available to ATC for display to
the controller.

The continued execution of ATARS with direct data link
advisories to controlled aircraft as well as to uncontrolled
aircraft can be a significant safety backup during periods of

ATC hardware or software failure.

2.2.4 Encounters With More Than Two Aircraft

Logic has been developed to resolve conflicts involving more
than two aircraft. Details of this logic are presented in a
later section.

2.2.5 Encounters With One Aircraft Unequipped

The ATARS system can detect conflicts between one equipped
aircraft and one aircraft which is unequipped. The system
uses larger time thresholds so that the conflict can be satis-

factorily resolved by issuing resolution advisories only to the
equipped aircraft.
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2.2.6 Encounters Which Are Not Resolved With Initial Resolution
Advisories

Special logic to alter the resolution advisories is implemented
in encounters which continue to deteriorate after initial
advisories have been issued or in which additional significant
information becomes available on the aircraft's maneuvering
status. When such an encounter is detected, additional
advisories may be issued to one or both aircraft.

2.3 Uplink Messages to be Sent to Aircraft

ATARS information is uplinked to equipped aircraft in display
independent formats which are capable of supporting a wide range
of display implementations. In order to facilitate the
implementation of low cost avionics as well as to provide
sufficient information to drive sophisticated avionics (such as
a graphic display) without transmitting a large amount of
unwanted information to some aircraft, ATARS has been designed
to provide up to 8 classes of service.

This document describes 3 classes of service; classes 0, 1 and
2. Each class of service provides the full set of ATARS
advisories; however, they differ in terms of the quantity of
information provided.

Upon entry into ATARS coverage, each avionics installation will
notify the ground of the class of service it desires. This will
be the lowest class of service that will permit full functioning
of the avionics installation, thereby making efficient use of
the DABS data link.

2.3.1 Proximity Advisory

A proximity advisory is used to inform a pilot of the presence
of nearby proximate, non-threatening aircraft. The message
contains sufficient information to enhance visual acquisftion.
The horizontal range and relative altitude are used to determine
when a proximity advisory will be issued. The horizontal range
varies with the speed of the aircraft involved. If one aircraft
receives an advisory because of the proximity of a second
aircraft, that second aircraft (if ATARS equipped) will also be
issued an appropriate proximity advisory indicating the presence
of the first aircraft. Note that for ATARS service, at least
one aircraft must be ATARS equipped.
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2.3.2 Threat Advisory

When an aircraft is in potential conflict with another aircraft
as determined by horizontal, vertical, and miss-distance tests,
then a threat advisory is issued to warn the pilot of the
potential collision situation. This message is given
approximately 15 seconds in advance of the resolution advisory
to give the pilots involved time to assess the situation on
their own by locating each other visually using the relative
bearing, altitude, and heading data from the threat advisory.

2.3.3 Resolution Advisory

The pilot will be given a negative resolution advisory either
(1) to prevent a maneuver that, if executed, would cause a
positive resolution advisory to be issued, or (2) when stopping
an aircraft's vertical rate or rate of turn would produce
sufficient separation to resolve the conflict. These advisories
are in the form of generic "don't" messages (don't turn left,
don't climb, etc.). All data provided for a threat advisory is

transmitted with a resolution advisory. The vertical speed
limit (VSL) is a negative advisory which requires that the pilot

limit his rate of climb or descent.

A positive resolution advisory wili bi issued whenever ATARS
determines, based upon a projection of the aircraft, that the
aircraft will come closer than a specified separation threshold.

Resolution Is accomplished by selecting the best maneuver for
each aircraft for the particular geOffietry such that clearance of

the hazardous condition will be provided. This is accomplished
by modeling each aircraft as responding to all possible
maneuvers and selecting the one which provides the most
acceptable maneuver based on the consideration of many factors.

The advisories are removed when the aircraft no longer satisfy
the detection criteria for such advisories.

2.3.4 Own Message

The ATARS ground based system will provide periodic Own Messages
to suitably equipped aircraft. This message contains
information pertaining to own aircraft's tracked heading, ground

speed, altitude, and turn rate as seen by ATARS. This
information is used by the aircraft's on board display processor
to aid in the presentation of ATARS generated advisories.
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2.3.5 Terrain, Airspace, and Obstacle Avoidance Messages

ATARS will give an alert to an aircraft too near the terrain or
an obstacle. A map of the terrain in the ATARS service area
will be generated from U. S. Geological Survey Data and stored
in the ATARS data base. Also, ATARS will provide an alert to
pilots when a violation of restricted airspace is imminent.
Uncontrolled aircraft will be alerted upon entry into a Terminal
Control Area (TCA). Obstacles and restricted airspace regions
will also be stored for access by ATARS. A Controller Alert
Message is also generated when these kinds of alerts are
required.

2.3.6 Altitude Echo

ATARS lets the pilot verify his mode C reported altitude and his
manually entered correction to his barometric altimeter
reading. This message is sent upon the aircraft first entering
ATARS service, periodically thereafter, and also whenever the
pilot requests this service. The message uplinks (echos) the
corrected mode C report, and also contains the altimeter
correction used by ATARS.

2.4 Multi-site Considerations

ATARS is to be implemented in a complete system by performing
the ATARS function in the same digital computer facility that is
resident at each DABS sensor site. Hence, ATARS is implemented
as a distributed function and must be provided with a means for
coordination between adjacent ATARS functions.

The necessary coordination between ATARS functions can be
achieved by providing direct ground communication links between
adjacent DABS sites or by using the information stored in the
Resolution Advisory Register (RAR). This register is on board
each aircraft which is equipped to receive ATARS service. Each
ATARS function performs ATARS calculations for all aircraft
within a specified geographical area which represents the area
of responsibility of that ATARS. These areas of responsibility
overlap in the vicinity of their boundaries to form seam areas
in which two or more ATARS functions may have responsibility.
The generation of incompatible resolution advisories to a pair
of aircraft by two different ATARS functions is prevented by
assigning a priority ordering to sites which provide service in
the seam between sites. The site which sees both the aircraft
and has the highest priority is allowed to resolve the conflict.
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2.5 ATARS - CAS Coordination

The coordination of ATARS and BCAS is through the RAR. The RAR
is a resolution advisory storage device on board each BCAS and

ATARS equipped aircraft. This device is read by examining
replies to CAS and DABS sensor interrogations. The current
resolution advisories generated by either BCAS or ATARS are
taken as constraints when either system selects maneuvers for a
new conflict.
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3. HIGH LEVEL PROCESSING AND SYSTEM DATA STRUCTURES

3.1 High Level Processing

This section discusses the execution control, the sequencing of
tasks, and the external interface of ATARS sector processing.

3.1.1 Sector Processing

Special consideration must be given to the proper interplay and
overall control of the sector oriented task sequencing of ATARS.
Executive control must arrange for smooth transitions of control
and effective utilization of computer time resources. Although
a precise implementation of an executive program is not specifi-
cally addressed, a solution is outlined in the diagram of Figure
3-1.

Sector processing in ATARS provides a method to take small,
defined areas (sectors) of the ATARS surveillance area and
process the data from each sector as a group. The ATARS sectors
illustrated in Figure 3-1 contain two antenna sectors of 11 1/4
degrees each. (The term "sector" used unqualified should be
interpreted as an ATARS sector (22 1/2 degrees) while reference
to an antenna sector (11 1/4 degrees) will always be written as
"antenna sector".) Because of a generalized design approach for
sector processing, the requirement for an ATARS sector to contain
two antenna sectors is flexible and may be site adaptable. Care
must be taken when enlarging the ATARS sectors in that a larger
area would contain a larger data base and each sector's
processing time would have to be adjusted. Also, certain sector
and time dependent parameters need to be adjusted.

The report-to-track correlations provided by the DABS sensor are
accepted by ATARS as they are received because ATARS is an
uncorrelating user. Track data which is tranferred from DABS to
ATARS is slaved to the antenna rotation. Target reports arrive
in the buffer area in a batch (one antenna sector's worth of
reports) once per 11 1/4 degree antenna sector. The DABS sensor
triggers the ATARS executive to read the report buffer which
includes a header containing the sector identification and
sector time.

The real-time processing rate of ATARS is maintained in
synchronization with the DABS sensor beam. This antenna sector
synchronization is important because the executive program must
order tasks to be initiated and terminated for the sector's data
at discrete times in the processing scan. These times, noted as
critical times in Figure 3-1, refer to the start of a particular
sector in the processing scan (e.g., Note critical point 3.
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This means no data for sector I is available for the Report
Processing Task before the start of sector 3). The sector
numbers in the diagram illustrate the sequencing of tasks for
the track data in sector 1, but are easily related to any sector
by just adding the desired sector's identification number minus
one to the critical point (e.g., Critical point 3 on the diagram
is the start of sector 3 when referencing the processing of
sector 1 data. If sector 4 data is the reference, then critical
point 3 on the diagram becomes 3 + (4-1), or sector 6).

The sector processing diagram illustrates all the tasks that
must be executed within one scan for each sector of data. The
task sequencing and data flow are shown by the solid connecting
lines. Each step in the process is dependent on one or more
tasks being completed or an input buffer being filled. When two
or more tasks must be completed for a new task to start, a
critical point in sector processing is noted. A summary of the
time span required or allowed for each task in a single scan is
outlined in Table 3-1. The executive program controls the
initiation and termination of each task according to the window
length for each task. With the starting times and processing
windows allowed for the various tasks, several tasks throughout
the processing cycle may run in parallel while processing a
particular sector. The executive determines that each sector is
processed in a step-by-step manner throughout the ATARS process.
At the same time, the executive program controls and determines
when each task is ready to accept the next sector for processing
as critical points are reached in the task sequencing. The
executive program handles the major data structures (Table 3-2)
for the tasks by providing pointers to each sector of data in
the data structure and by placing data in the various
structures. This keeps the data segregated according to sectors
where required. Care must be taken by the executive to make
sure that data structures and lists for a particular sector are
not being updated and read at the same time. A mechanism for
lockouts must be implemented to prevent this possibility.

One delay is required during the task sequencing and must be
implemented by the executive. This delay is required to make
sure that up-to-date aircraft positions and velocities are used
when determining potential conflicts or resolving old conflicts
with the sector being processed. This delay occurs after execu-
tion of the Aircraft Update Processing Task and the new position

in the data base has been established for the aircraft in the
sector. (The aircraft are ordered in the data base according to

their x coordinate in order to expedite processing in succeeding
tasks.) In order to have current positions for aircraft in the
two adjacent sectors, further processing of the current sector
is delayed until aircraft in the next two sectors have been
updated.
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TABLE 3-1

TIMING WINDOWS FOR ATARS FUNCTIONAL PROCESSES

WINDOW START
ATARS FUNCTION (Processing Length-Sectors)

1. Downlink N
(2.0)

2. Incoming Seam Pair Request N

Processing and Reply (Conflict (2.0)
Tables)

3. Surveillance Report Processing N+2
(0.5)

4. Non-surveillance Message Processing N+2
(0.5)

5. Track Processing N+2
(0.5)

6. RAR Processing N+2.5
(1.0)

7. New Aircraft Processing N+2.5
(0.5)

8. Aircraft Update Processing N+2.5(0.5)

9. Resolution Notification N+4.5
(1.5)

10. Terrain/Airspace/ N+4.5

Obstacle Avoidance (9.5)

11. Coarse Screen N+4.5

(2.5)

12. Detect N+4.5
(2.5)
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TABLE 3-1
(Concluded)

WINDOW START

ATARS FUNCTION (Processing Length-Sectors)

13. Traffic Advisory N+7
(7.0)

14. Seam Pair N+7
(4.0)

15. Master Resolution (Normal) N+7
(6.5)

16. Request and Process Remote N+7
Conflict Tables (4.0)

17. Conflict Resolution Data N+7
(9.0)

18. Resolution Deletion N+7
(6.5)

19. Master Resolution (Delayed) N+ll
(2.5)

20. Conflict Pair Cleanup N+13.5
(0.5)

21. State Vector Deletion N+13
(0.5)

22. Data Link Message Construction N+14
(1.0)

23. Uplink N+15
(1.0)
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TABLE 3-2

MAJOR DATA STRUCTURES FOR ATARS SECTOR PROCESSING

DESCRIPTION (Sector Requirement) REFERENCE

Surveillance Input Data (Antenna Sector) 3.2

State Vector (None) 3.3.1

PWILST (None) 3.3.2

Conflict Table and Pair Record (None) 3.3.3

Encounter List (ATARS Sector) 3.3.4

XINIT List (ATARS Sector) 4.5.1.3

X-list and EX-list (ATARS Sector Threading) 6.1.1

ATARS Sector List (ATARS Sector) 6.1.2

Potential Pair List (ATARS Sector) 7.4

Resolution Pair Acknowledgement List (None) 11.2

Controller Alert List (None) 11.2

Deletion List (ATARS Sector) 15.3
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3.1.2 Task Timing and Sequencing

Figure 3-1 presents the highest level flow diagram, which
displays the sequencing of all the major tasks for ATARS sector
processing. The major delivery points for the input/output
buffers are indicated on the diagram. The numbers in the boxes
denote critical points in the task sequencing where several
tasks must be completed before starting the next task. It is
required that the tasks be executed in the order shown in Figure
3-1 for each sector of data. Each task in the sector processing
sequence has a defined "window" in which all computations for
the particular sector of data must be completed (see Table
3-1). The individual tasks involve other routines and processes
which are necessary to complete the assignments for a given task.

The following discussion describes the operation of the ATARS
sector processing at the highest level and represents the perfor-
mance of all tasks on data from one ATARS sector. Through the
executive control, this sector process is applied individually
to the data from all ATARS sectors in the manner described in
Section 3.1.1.

The first major input data processor is the Non-surveillance
Message Processing Task which accepts non-surveillance data from
DABS on an antenna sector basis through the Non-surveillance
Buffer. The messages are processed once per antenna sector at
the initiation of report processing. The output of the
non-surveillance task is used to update the aircraft state
vectors accordingly.

The second major input data processor is the RAR Processing
Task. RAR information is received through the RAR Buffer. The
messages are processed once per sector. The primary function of
the RAR processor is to examine the contents of the RAR of
aircraft with ATARS equipage each time this data is downlinked
and to update the information in the ATARS Conflict Tables
accordingly. EAR processing notes the acceptance of resolution
advisories uplinked by the local ATARS site and records the
existence of resolution advisories generated by other systems.
For conflicts involving a controlled aircraft, the RAR
Processing Task also updates the Resolution Pair Acknowledgement
List to show the controller resolution advisories which have
actually been delivered by the various collision avoidance
systems.

The third major input data processor is the Report Processing
Task. The information for this task is received through the
Surveillance Buffer and the reports are processed once per
antenna sector. A decision is made on whether the reports fall
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inside the ATARS/Domino surveillance area and, if so, DABS and
ATCRBS tracks are initiated with an aircraft state vector and
added to the antenna sector list.

A fourth task which processes input data is the Incoming Seam
Pair Request Processing and Reply Task. The data for this task
is received through the ATARS-to-ATARS Buffer. This buffer
operates as a two-way exchange, providing input and accepting
outputs from this task. The incoming seam pair request taqk
performs processing and forms replies to messages received over
ground lines (during the antenna sweep through sector 1) from
neighboring ATARS sites. Each message is a request for Conflict
Tables involving a specified pair of aircraft. This task
identifies the aircraft in the request and returns own-site's
copy of the Conflict Tables, if any.

After report processing has initiated new tracks for the XINIT
List or associated reports with existing tracks, the Track
Processing Task performs track updates through the smoothing and
prediction algorithms. As new tracks are qualified for ATARS
service, they are added to a track initiation list for additions
to the ATARS data base. These aircraft are then added to the
X-list or EX-list in the New Aircraft Processing Task. The new
aircraft are linked into the data base to be included with
aircraft in the ATARS sector for which they are identified. The
Track Processing Task performs additional elimination of tracks
which are not to be serviced by ATARS.

Next, each aircraft in the sector has its position updated to a
common sector time in the Aircraft Update Processing Task. This
is necessary because track reports are received from both the
local sensor and remote sensors, and the data received on all
aircraft will have been measured at different times.

The area near the radar site providing the surveillance data for
ATARS must be given special consideration in this task during
sector processing. This area is designated the hub area and is
defined by a circle of radius RHUB (approximately 10 nmi) from
the radar site (Figure 3-2). The position of all aircraft in
the area must be updated every quarter scan (approximately 1.2
seconds). This is necessary in sector processing because data
is processed in sector groups and a small position change in
this area may move an aircraft one or more sectors from its last
sector location. Thus, an updated sector identification and
position is maintained for aircraft in the immediate vicinity of
the radar site four times per antenna scan. Using the updated
data base, a sector of aircraft is processed in a parallel mode
by the following two tasks: Coarse Screen Task and

Terrain/Airspace/Obstacle Avoidance Task.
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RHUB -RADIUS OF HUB PROCESSING AREA

FIGURE 3-2
DIAGRAM OF HUB PROCESSING AREA AS
CONTAINED IN THE ATARS SERVICE AREA
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The Coarse Screen Task searches the data base for aircraft that
are potentially in conflict with each entry on this sector's
list of aircraft. This search is implemented through the use of
two independent, doubly linked lists which are ordered on the x
coordinates of the aircraft. Each aircraft is contained on one
list or the other. Two separate lists are maintained in order
to make the search for potential conflict pairs more efficient.
All aircraft which would require large search limits because of
high speeds or other factors are placed on one list called the
EX-list and all other aircraft are placed on the other list
called the X-list. In coarse screening each aircraft is
compared with its neighbors on its own list (and possibly with
some aircraft on the other list, as well) to find all pairs of
potentially conflicting aircraft. A pattern of searches has
been devised that avoids duplicate detection of pairs. The
pairs of aircraft which are identified are entered on the
Potential Pair List for this sector.

The Terrain/Airspace/Obstacle Avoidance Task has the capability
to provide an alert for the violation of restricted airspace,
close proximity to the terrain, and close proximity to an
obstacle. This task operates on the sector list of aircraft and
only affords service for those aircraft in the ATARS service
area. The logic to determine the need for an alert is provided
in this task, while the actual construction of the uplink
message is performed by the Data Link Message Construction Task
later in the sector processing sequence.

Processed in parallel with the above two tasks is the Resolution
Notification Task. This task processes all pairs on the
Resolution Pair Acknowledgement List for the sector. The
generation of Resolution Notification Messageq to the controller
occurs in the Resolution Notification Task.

The Potential Pair List for the sector is used by the Detect
Task. Detection determines if ATARS controller alert or
traffic/resolution advisories are required for each pair on the
list. The output of the Detect Task is an Encounter List entry
which indicates if a controller alert, proximity advisory,
threat advisory or resolution advisory are required.

If the pair was previously in resolution status and no longer
requires resolution, it is flagged for resolution deletion.
Pairs on the Encounter List are input to the Traffic Advisory
and Seam Pair Tasks which determine the correct action for the
pair. The Traffic Advisory Task creates, updates, and deletes
entries on a list maintained for each subject aircraft. Entries
on the list contain data for other aircraft which are in
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conflict with the subject aircraft. This data is used later to
generate traffic advisory messages. Pairs which require
resolution are processed by the Master Resolution Task, either
Normal or Delayed.

Those pairs on the Encounter List which are flagged for
resolution deletion are processed by the Resolution Deletion

Task. This task has the general purpose of ensuring that
conflict pair data in the Conflict Tables is closed out in the
proper manner when it is no longer needed. This task initiates
the uplink of null resolution advisories for conflicts which
were resolved by the local site and deletes data for any
aircraft flying out of the local site's coverage area.

The Encounter List is used as input for the Seam Pair Task.
This task determines own-site resolution responsibi'ity for each
pair on the Encounter List. If own-site is respons!ole and
either aircraft is in an ATARS seam, the task flags the pair for
delayed resolution. Normal resolution is allowed if neither
aircraft is in a seam. The controller alert status is also set
or cleared according to own-site's resolution responsibility.

The Conflict Resolution Data Task is available for processing as
soon as there are entries on the Encounter List requiring a
controller alert. The task creates and updates from the
information on the Encounter List entries on the Controller
Alert List. When three of the last five scans have had a
controller alert flag set in the Detect Task, or have had the
immediate controller alert flag set in detect, a Controller
Alert Message is generated containing conflict resolution data.

The Master Resolution (Normal) Task provides the framework for
the initial selection of resolution advisories, the monitoring
of the conflict to adjust resolution advisories to more
restrictive or less restrictive maneuvers as the situation
warrants, the staging of advisories in an uncontrolled/

controlled encounter, and the recompution of resolution
advisories when the initial maneuvers are ineffective or
incompatible with advisories from another source. This is

accomplished through the use of the Encounter List, Pair
Records, and Conflict Tables. The logic for providing the
selection of the best resolution maneuver for a pair of aircraft
given the current set of constraints is the Resolution
Advisories Evaluation Routine which is called by the Master
Resolution Task. This logic performs a fast-time simulation of
all possible sets of maneuvers and selects the one that will
provide the greatest safety after considering many factors.
Some of these factors are the separation at closest approach,
the turn status of each aircraft, the likelihood of a
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domino conflict, and the vertical and horizontal maneuver
performance of the aircraft. The logic evaluates multi-aircraft
situations by considering the current maneuver constraints when
determining resolution advisories for a new conflict. If the
Resolution Advisory Evaluation Routine is unable to select
resolution advisories for a conflict pair when called by the
Master Resolution (Normal) Task, then the pair is flagged for
processing by the Master Resolution (Delayed) Task.

Before the completion of the Master Resolution (Normal) Task,
the Master Resolution (Delayed) Task is initiated for the
sector's aircraft seam pairs and pairs not resolved by the
Master Resolution (Normal) Task. The Master Resolution
(Delayed) Task provides the same service to the aircraft pairs
as the Master Resolution (Normal) Task.

At the completion of normal and delayed master resolution, the
Conflict Pair Cleanup Task is initiated. The Conflict Pair
Cleanup Task serves as a backup to the Resolution Deletion Task
to ensure that data in the Conflict Tables is closed out in the
proper manner when it Is no longer needed. Primary input to the
task is the linked list of Conflict Tables.

After the completion of the Conflict Pair Cleanup Task, the
State Vector Deletion Task is initiated for the sector. This
task deletes the State Vector and ends tracking of an aircraft
which leaves the ATARS/Domino surveillance area. If the
aircraft is involved in a conflict, an entry is made on the
remote list of aircraft. If ATARS has unfinished business with
the aircraft, the above actions are inhibited.

The last task to be executed in the sector seque. tng is the
Data Link Message Construction Task. This task processes the
sector's list of aircraft and generates all messages required to
be uplinked to each aircraft. The task reads the PWILST and
Conflict Tables and generates traffic advisories and resolution
advisories for aircraft in conflict. If the aircraft is in
restricted airspace, or in proximity to the ground or other
obstacles, it generates a message containing warning data.

The Data Extraction Function records important ATARS parameterq,
suitable for reconstructing a particular aircraft pair's
progress through the ATARS system. This information can be used
for analysis, system error tracing, or as an event log. The
logic for this task does not exist as a separate entity, but Is
interspersed among all ATARS software. The code utilized and
consequently the information extracted is a system option.

The Status Monitoring and Reporting Function monitors all of the
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ATARS tasks and major files for failure or marginal operation
conditions. It determines whether ATARS can be classified as

operating normally, degraded, or has failed. it reports the
ATARS status to DABS and to ATC. It can provide, upon ATC
request, a complete list of degraded or failed conditions it has
detected.

3.2 ATARS Interfaces

The ATARS interfaces go through the DABS sensor. Even though
ATARS sends messages to ATC facilities, aircraft and other
sites, and receives messages from these sources, all
communications are handled through the local DABS sensor. The
exact physical character of the interfaces and the buffer
formats between DABS and ATARS are found in Reference 1. The
contents of the surveillance report formats are discussed in
this section for clarification.

A diagram of the ATARS-SENSOR interface is illustrated in Figure
3-3. Note that some of the information flows in one direction
only (DABS-to-ATARS, ATARS-to-DABS) and the ATARS-to-ATARS
information flows in a two-way buffer. The ATARS buffers noted
in the diagram are serviced by the appropriate task in the ATARS
software.

The input-only information from the DABS sensor to ATARS

consists of reports in the following four buffers:

I. RAR Buffer

2. Surveillance Buffer

3. Non-surveillance Buffer

4. ATC Coordination Buffer

These buffers are written by the DABS sensor and read by ATARS.
They are two-segment buffers with one segment being written at
the same time that the other segment is read. Overwriting a
segment which Is being read must be prevented by a lockout flag
or by careful program timing.

Input data for the Surveillance Buffer is transmitted in blocks

consisting of all the reports available to the local sensor
(local or remote reports) during one 11 1/4 degree antenna
sector of local antenna rotation. A single completion interrupt
is then given to the ATARS processor. Just before the
interrupt, a special header word is filled in each Surveillance
Buffer with the current local antenna sector identification
number and antenna sector time (see Figure 3-4).
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Sector Number Sector Time

DABS, ATCRBS or Radar Report

DABS, ATCRBS or Radar Report

FIGURE 34
SURVEILLANCE BUFFER DATA STRUCTURE
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The Surveillance Buffer contains Leports utilized by the ATARS
Report Processing Task. The local or remote reports are
disseminated to ATARS using the formats given in Table 3-3 for
DABS, Table 3-4 for ATCRBS reports and Table 3-5 for radar-only
reports. These reports are outputs of the DABS sensor tracker
correlator; uncorrelated reports do not occur. These reports
are accepted in their entirety, as ATARS is a non-correlating
user of DABS.

The RAR Buffer contains all the RAR information from the RAR
equipped aircraft. The RAR Buffer contents are continuously
read by the RAR Processing Task and the information is passed
along to the appropriate ATARS tasks.

The Non-surveillance Buffer contains other messages not related
to surveillance processing. The buffer is read on a continuing
basis by the Non-surveillance Message Processing Task. The
formats of these messages are indicated in Section 5.

The ATC Coordination Buffer contains all the messages being
passed from ATC to ATARS. The sensor acts merely as a medium to
transfer the messages on a timely basis. These messages are
read on a continuing basis by ATARS.

The output-only information from ATARS to the DABS sensor
consists of reports in the following four buffers:

i. Uplink Message Buffer

2. Non-surveillance Buffer

3. ATC Coordination Buffer

4. Data Extraction Buffer

The ATARS messages generated for the aircraft through the Data
Link Message Construction Task are delivered to the Uplink
Message Buffer. All non-surveillance messages generated by
ATARS are delivered to the Non-surveillance Buffer. ATC message
and Data Extraction information are transferred to the
appropriate buffer.

The ATARS-to-ATARS buffer provides information from local ATARS
to remote ATARS and remote ATARS information for local ATARS.
This buffer contains the communication necessary between ATARS
sites that need not be acted on by the sensor.
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TABLE 3-3

DABS REPORT FORMAT
1

FIELD LENGTH (Bits)

Test 1
Format Type 2
Radar Substitution 1
Mode C Present 1
Sensor Priority Status 1
SPI (IDENT) 1
Radar Reinforced 1
Code 7700 1
Code 7600 1
Alert 1
Target Control State 1
Reply Type 3
Null Report 1

Track Start 1
Track Drop 1

Range 2 , LSB = I Ru (1/16 us) 16
Azimuth, LSB = 1 Au (0.0220) 14
Mode C Altitude, LSB - 100 feet 12
DABS ID 24
Sensor ID 4
Time of Day 24
Diffraction Flag 1
Altitude Correction 8
Zenith Cone Flag 1

ATARS UM Field 6
Non-empty RAR Condition I
Spares 8

1The exact form of this data is provided in Reference 1.
2This is a two-way range expressed in units of time.
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TABLE 3-4

ATCRBS REPORT FORMAT
1

FIELD LENGTH (Bits)

Test I
Format Type 2
Radar Substitutioi, 1
Mode 3/A Present I
Mode C Present 1
Mode C Not Decoded 1
SPI (IDENT) 1
Radar Reinforced 1
Code 7700 1
Code 7600 1
Target Control State 1
False Target Flag I
Correlation Confidence 1
Null Report 1
Track Start I
Track Drop 1
Range 2 LSB = I Ru (1/16 us) 16
Azimuth, LSB - 1 Au (0.0220) 14
Mode C Altitude, LSB 1 100 feet 12
Mode 3/A 12

ATCRBS Surveillance File No. 12
ATCRBS Code in Transition I
Sensor ID 4
Time of Day 24
Diffraction Flag 1
Altitude Correction 8
Zenith Cone Flag 1
Spares 8

'The exact form of this data is provided in Reference 1.
2This is a two-way range expressed in units of time.
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TABLE 3-5

RADAR REPORT FORMAT1

FIELD LENGTH (Bits)

Test 1
Format Type 2
Null Report 1
Track Start 1
Track Drop 1
Range2, LSB - I Ru (1/16 us) 16
Azimuth, LSB I Au (0.0220) 14
Radar Surveillance File No. 12
Sensor ID 4
Time of Day 24
Spares 8

1The exact form of this data is provided in Reference 1.
2This is a two-way range expressed in units of time.
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3.3 System Data Structures

There are four main data structures used throughout the ATARS
algorithms. They are introduced in this section and discussed
in detail in the sections referenced below.

3.3.1 Aircraft State Vector

The aircraft State Vector used by the ATARS processor is
presented in pseudocode in the System Data Structures. The
State Vector contains all the known information for a particular
aircraft that is being tracked by ATARS. The data is listed in
the pseudocode under several distinct categories:

Pointers

Horizontal Tracker Data

Vertical Tracker Data

Times

Flags

General Values

Domino Projections

Data Block

The nomenclature for each data variable in this document may be
used with the number 1 or 2 added as a suffix (e.g., XDE, XDEl,
XDE2). When the variables appear without the numerical suffix,
a single aircraft is being addressed in the discussion. In such
a single aircraft situation, variables may also appear with a 1
as a suffix. When two aircraft are being compared, it is
necessary to identify the variables from each aircraft's State
Vector. To do this, a 1 is added to the subject aircraft's
State Vector and a 2 is added to the object aircraft's
State Vector variables.

The individual aircraft State Vectors are placed in a file
called the Central Track Store (CTS). The CTS is a convenient
location to access all tracks for the ATARS processor. Detailed
information for the CTS usage is found in Section 4.3.

3.3.2 PWILST

The PWILST is a data structure, accessed from an aircraft State
Vector, which stores traffic and other non-resolution
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advisories. Every entry has a TYPE and several data fields.
The entries are created by the Traffic Advisory Task and by
several other tasks. A detailed explanation is given in Section
9.2. This list is maintained from scan to scan as long as ATARS
service continues.

3.3.3 Conflict Table and Pair Record

This table is a data structure, accessed from the aircraft State
Vector, for each aircraft involved in a conflict. Each Conflict
Table contains information on all the aircraft in the cluster,
linkage to other Conflict Tables, a pointer to the list of Pair
Records, and Conflict Table entries. The Conflict Table entries
contain the information about the aircraft in relation to the
conflict cluster, resolution advisories, and displayed
advisories. Conflict Tables contain a Pair Record for every
aircraft pair declared in conflict. The Pair Record contains
information that is unique to a particular pair in the Conflict
Table. The Conflict Table entry is created by the Seam Pair
Task and is maintained by the Master Resolution Task and by
several other tasks. A detailed explanation is given in Section
12.2. This data is maintained from scan to scan as long as the
conflict remains and is deleted by the Resolution Deletion Task
or the Conflict Pair Cleanup Task.

3.3.4 Encounter List

This list is created by the Detect Task as it processes each
sector's Potential Pair List. A separate Encounter List Is kept
for each sector's data. The entries on this list indicate any
further processing required for the pair: controller alert,
traffic advisory, resolution advisory (including provisional
responsibility, or delayed resolution), BCAS inhibit for ATCRBS
threat, or resolution deletion. Also, certain calculations made
and flags set for the pair are saved to be used by later tasks.
These tasks may alter the status flags as they process a pair's
entry. The list is discarded at the end of each scan.

3.4 En Route Operation

ATARS is required to provide service in en route areas as well
as terminal areas. Certain characteristics of the en route
environment require that the ATARS system operating in the en
route area differ slightly from that in the terminal area. The
body of this document addresses the ATARS system in a terminal
area. This section describes the ways in which ATARS in the en
route area differs.
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3.4.1 ATARS Operation With Back-to-Back DABS Antenna

DABS sensors are to be installed at sites where current ATC en
route radars are in operation and are to be operated in
conjunction with the en route primary radars. The primary
radars operate with a scan time of 10 to 12 seconds. If the
DABS sensor were required to operate with a data rate
corresponding to this scan time, the ATARS service that could be
provided would be unacceptable. To improve the ATARS service,
the DABS sensor has been designed to operate with a back-to-back
antenna (an antenna with two faces directed 180 degrees apart)
rotating with a scan time of 10 to 12 seconds. The effective
data update interval is then five to six seconds.

The operation of the DABS sensor with the back-to-back antenna
is described in Reference 1. The modifications to the normal
ATARS algorithms that are required for operation with the
back-to-back antenna are described in this section. The
remainder of this document describes algorithms for operation
with a normal DABS sensor (scan time on the order of 4.7

seconds).

An antenna sector will still be defined as a sweep of 11 1/4
degrees. When an input completion interrupt is received, data
for two antenna sectors will be passed through the Surveillance
Buffer. This data will be the data collected from the front
face and the back face of the antenna while the antenna rotated
through 11 1/4 degrees. The two antenna sectors represented are
180 degrees apart. The data from both antenna sectors will be
serviced by the report processing algorithms. Sector header
data will be provided for each antenna sector of data.

The ATARS sector processing executive logic must be modified so
that the ATARS Sector List of aircraft from each face of the
antenna can be processed as a separate stream. When a new
antenna sector is entered, the IDs of both the front-face and
the back-face antenna sectors will be added to the antenna
sector request stack. The sectors will then be processed As
separate streams through the ATARS logic.

The time allowed to complete each processing task must be
adjusted so that advisories detected on the front-face of the
antenna will be available for uplink on the next sweep of the
back-face of the antenna. The primary radar associated with an
en route DABS sensor will have only one antenna face. This face
will be matched with the front-face of the DABS sensor antenna.
Hence, radar-only tracks will be processed once per scan. It is
necessary to have antenna position reports supplied to ATARS
once per antenna sector for only the front-face.
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In prediction, with the back-to-back antenna, positions should
be predicted to the time of next expected data. This will be a
prediction over a half scan rather than a full scan. ATARS will
be able to deliver resolution advisories on the uplink on either
the front-face beam or the back-face beam.

3.4.2 Modification of ATARS Detection Parameters

Another characteristic of the en route area, in addition to the
slower scan rate, is the operation with larger aircraft-to-sensor
ranges and a resultant reduction in position and velocity
tracking accuracy. To provide acceptable operation at larger
ranges, ATARS must use increased conflict detection parameters.
Currently, ATARS tests the aircraft in a pair before selectlnp a
set of detection parameters for that pair. If either aircraft
is outside a specified area, the detection parameters for that
pair are increased. Additional parameters that are specifically
related to the en route environment will be supplied in the
future.

3.5 Pseudocode for System Data Structures

The following section contains the global parameter and variable
structures for ATARS. In addition to system structures, groups
of structures for specific tasks are also included.

For all BIT parameters and variables, the comment gives the TRUE
meaning of the value.
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<*0 COARSE SCPEEN PAPANT!PS **8>

?°t'_: A4 < altitude threshold >

FLT Vvo . < vertical tproxisi~v *test limi* >

FLT TS? < soacing betveen signposts on !/ x liss >

PLT 7AAT < z velocity threshold >

GPOJP dislances

' 9DUT < maximum range for proximity advisory >

?t II.XH < maximum distance traveled by oblec* aircraft on

ET-list plus proleclion envelope >

vL__ QN4 < maximum distance traveled by oblec, coptrolle

aircraft on %-list plus protection envelope >

vL" 3_AXV < maxiaum iistance traveled by ohlect uncontrolle

aircraft on X-list plus oroeclicn envelope )

';peryo *ies

It LI < look ahead time for controlled AC >

.T' "t < look ahead time for unconlrollel 4C >

-- -CD1--- PAZ Bi tc.!-w F1-- - -

.. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . 'T~lS ' O PL "k~ l ' '' .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .



<*** Pw'h/OWE P&PARZTEPS (see Tables 8-6 and 8-7 for explanation) 0*0>

STRqCTUP! ATPAN

GROUP coarseregion

FLT TRMHX < defines Lower x bound of coarse screen

region 'or area determination >

FLT Z2IIX < defines upper r bound of coarse screen

region for area determination >

LT ?RIPIy < defines lower y bound of coarse screen

region for area determination >

FLT ZFWXY < defines upper y bound of coarse screen

region for area determination >

?L.m ZJWIIX < defines lower I bound of coarse screen

region for zone deteraination >

L7JXX < defines upper x bound of coarse screen

region for zone determination >

LT ZTNWY < defines lower y bound of coarse screen

region for zone determination >

' J !JIXY < defines upper y bound of coarse screen

region for zone determination >

GVOIP counts

JII 101 < nuaber of Type I areas >

IN! 5011 < number of Type 2 areas >

lIT OZI < number of Type I zones >

UST 10Z2 < number of Type 2 zones >

!ROU. ar!nvb

COAA2 < parallet to final approach zone threshold>

IT RO)ST < distance from radar where area 4 begins>

14- ZZON2 < depth of zone 2 glide slope >

---------------------------- 'IA RS SLOSAt 'I RI MT S ------------------------------
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(9** DoonmW AND DTTEC? PARAR!URS *

STRUCTUR OSTPAPR

ROEuP 7enpral_parameters

MPL ADE? < sets miss dist threshold (DSQ) for modified Tau >

WL ADU < prefilteriug immediate altitude threshold >

< maximum of zicOw, &FCow, A', KIFR, A'PWI, AFIR >

PIT 9DE? < sets miss dist threshold (DSQ) for modified Tan >

PLT DOTR < advisory divergence threshold >

PLT RET < prefitteriuq immediate range threshold >

< maximum of ZRCOX2, RCOW2, RCMD2, rIFR2. RPVI2,

RFXR2 >

vLT V 9T < relative horizontal velocity threshold (squared)

for computing miss distance squared I

?" YR!- < variable to prevent division by zero >

STPUCMIO qAPARM < Resolution advisory general parameters >

DO P iler-
t
hresholds

FLT DDPT < maximum projection time used in VDL logic >

F 3ZP < buffer zone definition expressed as percent of

distance >

. <Zp2 < BIZP'2>

IROOP limes

FL ' < number of scans to use in immediate 11 logic

IDS-10C~II!"

---------------------------- V A 5 ILOSRL O RR 5"P ------------------------------
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S CTUr TfR5PARR < "hreshold determination parameters >

3009~ ratiLos

ptA VRA"C < significant speed differential >

MLr YRA T' < lookahead time determination for equioped/unequipped >

YRZCOW < slow-close/diverqence relative speed threnhold >

---------------------------- ~ATR S OL03AL PA 'R I IPS ------------------------------



<*** RSOLUTTOW ADVTSOWY SrtTCTTOW PRRAMH!ZRS 0*0>

STUV7C!r '!'StDV

GIOUP+hresholds

FLT q"SQ < MDTHSQ thresbold when either aircraft turning >

MM IDTrSn < neqative horizontal resolution advisory threshold,

neither aircraft turning >

!LT StP7 < minisum acceptable 3-dimensional separation >

---------------------------- ATAPS GLOLPALA PS --------------
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(*5 SYSTEM GLOBAL PARAMETERS ***>

STBUCTUPE SYSTEM

V coverage

= CTRTSt(15) < table of pointers to list of center zone maps >

S.SAPTBL(15) < table of pointers to list of AThtS service maps >

HiSTRTBL(15) < table of Master Status flags >

SO AP < pointer to squitter lockout map >

iQZtracker

!L Lo < altitude boundary for 1/21-list >

! SOL02 < square of maximum assumed speed for AC below

10,000 ft nSt >

rg ?o- < altitude used in slant range correction when no

altitude measurement is available >

G miscellaneous

= O0NOWC < this site providing domino feature for non-mode C )

Ft. HOBRAD < radius of hub processing area >

u: o03D < 4TIRS site ID 4-bit field >

FLT SCAI < time interval 'or one radar scan >

FT. T vW!GH- < weighting factor for vertical dimension >

9?OIP ztrack

!L D < nominal time between updates - one radar scan >

!L< quantization bin width >

!WD STRUCTJ0j
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<**' CONFLICT TABLE READ ***>

STRUCTUR! C'RAD

GPOU maintenance

PT VCT' < first entry in this conflict table >

PTP ?XTC"- < next conflict table >

PTF PRTVC- previous conflict table >

GVOUP data

I_ IAC < number of AC in this conflict table >

_TP PLIST < first pair recorl for AC in this table >

31 SEAM < seam conflict >

?NDSTVUCTIRE:

*' CONFLICT TABLE ENTRY ->

S"UC CURE CTIRTY

GROUP maintenance

PT 1XCvY < next conflict table entry >

IROUP data

2-, ACID < InD of AC in conflict (-> state vector >

P-_ RCTDR < pair record with horizontal resolution advisory

P"P ACTor < pair record with vertical resolution advisory >

I'.T 'RAN < horizontal resolution advisory being sent to AC >

IN- RMAND < horizontal resolution advisory being displayed on AC >

INT ULTH < count of conflicts resolved using horizontal dimension >

IRT IULTV < count of conflicts resolved using vertical dimension

INT N:O < KC is included in this number of conflicts >

ir RERLG < AC remote >

IN- VRAN < vertical resolution advisory being sen to AC >

R VqRRD < vertical resolution advisory being displayed on AC >

ATIE S GLOBAL VAPIABLES ------------------------------
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<**' PAIR RECORD a*>*

$TRUCTURR PV2C

GEQ.2 maintenance

=1 .h1TPF < next pair record, this table >

GRUPientifiers

IT ATSID < processor (ITIRS or BCIS) handling this conflict >

T RDOF! < site named in ATSrD has handed off pair >

INT SECTID < ATIRS sector for *he conflict pair >

9generalvalues

PMFI < controlled AC gets resolution advisories >

!T Pr) < horizontal miss distance (squared) >

LU POSC D < resolution advisory control variable >

W VMD < vertical miss distance >

BIT PSIS' < coarse screen and detection done >

FTT TSTART < time when resolution advisories were selecled >

GROUP acl

ITS ZMDFL < field of advisories for domino search >

I_IT '!RMN < horizontal resolution advisory to 'his AC from

other non-connected sites >

_4 !VM_ N < vertical resolution advisory to this AC from

other non-connected sites >

PT? TNTR < head of domino list for this AC >

IT iVT < AC turn state at time of resolution advisory

selection >

OTR PAC ( ID of this AC (-> CTNTRT) >

I_. PRAW <N horizontal resolution advisory to this AC >

I1T PVMAI < vertical resolution advisory to this AC

?IT SEc < uplink resolution advisory for this kC )

UT YID < other AC'S track ID >

.........- -T DM S ao0 la 1 211.IS ------------------------------
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212.UP ac2

IMI PIRIC.acl

GROUPI sodel-validation

U1j MVDOW? < already lone validationl >

FLT '.IR&IT < RA initiation time >

?'LT 'IV3Z < relative ID (2D2 - DI) >

LIDSTPUCyIURI:

--- -- --- -- --- -- --- - TARS GLOYAL TARrABLIS --- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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.... ..---.-.... ---_ ------- . -_.__ ----- ___- _--- .... .-......---- ----.... ...- .---- ....... . .... .

<*** ON1O AND DPTS'P D!T!RMINATTON YRRIABLBS (TABL? 8-3) *>

STRUCT DU P9VBL

GROUP miscellaneous

W- ACOWTR < vertical range. for TCOWV catculation >

VLT RCONTR < horizoaal range, for TCONH calculation >

ZIT TVARW < warning time threshold >

ENOSTRUCTUR!:

----------------------------- ATR S ILOBAL VARIABLES ------------------------------
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t UCOUWT'r LIST -TR! =*Y )

GIOU processingreanired

SBOP'R!'n < inhibit BCASATCRBS message required >

NT CNARSO < controller alert required >

nX- D!LREQ < delayed resolution required >

j R 9APROV < provisional responsibility for resolution >

SIT RXBEQ < resolution advisory required >

I? RDREQ < resolution deletion required >

BI TARQ < traffic advisory required >

GROUp identifiers

P' kCIDi < state vector for hC 1 >

UR KCID2 < state vector for C 2 >

IBT CP'ID < sector ID for the encounter >

GOUP comouted seuarations

Ft9' ALT < absolute current altitude separa*ion >

! n0 < dot product of relative separation and

relative velocity vector >

L 102 < miss distance, squared >

?tT RANGE2 < horizontal separation, squared >

G cosputed times

VT? TR < time until horizontal sep (DSQ) is violated >

!k TV < time to coincidence in vertical direction >

IFOU geographic_dependett

jR rNAT < encounter area type >

----------------------------- &TARS GLOBAL VARIAILES ------------------------------
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O!P decf lags

. CAFLG < controller alert required, this pair >

C-DFLG C resolution advisory required, this pair >

BIT FPIPtG < threat advisory required for controlled AC >

8TI ' VtG < threat advisory required for uncontrolled RC >

PT- T
!CXLG < bvpaSs 3-out-of-5 controller alert logic >

j R IFRLG < resolution advisor! required for controlled AC >

lit-rVG < bypass 2-out-of-3 resolution advisory logic >

91_* PWIVLG < proximity advisory required, this pair >

3Y-STRIR f

---- --- --- --- --- --- --- AM L M I L TANTRILS ------------------------------
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<*** PWTLS? !N 31 P T t !TYTP! ** >

STRUCTU '" A_PRO!

GR0O9P maintenance-info

0 V TPW! < next entry >

P? PPV?W! < previous entry >

E SENT < entry has been sent in message >

GQIP identitv

S!WD < entry not updated this scan >

TP ORJ-AC < state vector entry >

I!P OLD TYD! < former type of entry for object AC >

14T TAC(_O < unique number for subject AC TA >

IPOU rankiata

WG! WEIGRT D < ranqe with vertical component

weighted vs. horizontal>

PAW.TY? < see Table 16-2 for coding >

TIT (11 < always zero for this type >

GPO'P advinorv-data

0_. AqBPVV < aircraft abbreviated data >

SATARSEQP < proximity AC equipped with &TARS )

1!: CLTM'5? F < climb capability of proximity AC >

U7- C OCNAIUG < clock bearing to proximity AC >

3- CONtrOL < proximity %C controlled by ATC >

? COURSE < clock heading of proximity %C >

S ?!_-VUG < fine increment to clock bearing >

rr GUNSPrrD < ground speed of proximity AC >

: ANG < slant range, unweighted >

FLT R!_ALT < relative altitude of prozi iy C

!NDSP'3C"'!P 4:

------------------- A!AQS GLOBAL TANIABLIS ---------------
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(*** PWlLS? ENTRY THERAT TtPE *>

GROUP saintenance info

PTR IITOWT < next entry >

PTR ORVPWt < previous entry >

BIT SENT ( entry has been sent in message >

10Pidentity

8!?El 0 < entry not updated this scan >

PTI 03_ -C < state vector entry >

116 OLD_TYP' < former type of entry for object kC >

IN.? TPXCK_10 < unique number for subject AC TA >

IO'P rank-data

116? 1G!_!GR < range with vertical component

weighted vs. horizontal>

TIT BANKTTP 4 see Table 16-2 for coding >

III TAI < horizontal tan, pseudo-tau, or large constant >

----------------------------- ATARS SLOSAL VAP IABLIS ----------------------------
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GOU advisorY data

CHR AB8SRV < aircraft abbreviated data >

q! ? k.lVSQP < proximity AC equipped vith ATAOS >

I4T CLIMBPEP? < climb capability of proximity AC >

I._T CLOC N-BG < clock bearing to proximity AC >

SIT CONTROL < proximity AC controlled by ATC >

TNT COURSE < clock heading of proximity AC >

SPTI_BR < fine increment to clock bearing >

I" FIr!_ DG < fine heading increment to course field >

TNTr GP4D SPTTD < ground speed of proximity AC >

TNT RFD < oredicted horizonal miss distance >

___" RIG? < slant range, anveighted >

?L qFL_ALT < relative altitude of proximity AC >

N._ R!T L_ALT_ElT < relative altitude extension >

N T9PI < threat strong 'urn state >

INT V?"TSPD < vertical speed of hreat >

----------------------------- IIPRS SLO AL YIRIABL'S
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-C*O* PVILST ENTRY RTCPSICVLOCX 'TYI**

= 1CT 9! XTCQS_"

SROOP mainenance info

r-I NX'pqI next entry >

rp." PRPVI < previons entry

BI'T S!11? entry has been sent in message '>

G"9 i identitv

!VT AC~IRS-IFPNCWdO uniquie nuber for subject AC AfCPBSTB >

SIT INT entry not updated this scan

=?! O93-kc state vector entry >

3PoUP track data

I-IT Ik < altitude of I'TCPS AC (ft) >

1T~l BiAING < bearing to k'TCRIS KC (deg) >

II ING (4 range (nmi) >

!KI RME!PV range rate (kt] >

1L4T VFPfRTC! < altitude rate of RTCPBS (fl/s) >

---- --- --- ---- --- --- --- ATIIPS 3LOBIL VARIM 2.S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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<** PWILST EWTYT TRRArw TYPi *so>

STRUCTUP TRRAIR

GPOU? maintenance info

PT? NXTPVT < next entry

?T'5 PBVPU! < previous entry >

BIT SENT < entry has been sent in message >

GROUP status

STBr END < entry not updated this scan >

BIT ?TXT < first time advisory transmitted

70OUD alv-lat

T!. P _A- < altitude of subject AC relative to terrain )

----------------------------- M RS GLOBAL V IABL - -S ... ....... ....... --. . .
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<*** PTItST EWTIY O8STACt TYPE **

SRUCTUR OBSTACLE

GQ9 maintenance-info

NITPWT < nex entry >

PTnR OVPUI < previous entry >

BIT SENT < entry has been sent in message >

GPOlIP status

BIT END < entry not updated this scan >

3IT FTAT < first time advisory transuitted >

I OT OqSTCLE_1O < identitv on stored list of obstacles >

GPO7P adv-data

INT CLOCFBRG < clock bearing to obstacle >

U_ RANG' < AC range +o obstacle >

INT RtL_&LT < AC altitude relative to obstacle >

"DSTBUCTU

-T- S GLOBAL T PN ABLFS ------------------------------
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('. P5LST VfUPT AZUSPRCE V'TPI *0>

STRUCTUV KTAflSPACE

GROUP uaintenance-in fo

PT. MTTPWT < next entry >

PMR PPVPUI < previous entry >

B!! SENT < entry has been sent in messaqe >

GPOq status

IN- AIRSPkC? NO < identity on stored list of airspace zones >

5I' END < entry not updated this scan >

=_' FTAT < first time advisory transmitted >

GROUP adv Iaa

IN- ATRSPACETTPf < restricted airspace or 'PCA or other

prohibited area >

CH' TIVT!IIR < restricted airspace identifier >

ATARS GLOBAL VARIABL!?S -----------------------------
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PWILST ENTRY ALEC TYPV 40*>

STRCTPE ALEC

GPO P maintenance-info

P'"P .1,1PepV < nert entry >

PP PRVPVT < previous entrv >

BIT SVNU < entry has been sent in message >

GROUP adv_data

INT A LITUD! < altitude echo data >

B CO1FTD3-UCE < altitude confidence >

BIT CRR-CTrD < pressure corrected altitude

----------------------------- XTkA S 3LO iAL VARIABLES ------------------------------
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< R*E RSOLUTIOU PAIR ACWWOWIEDGMENT (RPR) LIST >

S".UCTUP RPALST

GROUP acl

TV- 0!?. < delivery status of maneuvers

INT TD < ID of hCl >

H: RE.  
< resolution advisory for ACI >

GROUP ac2

lf PPALSP.ac1

IPOUP ovrhd

II CACRD < CONFLICT RESOLUTION DACA TRSW has run >

I= CARN < RESOLUTION NOTIFICATION TASK has run >

U? SOURCE < ATARS originated resolutions, else BCAS >

INT TIV! < time entry placed on PPA list >

FIDSTPUCT9 ":

----------------------------- ATIS GLOBAL VIDIADLTS -------------
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(*** SAT VLCOA *>

ST!UCTURE SVUCT

qpou? pointers

PT ATCRE? < entry in CR ET for ATCRBS RC >

VT_.R CTT < conflict table entry for this AC >

CTPTR < conflict table containing this AC's entry >

P !VfA < next AC in TARS sector list thread >

PT? ITS < next 4C in antenna sector list thread >

?"f 1.T1 < next IC in X-list or E!Xlist thread >

!OTI OREVX < previous C in I list or EX list thread >

.T- PWPTR < PWlLST for AC >

?TV STPTP < stack of AC information (position, velocity,

time) for turn rate computation >

-u gP3S5 < list of last uplinked &TIPS messages >

GPOUP horztracker data

!LT AP < predicted next-correlation azimuth >

l' PIP.! < external firmness level >

14T rivi < internal firmness level >

!L. PROP < predicted next-correlation range >

FLT VSQ < square of horizontal velocitv estimate >

X < X position of AC >

PL in < I velocity of AC >

i < external I velocity estimate >

xl r ID! < internal I velocity estimate >

.!iz IP < external one-scan predicted I position >

IL! IPI < internal one-scan predicted X position >

< Y position of IC >

D Y y velocity of AC >

YDE < external T velocity estimate >

FLT ID! < internal T velocity estimate >

flT IP < external one-scan predicted I position >

YPI < internal one-scan predicted T position >

-TARS GLOBAL VABIABLZS ------------------------------
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GROUP ver4 tracker data

LIT FIRZ < mode C firmness level >

FLT 'BI9Zp < firmness of level occupancy time >

PLT LOT < level occupancy time estimate >

IST SUCST < start-up counter to establish track >

VPSUP!S < sunned residual used to detect trend in vertical

acceleration >

nT z < Z position of AC >

!L. ZD < Z velocity of AC >

PIT Z0W < external 2 velocity estimate >

ZP < external one-scan predicted Z position >

PT? 7PRV < previously reported Z position >

ILT < ( smoothed 7 position estimate >

SOUP times

FLT AL!C" < time last ALIC entry generated >

?LT OWT < time last OWN message generated >

ILT TD ( time ATARS message was received by C >

TLUPD < time of last vertical track update >

111 < time of last reported ranqe/azimut h data >

-9? < expected time of next local data >

ILT ?9R < time of current remote data >

TNT < time last mode C report was received >

_.T TTP?AL < time of transitiou to previously reported altitude •

--ARS GLOBAL VARIAILIS ------------

3-V2S
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GROU flags

B ATIFLG < track was initialized as ATCRBS >

BIT ATSS < AC ready for ATAS service (on KIUTI list) >

BIT CAR Q < controller alert required in this area >

BIT CFNTR < AC in center area of ATARS service area >

B CTYWC < AC under ATC control >

BIT DELFG < state vector is to be deleted >

BIT DLOUT "< data link out on most recent scan >

B DRATS < KC ITARS service dropped but track maintained

for domino resolution >

BIT DRSUP < AC track dropped by ATABS >

BIT !?XLG < X/El-list indicator >

BI I BWG < AC in antenna hub zone >

BTT TNB'L < new AC on XINIT list >

Bt LOL < this AC has local data >

BI ICPLG < altitude data provided through mode C report

and reasonable >

B__ CLLFG < a null DABS report is received >

BTI. OSCYt < BETRAR will be reset after one scan >

BI- PSTAT < local site's primary status >

Br Qq'L <-C has remote data >

BIT SiPI < AC data smoothed, predicted this scan >

BI- SP!DG < siqnpost flag for coarse screen identification >

B SPRO < antenna sector processing flag >

BIT SotO < squitter lockout set

SIT SRV4SW < report in KTARS,- I- ',eillance area mask >

B'IT < prevents multiple X/!Ilist update >

----------------------------- MTS 3LOBAL VAITABLES -------------
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GROU qeneral values

M &CAB < IC abbreviated field, 9-bit field >

Ul &CAT < AC area tvpe >

& ACLASS < ATARS class of service >

ACLP < AC climb performance used in modeling resolution

advisory >

.J ASSOC < TD of closest airport >

ASZQ < CIS equipage type >

XNT PCASS. < SCAS sensitivity level >

LU CODS < DIS or ITCRBS mode C code >

IF? FIZ < final approach zone indicator >

? IL? < ATCPBS surveillance file number >

GOG < geographical zone a-bit field >

HAS < horizontal maneuver status for level tracter >

INTAD < unique index of area t-'e 2 >

o!'T 0W'RDG < last heading sent in OWN message >

flT OIUTAW < last turn rate sent in OWN message>

TNT 1,MR&B < ID of site whose PAR requested >

IT RETAR < ID of remote site that receives RAR data >

U SLREPS < mos
t 

recently reported slant range >

flT SVSID < IC's ATARS sector ID >

!L 2 ILT < altitude from terrain map >

INT TDU < AC turn status >

INT TYVE < RC type status (OIBS or ATCRBS) >

SPRT < ID of airport associated with VAZ >

----------------------------- ATIES GLOBAL VhRIXELZS ------------------------------
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GROU domino objproj

AZ IDPIJ(M) < one, two, three and four-scan to projection after DILMA

time of modeling ,

. IPRJ(W) < one, two, hree and four-scan I projection after DMLAY

time of modeling >

!IT YDPIJ(U) < one, two, three and four-scan TO projection after DSLAY

time of modeling >

zL2 yPIJ(M) < one, two, three and four-scan Y projection after DELAY

time of modeling >

ZU ZDPSJ < % direction velocity for domino object processing >

L. ZPRJ(U| < one, two, three and four-scan S projection afer DMAT

time of modeling >

IPOUP data-block

11 R -PO1'R < DXIS or IT'!US or VIDAR report ('ables 3-3, 3-4, 3-5) >

------------ --- ATARI GLOBAL ThRUBILES ----------------
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I _____________

<*** SYSTEM VARIABLES ***>

STRUCTURE SYSVAR

GROUP time

FLT CTIM! < current time >

G_ _P flags

BIT hTCNWC < ATC requests non mode C ATARS target tracking desired >

IT AVCROP < ATC requests radar only target tracking desired >

BITS STATMSG < ATC facilities requesting

full AT49S status control messages >

GPOUP failure-info

?T BRCFIP < operating in backup mode >

P". CTP*P < center zone map in use >

U! FAILtD < identity of failed site >

PTR MAPPR < ATAPS service map in use >

BIT MASTtP < operating in backup-master mode )

GROUP antenna

FtT APOS < DABS antenna position >

FLT A AT? < DIBS antenna rate >

GPOUP general

I' LOCAlID < local sensor site identifica
t ion (4 hits) >

----------------------------- ATIR S GLOBkt V R IIBLES ------------------------------
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4. SURVEILLANCE REPORT AND TRACK PROCESSING

4.1 General Requirements

ATARS surveillance processing may be divided into three main

sub-functions: input processing, track processing, and
smoothing/prediction. The general division of responsibility is
that input processing accepts target reports from the DABS
sensor and screens and prepares them for tracking. Track
processing maintains a file of system tracks and selects
particular target reports for track update. Smoothing and
prediction utilizes the selected reports for production of fresh
position and velocity updates.

ATARS surveillance processing is required to track those DABS,
ATCRBS (mode C and non-mode C equipped) and radar-only aircraft
which are being tracked by the local sensor in the ATARS service
area and the domino surveillance area. Aircraft outside these

areas are not tracked.

4.2 Coordinate Systems

Target reports are received in the rho, theta, h (slant range,
azimuth, altitude) system of the DABS sensor. ATARS maintains
and uses track estimates in a modified Cartesian x, y, z
system. The local sensor lies at the center of the x, y grid
with x east and y north (see Figure 4-1).

Mapping between these two systems is based on a flat earth
assumption. Under this assumption x, y are considered as the

ground plan projection coordinates of an aircraft, while z is
identical to the altitude. However, because of the actual
curvature of the earth, the x, y, z which are so computed do not
exactly correspond to the aircraft position in a physical
Cartesian space. Nevertheless, the x, y, z descriptions
produced by this formal mapping will be utilized throughout the

ATARS processing. The equations of the mapping are shown in the
figure.

Geographical corrections take place in rho, theta. Reports
selected for track update are coordinate converted to the x, y,
z system before using them to smooth the track estimate. The
inverse mapping is used to determine a predicted rho, theta for
the next correction and for antenna sector update.
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FIGURE 4-1
ATARS TRACK SECTORiZATION AND COORDINATES
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In converting remote reports to local x, y, z coordinates, any
method of calculation may be used which accurately accounts for

the real spatial geometry. In order to be useful in tracking,
the truncation errors in conversion must be kept comparable to

the random data error (i.e., approximately = 100 feet or less).
The method should be reasonably efficient, but oince remote
report conversion will only be occasionally required, some

complexity can be tolerated.

4.3 Major Files

The ATARS track file is a separate creation of the ATARS
function and Is not identical, either physically or in content,

to the DABS sensor track file. This file (the Central Track
Store (CTS)) consists of a block of track slots, of sufficient
size to accommodate the maximum track load. Each slot may
either be empty or it may contain track information (aircraft
State Vector) about a particular aircraft. In addition, a
number of slots of known fixed x coordinate distance called
signposts provide quick points of entry into the appropriate
X-list or EX-list as described in Section 6.1.3. Signposts are
bookkeeping aids and are not altered by the tracking programs.

A CTS file is used to transmit information for a particular
aircraft throughout the various tasks in the ATARS processing
cycle. The central track store contains the following types of
information: position, velocity, time, pointers, status and IT)

indicators, and control flags.

The tracks in CTS must be rapidly accessible in two ways for

Report Processing and Track Processing Tasks: on a geographical
antenna sector basis and by aircraft ID. 32 fixed azimuth

sectors are defined with respect to the local sensor, beginning
clockwise from north (see Figure 4-1). Each antenna sector is
11 1/4 degrees wide. Tracks are organized (e.g., by threading)
so that the ATARS tracker can efficiently index and process

tracks lying in a particular antenna sector. Since the aircraft
move, their antenna sector assignments will change. These
changes are monitored, and an updated antenna sector list is
maintained.

Rapid access of individual tracks through their ATCRBS/radar

surveillance file number or DABS ID is accomplished by
establishing a cross-reference file for each of these aircraft

classes. These files are denoted CREFA and CREFD, respectively,
and relate the input code (which may be compressed by hashing)
to the corresponding track slot number in CTS. When tracks are
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dropped or new tracks are started, the cross-reference files are
correspondingly updated. These file relationships are indicated
in Figure 4-2.

Since the ratio of radar, ATCRBS and DABS track loads is an
environmental variable, it is desirable that CTS not be
partitioned in any fixed way between these track classes.
Procedures for organizing and accessing CTS should remain
efficient regardless of this load ratio.

4.4 Report Processing

The ATARS surveillance processing initiates and maintains ATARS
tracks on all DABS, ATCRBS (mode C and non-mode C equipped), and
radar-only aircraft in the ATARS surveillance area which are
being tracked by the DABS sensor. This objective is
accomplished by two major tasks: the Report Processing Task,
discussed in this section, and the Track Processing Task,
discussed in Section 4.5.

Report processing operates on interrupt after all target reports
for a new antenna sector have arrived in the surveillance input
buffer. The surveillance input consist of target reports from

the DABS sensor.

Input data are:

1. A sector header antenna azimuth word

2. Target reports from Surveillance Buffer

The services performed are to:

1. Update current antenna position and rate estimates

2. Screen local reports and reject all reports falling

outside the ATARS surveillance area

3. Reject reports according to ATC selection not to
process non-mode C or radar-only reports

4. Correlate local and remote reports with tracks through
DABS ID or ATCRBS/radar surveillance file number
cross-references. Store reports with the State
Vectors in CTS

5. Start new DABS, ATCRBS or radar-only tracks

6. Flag tracks for drop (if indicated by sensor)
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FIGURE 4-2
TRACK FILE STRUCTURE AND ACCESS
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4.4.1 ATARS Surveillance Area

The ATARS service area is subtended by a larger area called the
ATARS surveillance area, defined by a rho, theta map. This map
is defined as a convex figure encompassing the ATARS/Domino
surveillance area as shown in Figure 4-3. Since the ATARS
surveillance area is a convex figure, it suffices to define a
map with a minimum and maximum rho for each theta (or theta
interval). Two maps are required, one for reports above an
altitude HZONE and one below this altitude (see Section 6.2.1
and Figure 6-1). In order to pass screening, a local report
with altitude data must lie within the area appropriate for that

altitude. If no altitude has been measured, then it must lie
within at least one of the two map areas. (Remote reports
cannot be mapped out efficiently here because their rho, theta
are not local coordinates.)

4.4.2 Local Reports

When a local report is within the ATARS surveillance area, the
DABS ID or ATCRBS/radar surveillance file number is used to find
the associated track in CTS (if any). The cross-reference files
CREFD and CREFA provide the required links. If the track's drop
flag is already set in CTS, it cannot accept further data and
the report is ignored. If the report drop bit is set in the
surveillance report, track drop is initiated here. Track drops
may also be initiated in track update (Section 4.5.1) when data
has been missing too long or the track is out of the ATARS
surveillance area. The State Vector Deletion Task performs the
final drop action for tracks which have been in ATARS coverage.

When a local report is a null report, the null flag is set to
indicate to the Track Processing Task that this particular track
is to be treated as a "miss" rather than a "hit." If the
diffraction zone bit is set in the report, the track is also
processed as a "miss." The local report that is designated as a
"hit" must also pass a rho, theta reasonability check of
measured vs. predicted coordinates in order to merit further
consideration. The report is then stored in the CTS report
storage area. A RAR empty report is issued for the aircraft if
the proper conditions exist for this message generation. If the
site ID has changed for the aircraft, then a check is made to
determine if the aircraft is located in the seam area, and so
designated. If a pilot request for an altitude echo advisory is
received, the proper computations are made and the time of the
altitude request is recorded in the track State Vector.
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If a new track is to be initialized, this is the sole
responsibility of the report processing function. This will
occur when a local or late local report is examined which does
not have an existing associated track and the report drop bit is
not set. Track initialization is started with a single local
report.

4.4.3 Remote Reports

If a remote report is a null report, it is rejected at this
time. Otherwise, the DABS ID or ATCRBS/radar surveillance file
number is used to find the associated track in CTS (if it
exists). The cross reference files CREFD and CREFA provide the
required links. The remote surveillance report data is then
stored in the CTS storage area provided a local report hasn't
been received for this aircraft in the last 1/2 scan. The
remote flag is set and report time is stored. A RAR empty
report is issued for this aircraft if the proper conditions
exist for this message generation. If the site ID has changed
for the aircraft, then a check is made to dertemine if the
aircraft is located in the seam area, and so designated. If a
pilot request for an altitude echo advisory is received, the
proper computations are made and the time of the altitude
request is recorded in the track State Vector.

4.4.4 Track Initialization

An empty track slot, which has been cleared of all previous
data, is found in the CTS. Empty tracks are threaded together
into their own list using the sector thread mechanism. This
slot will hold the new track State Vector. This report's
measurement time is determined and then stored. The report
coordinates are converted to x, y, z. The initial horizontal
prediction estimates for external and internal positions, and
velocities are determined and stored. The initial predicted
rho, theta search position is computed. The initial internal

and external position predictions are set identical to the
reported positions. The level velocities are set to a small
non-zero value. The turn rate stack is initialized for the
track to be used in the x, y smoothing process. The antenna
sector in which this track lies is determined and the track is
added to the proper antenna sector list (with forward threading
only). Various pointers and flags contained in the State Vector
are initialized.
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With mode C altitude data present, initialization must be
performed for the vertical tracker and other ATARS tasks must be
notified that valid altitude data is available for this
aircraft. Aircraft track type and code information that is
unique for either DABS or ATCRBS reports must be stored in the
State Vector during track Initialization.

4.5 Track Processing

The Track Processing Task performs (1) final elimination of

tracks which are not to be serviced by ATARS and (2) Track
Update Process. All surveillance reports have been associated
with tracks or used to start new tracks in the Report Processing
Task. Track processing accepts each report and calls the Track
Update Process (Section 4.5.1). All report correlation is
accomplished in the DABS sensor and is accepted as being
completed by ATARS.

Input data for track processing consists of local or remote
reports with remote times of measurement which have been stored
with the associated track ±n CTS by report processing (one

report, or none, per track).

Track processing operates once each time the local sensor antenna
enters a new antenna sector and processes tracks in particular
sectors (relative to the antenna). The sectorization of CTS is
accomplished by threading, which is updated as aircraft
positions are re-predicted.

The program is organized so that when the antenna enters antenna
sector n, all tracks associated with antenna sector n-4 are
processed. All other tracks which were input to the
Surveillance Buffer during sector n are then processed, (see
timing diagram, Figure 4-4). The antenna sector gap from n-4 to

n allows time for DABS sensor report procassing and sensor to
ATARS transmission delays. The maximum delay for surveillance
reports is expected to be 3 antenna sectors.

The primary function of track processing is to perform track
updating in antenna sector n-4 normally with local data, but if
this is missing, to attempt remote data or late local data
updates each following antenna sector. This allows timely use
of remote reports. Various processing flags and time checks are
utilized to prevent too frequent updates or confusion because of

ATARS sector changes.

All tracks in antenna sector n-4 whose smooth/predict and
antenna sector process flags are not set are processed as a
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group. If a report is not a null report, a track update (hit)
is performed, which includes smoothing and prediction. If a
null report has been stored, a track update (miss) is performed,
which provides prediction only. Since processing for this
aircraft has been accomplished, the antenna sector process flag
is set in the State Vector.

All the remaining tracks in the buffer, both late local and
remote reports, are processed as a second group. If the
smooth/predict and the antenna sector process flags are clear,

then the remote data is accepted and a track update (hit) is
performed which includes smoothing and prediction.

4.5.1 Track Update

The Track Update Process has two entry points. One is used to
process a track after a report has been selected (a hit); the
other entry is used to process the track in final prediction
only if the track report is a null (a miss). The update process
uses smoothing and prediction and performs other State Vector
update functions as well. Accessory bookkeeping operations
affect the CREFA and CREFD files.

4.5.1.1 Selected Report (Hit) Updating

The measurement time is computed for the current local and
remote reports. This time is computed from the report azimuth
and the antenna position/rate estimates. The report time is set
into the current report timein the CTS.

The previous predictions for this track should be corrected to
the current measurement time, if necessary. The predictions are

for an anticipated time of local data measurement. Thus, if
this report is local, no correction will ordinarily be
required. However, remote data will be measured at quite
different times, and the previous predictions must be
corrected. Correction is accomplished by shifting the x, y and
z predicted coordinates by the time difference (THP - TMR) times

the internal x, y and z velocity estimates. Both internal and
external predictions will be affected (see Section 4.5.3).

Rho, theta data is coordinate converted to the local Y, y
system. Conversion of local data Involves slant range
correction as indicated in Figure 4-1. For remote reports a
full remote to local system conversion must be used. These
conversions utilize the altitude measurement if present.
Otherwise, the estimated altitude is used. In cases where
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neither is available, a nominal value of ZNOM will be assumed.

The slant range for both local and remote surveillance reports

must be transferred into SLREPS before any coordinate
conversions are made to the data.

For local reports the fact that smoothing/prediction is
accomplished is noted in the State Vector. If the report is a
DABS report, the identity of the remote site is checked in the

RAR. If it is determined that the local site has coverage, a
message is sent to this ATARS site to stop sending RAR data to

this aircraft and inform the local DABS sensor to start ATARS
service for this aircraft. If it is determined that the remote

site identified in the RAR has control, then that remote site is

where data may be requested.

For a remote report a check is made of the measured x, y
position against the external prediction (corrected) for
reasonableness. If the report is not reasonable, no update is
made to position. If the aircraft is in the cone of silence, it
is being afforded ATARS service and is ATARS equipped and the
remote site is identified from which data will be requested, a
message is sent to the site requesting RAR data for this
aircraft. Sent along with this message is own-site ATARS
identification and the directive for the remote site to set its
one scan flag (OSCFL). The local DABS sensor is informed to
stop ATARS service for this aircraft.

After x, y smoothing has been performed for the aircraft, z
smoothing and prediction with the ATARS vertical tracker
(Section 4.5.3.3) is performed. The controlled/uncontrolled
status of the aircraft is set according to the new DABS report.
The local and remote flag indicators in CTS are also cleare4.

4.5.1.2 Null Report (Miss) Updating

The flag which indicates the local sensor has lost data link
contact with this aircraft is set in the State Vector. If
present time minus TM is greater than TDROP, then ATARS
surveillance is dropped for this aircraft. The aircraft is
placed on the deletion list and unlinked from the X/EX-list.

4.5.1.3 Updating for Selected and Null Reports

If ATARS surveillance drop is indicated and the aircraft is not
on the X/EX-list, the track is dropped and its cross-reference
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links (CREFA or CREFD) are erased. For those aircraft
designated as ATCRBS or radar, the State Vector Deletion Task
has responsibility for the drop but the track cross-reference
(CREFA) is deleted. Dropping a track here consists of simply
re-threading it onto the empty list.

For tracks whose ATARS surveillance drop is not indicated,
horizontal track positions are predicted to the estimated time
of next local data using the ATARS prediction algorithm.
Azimuth and range are computed from the predicted position
values and stored with the prediction time.

The track is tested for ATARS qualification with the use of a
firmness control. (NOTE: Firmness control is discussed in
Section 4.5.2.)

If the track is qualified for ATARS service, see if it is on the
X-list or the EX-list. If the track is not in either list,
place it in the XINIT List for the Aircraft Update Processing
Task by use of NEXTX. If the track is on either list and ATARS
service is not being afforded this aircraft, test the track
position estimates (external prediction; XP, YP, ZP) to
determine whether the track lies within the ATARS service area.
This is accomplished by a geographical area determination which
utilizes an x, y masking procedure. This x, y mask is defined
as the ATARS mask service area as shown in Figure 4-3.

If the track is within the area, ATARS service is given to the
aircraft. The tracks are placed on the appropriate X-list or
EX-list in the aircraft update task. If the aircraft is ATARS
equipped, a message is sent to the DABS sensor to start ATARS
service for this track. For all DABS tracks, the primary/secon-
dary status of the track is recorded in the State Vector.

For the track not qualified for ATARS service, see if the track
is on the X-list or the EX-list. If this is true, drop ATARS
service is initiated, and the aircraft is placed on the deletion
list and unlinked from the X-list or the EX-list.

4.5.2 Firmness Control

The ATARS tracking system uses the method of firmness controlled
smoothing parameters (see Table 4-1). Separate values are given
for beacon and radar-only reports. Firmness values for each
track are adjusted in accordance with its record of correlation
success (see Table 4-2). The firmness table construction and
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TABLE 4-1

HORIZONTAL SMOOTHING PARAMETERS VS. FIRMNESS

FIRM ALFA BETA THK

Beacon Radar Beacon Radar

0 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000

1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 LPV I

2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 LPV

3 0.833 0.780 0.700 0.650 3.60

4 0.700 0.595 0.409 0.360 2.00

5 0.600 0.475 0.270 0.220 1.50

6 0.524 0.395 0.192 0.145 1.26

7 0.464 0.345 0.144 0.093 1.12

8 0.417 0.310 0.112 0.058 1.03

9 0.400 0.300 0.100 0.050 1.00

ILPV indicates a very large positive value which disables
turn detection.
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use for the ATARS tracking system differs from its Augmented
ARTS III counterpart in several ways. The following features
are present.

1. Fewer levels have L,.en assigned and the alpha, beta
smoothing parameter values of these levels have been
altered.

2. Together with alpha and beta an additional threshold
parameter, THK, has been added to adjust ATARS
cross-track smoothing thresholds. (The notation (THK
- LPV) means that the ATARS turn detection should be
disabled.)

3. Three firmness values, FIRMI, FIRME and FIRMZ, are
maintained on each track. Each uses a lookup table to
select parameters for internal x, y, for external X,
Y, or for altitude smoothing. FIRMI is used for THK
lookup.

4. These firmness values step up or down depending on the
success or failure of attempts to correlate on a
particular scan. The adjustments are made after the
previous firmness levels have been used for lookup.

Nominal adjustments, which are common to all three
firmness values, are further subject to absolute
assigned maximum firmness limits. Nominally,

FIRMIms x  - 9
FIRMEmax - 4
FIRMZmax  M 9

These values cannot be exceeded during stepping. Note
that a successful rho, theta correlation does not
necessarily result in a successful altitude
correlation so that FIR'Z does not necessarily
increase with FIRMI and FIRME. Altitude reports may
be missing.

5. When a track is initiated, FIMI and FIRNE are

inserted at level 1. Similarly, if altitude data on
this new track has been received, FIRMZ is also
Initialized at 1. If no altitude data has been
received, set FIRMZ - 0.

6. A track Is terminated when the time interval between
the current time and the time of the last successful
horizontal reply (represented by TM) exceeds the
threshold value TDROP.
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7. All turning track firmness levels used in ARTS III

have been deleted.

4.5.3 Track Estimation

Track estimation consists of two processes: smoothing, in which
a track's current data is combined with a previously made
prediction to achieve an improved estimate of the current state,
and prediction, in which the current smoothed state is
extrapolated one scan ahead to assist correlation and prepare
for the next smoothing step. Figure 4-5 illustrates turn
sensing, smoothing and prediction based on the current positions
and velocities.

Smoothing and prediction processes are called from the Track
Update Process. The essential data communicated to the
smoothing algorithm is:

a. The track to be processed

b. The report to be used for smoothing
c. Estimates of antenna position and rate

The prediction algorithm requires only the first and third
items. Both algorithms modify the contents of the track State
Vector. In both smoothing and prediction, reference is made to
internal and external position and velocity coordinates. Inter-
nal refers to those positions and velocities used internal to
the Track Processing Task. External includes all positions and
velocities used elsewhere in the ATARS tasks but generated in
the Track Processing Task.

4.5.3.1 Horizontal Smoothing

The ATARS horizontal smoothing process is designed to provide
improved knowledge of aircraft heading during turns and vertical
velocity information for the level-occupancy tracker (Section
4.5.3.3). Thus, ATARS conflict detection and conflict
resolution may be performed more effectively for maneuvering
aircraft than has been possible with previous algorithms.

Horizontal (x, y) positions and velocities are smoothed by the
well-known alpha, beta technique until a maneuver is sensed.

The cross-track deviation (data report distance from the line of
the predicted track vector) is compared with an assigned thres-
hold to detect a turn. If a Horizontal Maneuver Status (HMS)
indicates a turn, the turn rate (W) is computed from a modified
cross-track deviation computed from the oldest of three previous
smoothed positions and velocities. Figure 4-6 illustrates turn
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rate computation (in relation to Figure 4-5) using historical
positions and velocities. Figure 4-7 illustrates the turn rate
computations used for the advisory service in ATARS (see own
Message in Section 16.1.3.2). Maneuvering tracks are smoothed
by a special method which includes track-oriented geometric
calculations. The following implementation avoids use of
trigonometric functions wherever possible.

The horizontal smoothing operations are controlled by two
important CTS track firmness parameters FIRMI and FIRME which
are maintained by the correlation program in accord with the
record of correlation successes and failures. Table 4-1 shows
how the various smoothing process parameters vary with these
firmness values (denoted generically by FIRM). (The level zero
is restricted to FIRMZ).

Before the X, Y Smoothing Process is started, the measured range
and azimuth are converted to Cartesian XR, YR components. CTS
contains the predicted internal position XPIl, YPI1, and
velocity, XDI1, YDI1, estimates for the current predicted data
time, TMP1. CTS also contains up to three previous smoothed
internal positions, velocities, old data times, and the special
predicted positions used for the turn rate. For an update with
local data, TMP1 is sufficiently close to the true measurement
time that these predictions may be directly compared with the
measurements. For an update with remote data, the predictions
XPIl, YPIl are first corrected to the remote measurement time by
using the velocities XDII, YDIl and applying the time difference
TMRl-THPI.

Several quantities to be used in the computation of the turn

rate are initialized in the Track Initialization Process, and
are available in the State Vector. These variables are updated
in the X, Y Smoothing and Prediction Processes. These
parameters are outlined below.

Last predicted internal velocity:

XDIOLD - XDIl
YDIOLD - YDIl

Last predicted internal position:

XPINEW - XPIl
YPINEW - YPIl

Time on the stack:

ST - 0
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A TANGENT LINE
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I 1/2 vwt

2

v - 2d/vt2  TURN RATE

SUBSTITUTING FOR d AND v, THA TURN RATE EQUATION IS:

W - 2CTDA/(XDIOLD2+YDIOLD
2) * (DT+ST)2

FIGURE 4-7
TURN RATE COMPUTATION FOR ADVISORY SERVICE
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The stack time is initialized in the Track Initialization Process and
stored in CTS. The stack time is computed each scan in the Track
Processing Task.

Then define the internal deviation vector DI as:

'DIX' 'XR- XPIl
DI' = ' I and

DIY YR- YPII

CTDIX XR- XPINEW
CTDI" ,=,t

CTDIY ' ' YR- YPINEW

Let the elapsed time since the last X, Y data was received on this
track be DT. This time difference is calculated from the last data
time, TMI, stored in CTS and the new data t'me. New data time for
local and remote reports are determined here from the measjred azimuth
and the antenna motion estimates.

Then ALFA, BETA are selected through FIRMI, and the smoothing
equations produce the intermediate estimated coordinates designated
XA, YA, XDA, YDA as follows:

XA - XPIl + ALFA * DIX

YA - YPII + ALFA * DIY

XDA - XDII + BETA * DIX/DT

YDA - YDIl + BETA * DIY/DT

The next step is to sense for turns. Let

A - DIX * YDI - DIY * XDII

CTDA - CTDIX * YDIOLD - CTDIY * XDIOLD

S - Sign (A)

B - XDI 2 + YDIl
2

The cross-track distance, D, used for turn sensing is

D - A/SQRT(B)
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The square root can be avoided by dealing with the square of this

distance, D2.

D2 - A2/B

Let D2TH be a threshold by which D2 is measured to sense a turn.
Then, if D2 .GT. D2TH and S is negative, a left turn is sensed. If D2
.GT. D2TH and S is positive, a right turn is sensed.

The threshold is computed as a function of track range, speed,
orientation and the data source used for this update. It is further

modified by the factor THK which depends on FIRMI. The calculation of
D2TH is accomplished through two intermediate quantitites, DTHA and

DTHB:

D2TH - THK * (DTHA + DTHB * (XA * XDA + YA * YDA) 2/(V2A * R2A))

where

R2A = XA2 + YA
2

V2A = XDA 2 + YDA 2

Physically, DTHA is the square of the threshold which is appropriate

for testing the radial deviations of a track moving tangentially to

the radar. DTHA + DTHB is the square of the threshold appropriate for
testing tangential deviations of a track moving radially. The factor
multiplying DTHB is the square of the cosine of the angle between the

track direction and the radius vector from the radar. Since the
predicted range is available from CTS, it may also be -sed with
sufficient accuracy in place of the R2A computation above. The
quantities, DTKA and DTHB, are determined from sensor error standard

deviations and track speed by the empirical formulas:

DTHA - (3.1 * STDA + 1.35 * SQRT (V2A))
2

DTHB -'(3.1 * STDB + 1.35 * SQRT (V2A))2 - DTHA

The speed estimate, SQRT(V2A), must be expressed in knots for this
calculation when the other quantities are in feet.

The sensor error parameters, STDA and STDB, are, respectively, the
radial and tangential data error standard deviations as specified in
Reference 1. A typical parameter set for each data source is listed

in Table 4-3. Tangential parameters generally depend on the
track-range, SQRT(R2A). Since remote data is not oriented

conveniently in the local sensor system, a pessimistic, isotropic

assignment is made.
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TABLE 4-3

THRESHOLD PARAMETERS IN FEET

SOURCE STDA STDB1

Local DABS Beacon 150 .002 * SQRT (R2A)

Local ATCRBS Beacon 180 .002 * SQRT (R2A)

Local Radar 215 .004 * SQRT (R2A)

Remote Beacon 500 500

1The range, SQRT(P2A), should be expressed in feet.
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When a turn is sensed, a correction in the direction of the sensed
turn is made in the heading of the aircraft. Let DR be the vector

DRX ' ' XDIl * DT + DIX
TRF - I

'DRY' ' YDIl * DT + DIY

and VA the vector

XDA
VA = I

YDA

The magnitude of this correction is half of the angle between vectors
DR and VA, except when this angle exceeds some threshold, TTH, in
which case the correction is limited to TTH/2. (It is assumed that

the parameter, TTH will be less than 900). Let phi be the angle
between vectors DR and VA and let CT2 - cos2 (TTH).

Define

C - DRX * XDA + DRY * YDA

P = Sign(C)

Then

CP2= C 2

(DRX2 + DRY2 ) * V2A

Define

CP - SQRT(CP2)

Let sin (abs(phi)/2) - SPD2 and cos (abs(phi)/2) = CPD2. Where abs
means the absolute value of the parameter.

SPD2 = SQRT ((l-CP)/2)

CPD2 = SQRT ((I+CP)/2)
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Let delta theta be the absolute value of the heading correction and
let SDT - sin (delta theta) and CDT - cos (delta theta). Let STD2 =

sin(TTH/2) and CTD2 = cos(TTH/2). Then,

SDT - STD2
'-. if P * CP2 .LE. CT2

CDT - CTD2

SDT - SPD2
'- otherwise

CDT - CPD2

The new estimated internal velocity coordinates are:

XDIlnext - XDA * CDT + S * YDA * SDT
'- if D2 .GT. D2T4

YDllnext = YDA * CDT - S * XDA * SDT

XDllnext = XDA
'- if D2 .LE. D2TH

YDllnext = YDA

When a turn has been sensed in the same direction on two consecutive
updates, an additional heading correction of magnitude, DELTA, is
applied in the direction of turn. Let SDEL - sin(DELTA) and CDEL
cos(DELTA).

If a turn is sensed on two consecutive updates, the final external
velocity coordinates used as a source of the coordinates in ATARS
detection and resolution are:

XDElnext - XDllnext * CDEL + S * YDIlnext * SDEL

YDElnext - YDIlnext * CDEL - S * XDIlnext * SDEL

For all other cases:

XDElnext - XDIlnext
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YDElnext YDllnext

Note that the DELTA correction affects the data used for detection and
resolution, but does not influence the internal tracker velocities,
and, hence is not propagated into the future.

The smoothed Internal position estimates are:

XSII = XA

YSIl = YA

XSIl and YSIl are local variables and are processed further by
prediction which occurs later.

The horizontal maneuver status indicator, HMSI, stores the turn
indication for use on the next update. It is set to zero during track
prediction if the predicted time of the miss data is later than THMS
beyond the last data time.

Let XPI, YPI be the external estimates used in ATARS. These are
position predictions for the current data time, but distinct and
separate from the internal estimates. Define the external deviation
vector DE as:

'DEX ' XR - XPI

'DEY ' ' YR-YP

Here, too, for remote data a preliminary correction is applied to XPI,
YPI using XDII, YDII and the time difference TMRI - TMPl.

After ALFA is selected through FIRME, the smoothed estimates XSI, YSI
are produced by the operation:

XSl - XPl + ALFA * DEX

YSI - YPI + ALFA * DEY

XSI and YS1 are local variables and are processed further by

prediction which occurs later.
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Both internal and external position estimates are propogated into the
future, but positions predicted for turn rate computations (see Figure
4-7) are completely independent and are not propagated into the
future. The reason for these two types of estimates is that the
internal positions are designed to provide effective turn sensing
while the external estimates provide more accurate actual positions
for ATARS threat detection and resolution.

The Detect Task and resolution advisories evaluation logic use the
turn status as determined by the following logic. The turn sensing
algorithm has seven states (noted in Table 4-4) representing different
degrees of confidence that the aircraft is actually turning. The
cross-track deviation (D2) is checked against two thresholds (THI,
TH2) which are computed from the equations shown on Table 4-5. One
threshold is small enough so that the probability of a missed alarm is
small and there is little delay in detecting a turn. The other
threshold is large enough so that the probability of a false alarm or
wrong alarm is minimized (see Reference 6). The transition diagram
for the turn sensing states is summarized in Table 4-6.

4.5.3.2 Horizontal Prediction

When a track receives data, prediction is done just after smoothing.
The various smoothed estimates are projected ahead to the next local
correlation time using the appropriate smoothed velocities. The
velocities are not modified. When a track receives no data, the
previous predictions are treated as if they were new smoothed
estimates and are predicted again. In this case, prediction is
accomplished during first pass processing in the tracking module.

Let DS be the estimated time to the next local report. Then,

XDII = XDllnext
YDII = YDllnext

XPIl = XSII + DS * XDII
YPII = YSII + DS * YDII

XPI = XSI + DS * XDII
YPI - YSI + DS * YDII

To compute XPINEW, YPINEW, use time at stack top minus time at stack
bottom to compute time on the stack (ST). Use position and velocity
on the bottom of the stack, ST, and DS to predict the next position.
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TABLE 4-4

TURN SENSING STATES

VALUE OF
(TURN) DEFINITION

$STRNGLFT We are very confident that the aircraft is turning
left.

$WKLFT We are slightly confident that the aircraft is turning
left.

$STRAIGHT We are very confident that the aircraft is going
straight.

$WKRGT We are slightly confident that the aircraft is turning
right.

$STRNGRGT We are very confident that the aircraft is turning
right.

$HUHMINUS We are uncertain about the aircraft's turn status.

$HUHPLUS We are uncertain about the aircraft's turn status.
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TABLE 4-5

EQUATIONS FOR TURN SENSING

C2T- (XA *XDA +YA *YDA) 2

V2A * R2A

CRNG1 (TRIM1 STDA + TRKW2 *SQRT (V2A)) 2

CAZI- (TRKWl STDB + TRKW2 *SQRT (V2A)) 2 
-CRNG-1

Till THK * (CRNG1 + CAZi * C2T)

CRNG2 -(TR1KS1 *STDA + TRI(S2 *SQRT (V2A)) 2

CAZ2 -(TRKSl STDB + TRKS2 *SQRT (V2A)) 2 
-CRNG2

T112 -THK *(CRNG2 + CAN2 CZT)
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TABLE 4-6

TRANSITION DIAGRAM FOR TURN SENSING

PREVIOUS NEXT VALUE OF (TURN)
VALUE STRONG WEAK WEAK STRONG

OF LEFT LEFT STRAIGHT RIGHT RIGHT
(TURN) (IHIT--2) (IHIT.-1) (IHIT-O) (IHIT-+1) (IHIT-+2)

$STRNGLFT $STRNGLFT $WKLFT $STRAIGHT $HUHPLUS $HUHPLUS
$WKLFT $STRNGLFT $WKLFT $ STRAIGHT $HUHPLUS $HUHPLUS
$STRAIGHT $WKLFT $WKLFT $STRAIGHT $WKRGT $WKRGT
$WKRGT $HUHMINUS $HUHMINUS $STRAIGHT $WKRGT $STRNGRGT
$STRNGRGT $HUHMINUS $HUHMINUS $STRAIGHT $WKRGT $STRNGRGT
$HUHMINUS $WKLFT $WKLFT $STRAIGHT $HUHPLUS $HUHPLUS
$HUIIPLUS $HUHMINUS $HUHMINUS $STRAIGHT $WKRGT $WKRGT
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Note that external X, Y positions are predicted using internal
velocities. This is done to reduce the possible perturbations caused
by false turn detections.

In order to prepare for the next correlation, the predicted range

(RHOPl) and azimuth (AZPI) are calculated from the external
predictions and stored in the track file.

RHOPlnext - SQRT (XPI2 + yP1 2 + ZpI2 )

AZPlnext = tan -1 (XPl/YPI) (with quadrant
determination)

For an update with local data, DS iq nominally the estimated scan time
of the antenna.

DSscan = 3600

ARATE

The tangential motion of a track near the antenna may require a

correction of this value. A method for determining whether correction
is needed, is to find (AZPlnext - AZPl) and then the increment of
extra scan time which this predicted azimuth change requires. The

extra time, DDS, is a correction of DSscan and may be positive or
negative. If the magnitude of DDS is TDDS or greater, the predictions

are recalculated with the exact DS, i.e.,

DS - DSscan + DDS

For an update with remote data,

DSscan + DDS Loop I
DS - TMPI - TMI + -'

0 Loop 2

The time for which the predictions are made, TMPlnext, is calculated

and stored in the State Vector.

For a hit:

THPlnext ' TMl + DS

For a miss:

TmPlnext - TMPl + DS
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(TMI is the time of measurement of the current report, which replaced

the old time after the call to the vertical tracker).

4.5.3.3 Vertical Tracker

The level-occupancy vertical tracker, developed by Lincoln
Laboratories (see Reference 12), is replacing the older alpha-beta
vertical tracker used in the previous ATARS design. The level-
occupancy vertical tracker shows a much improved response to swift
vertical manuevers, which was a deficiency in the older tracker. The
algorithm for the vertical tracker is taken directly from Reference 12
and translated into the pseudocode shown in Section 4.6. The CTS is
expanded to include the new quantities necessary to implement this new
vertical tracker and the correct initialization is obtained from that
provided in Reference 5.

4.5.4 Supporting Routines

This section provides a list of some common routines required by the
ATARS tracker. Particular algorithms are outlined in selected cases.
Track processing control flags are briefly summarized and their
utility noted.

Required routines of particular importance are the following:

1. Antenna Azimuth Position/Rate Estimation

This routine is called by the Report Processing Task. The input
consists of an antenna azimuth position from the header word
supplied with each antenna sector's reports in the Surveillance
Buffer. An azimuth is received each antenna sector, whether or
not there are accompanying target reports.

It is also necessary to read the ATARS real-time clock at the
time the azimuth is extracted.

The antenna estimate is embodied and stored in three variables
APOS, ATIME, ARATE. Let the new input azimuth be ANAZ and the
clock time CTIME. Then the estimate update is:

ARATEnext - ( - AIETA) * ARATE + ABETA * (ANAZ - APOS)
(CTIME - ATIME)

APOSnext - ANAZ

ATIMEnext w CTIME
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ABETA is a smoothing constant (approximately - .5). If ANAZ -

APOS is negative, add 3600. Thus this difference is always
taken as a positive angle. Check CTIME - ATIME. If too small

(i.e., corresponds to less than 1/2 antenna sector) skip the
update for this antenna sector.

2. Local Report Time of Measurement

The routine is used wherever local reports are utilized for track
update or initialization. The input data are the measured report
azimuth, AZR, and the antenna estimates.

The algorithm for measurement time, TMnext is:

TMnext = ATIME + (AZR - APOS)
ARATE

3. Coordinate Conversions

a. Local rho, theta to x, y.
b. Local x, y to rho, theta.
c. Remote rho, theta to local x, y.

See Section 4.2 and Figure 4-1 for a brief general description of
the coordinate framework.

Note that remote sensor site parameters must be stored and used
in c in the above list. A selection of parameters is made
through the sensor ID supplied with each report.

4. Sector Thread Update

The requirements of this program (or programs) are to:

a. add a new track to a sector thread,
b. delete a track from a sector thread,
c. change a track from one sector thread to another.

5. ATCRBS/Radar Cross-reference (CREFA) Update

The requirements of this routine are to create or delete a CREFA
link to a track State Vector.

6. DABS Cross-reference (CREFD) Update
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The requirements of this routine are to create or delete a CREFD

link to a track State Vector.

7. CREFA Reference

This routine locates a given track in CTS from its ATCRBS/radar
surveillance file number by utilizing CREFA. Or it determines
that no reference exists.

8. CREFD Reference

This routine provides a function similar to 7, but for a DABS ID
using CREFD.

The following is a brief summary of required State Vector processing

flags and indicators used in the Track and Report Processing Tasks.
Their operation and function in the program are briefly summarized.

1. LOFL: local data flag
RMFL: remote data flag

These flags indicate the source type of a report stored with a
track in CTS. They are set when the report is stored and cleared

during track update or initialization.

LOFL and RMFL are both used to indicate presence or absence of

data from a particular site.

2. SMPR: smooth/predict flag
SPRO: antenna sector process flag

These flags provide internal communication and prevent confusion
in the timing of operations of the tracker.

SMPR is set when local reports are used for the Track Update or
Track Initialization Process. The flag is cleared 1/2 scan after

the Track Update Process has been performed for the aircraft's
sector. Its function is to inform later program tasks that an
update has already occurred on this scan and to defer further

updates to the next scan.

SPRO is set after conclusion of local report processing in the

Track Processing Task. It is cleared 1/2 scan after the Track
Update Process has been performed for the aircraft's sector. It

is tested before each track is accessed in the Track Processing
Task. It inhibits reprocessing a track in the remote or late
local report processing step.
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3. DRSUR: drop surveillance flag
DRATS: drop ATARS service flag

These flags indicate drop conditions. Both exist for the benefit
of the State Vector Deletion Task, which takes final action when
a track is to be dropped.

DRSUR is set by the tracker when it determines that a track
should be dropped (drop bit received or too much time elapsed
since last data input).

DRATS is set when the Track Update Process determines that the
track is not qualified for ATARS service or is outside the
service area. Otherwise, it is cleared during update.

4. ATSS: ATARS service flag

This flag is set by the Track Update Process when it determines
that a track has become eligible for ATARS service. It adds a
new track to the XINIT List. Geographical processing performs a

more precise geographical check, and may clear this flag if the
aircraft is outside the service area. The flag is cleared when
the ATARS service is discontinued in response to a DRATS
indication or because the geographic checks show the track to be
outside the service area.

Three operations require coordinated actions between the Track

Processing Task and subsequent ATARS tasks. These are to:

1. Start ATARS service for a track

2. Drop ATARS service for a track

3. Drop surveillance for a track

A surveillance drop is a total drop from the track and cross-
reference files. An ATARS service drop only terminates traffic
advisory and resolution advisory service; tracking is still required
for domino processing.

These operations are coordinated by the State Vector flags; ATSS,
DRATS, DRSUR. Table 4-7 shows in each case the actions initiated by
track processing and then the actions taken by New Aircraft Processing
or State Vector Deletion Tasks to complete the operation.

ATARS service is discontinued when a track leaves the ATARS service
area. This event is determined by geographical processing.
Geographical processing sets the DRATS flag directly and proceeds with
the final actions as indicated in the table.
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TABLE 4-7

STEPS REQUIRED TO START/DROP ATARS SERVICE OR DROP SURVEILLANCE

FUNCTION STEP I STEP II

I. Start ATARS TRACK PROCESSING TASK NEW AIRCRAFT PROCESSING TASK
Service Set ATSS Remove from XINIT List

Put track in XINIT List Put in appropriate X-list
Reset DRATS Set INXFL

Initialize State Vector

2. Drop ATARS TRACK PROCESSING TASK
Service Set DRATS

Reset ATSS
OR

GEOGRAPHICAL PROCESSING
Reset ATSS
Set DRATS

3. Drop ATARS/ TRACK PROCESSING TASK STATE VECTOR DELETION TASK
Domino Set DRSUR Remove track from
Surveillance Erase CREFA link appropriate X-list

OR Remove from sector list
REPORT PROCESSING TASK and add to empties 1

Set DRSUR Erase CREFD link
Erase CREFA link

iThis action effectively erases the track from CTS.
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4.6 Pseudocode for Surveillance Report and Track Processing

The pseudocode follows for the Report Processing Task and the Track
Processing Task described in this section. The format "surveillance
data ITEM" used in the low level pseudocode refers to a-data field in
the DABS, ATCRBS or radar reports (Tables 3-3, 3-4, 3-5).
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PSEUDOCODE TABLE Or CONTUNT

P!POPT PROCESSING LOCAL PARANETTRS . . -P3

REPORT PROCISSING LOCAL VARIABLES . -P5

REP01PT PUOCESSIVG LOU-LEVE LOGIC . . -P7

TASK I.!vORT PROCESSIXG . . S -P7

PROCESS KC~dropradarreports . 5 -?9

PROCESS RT-ronnud_~eot... . 4-P11l

PPOCSS surveillance area report processing . 5 -PIS

?ROCTSS final :eportselection . .S -Pl7

PPOCZSI; flag nointer initial . S -P19

PROCI!SS seam flaqupdatiag . -P21

PROCESS track-initialization . . -P23

vr'OCSS ztrack init . 4-P25

?PXCF POOC7SSINI LOCAL PAPRANETM.........................-P27

TRACY PROCESSING LOCAL. VARIABLES.........................-P29

TRACK PVOCESSING LOV-LEVL LOGC .........................- P33

-RSK "EACXPROCESSING .............................- 33

PROCI SS track update ............................- 35

PROCESS altitudtasitionuloqic....................-037

9POCIPSS leveltransition-nodate.....................-P39

PQOC2SS local-tecort. ervice .......................- P44

TROCESS aon~fausition logic. ...................... 043

PROCESS rate reinitialization. .....................- 95

PROCESS renot. repottservice......................-P47

PROCESS residual-rate-detection ................... 4-9
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PS3UDOCOQD TABLE Of VONTLTS

PROCESS singletransition ...................... 4-P51

PROCESS startupsmoothing ...................... 4-P53

?QOCSS tracktservice-determinaion ................. 4-P55

PPOCESS xyprediction ........................ 4-P57

PROCESS x_y_soothing ........................ 4-P59

PIOCrSS z-tracker ... ....................... t-P61
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-- _.__.___. ................... .-- -- --- -- -- --- -- -- --- -- -----. . . . ... . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . ... . .

('*t THI ?A AMETtBS LISTED BELOW AP LOCAL TO THE RrPOR
' 

PROCESSING TASK **'>

STRUCTIR? RP'PARM

GR O P ztrk _int

r ALT_TTIErACT < 7.0 >

Imr !IRMZlfylI < 5 >

FL ZVTL_TWIT < initial value of velocity for vertical trecker >

rgDSTUCU?;

----------------------- REPORT PROCESSING LOCAL PARAMZTERS -----------------------
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<** ?E MIVMEJ!AS LZSTED STLOV ARE LOCAL TO TEE REPORT PVOC!SSIIG TASK *->

<**a LOGiC-PAmW VaN!ABLES ***>

21OLM loqic_path

M RPPRK < finished processing this report in report processing >

/ Ic~.1o PAtI BLJN-NOT 371J"D

----------------------- REPORT DROCESSTWG LOCAL VARIABLES -----------------------
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211 I .PIOC!SS!UG

j (one oec*ors reports in surveillance buffer, system parameters)

22U (Uwi buffer, antenna sector list, deletion list, RENA, REND, CREPI,

CRIM, messages)

N (state vector, conflict tables, system varables);

< Process all surveillance reports from sensor and do high level selection >

Read sector header:

Update antenna position and rate;

MPEAT WHL (more surveillance reports in sector need processing);

C report finish flag: <PoTIK>

UUU ATC_iropradar_reports; <may set RPTPK>

(report not finished yet)

T TR FOUN ATC_1roo non_mde_C_reports; <say set RPTPK>

$ (report not finished yet A. it is a remote report)

TIN UPIOR remotereporinput; <always sets PPTPF>

Test if report is within &TARS/Domino surveillance area rho theta mask:

(report vithin surveillance mask)

= .__ report surveillance area mask flag;

I (report not finished yet MD (report in TAS/domino

surveillance area 21 null report))

THE PERFORM survillanceareareportprocessing:

<alvays sets tPR R>

IF (report not finished yet M state vector exists)

Add aircraft to deletion list;

?19D RPOPTPPOCSSING:

----------------------- MORT PROCESSING HIOR-LZVTL LOGIC ------------------------
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AREPORTPROCnSSING

_ (one sectors reports in surveillance buffer, SYSTE)

OUT (PAR bufter, antenna sector list, deletion list, REHA, RND, CPZTD,

CR EA, messages)

NOUT (SVECT, conflict tables, SYSYAR);

< Process all surveillance reports from sensor and do high level selection )

Read sector header;

Update antenna position (SYSVAR.APOS) and rate (SYSYAR.APIT);

REPEAT WHILE (sore surveillance da
t
a for sector available);

CTE4 IPTIRK:

EPO N ATC drop radarreports: <say set RPTRK>

S(PPMI !- SELSE)

TH11 PEREQIN TCdropnonode_C_reports; <ma set RPTRK"

I? (RPTR Fg S2ALSE In surveillance data SENSOR ED Ko

STSTER. LOCALID)

ZM PFOR remotereoortinput; <always sets RPTRK>

Test if report is within ATARS/Dosino surveillance area

with rho-theta mask:

Jr (report within surveillance mask)

111. T SVTECT.SRVNSX;

1! (RPTRK 12 SPILSE In (SVRCT.SRVISK E STMU!

21 surveillance data NULL RTPORT 2 STRUE))

Tll 1rQR surveillanceareayeport_processing;

<always sets RPTUK>

' (POTP' 12 PIALSE M STECT Ui null)

LILI Add to deletion list:

jR2PORT_?vOCSSTG;

REPORT PROCESRING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------------------------
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PROCIS A 'C dropradar re ports-,

< Deterine if radar report is not to be processed >

l ((ITC requests stop processing radar reports )

(this is a radar report))

l (ATCRBS track initial flag set) <TILG>

Tlj: <use this radar report since it is a one scan

substitution for A CRSS surveillance report>

EMIT (D&S 10 or &TRBS/radar surveillance file number in cross

reference)

M droo ATARS service and report finish flags;

Place aircraf
t 

on deletion list;

OTHIEWIS j report finish flag:

Itsz; <continue processing report>

END RTC_irop~ralarreports;

RPOPT PVOCISSZG NZGR-L1V Lo LOG-C
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P1OCTS ATC-droo-radarreports;

< Determine if radar report is not to be processed >

I ((SYSVlt.ATCIOR 2 SPALST) M

(surveillance data format type 12 radar report))

111P (SVUCT.ATTLG Ul STRU )

Yfl: <radar report not rejected because of one scan

substitution for ATCRBS surveillance report>

?LSVIF (DABS Io or ATCVBS/radar surveillance file number in cross

reference)

= S2 SV!CT.DRSUR and RPTPW;

Place on deletion list;

_LUE; <contiuwa processing report>

TWD RTC_droP radarreports;

----------------------- TPORT PVOCSSIVG tOW-LEVEL LOGIC
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712= &?C_dropnosmode.C_report;

< Deteruine if aon Bode C report is to be processed >

LE ((AIC requests stop processing of nonsode C reports ) UR

(this is a non Bode C report) U2 (nonuode C trom last report))

? (DAS ID or 19C23S surveillance file number in cross reference)

•fl fM drop IMRIS service and report finish flags;

Place aircraft on deletion list;

=J report finish flag;

Vj.v-: <continue processing recort>

iTC droo nonvo4eC_report;

------ 13P01T PIOC 1ING *GI8-LRVUL LOGIC -- -
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------------------------------------------ ...-- ... ------------ --------------------..--------

PROCTSS A"CAropnonmode_C_report:

< Determine if non mode C report is to be Processed >

I.! ((SYSY&. -ATCYMC . SFALSE) AND

(surveillance data NODE C PEUSENT 12 SALSE) RjD

(S2CT. CTLG * S-ALSE))

T It (DABS ID or ATCIS surveillance file number in cross reference)

TIN M SV!TC.DRSUR and UPTRK;

Place on deletion list;

SLZ: <continue processing report>

2 9C_dropunon_udeC_report:

--------- IPOIT PROCESSING LOU-LVIL LOGC --------------------------
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PROCESS remote-reportinput;

< Special processing for remote reports >

t (null report)

,H - SET report finish flag;

ELS1' (DABS ID or ATCRBS/radar surveillance file number in cross reference

table)

? f Pad track number;

(drop ATaIS service flag set)

TP SET report finish flag;

ILIE Save report in state vector:

Calculate aircraft sector IV:

T report finish flag;

I (RIR message is empty AND aircraft is ATARS equipped

N_D aircraft is in ITABS service 3ND

no resolution message in UPN3S)

T Generate empty RAN report for this %C and

send to own NAN buffer;

I (report IMlRS site ID bits have been changed

from last report)

Tfj Store new ATRS site ID bits;

T (AC in a conflict table)

LP RfORR seamflag_updatinq;

!!1!UI j report finish flag;

remote reportinput;

----------- 31PO PROCESSING RG-LTIL LOGIC-------------------
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PROMS remot*ereport-input;

< Special processing for remote reports >

I[ (surveillance data NULL IMPORT 12 M02)

Mz.!! 2jIR RPTRK:

3 (UADS ID or ATCRBS/radar surveillance file number in cross reference

table)

Pind track number;

I!!! SET RPTRK:

R Save report in state vector;

SM1 SVTFCT.RNL;

Calculate SVECT. SVSID;

2_ T RPTRK:

IF ((PAR message is empty) "D

(SIECT.ATS!Q !a 1IRQ "a

(SVECT.ATSS j2 STRUt _Up

(SYECT. UPHZS 12 NULL))

f Generate empty 3I1 report for this AC and

send to own RAY buffer;

(surveillance data UN FTZLD <ITS SUBfTZLD> H SVECT.GZOG)

1111 SVEC".GEOG - surveillance data Un FIELD

<ITS SUBFIELD>;

IZ (SVECT.CTPTR U SWULL)

I= !U!211 seamflaqupdatinq;

U2 remote_reortinput :

-EPORT PROCSSIWG LO -L-tV L LOGIC -------------------------
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PZOCESS surveillancearea_reportprocessing;

< Final selec
t
ion to determine if report is to be forwarded to track processing >

I (DABS rV or ATCRBS/radar surveillance file number in cross reference)

=W Find track number in cross reference;

If (drop ATARS service flag set) <DRSUR>

%" I W report finish flag;

IL= (track drop bit set)

TTW S drop 4TARS service and report finish flags;

Place aircraft on deletion list;

OTHIRWIS! PMqFO_ N final report selectio; <uay set RPTS>

?LSEIT (track drop bit set)

.RT ST report finish flag;

0r5UISZ P!SFoIl track initialization;

, report finish flag;

XID surveillance area reportprocessing;

--PO? PROCISS!UG MR-LSV LOGIC-



PROCESS surveillance areareport proceuminq:

< Final selection to determine if report is to be forwarded to track processing >

I (')ABS ID or ATCRBS/radar surveillance file number in arose reference)

TH. Find track number in cross reference;

J.Z (STECT.02SSU 3g STiU2)

TREY = RPTIR:

ELSZIF (surveillance data TRICK DROP l SROM )

T fl SERT.DtSUR and IPTYKI

Place aircraft on deletion listi

o0TrHnIS! P21Fl2" finalreport selection: (may get IPTRR>

_lS!IF (surveillance data 'RICK DROP Z2 STIUD)

TIM SZT HPTRK:

OT9LPRWIS PERFORM trackinitialization;

SET RPTRR;

3ND surveillanceareareport processing;

----------------------- WEPOR* PROCESSING ',LU-L2YT LOGZC -------------------------
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PROCESS finalreportselection:

. (diffraction zone bit set O null report)

TR. SOT report finish and null flags;

ELM? (rhotheta test indicates that report is not reasonable)

T111_TT report finish flag:

THRI! SE Store data in s
t
ate vec

t
or;

Calculate sector ID;

SET local data and report finish flags:

(PR message is empty AN ATIPS equipped AND

in ATARS service M no resolution message in flPHTS)

Generate empty ERR report for this AC and send to own

RR buffer;

If (site ID bits WE GEOG)

TH! Store new site ID bits;

U (RC in a conflict table)

THEN seamflagupdating:

i.? (ALEC request from pilot)

TJ,_ Create ALEC entry on designated AC PWILST;

Save ALEC update time in state vector;

21D4 finalreportselection;

------------------- REPORT PROCSSIWG RIGS-LEVEL LOGIC---------------------
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PROCfSS finalreport selection;

S((snrveillance data DIFrtACTION rtAG 12STO) -

(surveillance data 19LL REPORT 3_0 STROE))

MR! SS RPTPF' and SYPCT.W~JLLFG:

tSvI! (rho theta test indicates that report is not reasonablel

!All JI P~K

OT3!lWIS~ Store data in state vectorl

Calculate S~tCT. SISID*;

JIl SYRCT.LOPL and RPTRK;

T? ((PRe message is empty) ANDf (SVC?.ASQ !_ SA!Q) AID

(SY!CT.&TSS = ITRU?) AND (SVtCT.tUPNS M NKULL))

!ZM Generate emplty RAI report for this AC and send to own

RAP buffer:

I? (surveillance data UM P1.!LD (ASS SUBPIELD> RE SVECT. GIOG)

THIN SVECT.GZOG -surveillance data 9M rIELD <ASS S0BrISLD>;

,T~ (SY!CT.CTPTP i! MNLL)

JM PERFORM seam~flag updating:

I?(surveillance data IN FIELD <ANN SUBFIELD) 12 STPUE)
SCreate ALMC entry on designated AC PWlLS?;

SYNCT. ALEC? SYSYAR.CTI;

ND final reportselection;

------------------ EPORT PROCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC-------------
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PROCESS flacapointerinitial

Initialize various flags;

Initialize pointers;

Initialize equipage:

E flag_pointerinitial;

----------------------- 92POPT PIOCZSSIVG flIGR-LEVEL LOGIC ------------------------



5!? SV!'C?.SfFP:

JLARt SY!CT. VPTS:

CLTIP SY'CT..LOPL;

CULM SYIC?.IUn;L

STECT.CTT SN17LL:

SY!CT.CUUC - surveillance data TRIM! CONTROL STITE:

STEC?.ATSZQ - TYQ

!40 flag_pointerjuitial:

---------------- REPORT PROCESSING LOR-LIIT. LOGIC 
-------------
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PIOCISS seas flaqnupdatiaq;

< Detersine state of seas flag in confict table >

rind all sites that see any aircraft in conflict;

Determine whether any of these sites are connected;

(no sites are connected)

LM CLEAR seam flag in conflict table:

CM. _l I seas flag;

LID seamflaguodating;

----------------------- PPOPT PROCSSIWG IZGS-LNRL toc --
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PC seaflagupdating:

< Determine state of seam flag in conflict table >

Porem logical OR of 1EOG fields for all AC in conflict table:

rors logical M between above result and connected site data;

I (result is zero)

THEY CLA. CThEAD.SEEN;

tLSr SET C9HEAD.SLAK:

TWD seam_flaq_uvdating;

----------------------- DEPORT PROCESS! G LoW-LeVeL LOGIC -------------------------
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PROCESS track-initialization;

Find empty track slot;

Store report time;

Convert report rho, theta to z, y, z coordinates;

Set up state vector initial conditions;

Add aircraft to proper antenna sector list;

Calculate proper TVRS sector ID for aircraft;

IF (mode C altitude present)

THEN PERFORM ztrack init;

Initialize vertical firmness;

SET valid altitude report flag; <MCPLG>

gLSE Zero vertical firmness;

CLEAR valid altitude report flag; <MCFLG>

PERFORM flagpointer initlal;

Clear RENA or REND if report duplicate;

(! (DABS report)

UL Link to CREFD and set type to DABS;

Save DABS ID;

Generate messages to report climb performance capability, equipage,

and class of service;

ELSEIF (radar report)

=II! Link to CREFA;

OTHERWISE l &TCRBS initialization flag and set type to ATCRBS;

Save ATCRBS ID:

dd ATCRBS file number to state vector;

Link to CREFA;

trackinitialization;

----------------------- REPORT PROCSSIIG 91GR-LEYEL LOGIC ------------------------
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POEStract initialization;

Find empty track slot;

SV3CT. T = SYSYIP.MCTmI;

Convert report rho, theta to r, y, z coordinates;

SVCT. FIR42 = 1:

SVECT.PTRMI = 1;

SYECT.WtS a 0.;

Add aircraft to proper antenna sector Aist;

Calculate SV2CT.SSID;

I? (surveillance data NOD! C PRESENT 12 STRUE)
???TORE ztrack init:

SVCT.FIRNZ - 1;

MfT SYLCT.HCPLG;

!!s1 SV2CT.PIPNZ = 0;

CLZI SI!CT.RCnLG;

flMF2fl flagpointer initial;

Clear RNA or REND if report duplicate:

I (surveillance report format type g DABS)

Link to CPETD

SVwCT.TYPE a SDABS;

ST2CT.CODE = surveillance data DABS ID:

Send DATA LINK CAPABILITY REQUEST and ATIRS NITWDID CAPABILITY

REQUEST messages;

Xkj= (surveillance report format type A2 radar)

T=1 Link to CUIA;

OTT2IfVII M SYCT.&TIFLG;

S-TVCT.TTPE - qATCIBS;

SVECY.CODZ a surveillance data INDUBS SURIYILL&ACI ?IL? NO:

"ink to CREPI;

Unrackinitialization:

-EPORT PIOCrSSING LOW-LVYIL LOGIC
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!ISOCI ztrack~iuit;

< Tiialt. vertical tracker quanutities >

Initialize z tacker %tat* vector 4atmj

U trackinitt

------ ---------- WPO1PT PROC!S!G 36I-LITIL LOGIC ------------
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< InitialiZe vertical tracker quantities >

SY?CT.?,S -tarvoillanc* data N800i C ALTI~TU02;

S=C.3 SYSVAU.CTIME;

SUC?.ZPRhV - surveillance data 500I C AL!V!UDI:

SVRCT.fl!IPD - SYSYRR.Cf!WU - STSTTIL WI:

SVZC?.LOT - SYSTPM.Q / 1D(ST!CT.ZDN);

SVI!CT.'IRMZR PitmYZ iT?:

SVIC?. SllcIr 0;

S?C?.SUNIS -0.;

SVC'P.?TPIRL *SYSVIR.CTI?T~ STVC'r.LOT I LTTIMZPIC? *S!SEL.D?:

ZVO seam flag updating;

----------------- 3310!? PROCRSSIIO LOW-LEYIL LOGIC---------------------------
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~''TRI PAR ARRTZRS LISMED BVLCWIAR? LOCAL TO THI TACK PROCTSSIVG TASK )

Sr10C"Rtg '"MPIRM

GROUP ver*-tracker

FLT 8"A!< 0.1 >

ZLI CNTDTT < 4.0 >

In CVT INCR < 10 >

fLIT D!CAYJ C R < decay of transition >

! DZ ISC,41pIScy < triggers rate reinitializaion >

?T1!!1R9-voCR < 0.6

rf pzi FY m ~Ax < 10.0 >

!LI <I121I 2.0 >

rLT LIL_B!'" < 1.0 >

rL LO'" SCALZ < 0.4 >

?tr HISSPCTR < for missing data >

WLT ONEXPA!? < single transition rate >

FL PXR?_SCAI < 0.8 >

x,: RA-t'ACT < 2.0>

?LT R&TPSM100?1 < stiff rate smoothing >

?BSCAR PICTOR < 0.05 >

SSffI7? FAC" < 64 >

f SR_-AG < magnitude setting >

LISRTHPESN < detect excess summed residual >

FL SPGII < sunned residual smoothing gain >

MCM14 PAM B &MK-MMQ I U

------------------ RACK PIOC23SZWO LOCAL PARAMMI!S -------------
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aL TESTT? SU < 100.0 ft >

U1 TIAWS_?ACTOW < 1.2 >

T XLZRVL < transition level times >

I IT0WO < threshold for transition to normal smoothing >

fl KTRPA!SID < for extra summed residual >

T ZCORRECT < for correcting altitude rate >

i SjOiOrT < position smoothing >

SPOU1 trtquality

ZLT FIST&S < firmness value used to determine if track is qualified

for ATARS processing >

tL TOW; < scan time correct threshold >

ZU TOPO < time interval without horizontal reply to dron a track >

FL? TWRS < time required to zero horizontal maneuver status >

-TRACK PlOCSSVIG LOCAL PAtAN s---- ----
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<**t THE VARIABLES LISTED BELOW ARE LOCAL TO THE TRACK PROCESSING TASK .>

STRUCTURE 'RNVBL

G*OP vert_tracker

FLT BETIl < altitude rate smoothing >

FLT BLTM < TEKTAR. BIT11 limit '

IsT . s < size of level occupancy bins >

FLT OELT < change in level occupancy time >

-% D2M < change in MODE C report >

FLT DZ10 < scan fraction of TRRV&B.DELT >

.5GW < sign applied to STSVAE.Q >

FLT QsrIG < sign of bin quantization >

. TCYR < current transition time >

FLT TEST < test for altitude trend >

rLT TNDEX < transition index >

rLI TPRV < previous transition time >

L ZR < surveillance data MODE C ALTITUDE >

!LT Z7 < previous level occupancy time >

lrouP logic path

UT HIT < report is processed as a 'hit' or a good report >

UIr RREJF < remote report processing finished in track

processing task >

U TSWJ? < track service finish flag >

------------------------ TRACK PROCESSING LOCAL TRIABL-S
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G smoothing

FLT D2 < cross track distance >

FLT D2TS < threshold for turn sense >

II IMT < turn sense weight >

?LT 5Ws51S < new turn sense >

FLT S < horizontal maneuver status >

TU- I < lower cross track deviation threshold >

?LT T52 < upper cross track deviation threshold >

UT TURW < turn sense state >

P1? I < turn rate >

PI IA < alpha smoothed x position >

FLT %VV < new external X velocity >

Ft? X2I0 < new internal x velocity >

PL IS < external smoothed x position >

PIT ISI < internal smoothed x position >

L Y < alpha smoothed y position >

? YDN < new external y velocity >

!LT To01 < new internal y velocity >

LT TS < external smoothed y position >

L.T TSr < internal smoothed y position >

GPOUP predic'

A < time to next data report >

OS < scan time of antenna to next local report >

VL5!_T5 < new computed time of track >

RECPLG < recalculate prediction >

TODS < scan time correct threshold >

TSSS < time required to zero horzontal maneuver status )

------------------------ TRACK PROC!SSIG LOCAL V RIABSLES -------------------------
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TIf! ?T!PACW OC!lSING

11 (antenna sector lis*. system variables, system parameters)

9M (deletion list, Y/ex list, messages, CREPA, CRBfl, XIWIT list)

jJQU (state vector);

< Takes reports passed from report processing and initializes or updates tracks >

!flEhA IL (more tracks on antenna sector list from four sectors previous

to the present processing sector)

(ssooth-predict OR antenna sector process flag set)

T.P_; <proceed to next track>

EiSE!? (null report)

TITI CIM null flag:

S2T antenna sector process flag; <SPRO>

CLEKP hit flag: <HIT>

P.RORM track update; <for miss>

2.3!RUIS! SI hit flag; <HIT>

PLPOIN trackupdate; <for hit>

S2T antenna sector process flag; <SPRO>

rPrA VVIL (more track data in antenna sector list not from four sectors

previous to the present processing sector)

<remote hit or late local>

jY (smoothpredict flag set)

11,39 (antenna sec
t
or process flag not set)

liE l hit flag: <HIT>

PIRrORN track_update; <for hit>

OTRWISE; <continue to next track>

MAR smoothpredict and antenna sector process flags;

ZVDR2?kAT;

PZER- W (more tracks remain on back side antenna sector list)

Select next state vector from list;

CL AR suooth_predict and antenna sector process flags;

UINDRPIAT;

t rack processing;

--------------- TVCK PtOC!SSING NIOR-LRY!I LOGIC-------------
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wlSK TIRCR PROCESSING

11 (antenna sector list, SYSVAIR SYST!W)

OUT (deletion list, x/ex list, Messages, CRE!V. CREFD, KINIT list)

IWOUT (SVECT)

< Takes reports passed from report processing and initializes or uodates tracks >

WZuti? !JILI (more tracks on antenna sector list from four sectors previous

to the present processing sector)

J? ((SVECT.SNPR Mfl STROU) 2Z (SVCT.SPRO 12 STRUZ))

IM_: <proceed to next track>

9ZW CLEAR SVPCT.WULLFG;

j'-- SVyC?.SPRO;

U24R STir;
PERFORM track update; <for miss>

P track update; <for hit>

211 SVUCT.SPRO;

IE??IT ITLZ (nore track data in antenna sector list not from four sectors

previous to the present processing sector)

<remote hit or local>

S(SVr.CT.SqPg 12 SfU)

!ISZI (SVECT.SPO 2 $FILSE

PERFORM track update: <for hit>

OT!RIISZ: <continue to next track>

C SVTCT.SAPR and STICT.SPROI

R?&T lt (more tracks remain on back side antenna sector list)

Select next state vector !roe list;

CL" , SIVCT.SPO and SVtCT.SMPP:

_D trackprocessing:

------------------------ FkACK PIOCSSIIG LOW-LE L - - - -C . .
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P!OCL.S trackupdate;

< Smooth and predict track of aircraft >

CLEAR RRRJ?;

( (a hit track update)

Initialize data;

Correct prediction and local slant raune to curr nt time:

Convert rho, theta to local z, v coordinates;

/y (remote report)

T~P !.rO remote_report_service; <may set RRPEJ?>

I PERrORM localreportservice;

I (remote report finish flag not set)

TU ELWORU z_y_suoothing;

U1121 z_tracker:

Save time. control status:

C remote and local flags:

" T local sensor lost data link contact flag; <(LOOT>

(too long since last report)

5_ M drop ATERS surveillance flag; <DRSUR>

Place aircraft on deletion list;

Unlink aircraft from x/exljist;

fljl Z.IN ztracker:

I (remote report finish flag not set)

=1 PERTORS trackservicedetermination:

U track.update;

----------------------- TRACK PROCRSSIVO N!GW-LIV!L LOGIC



PIO2EZU track-update:

< Smooth and predict track of aircraft >

UlCompute WZIT1;

Correct prediction and local slant range to current time;

Convert rho, theta to local x. y coordinates;

j~(SV!C". UNL 12 $mrU)

=HW PEFORM remoteroport service; <say me* 3Pfl!JP')

JIJ !LL2I localrepor-0,servico;

UZ (INpt3P 12 SPILSE)

:M P~O xy~smoothinq:

W21R %-tracker;

SYICT.?!l - ZWTU;

SUICT.CUWC a surveillance data TARGET CONTFOL ST&TT;

CLA svzCT.want and SY!C.iOPL;

Zl ((SYSYA.CU!2 - SVICT.TH) 11 TDROP)

~JIjlSVZCT.DUSUt:
Place aircraft on deletiou list:

Unlink aircraft from x/ex-list;

JINFO2U ztracter:

11 (P!if3? 12 $FLSE)

?IU PE1112U trackservice_4*termination;

12 rackipdate:

------------------- TARCK P2OCMSS!G tOI-LIYI1. LOGIC----------------------



PROMS altitudetransitionlogic:

Determine sign of mode C report change;

Rssign that sign to the bin quantization:

Istimat e altitude trend;

(altitude trend test fails)

1U- ORlM single~transition;

P3210 level transition update;

n.U Calculate change in level occupancy time;

(estimated level occunancy time &2 scan length)

SReassess change in level occupancy time;

I (vertical rate ftirsues indicates level track)

(discrepancy in bin occupancy time is beyond its limit)

T P3FO!N rate reinitialization;

Xi .VFl residual rate detection:

Smooth estimated time, altitude, and altitude rate;

PIRzgzj leveltransitionupdate;

FWD altitude transitionlogic:

TACK PROCPSSII: R:G-L2!t. LOGZC
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PROCESS altitude-transitionulogic;

ISGIV = ~ITT( SIGN( 1. , DZMfl

QSIGN = SYSTtPM.Q * ISGY:

TtST = SV!CT.ZD! * D

IF (TTST U TESTTHRSH AID DBINS 12 1)

MM~ PEIPOEM Sinkgle transition;

PEUOP1 levelItransition update;

-LSE "rPPEY (SYSTAR.CTI~! - SVECT.TTPRAL) /DBIUS;

DIL TPREV SVECT.LOT:

DZ10 DTOLT SYSTM9DT;

S(SVECI'.LOT LT SYS !E5.Or)

DHEW 050 ((SYSVAR.CTIME - SVPC?.TLUPD) /SVECT.LOT) - BIRS;

S((SVECT.FIRMZR LE 0) 21 (ABS( DZIO) JT DISCREPXNCY))

qEf PRFOPH rate reinitialization;

PEPORn level transition update;

ELSE PE?OUW residual rate detection:

SVECT.LOT = (SVECT.LOT + BETAI < DBIUS 0 TPREV

-SVtPCT.LOT>) / (I. + BETRI 0 <DBINS - 1>)*.

SVECT.ZDE c QS1GN / SVECT.LOT;,

SV!CT.ZS -SUECT.ZP + ZSW1OOTH * (ZR -S1!CT.ZP)*,

Pl.lU?nI level-transition update:

WDaltit.ude transition logic;

------------------- TRACK PROCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC-------------
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ZISI level trauaition update;

Update previously reported mode C altitude:

Update time of transition to previously reported mode C altitude:

Update startup counteri

E (last altitude report was received before last track update)

= correct transition to fall within period of missing data;

U.I -

END level_traunitionupdate:

TRCW PROCISSING RIGH-LZYIL LOGIC -------------------------
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SVTC.TTPAL aSISVRRt.CINE;

SVPCT.SI"CS - STECT.StJCIT + CWT_ ICR;

IL1 (SVECT.TRZ L SVECT.TLJPD)

IffTl SULCT.?TPRAL SSTA.CTIIE C £SSJCTU* SUVCT.TU.I SYSYV.U.CTT13

=V level-tratstiou~apdate:

------------------ TACT PUOCrSSIUG LOW-LPYUL LOGIC-------------------
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PROC25S local-reoort_service;

ST smoothoredict flaq; <SNPP>

.F (not DPLS report)

TRN: <proceed to smoothing>

1LSI' (remote eAes being received)

T Send message to remote sensor to stop sending RAP data;

Place negative remote MTNS site ID into RENRA;:

Send message to ovn DABS sensor to start ATARS service for

this kC;

CLIAR local sensor lost data link contact flag; <DLO9">

OTHffIS7 CLEAR local sensor lost data link contac
t 

flaq; <DL01T>

<the remote site ID in PESNAR is where data may be reqnesteA>

?VD local_reportservice:

TRACW PROC!SSIVG 191-LSYEL LOGIC -------------------------
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PNOCI!,SS local reportserv ice:

SrT SVI!CT.SMPfl;

If (SVICT.TYPE 91 SDASS)

=i <proceed to smoothing>

ZLI (SflEC?.RSHIRR g3 0)

LM~ Send STAW'f/STOP REMOTE RAS DATA message to site in SY!CT.REMPIR,

snecifyiug STOPI

SVECT.RTHRAU - - SVZCT.fi2HWRl,

Send START ArABS SERVICE message for this AC to own sensor;

CL'!A? SVI!CY.DfLOTIT:

OTHRVIST CLXR SVECT.DiOUT;

<the remote site ID in RMNAR is where data mav be requested>

!WD local_reportservice;

------------------- TWACW PROCESSING tOW-LEVlt. LOGIC -------------
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PWOCTS ontransition-loqic:

evaluate smoothed altitude;

Determine current level occupancy time:

Create level occupancy time index:

Z[ (estimated level occupancy time U 80 of a scan)

ZTf Reaseig level occupancy time index;

UZ (level occupancy time index indicates level flight)

r Transition to level flight;

!tZI (level occupancy time index indicates excess altitude rate)

. liter external altitude rate;

Decrease altitude rate firmness;

E (altilude rate firmness is not reinforced)

=N Allov altitude rate to decay normally;

nontransilion logic;

--tIRCK PUOC29SS11 IIUtMRtL LO1C-
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!!2OJ12 nontransitionulogie:

SY!C'.ZS - SVtPC?.2P *SOT Zsioa - SYSCT.ZP);

TCIUR SYSTAF.CTIMqU SY!CT.TrPRXL + SYS?.DT;

TWDUI -* U - SVICT.tOT) /SYSTRDT:

XE ISV!CT.LOT Ll (9UTSCIN * STI.. DT>)

U!! TIDUK a ?CUR / SVICT.LOY:

S(TWDU X XLEV!t)

Til!u SV-CT.%Zs - 2=

S3PT zt 0.;

S1!CT.LOT - LXV!L-TIRE;

SY!C?.PIBRNU a 0.;

S1!C?.SIuNU!S a 0.1

flSV!CT.ZDT u SIGN( STSTER.Q, SYRCT.'ZD2) /(SVICT.L0? +

(LOTSCAiLZ - SYRCT.LOT s SYMPH~.DT)

(TIDTI - LOTSCILE)--2

SYIc?.P!IRRZ a RIX( FIRRZT-N!U. <ST!C?.7INZ - 1.));

flSVICT.ZDI - SECT.ZDE a 9!Ch!?PCTI;

SY!-CT. LOT - SYSTTH.Q /(13 SUIC?.ZDU + LILUlTT);

12nontranultionuloqic;

------------------ TA&CW PIOCZSSZWG iOI-tlVtL LOGIC ----------------------0-P43



PROCSS rate reinitialization:

Save estimated level occupancy time;

Calculate level occupancy time for level track;

?stimate altitude rate;

qet sumed residual to zero;

Set rate firmness to indicate a single transition;

Calculate smoothed altitude;

_ N rate reinitialization;

TMACK PROCISS!WG RIGR-L2L LOGIC
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PROCESS rate reitnitializatiol:

SVCT.LOT TRNS-ACTOR * TP9!V + SCAN_!AC'rOR * SYTER.0r;

SVECT.ZDE =QSIGN / SVECT.LOT;

SC1T. slqRS = 0. ;

SVECT.?IPNZR = I.;

SVLPCT.ZS - ZP -( QSIGN / 3TE-rC- + STZCT.ZDT (SYSTEM.DT / fAPFACT):

91 ra~e-reiniializtion;

----------------- 7'ACF POOCESSTNG LOW-tEV!L LOGIC -------------



P remote report service;

< Determine if remote report service is needed for a report >

(. Ireport is not acceptable according to x, y reasonableness test)

Z U: remote report finish flag; <RRBEJF>

!LS2I (RIP remote site ID set to zero) <U!NRIB>

THIN Place negative remote site ID into MRAR;

O2'S!R~qj; <use present PAR remote site ID >

((remote report finish flag not set) 1DD

(cone of silence flag set) AN

(ATTIS service flag set) AU

(KC is IBS equipped) AID

(remo
t
e ITIPS site identification from which da

t
a will be requested

is set))

T14E Send message to remote site requesting RIB data:

Place absolute value of remote ITRRS site ID in RZERIP;

Send message to own DABS sensor to stop AITAPS service for

this AC;

!UT: <continue processing remote report>

!RD remoe_reportservice;

----------------------- TPC PROCTSSIWG RIGR-L!VYL LOGIC
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PROCESS remotereport service;

< Determine if remote report service is needed for a report >

IF (report is not acceptable according to x, y reasonableness test)

THEN SET RRREJF;

ELSEIF (SVECT.RENRAR = 0)

THEY SVECT.RENRAR = - ( surveillance data SENS0 ID )l

OTHERWISE; <use present RI remote site XD >

S((RRREJE Z2 SEPALSE) MR~

(surveillance data ZENITH CONE FLAG 12 STRUE) )

(SVCT.ATSS S STRUE) A

(SVECT.ATSQ EO SUNEQ) AND

(SVECT. RENRAR LT 0)

T78EN Send START/STOP REMOTE BAR DATA message to site indicated

in SVECT.RENRAR, specifying START and one-scan flag not set:

THEY SVECT.REMRLR - LBS( STECT.NRRAR );

Send STOP &TARS SERVICE NESSAG1 for this AC to own sensor;

gLSE" <continue processing remote t@p0%)1

END remotereport service;

------------------------ TRACR PROCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------------------------
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LjOC!WS" residual-rate-detection*

Determine summed residual:

IT (excessive summed residual is detected)

T9'! Assign altitude rate smoothing parameter:

Reset altitude rate firmness;

Reset summed residual:

!LtS fAssign altitude rate smoothing parameter;

Correct altitude rate firmness;

ERD residual ratedetection;

----------------------- TWCW 'PROCSSIWG RIGR-L~FILL LOGIC -------------------------
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OUOCISS residual rate d*etcion:

SY!CT.SUIPES - SNG1%IV * SY!-CI.SUMR~s # OZ10:

.(ASS( SYPC?.SU'qt!S) U~ SNTU!SH)

THEN 8!"TAI I IANESID;

SUrCT. FIvNZU - ?IJUzvUNIN;

SULCT. SWUIS1 0 SIGN ( sp-sho, SUEC?. SUIIS);

ZL~ 7 I SVEC.LOT;

11L1N (V7 - 1.) ** / (27**2 + SUIF1TFXCT)

SETRI 4XII((. / (S ECT.FPIRRZR + FIVUZB-IICR)>. BiI!I. BEA-Ir):

SVLECT.?IRI~27P IN(SVVCT.PIRNZR + I. , FIRfl!INAX);

IND residual rate detectiofl:

----------------- TPACK PROCSSING LON-LRV'L LOGIC ----- --------
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PROMS single 4 ransition:

< Assign variables for a sinqle observed transition. >

Bese external estimated altitude rate;

Peset external smoothed altitude;

Beset internal estimated level occupancy time;

?eset altitude rate fir mesh

Bese summed residual:

wID single transition:

- -CK PPOCTSSTNG 91GR-LVTTL LOGIC



PROCESS singletransition;

< Assiqu variables for a single observed transition. >

SVECT.ZJ! - OUXUATE * ISGN;

SV'!CT.ZS -=T - ( QSIGN / RATEFACT') SVEC?.7DE *(SYSTTM.DT /PATEPACT);

SY!CT. LOT - QSIGN SY!CT.?ID!:

SV!CT.TUUZ3I =0;

STEM .SUMPTS - 0.;

M~ single transition;

------------------- mACF PROCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------------



PROM1. startup..smoothing;

Smooth altitude;

Smooth altitude rate;

LF (change in mode C report is detected)

?3!N ?88P2OM leve 1t ran si tion updat e;

Iistartapsmoothinq;

------------------ TICK PIOCESS!Uc3 R!IR-L!VI LOGIC -------------
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POESstartupsvothing;

SVC.SS SVECT.*PP + ZSHOOH *(TR - VL!CT.ZP),

SVw-C*.ZDE SV!CT.TDE + gAUESMOOTH * U STECT.ZP) /(SYSVAR.CT'4!

- SYIICT.TtIUPD));

THEN PIPPOPH leveltransitionupdate:

!ND startiosmoothinc;

---------------- "ACW PROC299ING LOW-tIY!L LOGIC -------------
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LQC!L_ track service determination;

CLEAR track service finish flaq; <TSREJ?>

I (drop surveillance flag not set)

.I PEROP x_yprediction:

!LSEU (AC not on x/ex_list)

TRD! Srop track and erase CRU or CREPD link:

InT track service finish flag;

OTRTWIS2 1_ (track ATCRBS or radar only)

THEYERrase CREFA link:

I? (trk service finish flag not set and vert firmness zero)

THEY CLEAR altitude flag; <DCFLG>

IF (track service finish flag not set UR level firmness test)

T9!R\ I? (1kC not on x/ex list)

THEN Add AC to xinit list:

IF (ATAPS service flag set) <ATSS>

T E CLEAR droD ATARS service flag; <DRATS>

ELSEI (track within service mask from x, y masking)

TEEN SET &TAPS service flag; <ATSS>

CLEAR drop ATARS service flag; <DRATS>

OTHER I§E: <continue service>

?LSE UT (AC on x/ex_list)

Tqn SE' drop ATARS service flag; <DRATS>

vlace aircraft on deletion list;

Unlink from I/ezlist;

CLIAR ATAPS service flag, <ATSS>

I (track service finish flag not set Up DABS track)

_0E. Update ?riaarysecondary status in state vector* <PSTAT>

VED track-service-deteriinaion;

---------------------- TRAC PROCSSTWG SIGF-LEVEL LOGIC -------------------------
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Elm=IS track-service..deeoruination;

JE (STLICT.DRSUP n2 SPRLSE)

TMu PTR?ORH xTjprediction;

EL11 (SV!CT.112XT and SVICT.P3!V! M SUOLL)

D rop track and erase CRE?& or C8Z3fl link;

= TSUI3V;

IMl trase CRI link;

R (TSPEJI 12 3YlLS! AND SVLPCT.F!1N1 0)

TR!P gJjJ sv!Cr.xnCG;

If (TSRZJ? IFALSr AND2 SV!CT.?r!N! j PZSTAB)

IID~ (SV!CT.N!VfKZ and SV!CT.PIRETX M ILL)

~fJAdd IC to IT list;

U(SY!ICT.ATSS 12 ST92)

CLEAN~Jf SVEC.03ATS;,

ZLSIr (SVtPCT.SYUHSK 12 STUD)

TIWm SY!CT.ATSS;

CLEAR SVICT.DRATS-;

OXUUZ.U: <continue service>

~f(SVPCT.U!!TI or SY!C?. PRll! SU7LL)

jlSVZC?.DBAS*;

Place aircraft on deletion list;

Unlink from Z/.x list;

CLE1D SRCT.ATSS;

1: ((TSU!Jr M~ SFALSE) Mjf (SV!CT.TYPE 12 VOIDS))
=Wj SV!CT.PSTAT a surveilLance data s3130 3110!!?? SuAmOS

11trackservicedet eraination;

------------------- ?VACT PAOCBSSTWG LOW-LIY! LOGIC --------------- -------



PRO23 xzy~predicion;

< Conote uredicted values for track >

WM recalculate flag; <!!CLG>

ts~iaate scan time of antenna to next local report; <DS>

S(not hit report)

11Insert internal predicted Pon, vel and time into stack;

Place previous prod (pos F, vel) into new smoothed values;

Th11L (not remote data)

OTHIWISE J_ (first pass through prediction !or remote data)

1'W!W Compute scan tine;

ELECompute scan time;

SLIT recalculate flag; (PNCLG>

29;Comput e internal and external prod x, T pos, range, F, azimuth;

Connote scan time correction and stack time;

Compute XPINEW, YPINEW:

1XrE!' (recalculate flag set);

IF (abs value extra scan time a~ scan time correct threshold)

=NE Pecoapute scan time; <DS>

UT recalculate flag; <'R!CPLG>

1121221:.

fl(miss *report )

Tl,, Calculate time to next data; <&>

.U (time to next data U time required to zero horizontal

mneuver status)

~JJZero horizontal maneuver status;

Compute next data tine; <TMP>

move range, azimuth, next data time:

112 x_%preliction;

--------- ----- TUACK P10CMSING RIOt-LEV2L LOGIC -------------
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< Compute predicted values f or track >

CLFIR RECRLG;

Compute DS,.

J1(RIT - IFILSE)

LM Insert SVECT.I9X, STECY.YPI, ST.RID! SVIC*.YD!, STICT.?! into stack;

Place SVNCT.tP. SV2C'.YP into XS T5*

Place STIC!.MD, SYIC?.YflU into STEC?.ZD!. STICT.YDI;

-L§11! (SI!CT.RMPL 12 IlLST)

OTRIPW12 1 (fi rst pass through prediction for remote data)

=MV Compute OS;

nl~ Compute OS;

ISIT RIC?L.G;

Compute internal and external pred %. y pos, range, azimuth;

Compute scan time correction and stack time;

Compute IPIURW. IPIN2W;

1Z (IRS( DOg I ge ?OOSI

MEN Recompute DS;

jR ECFLG;

ZVLOOP;

Mf(IT - M'LSE)

='R_ I - SY!C?.T',I - SVECT.TN;

If (h THMS)

jiSTDCT.HMS - 0.;

Compute SYICT. THP;

Sev* 15TTCT.RHOP, SV'C?.AP, ST?CT.'P:P,

tj ypredict ion,

--- ---------- TMR PROCESSING LOW-LIY?. LOGIC ------------
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II I I I E -

PCISS x-ysoothing;

Save old velocity estima
t
e and predic

t
ed position;

Determine horizon
t
al maneuver status, cross track distance,

and threshold for turn sense;

Compute turn rate;

I (cross track diet LE threshold for turn sense) <D2 " 02TH>

!w!1 Zero turn sense; <HiSS(next)=O>

Compute internal velocity components; <ZDI(next), YTI(ne
t
)>

Place internal velocity into external velocity;

. Compute internal velocity components modified by halt

angle correction; <XDI(next),TDI(next)>

T (present horiz maneuver status U old status)

T1_9t Compute ext vel components; <XDE(next), TDE(next)>

Pepeat turn sense; <U!S(next) : RRS>

TLSt Turn sense changed; <9MS(next= S>

Place internal velocity into ex
t
ernal velocity;

Place alpha smoothed position into internal position: (131,Y5>

Place new nosition, velocity, and time in stack:

Compute smoothed external position <IS, YS>, lover and upper

cross track deviation threshold; <(R!, TH2>

1! (cross track distance 2T lover threshold)

U.f X! (cross track distance j upper threshold)

TP r--r sense weight is two*

19" , sense weight is one;

Comp t-in s..jse direction; <IIT = IN!T 0 S>

Tero tern sense weight;

De
t
ersine turn sense state;

Update internal and external firmness level:

Sv_soothing;

----------------------- CK PVOC!SSIUG MG-LEML LOGIC-------------------------
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DMC _ IT s8oothing;

Savo old velocity estimate and predicted position;

Determine S, D2, and D2TS:

Compute W;

S(D2 LZ 92TTI)

1M,! 11 UKS - 0.;

Compute IDIN, TOIN;

Place 101, TODI into IDEN, YDEU:

lLS! Compute IDIX, YDIN modified by half angle correction;

JZ (S TO SY!-CT.BMS)

THIN Compute IDPN, TDN:

< present turn sense is okay >

XLS! SVnCT.HS = S;

Place MR11, TOYl into MR11, TMRl;

Place IA, TA info 1ST, TSI:

Place new internal position, velocity, and time in stack;

Comoate IS, TS and TH1, T2;

IF (02 gZ TH1)

TI._ L (D2 GT Tf2)

M 111T = 2;

11 IHIT 
=

51;
IHIT = IRIT -S; !

!~lIWV! - 0:

Determine "'711;

11pdate SV2CT.F1RII and SVMCT.?I'RN;

ED2 ysmoothing;

------------------- TRACK PROC!ISING LOW-L YL LOG7IC-------------------
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P23z5jracker;

< Level occupancy vertical tracker >

Read report altitude data;

Predict altitude; <prediction to current scan>

(mode C report hasn't been received)

TJJ Coast track;

Calculate change In mode C report:

valid alt itiude data flag:

Update z firsness:

Adjust level occupancy bin size:

I (tracker is in startup period)

T= PERORM startup soothing;

E (altitude transition has occurred)

THEN PERFORM altitude transitionlogic:

J PERFORs nontransition logic;

Updat e track times in state vector;

tz'racker;

----------------------- TRACK ?ROCSSNG fIGff-L!?!L LOGIC
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PROCEIS zjtracker:

< Level occupancy vertical tracker >

Z= surveillance data MODE C ALTITUDE;

<Dredic~ion to current scan>

STECT.?P = SVCT.ZS + (STSVAiR.CTINE - SYECT.TLUPD) *SVLECT.ZDE;

I(surveillance data MOVE C PRESENT 12 $FALSE)

'HEN SY!CT.ZS =SVCT.ZP;

SVECT.PIRNZ = MAX( 0, SVtCT.!UN?- 1

DL'!zm = ZR - SVECT.ZPREV;

SLIT SVECT.MCLG*:

svI-CT.?IRMz = MN( ?IPflZI, SVECT.FIRMZ CI)

013INS = RS( DZN) SYSTLEN.Q;

SVL!CT.SUC'RT = SVECT.SUCNT + CNT-DELT;

j~(SVECT.SUCNT JZ XTONORM)

SPERFORM start up smoot hing;

?LSE Li (DZ11 " .

THE ?Zp.Fpgn altitudetransitionlogic:

J~PERFORM non transit ionlogic.-

T~twN STECT.TM5Z - SYSVAR.CTIMI:

SVCT.TLUPD SISV'.R.CTIN!P;

VVD zracker:

------------------- TACK PROCSSING LO-LE~tE LOGIC-------------
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5. INTERFACE MESSAGE PROCESSING

5.1 Message Classifications

The ATARS message interface is processed through six buffers:

Non-surveillance

Uplink

ATC Coordination

RAR

Surveillance

ATARS-to-ATARS

The contents of the messages exchanged through these buffers and

the source responsible for message generation are discussed in
this section.

5.1.1 Non-surveillance Messages

The essential fields for all the non-surveillance messages are

shown in Tables 5-1 and 5-2. Certain messages are processed
once per sector at the initiation of report processing. Other

messages are processed by later tasks, as described below.

5.1.1.1 Outgoing Messages

The Data Link Capability Request Message is generated for a

particular DABS aircraft. The response for this request is a

Data Link Capability Reply Message. The ATARS Extended Data

Request Message is generated for a particular DABS aircraft.
The response for this request Is an ATARS Extended Data
Message. These messages provide ATARS with the aircraft's

equipage, class of service and climb performance capability.

When an aircraft has entered the ATARS service area, a Start

ATARS Service Message will be sent to the DABS sensor. The

sensor will then begin to uplink the ATARS site ID each scan.

The start message is generated in the Track Update Process. A

Stop ATARS Service Message is sent to the sensor when the
aircraft leaves the ATARS service area, or when the track is

lost. This message is generated in geographical processing or

in track update processing, for the case of a lost track.

When an aircraft which is BCAS equipped penetrates the ATARS
service area beyond a designated ATARS-BCAS seam, the Squitter

Lockout Message is sent to the DABS sensor. The sensor

surveillance uplink will then inhibit squitters while the

aircraft is inside this ATARS-only area. When an aircraft
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TABLE 5-1

ATARS-TO-SENSOR MESSAGES

NON-SURVEILLANCE BUFFER

I. Data Link Capability Request (see Reference 8)

Type Code

DABS ID

2. ATARS Extended Data Request (see Reference 8)

Type Code

DABS ID

3. Start/Stop ATARS Service (see Reference 1)

Type Code

DABS ID

ATARS Site ID (local or remote)

Start/Stop Flag

Note: Forward to remote sensor if indicated

4. Squitter Lockout (see Reference 1)

Type Code

DABS ID

Start/Stop Flag

5. Set BCAS Sensitivity Level (see Reference 1)

Type Code

DABS ID

SLC Field

6. ATARS Status (see Reference 1)

Type Code

Normal Operation/Failure Flag
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TABLE 5-1
(Continued)

UPLINK MESSAGE BUFFER

1. Data Link Message Construction Output (Tactical

Uplink)(see Reference 8)

Header Field

Type Code

DABS ID

Message Number

Priority

Expiration Time

Sensor ID (local or remote)

Message Field (MA) (see Reference 9, Para.
3.3.2.2)

ADS Code

Message

Note: Remote sensor is expected to return the
delivery notice to the sending ATARS site
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TABLE 5-1
(Concluded)

ATC COORDINATION BUFFER (ATARS-to-ATC)

I. ATARS Operational Messages (see Reference 8)

Type Code:

a. Controller Alert

b. ATERN Control Acknowledge

c. FAZ Control Accept/Reject

d. RAS Control Accept/Reject

e. FAZ Data Base

f. RAS Data Base

2. ATARS Status Messages (see Reference 8)

Type Code:

a. ATARS Green Condition

b. ATARS Yellow Condition Codes

c. ATARS Red Condition Codes

General Note:

ATARS does not generate the following messages as shown in
Reference 1:

I. Uplink Message Cancellation Request (monolink)
2. Request for Downllnk Data (monolink)

3. Track Data Request/Cancel Message
4. All "multilink" messages are deleted
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TABLE 5-2

SENSOR-TO--ATARS MESSAGES

NON-SURVEILLANCE BUFFER

1. Data Link Capability Reply (see Reference 8)

Type Code

DABS ID

Capabilities

Equipage (ATARS and BCAS)

Class of ATARS Service

2. ATARS Extended Data (see Reference 9, Para. 3.3.2.3.3)

Type Code

DABS ID

Climb Performance Capability

3. Uplink Delivery Notice (see Reference 8)

Type Code

DABS ID

Message Number

Successful Delivery Flag

Note: Forward to ATARS from remote sensor if

required

4. Status (see Reference 1)

Type Code

Local Sensor Status

Adjacent Sensor Status

Adjacent ATARS Status
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TABLE 5-2
(Continued)

SURVEILLANCE BUFFER

1. Correlated Surveillance Messages

Format Type:

a. DABS (see Table 3.3)

b. ATCRBS (see Table 3.4)

c. Radar (see Table 3.5)

RAR BUFFER

1. RAR Reply (Tactical Downlink)(see Reference 8)

Type Code

DABS ID

MB Field (see Reference 9, Para. 3.3.2.3.1)

ATC COORDINATION BUFFER (ATC-to-ATARS)

1. ATC Request (see Reference 8)

Type Code

Message Field (2 bits)

00 Neither radar-only nor non-mode C
tracking desired

01 Not used

10 Non-mode C tracking desired and
radar-only tracking not desired

11 Both non-mode C and radar-only tracking

desired
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TABLE 5-2
(Concluded)

2. ATARS Operational Messages (see Reference 8)

Type Code:

a. ATERN Control

b. FAZ Control

c. RAS Control

d. Request FAZ/RAS Data Base

3. ATARS Status Message (see Reference 8)

Type Code:

Request Full ATARS Status Control

General Note:

ATARS does not use the following messages as shown in
Reference 1:

I. RAR Busy Message
2. Message Rejection/Delay Notice

3. Track Alert
4. ATCRBS ID Code
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leaves this area, an end message is sent to the DABS sensor.
These messages are implemented in geographical processing
(Section 6.2.2).

When a BCAS aircraft enters the ATARS service area, ATARS will
Io:iv-rate a BCAS Sensitivity Level Message to select desensitized
BCAS logic thresholds. ATARS uses a site-specific area map to
determine the applicable zone boundaries. This function is
controlled by geographical processing. Its purpose is to allow
ATARS to be the primary collision avoidance system in the ATARS
service area.

An ATARS Status Message is generated each scan to state whether
the site is operating normally or in a failure mode.

5.1.1.2 Incoming Messages

The Data Link Capability Reply Message and the ATARS Extended
Data Message are generated by the sensor in reply to the Data
Link Capability Request and ATARS Extended Data Request
Mesqages. These messages provide the equipage, class of ATARS
soervice, and the climb performance capability.

For each uplink message sent to the sensor, an Uplink Delivery
Notice Me,.sage is returned to ATARS from the sensor. The
details of this message are discussed in Section 5.1.2.

Once a scan a Status Message is sent to ATARS from the sensor.
This includes information on both local and adjacent sensors and
"I Adjacent ATARS site communication lines. This keeps ATARS

rrent on all local and remote, sensor and site availability.

.i.2 Uplink Messages

ATARS uplink messages for an individual DABS aircraft are
delivered to the Uplink Message Buffer (Table 5-1) as an ordered
';Ot. The UPMES pointer in the aircraft State Vector contains
the Location in memory of this set of messages (UPLST). The
position of each message within the set corresponds to its
intended position in the desired uplink sequence (see also
'(otion 16.2.1). The DABS sensor returns an uplink delivery
notice for each message indicating its success or failure in
delivery. All notices for an aircraft are delivered in one
contiguous block, but not necessarily in the order of uplink.
For this reason, delivery notices are numbered to correspond to
the intended order of uplink. When the set of uplink delivery
notices for each aircraft is processed, the message number field
in each notice is matched with a message in the set identified

by UPMES.

5-8
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5.1.3 ATC Coordination Messages

An ATC facility and ATARS coordinate certain actions through an
exchange of messages passed through the DABS sensor. These
messages are discussed in Sections 5.1.3.1 and 5.1.3.2.

5.1.3.1 Messages from ATC

ATC may send three types of messages to ATARS as shown in the
(ATC-to) SENSOR-to-ATARS Messages (Table 5-2). The ATC Request
Message contains a message field which defines the processing
status of non-mode C aircraft and radar-only reports within the
ATARS algorithms. The exact coding of this message field is
shown in Table 5-2. The remaining two types of messages are to
request full ATARS status control and ATARS operational control.

5.1.3.2 Messages to ATC

ATARS may send two types of messages to ATC as shown in the
ATARS-to-SENSOR (to-ATC) Messages (Table 5-1). The ATARS
Operational Messages consist of controller alert, ATERN, FAZ or
RAS information. The Controller Alert Message takes two forms:
the Conflict Resolution Data Message, and the Resolution
Notification Message. Both are discussed In Section 11. The
ATARS Status Messages contain the red, yellow, or green codes as
described in Section 18.2.2.

5.1.4 RAR Message

The RAR Reply (Tactical Downlink) Message contains all the RAR
Information from the RAR equipped aircraft. This message is
read by the RAR Processing Task (Section 5.2). The message is
included in the group of SENSOR-to-ATARS Messages (Table 5-2).

5.1.5 Surveillance Messages

The local and remote surveillance reports required by the ATARS
Report Processing Task consist of three types: DABS reports,
ATCRBS reports, and radar-only reports (Tables 3-3, 3-4, 3-5).
These reports are included in the group of SENSOR-to-ATARS
Messages (Table 5-2) and are discussed in Section 3.2.

5.1.6 ATARS-to-ATARS Messages

These messages (Table 5-3) provide direct communication between
adjacent ATARS sites to establish coordination of conflict
encounter resolution responsibilities. The ATARS multi-site

messages should be processed on a priority basis by the
communications function of the DABS sensor.

5-9
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TABLE 5-3

ATARS-TO-ATARS MESSAGES

ATARS-to-ATARS BUFFER

1. Start/Stop Remote RAR Data (see Reference 1)

Type Code

Aircraft DABS ID

Start/Stop Flag

Neighboring ATARS Site ID

ATARS ID of Site Requesting Data

Only One Scan of RAR Data Requested Flag

2. Remote RAR Data Relay (see Reference 1)

Type Code

Aircraft DABS ID

Remote Sensor ID

RAR Data (MB field)
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TABLE 5-3
(Continued)

3. Conflict Table Request, Claim, Handoff, Deletion (see
Reference 1)

Type Code:

a. Conflict Table Request

b. Claim

c. Handoff

d. Deletion

Message Fields (for all Type Codes):

Sending Site ID

Destination Site ID

ACI Type: DABS or ATCRBS

ACI ID: (if Type = DABS), DABS Address
(if Type = ATCRBS), Surveillance

File No., Mode 3/A Code and
Position: RHIO, THETA,
Z in sending sensor's
coordinates

AC2 Type: (Like ACI Type)

AC2 ID: (Like ACI ID)

5-11
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TABLE 5-3
(Concluded)

4. Conflict Table Reply (see Reference 1)

Type Code

Requesting Site ID

Replying Site ID

ACl Type: Same as in Message Fields above

ACI ID: Same as in Message Fields above

AC2 Type: Same as in Message Fields above

AC2 ID: Same as in Message Fields above

Number of Conflict Tables (0, 1, or 2)

First Conflict Table (if any)

Second Conflict Table (if any)
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The ATARS multi-site messages assigned the highest priority are
the following:

Conflict Table Request
Conflict Table Claim
Conflict Table Handoff
Conflict Table Deletion
Conflict Table Reply.

The delivery of these messages from ATARS to the sensor
communications processor for access to the communication lines
must be expidited. A window of only 4/16 of a scan .period is
allowed for the two-way communication and processing of these
multi-site messages (see Figure 3-1). This timing restrictio
is necessary to provide ATARS with timely multi-site data.

The remaining multi-site messages:

Start/Stop Remote RAR Data
Remote RAR Data Relay

are assigned a lower priority. The timing window for the
exchange of these messages must not exceed 1/2 scan. The RAR
reply is distributed to the RAR Processing Task from this buffer.

5.2 RAR Processing Task

The RAR Processing Task processes resolution advisory data read
down each scan from each ATARS-equipped aircraft's Resolution
Advisory Register (RAR). This information is used to coordinate
resolution between ATARS sites and between ATARS and BCAS and to
ensure compatibility of resolution advisories. This
coordination supplements ground line coordination (Section
14.1), which may not be available, by relaying essential data
for the creation and deletion of Pair Record information in

Conflict Tables.

5.2.1 Remote Relay of RAR Data

In the event a site fails to read an aircraft's RAR data, it can
request this data from a connected site. This is done by uplink
delivery notice processing (Section 5.1) when own-site's
resolution advisory is not delivered. The RAR Processing Task

sends a reply with the requested data.
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5.2.2 External Resolution Pair Record Updating

The RAR data enables creation, updating, and deletion of Pair
Records for conflicts resolved by external sources, namely other
ATARS sites and BCAS. The RAR data names the source of
resolution and the resolution advisory, but does not identify
the threat aircraft. Thus, in cases where ground line
coordination does not also exist, the second aircraft in a pair
will be marked as "unknown" identity. However, the essential
information is present, namely the subject aircraft's resolution
advisory, which acts as a constraint upon any additional
advisories which own-site may select.

The external updating procedure operates in turn, upon all
columns of the aircraft RAR data except own-site's column.
Also, data from a connected site's column is not used if ground
line coordination with that site has commenced.

When an aircraft's RAR is "empty," that is, no resolution
advisories are present, an RAR data report is still prepared by
the Report Processing Task (Section 4.4). External updating
still runs, and deletes any existing Pair Records for the
aircraft which show other sources in charge.

5.2.3 Internal Resolution Pair Record Updating

An ATARS site selects resolution advisories based on its
knowledge of any prior advisories sent by other sources.
Between the time of advisory selection and their delivery to the
aircraft, another source may have delivered an unexpectedly
incompatible advisory. Own-site's advisory, arriving later,
would be rejected by the aircraft RAR. The Internal Updating
Process must recognize this case and cause a recomputation of
own-site's advisory. A related case occurs when own-site's
advisory has been delivered first, and a BCAS wishes to resolve
another conflict using an advisory incompatible with the ATARS
advisory. Since active BCAS is limited to vertical resolution
and would likely have no sensible alternative choice, ATARS must
recognize this situation and change its advisory, thus allowing
the BCAS advisory to be entered.

The internal updating procedure examines the uplinked RAR column
that own-site sent to the aircraft. This column is the merger
of all of own-site's pair resolutions for the aircraft. All
.zeros" in the column are known to have been entered in the
RAR. However, all "ones," representing intended advisories,
must be tested against the prior contents of the rest of the
RAR, to mimic the RAR rejection logic.
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A composi,7e column is formed from the logical OR of all other
RAR columns. Then each bit set to one in the uplink column is

tested for compatibility with the composite column. If any
incompatibility is found, ATARS knows its advisory was rejected

by the aircraft. Even after an ATARS advisory has been present,
a BCAS negative advisory will be treated as a "prior constraint"

by this process, and the ATARS recomputation logic will be

performed.

For each of own-site's advisories accepted by the aircraft RAR,
a Resolution Pair Acknowledgement List entry is generated. This

list is processed by the controller alert Resolution

Notification Task (Section 11).

5.3 Pseudocode for Interface Message Processing

The pseudocode follows for the two tasks described in this
section. The Non-surveillance Message Processing Task calls the

Remote Function Status Routine. This routine is contained in
Section 17, Backup Mode. The RAR Processing Task calls the
Remote RAR Start/Stop Data Routine, found in the previous task,

and calls the Pair Record Deletion Routine, contai'ed in Section

15.
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?SEUDOCODZ TABLE OP CONTEITS

NON-SURVPILLANCE MESSAGE PROCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC ...... . . ... 5-p3

TASK NONSURVEILLANCE NESSAG!_PROCESSING .................. 5-P3

PROCESS uplinkdelivery notice processing ...... ................ .. 5-P5

PROCESS data-linkcapability_processing ......... ................. 5-P7

PROCESS ATC requestmossage_processing ........ ................. S-P9

PROCESS ATCto_ATARSoperationalbmtssage processinq. ... ........... .5-PI1

PROCESS ATCtoATARSstatusaessage processing ...... ............. 5-P13

POITI'IE RMO-!_ PAR START/STOP DATA .......... ..................... 5-P15

PAR PROCESSING TASK LOCAL VARIABLES ......... ...................... 5-P17

STRUC-IRE RARVBL ............ ............................ 5-P17

RAR PROCESSING TASF LOW-L!VL LOGIC ... ......... . .... ........... .5-P19

TASK RARPROCESSING .................... ........... 5-P19

PROCESS RAP reuoterelay ...... . . . . .... .............. 5-P21

PROCeSS external_updating ......... . . .... ............. .. 5-P23

PROCESS internal_updating ......... . ....... .............. 5-P25

PROCESS compatibility. . ......... ........................ 5-P27

PROCESS resolution pair acknovledgment entry_generation ... ....... S-P29
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TAS.__ NONSVEILLANCESSG PROCESING

IN (nonsurveillance, ATRRS_ o ArAPS. and ATC coordination buffpr laa,

CREW9, R?'R parameters)

OUT (state vector, sTstem variables, mpssalps to DABS)

IROUT (conflict lables, remote lis*):

<Process incoming messages in the buffers lised above>

REPEAT WHILE (messages remain in input buffer);

IY (an UPLINK DELIVERY NOTICE message)

THEN PERFORM uplink_ eliverynoticeprocessing:

ELSEIF (a DATA LTNF CAPABILITY REPLY OR ATARS EXTENDED DATA message)

TRrN PERFOR datalinkcapability processing:

FLSEI v (a STATUS message)

THEN CALL REMOTE FUNCTION STATUS;

ELSPTF (an ATC R!QUEST message)

THEN PERFORM ATC requestmessageprocessing;

!LSEIf (KTARS OPERATIONAL messages)

THEY PERORM ATC_toATARS operational messagen-ocessing:

PLS"IF (an ATARS STATUS message)

THEN PERFORM ATCto ATARS statusmessageprocessing;

ELSEIF (a START/STOP REMOTE RAR DATA message)

THEN CALL REMOTERARSTART/STOP_DATA with start/stop flag according to

message;

ELSEIF (a REMOTE RA DATA RELAY message)

TH.EN Place REMOTE RAR DATA REPLY message in PAR buffer;

OTRWPISE; <message not identified or hold for multi-site message

processing>

!ND R' U-A?

I NON-SURVEILLANCEMESSAGEPROCESSING;

NOW-SURVEILLANCE MESSAGE PROCESSING HIGH-LEVrL LOGIC ---------------
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TASK NONSUVILLANCINESSAGEPUOC!SSING

U(nonsurveillanc., ATAStoTkRS, and ATC coordination buffer data,

CREPD, RARUPAIN)

OUT (SY!CT, SISYAR, messages to DABS)

IWO (conflict tables, remote list);

(Process incoming messages in the butters listed above>

REPEAT UMJ (messages remain in input buffer);

Z!(an UPLINK DELIVERY NOTICE message)

ZII! 11211M uplinkdeliveryanoticeprocessing;

!LSIX (a DATA LINK CAPABILITY REPLY OU ATARS EXTENDED DAA message)

JjPERFORM data link capability7processi-ng:

11.511! (a STATUS message)

THEN CALL PEMOTEFUNCTIONSTATUS

S(Status message)

INOUT (SYSVRR, STICT, conflict tables);

ELSI? (an ATC R2QUES? message)

THEY PIRFOIN ATC request message Drocessing:

ELS!I!' (ATARS OPERATIONAL messages)

THEN PERFORM ATCtoATARSoperationa lmessageprocessing;

?LSEIL (an &TARS STATUS message)

VIER PZ1121 ITCtoATlSstatusmessageprocessingI

E.5311 (a START/STOP REMOTE NAR DATA message)

TREN CAL RENOTERARSTART/STOPDKTA

11 (AC ID, start/stop flag)

OUT! (SVZCT, message to DABS)*

!LSI? (a REMOTE NAN DATA RELAY message)

TJfLN Place RZKOTE RIB DATA REPLY message in RAP buffer:

OH!WISE; <message not identified or hold for multi-site 2essage

processing>

!WDPEPIAT:

?WD NONSURYEILLANCE1ESSAGEPIOCESSING;

---------- YON-SURVEILLANCZ MESSAGE PIOC2SIG LOW-LIVEL LOGIC --------
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PROCESS uplink deliverynoticeprocessing;

<Delivery notice specifies aircraft, message number and if successfully delivered.>

Match notice number to message in stored list for aircraft;

REPEAT UNZL (all subfields processed); <in Sh field of message>

I (subfield type is Resolution)

Thu jY (not success)

THJj Send message to remote AT&RS requesting one-scan RI data;

Z (Resolution Advisory newly selected last scan)

f remove Resolution Advisory from pair record:

Mark pair record for recomputation of Res. Adv.

_LSj. (subfield type is Prox or Threat)

T111! J (Tl_class gT 0 l2 subfield is part of Resolution message)

ELS1I (subfield is Prox part of Threat advisory message)

ELSIU (not an End message)

_U (success)

Tjfl Save message type;

End flag in PWILST entry;

Z (subfield type is Terrain 21 Airspace 2S Obstacle)

M._ End flag in PWILST entry;

UI (success)

T= CLEAN First-time-transvittoed bit in PWILST entry;

ZLSIZE (subfield type is Altitude Echo U not success)

=El Set ILEC? to uninitialized value; <force ALEC next scan>

jkL11 (subfield type is Own Message U2 aot success)

IM Set OUST to uninitialized value; <force OW next scan>

lTERWZSE;<doutt process start/end, start threat

or ATCRBSTB subfields in message>

ODREPIXT;

E upLik_deliverynoticeprocesming:

-------------- 001-SOITNZLLUCI 1ESSA 1 PROCESSING ElGN-LEVEL LOGIC- -----
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PROCESS uplink_deliverynoticeprocessing;

(process one notice. Message indicates aircraft, message number, and

successful delivery or not>

Match message number in notice to message in same position in SVECT.UP4ES list;

REPEAT NTIL (all subfields processed in message); <in UPAES list>

I? (subfield type is Resolution)

TREY IF (not success)

T Send BR REQUEST message to site in SVICT.RENRIR,

with OSCPLG set;

I (SYSVAR.CTUNE-PREC.TCND LN STSTEM. SCANT)

SPREC.o19N,VMAMN SNORES:

U (PREC.POSCHD 12 SDOUBLE)

THEY PREC. POSCMD-SRCSDBL;

E]Sj PREC. POSCAD:SRCSSMG;

?LAfl (subfield type is Pros or Threat)

T11 IF (TAclass GT 0 A subfield is part of Resolution usg)

ZLSZj (subfield is Pros 3JU msg type is 'Threat')

Ill;

ILSVI (END-O) (in PWILST entry>

SIF (success)

THEN OLD_TYPE=TYPE; <in PWILST entry>

S=T END; <in PWILST entry>

3131i] (subfield type is Terrain 2A Airspace OU Obstacle)

T ~flEND; <in PWILST entry>

(success)

TU CLEAR PTIT; <in PWlLST entry>

ZLSEI (subfield type is ALEC inD not success)

Th3N SVECT.ALECT- uninitialized value; <force ALEC next scan>

E (subfield type is OWN in not success)

M SVIECT.OUUT- uninitialized value; <force OWN next scan>

0THRWIS1;<dont process start/end, start threat

or ATCRBSTU subfields>

wNDBEPEIT;

JFl uplinkdeliverynoticeprocessing;

---------- NOI-S ILLAWCE MESSAGE PROCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROES data-link capabilityprocessing;

. (type code is DATA LIVF CAPABILITY REPLY)

Till . (DABS identity in CRETD) <aircraft known to site>

Obtain state vector;

Update SCAS and ITARS equipage;

Update ATLRS class of service;

ZLIP (DABS identity in CRID) <aircraft known to site>

THI Obtain state vector;

Update AC climb performance;

ZLS-.;

RID data_linkcapability_processing;

--------- O-SURVZLLAUCt NESSAGN PROCISSING UZGH-LIVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS data~.ink-.capabiityprocessinq;

If (messaqe type code U DXYI LIUK CAP&ILTY REPLY)

LMI I (DADS identity in CflNPD) <aircraft known to site>

1 Update SV3CT.ATSlQ;

Update STECd. CLRSS;

tLSZI! (DRBS identity in CREID) <aircraft %novn to site>

<meusaqe is &ARS EXTENDED DITI>

IlM Update SYUC?.kCLP;.

!"ID d ata link capability processing:

---------- O3-SURIILLANCI R133163 PIOCISSIg LOV-LNIL LOGIC j-------



PCSATCrequestmssag*_processing;

< lon mode C reports are ITCRBS reports vitbout altitude data >

< Radar only reports are surveillance reports frou a 'skin' track only >

< Update MThRS processing capabilities in response to ATC directive >

Lr (MRS processing of nonmode C not desired)

THEN CL2B ion node C tracking and radar only flags;

t Process nessage field to indicate nonmnode C tracking desired

OR both nonmode C and radar only tracking desired;

__D ATC_request_2essage processing;

-------------- SO-S RPIMLLhIC2 AISSAG2 PIOCESSING IIGI-IVL LOGIC
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PROCISS ITCrequestmessageprocssing:

< oumode C reports are LTCRBS reports without altitude data >

< Radar only reports are surveillance reports from a 'skin' track only >

< Update AMRS processing capabilities in response to ATC directive >

JZ (ITIRS processing of nonsode C not desired)

un l SYSV&R.&'fCUC and SYSIE.ATCROR;

Copy message field (first bit) into STSYIR.kTCYNC and

(second bit) into SYSVY.ATCROR;

ETC_requestmessageprocessing;

----------- O-SUUIVULLANCE 83SSIG2 PIOCESSING LOW-LPVEL LOGIC ---------
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PROMS ATC_toATRSoperational-message_pocessing;

< Process ATC-to-ATIRS operational message >

(&TERN CONTROL message)

=N Implement the advised minimum altitude beiow which ATARS

vill not issue descend resolution advisories;

Send &TERN CONTROL ACKNOWLEDGESENT message to ITC;

F (PAZ CONTROL message)

L Implement new PAS maps in system;

Send PAZ CONTROL ACCIPT/REJECT message to ATC;

(RAS CONTROL message)

=1 implement new RAS maps in system;

Send RlAS CONTROL LCCSPT/REJZCT message to RTC;

Z[ (REQUEST ?AZ/RAS OITA BASE message)

IM Send reply to ATC regarding FIZ/RAS DTA BASE;

ED Av- o_ATARSoperationalmessage_processing;

------ ON-SURPRILLANCZ IESSAGN PROCESSING RIGR-LEVEL LOGIC

5-PIO
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PROCESS ATC_ o_iTARSoperationallaeasageprocessing;

< Process ATC-to-ATIRS operational message >

I_ (ATERN CONTROL message)

PTn RA!RPAR.ATERN M valu indicated in message;

Send ATERN CONTROL ACKROWLEDGMRENT message to ATC;

U (FAt CONTROL message)

TN Implement new PAZ maps in system;

Send 71Z CONTROL ACCEPT/RBIJCT message to ATC:

U (RAS CONTROL message)

implement new RAS maps in system;

Send RAS CONTROL ACCZPT/REJZCT message to ATC;

_F (REQUEST PAZ/RAS DATA BASE message)

TIl Send reply to kTC containing PAZ DATA BASE and/or RAS DATA BASE;

ND ATC toATARS_operationalmessage_processing;

-- - ----- N-SUMRILLAUC2 MESSAG2 PROCESSING LOW-LET!L LOGIC
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PROCESS A'C+oATARS-status message processing;

< Process the ATC request for full ATARS sta t us control >

Indicate lo the Performance Monitor Task the ATAPS STATrUS messages

conaininj the ATARS condition codes are to he sent to RTC.

PN13 ATC_to_ATARS_st alus_ messageprocessing:

------------ OW-SURVEILLKNCE nFSSAGE PROCrSSING IGH-L!'V'L LOGIC --------
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P'ROCESS ATC toAISstatusmessaqeprocessing:

< Process the ATC request for full AAflS status control >

Update SYSVAR.STITMSG according to request;

IND ATCtokThSstatus~essaeprocessiq;

----------- NW-SUMt!LLAIC2 IMSAGE PUOC25SIUG LOW-LEVEL LOGIC --------
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I I II I I I

ROU"IW! PPORAFSTPT/STO?_DATA

IN (AC ID, start/stop flag)

OUT (State vector, message to DABS):

(slop tiaq set)

"H'N Clear remote RAP relay regis*er;

(not giving ATPS service to aircraft)

ZHEN If (aircraf4 on remote list A.hI not in a conflict table)

T.EW Delete remote list entry for this aircraft;

Send STOP ATARS SERVICE message to DABS;

IT.§?_ I (not giving ATARS service to named aircraft)

THEN IF (no state vector or remote entry exists for aircraft)

THEa Enter aircraft on remote list;

Send START ATARS SERVICE msg to DABS using ID of requesting Site;

Save requesting site_3D in RrTRAR;

Uodate one-scan flag according to request;

Send TACTICAL UPLINK messages to DABS; <res. advs contain

ID of originating site>

END REMOTEPAR_5TART/STOPDATA;

NO-SURVEILLANCE MESSAGE PROCESSING HIGH-LEVL LOGIC
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ROUTINE BEMOTZ_WAR START/STOPDATA

.U (AC ID, start/stop flag)

OUT (SVECT, message to DABS);

F (stop flag set in START/STOP REMOTE RAR DATA message)

TAEN CLEAR STECT. RTRAR;

(! (not giving ATARS service to aircraft)

fII ~(aircraft on remote list k" not in a conflict table)

Ti Delete remote list entry for this aircraft;

Send STOP aTARS SERVICE message to DABS;

ILS E (not giving ATARS service to named aircraft)

THRN U (no state vector or remote entry exists for aircraft)

= Enter aircraft on remote list;

Send START kTARS SERVICE msg to DABS using ID of requesting site;

Save requesting siels D in SVECT.RETRAR;

7pdate SVZCT.OSCYLG;

Send TACTICAL UPLINK messages to DABS; <res. advs contain

ID of originating site>

!MD REMO-?_RkR_START/STOPDATA;

-ON-SURVIILLANCE HEISAGE PROCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC
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STRUCTURE R%?VBL

G;,O17p aisc

BIT COnPITIBLE <advisory compatible vith RA contents>

ENDSTUCTURE;

W=XJ4WhGO FILsW

- - R PIOCISSIMG TASK LOCiL VARIABtZS -
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ZLUK tRAPIOCESSING

fl (BAR Reports, state vectors)

221 (remote messages, resolution pair acknowledgment list)

INOUT (conflict tables);

IREPES !ILI (any RAN reports in RAN buffer); <including "empty BAR" reports>

ZUZ2U Bllrenote_relay;

F (aircraft in ATAUS service or being dropped)

11 11 external updating;

I (resolution message sent last scan)

Till 1121211 internal_updating;

I! (aircraft in a conflict table)

=U! :Determine displayed advisories by merging pair records;

ZYDM]PSJkT;

! A_PROCISS .G;

- - -3 PROCISSI1G TASK HION-LEVXL LOGIC
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TASK RnIPROCRSSING

11 (RAN Reports, state vectors

Qq (remote messages, Resolution Pair Acknowledgment List)

IN07T (conflict tables);

REPAT !EL (any PtA reports in BIB buffer);

P22PORN IAR_remoterelay;

U (SVECT.&TSS 12 STRUE U SVCT.D&TS 12 STRl)

UPERFORM external updating;

(Resolution Message is in S .ICT.1IPNZS list)

TE RORM internalupdating;

J.F (SVECT.CTPTP. N SULL)

TN Find displayed advisories by merging pair records

for subject AC;

Save displayed advisories in CTENTRY.HNID, VIAIND:

ND RR_PROCESStNG;

--RA PIOCTSSING TASK LOW-LVYL LOGIC
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P12CESS RIR remote relay;

IF (another site is to get BR data)

TR!N relay BAR data to site specified;

(one-scan flag set)

THEN CALL REqOTE_BAR START/STOP DATA specifying "stop";

RAf remote relay:

------------------- BAR PROCMSSING TASK BIGR-LZVL LOGIC -----------
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PROC!S RUE renoterelav;

S(SYNC!.EETRAE WE 0)

Iff relay RIR data to site specified in SVECT.ERAP;

S(SVNCT.OSCFL n STRIE)

-HEN W2% ~OT2_113 START/STOPDATA

~J(AC TD, flag-*stop")
Q~(ST"C, message to DADS),

21D 313 remote relay;

---------------- RAI PROCESSING TASK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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PROCESS externalupdating;

<Decode tAR report. Interpret as six columns of aircraft's BaR.

Update own data base.>

RE TUNTIL (all six BAR columns processed);

LZ (column is for other aTARS or BaCS "I column is empty)

TM1 PEPlT WHILE (any pair records shoving that site in charge);

CAIJ PIIRBRECORD_DBLETIOI;

ENDREPIAT;

IkSIF (column is for BCAS) <own or other columns>

TJfl Create/update pair rec. shoving intruder 'unknown',

SCAS in charge;

P!roan resolutionpairacknowledgment-entrygenerationi

IL53I (column is other aTIRS site)

f Look for pair rec(s) for this AC with same site in charge:

I (no such pair record found)

TRZI Create pair record showing intruder 'unknown';

?LSI? (site not connected)

THEN Replace old pair rec(s) with current resolution(s);

ELSEIF (any such pair records found with both AC known)

TII!; <don't use RA data, ground lines OK>

S Replace old pair rec(s) vith current resolution(s);

<not using ground lines yet, use BAR data>

OTERWrSE; <don't act here on own site's column>

INDREPIAT;

ezternal updating:

- -------- RAI PROCESSING TASK 8IGH-LIV2L LOGIC
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PROCESS external-updating:

PAT UNTIL (all sit columns processed);

I? (column is for other ATARS or BCAS AND column is empty)

THLIN R!PI WHILE (any pair recs with PREC.ATSID-site ind. by column):

CALL PAIRRECO9_DELETION

I (ACIDI, ACID2, PRPTR)

NOUT (Conflict tables, State Vectors);

NDIREPEAT;

0LSEIF (fifth or sixth column) <own or other SCAS>

9EN Create/update pair record so that PREC.ac2.PAC=SUR

and PREC.ATSTD--TBCAS;

PERFORM resolution.Dairacknowledgmententrygeneration;

!1SEI? (column is other ATARS site)

TFEN Look for pair rec(s) for this AC with PRIC.ATSID=same site;

I? (no such pair record found)

TEN Create pair record with PRZC.AC2.PAC=$UNK;

ELSEIF (site not connected)

5!H N ?REC.PHMkAN,PVMAN =current resolution(s);

ELSElF (any such pair records found with both PREC.PAC NE SUNK)

TE; <don't use RAE data, ground lines OK>

ELSE PREC.PHMAN,PVMAN = current resolution(s);

<not using ground lines yet, use RAR data>

OTHERVISE; <don't act here on own site's column>

!ND *xternaliplating;

RAR PROCESSING TASK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC
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PDOCIAS internalupdating:

<Test bits of iplinked column to see what got into BAR.>

get test column to all zeroes;

Porm logical OR of other ATARS sites' columns and BCAS columns;

Extract uplink column from Resolution Message in UPM2S;

REPEAT WILE (any more bits set in uplink column);

POPOR compatibility;

IF (compatible)

T2EK SET same bit in test column:

!RM!AT: <now test column represents AC RAR column>

T!PAT IHILE (any more pair records for subj. AC with own site in charge):

Ir (null RA shown for subject AC)

"ffF CLEAR send flag for subject AC;

IF (other AC send flag not set)

THEN CALL PAIR RECORD_DELETION;

TtSFIF (bit not set in test col. matching RA for subj AC) <either part of

compound RA>

IF (RA newly selected last scan)

THEN Remove that RA from pair record;

<remove only part whose bit not set>

signal pair needs recomputation;

OTHRPWSE <RA 4ccepted by subject BAR>

PERFORM resolutionpairacknowledgment entrygeneration;

fDREPAT:

D!',i1 1ldaing;

RAR PROCESSING TISK HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PEOCTS internalupdating;

<Test bils of uplinked column to see what got into RAR.>

Set test column to all zeroes;

Form logical OR of other ATARS sites' columns and WeAS columns;

Extract uplink column from Resolution message in SVICT.UPMES list;

REpEATv !JZ (any nore bits set in uplink column);

PERFQR compatibility:

T (COMPATIBLE set)

ZU SET same bit in test column;

TIDREEAT; <now test column represen~s AC EAR column>

EEAT wIL.! (any more pair records with PREC.acl.PAC or ac2.PAC £ subj. AC

IND PREC. ATSID-SOWNID)

I? (PREC.PHMAN or PRIC.PVRAN = SNILLRES for subj. AC)

TREN CLEAR PREC.SEND for subject AC;

I (other AC PREC.SEND=SALSE)

THEN L PAIRRECORD_DE1ETION

IN (ACIDi, RCID2, PRPTR)

INQU (Conflict Tables, "State Vectors):

?LSI? (bit not set in test col. matching RA for subJ AC) <either part of

compound HA>

HI JF (21 newly selected last scan)

U Remove that 2A from pair record;

<Remove only part whose bit not set>

IF (PDEC.POSCND 12 SDOUBLE)

JPREC.?OSC3D-SRC3D81; <recomputation, double advs>

ILSE PREC.POSCID-SRCHSIG: <recomputation, single advs>

OTHERWISE <RA accepted by subject BAR>

? fl resolutionpairacknovledgent_entry_generation:

internal_ pdating;

---------------------- A PROCESSING TASK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS compatibility;

(bit in uplink column is positive horizontal)

(no opposite-sense horizontal bits set in BAR composite column)

T indicate compatible;

f indicate not compatible;

E (bit in uplink column is negative horizontal)

THEN U (opposite-sense positive horizontal bit

not set in BAR composite column)

= indicate compatible:

FLSE indicate not compatible;

ELSII (bit in uplink column is positive vertical)

TH_ ; (no opposite-sense vertical bits set in BAR composite column)

H indicate compatible;

ELSE indicate not compatible;

OTHERWISE < bit in uplink column is negative vertical or VSL. >

( opposite-sense positive vertical bit

not set in RAR composite column)

THEN indicate compatible;

YLSE indicate not compatible;

END compatibility;

-AR PROCESSING TASK SIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PPOCISS compatibility;

Il (bit in uplink column is positive horizontal RE)

TMIf (no opposite-sense horizontal bits set in RAE composite column)

TM = COMPATIBLE;

U CLEAR COMPATIBLE;

ELSEIF (bit in uplink column is negative horizontal RA)

THEN a (opposite-sense positive horizontal bit not set in compos. column

TfN SETCOMPATIBLE;

Zia aLUi COMPATIBLE;

nZSZI? (bit in uplink column is positive vertical RA)

THEN (no opposite-sense vertical bits set in RAD composite column)

THEN SET COMPATIBLE:

ELSE CLEAR COMPATIBLE:

OTHERWISE < bit in uplink column is negative vertical or VSL RR>

I? (opposite-sense positive vertical bit not set in compos. column)

THEN SZT COMPATIBLE;

ELSE CLTAR COMPATIBLE;

ZED compatibility;

---------------------- RAP PROCESSINr TASK LOU-LEVEL LOGIC ------------------------
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PROCES resolutionpair_acknovledgqent entrygeneration:

<Generate RPALST entry from pair record.>

Link new RPALST entry; <don*t need to check for duplication>

Copy AC ID's and RA's from pair record;

Enter current time;

Indicate whether pair resolved by CAS or ATiAS;

END resolutioupairacknowledgmententry_geneation;

RA PROCESSING TASK 41GH-LVIL LOGIC -----------------------
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PROC!SS resolutioupairacknoledaentetr.gefleratioD

Link new UPhLST entry;

EP1LST. ac. ID-PEC.ac1. PlC;

RPkLST. ac2. IDPREC-ac2. P&C;

1RPALST.acl. flSsPREC.acl.PUMNUPYNlU:

EPLLST.ac2.RIS-PURC-ac2. PHflhUPVNANJ:

RPILST. TZNE=SSTVAR.C~rNE;

S(PREC.&TSID 12 SBCAS)

T!RZY CLfUB RPALST.SOURCE; <BCAS resolution>

!LUL MI !PALST.SOURC?; <&TARS resolution>

IND resolutionpairacknowledgqune.ntr-6neration;

----------------- 3BA PROCRSSING TASW LOW-LZVZL LOGIC ------------
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6. AIRCRAFT PROCESSING

6.1 New Aircraft Processing

The selection of new aircraft to be added to the ATARS eata base
is made in the Report Processing and Track Processing Tasks.
These choices are conveyed to the New Aircraft Processing Task

through the XINIT List. The purpose of this task is to add all
aircraft on this list to the X-list, EX-list, and ATARS O'ector

List. The task will also initialize all parameters in the State
Vector that are used in subsequent ATARS processing tasks.

The XINIT List is a linked list of all aircraft that have been
designated for addition to the X-list or the EX-list, and to the
sector list by the Track Processing Task for a particular ATARS
sector. The XINIT List has a pointer to the head of the list
and is linked, in one direction only, through the NEXTX position
in the state vectors. The use of NEXTX is legitimate at this

time because this field is not used for those aircraft not yet
added to the X-list or the EX-list. New Aircraft Processing
sets the NEXTX and PREVX pointers for each aircraft in the XINIT
List to include the State Vectors in the forward and backward
linked X-list or EX-list. The NEXTA pointer is set to include
the next aircraft State Vector in the ATARS Sector List. These
pointers are set using the X/EX-list Initial Entry Routine which
is described in Section 6.1.3.

6.1.1 X-list and EX-list of Aircraft

The X-list and the EX-list are two lists of aircraft State
Vectors which are ordered on the x coordinates of the aircraft
with the DABS sensor at the origin. The X-list includes all
aircraft whose altitude is below a threshold altitude, and whose
speed is below an upper velocity limit. All other aircraft are
on the EX-list. The position of the aircraft on these two lists

is checked when the particular ATARS sector is being processed

and it is updated if required.

Initial placement of aircraft into either list is described in
Initial Entry of Aircraft Into the X-list, EX-list and Sector
List (Section 6.1.3). The process of maintaining their current
position on the lists is described in Sector List, X-list, and

EX-list Updating (Section 6.2.3).

6.1.2 Sector List of Aircraft

The ATARS Sector List is a list of all aircraft State Vectors in
an ATARS sector. There is one sector list for each ATARS
sector.

6-1



The executive control keeps a table containing the start point
for each sector's list. The sector list is used to expedite the
selection of aircraft to be processed in each ATARS sector. All
the tasks which need to look at every aircraft in a sector
access these sector lists.

6.1.3 Initial Entry of Aircraft Into the X-list, EX-List, and
Sector List

Both the X-list and the EX-list are modified to permit
expeditious entry of new aircraft into these lists. This
modification takes the form of seeding the ordered lists with
dummy State Vectors which have fixed x coordinates. A
cross-reference permits a direct means of locating the dummy
S.ate Vector nearest to a given x coordinate. The cross-
reference takes the form of an array of pointers linking the
known x coordinates. The dummy State Vectors are called
signposts and contain, as a minimum, fields for the NEXTK and
PREVX pointers, a field for the x value of the signpost, and
flag to identify signposts, SPIDFG. SPIDFG will be permanently
set for all signposts and reset for all aircraft State Vectors.
This flag is used to expedite signpost identification in the
Coarse Screen Processing Task.

To enter new aircraft into either list, a determination is first
made if the aircraft is in the hub area. If so, the hub flag
(HUBFLG) is set. If the aircraft qualifies for the EX-list, the
aircraft is entered on the EX-list, and the EXFLG flag is set;
otherwise, it is entered on the X-list and the EXFLG is reset.
Both of these lists initially consist only of the signposts
linked together. The NEXTX and PREVX pointers of the two
terminal signposts in both lists are set to null.

The new aircraft are also linked to the particular ATARS sector
list in the X-list or the EX-list corresponding to the sector
identification.

The ATARS sector thread is linked only in the forward direction
using a pointer NEXTA. If the new aircraft becomes the first
aircraft in a sector thread, the executive program must be
notified so that its SIDSPX and SIDSPE table is updated to
reflect this change. When threading new aircraft into a sector
list, care must be taken to keep the previous aircraft position
on the list, as a backwards pointer is not required for any
other ATARS Sector List processing and thus is not part of the
State Vector.
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6.2 Aircraft Update Processing

The function of the Aircraft Update Processing Task is to update
the position and velocity coordinates, determine the ATARS
service zone through geographical processing (Section 6.2.2) and
update the position of those aircraft on the X-list, EX-list,
and sector list (SeLtion 6.2.3) in the sector designated by the
executive control. The position coordinates of the hub area
aircraft are updated as part of this task.

Aircraft update processing operates on a particular sector list
of aircraft threaded in the X-list and EX-list. The start
pointers (SIDSPX, SIDSPE) for the sector lists are in a table
maintained by the executive corvtrol and are updated in the list
update processing (Section 6.2.2). The table holds the start
pointers for every sector which contains aircraft on the X-list
or the EX-list and null pointers for sectors which contain no
aircraft. The start pointer identif!es the State Vector of the
aircraft that starts the string of aircraft for a sector.

The position coordinate update is achieved by a linear
projection from the aircraft's predicted position, for a time
equal to the difference between the sctor time (TEN) and the
aircraft time of prediction (l P) using the aircraft external
velocity components. All aircraft are then presented for sector
processing on a common basis. It iI iMportant to note that the
only coordinates used in ATARS sector Processing after the
Aircraft Update Processing Task is COMplete are the position and
velocity coordinates set in this task. The updated coordinates
are used to update the geographical lone if the ATARS service
flag is set. The updated coordinates are also used to update
the position in the X-llst, EX-list, and sector list for the
subject aircraft before continuing with the next aircraft in the
X-list or the EX-list. This process continues until all
aircraft in the sector thread for both the lists are completed.

The variables TEN and TMP will have a fixed number of bits.
These variables will recycle to zero when the time overflows the
number of available bits. Hence in subtracting time variables,

here and throughout the ATARS processing both variables should
be expressed with common higher order bits.

Special attention must be given to the structuring of the update
processing task. Although the X-list and EX-list are used to
access the aircraft for updating, one of the steps in updating
is to reposition the aircraft in the lists. The next aircraft
in the list is saved before the current aircraft is repositioned
in either list. However, even with this procedure, an aircraft
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4which has moved up the list by skipping one or more aircraft
would be accessed a second time for updating in the same sector
list. To prevent this duplicate updating, the XUPFL flag in the
State Vector is set the first time the aircraft is acceqsed for
updating and is read to prevent duplicate updating in the second
access. The XUPFL flag is cleared once per sector when the
aircraft is accessed in the Coarse Screen Processing Task.

The hub area position coordinate update is exercised at the
start of every quarter scan (i.e., when the antenna is at 00,
900, 1800, 2700). The hub area (Figure 3-2) is defined as
a circle of given radius centered at the DABS sensor. First,
the signpost (explained in Section 6.1.3) on the X-list or the
EX-list nearest to the negative value of the hub area radius is
located. The lists are searched forward until the first
signpost beyond the positive value of the hub radius is
reached. All of the aircraft identified as being in the hub on
either list between these negative and positive signposts are
afforded hub processing. The position and velocity coordinates
of these aircraft are updated using the same technique described
above for the regular sector aircraft position and velocity
updating. This processing maintains a more current position on
both lists for the aircraft located near the DABS sensor where
ATARS sectors are not very wide. Thili is necessary because
aircraft may change sectors rapidly in the hub area and this
affords a more timely identification of a possible conflict in
the ATARS processor.

Again, the XUPFL flag is used to prevent duplicate updating.
The flag is reset in this task instead of waiting for the Coarse
Screen Processing Task because the aircraft identified in the
hub area may be from any sector, not just the particular sector
being processed at this time. Therefore, only those XUPFL flags
associated with hub processing would be reset at this pass
through the ATARS processor.

6.2.1 ATARS Service Map

Every ATARS site stores a map indicating the boundaries of the
area for which ATARS service is provided. The location of the
boundaries differ depending whether or not another ATARS site is
near enough to cover an adjacent area. The two cases are called
the "single-site" coverage and the "multi-site" coverage cases.
However, a site may use both kinds of coverage at once, as in
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the example depicted in Figure 6-1. This hypothetical site has
no neighbor to its West, and so uses single-site boundaries on

that side. Another site is located nearby to the East, and so

multi-site coverage is assigned to that side.

The single-site boundaries give ATARS as much coverage as

possible. The surveillance mask, ATARS service map, and Domino

coverage all share a common boundary. This boundary may be
identical with the extent of DABS surveillance coverage (and

thus need not be an explicit boundary, although some values must
be assigned to the map); or it may be chosen to delimit an area

within DABS coverage, if DABS position data is not believed to

be sufficiently accurate at long range.

The multi-site boundaries serve to partition the ATARS
processing load among nearby sites. Overlap is provided to
assure continuous coverage during boundary crossings, smooth
handoff of responsibility between sites, and to allow for small

differences in the sites' perceptions of the boundary.

Figure 6-1 shows several boundaries for the subject site. The
Domino/Surveillance boundary serves the following functions:

I. Report Processing (Section 4.4) makes a simple
rho-theta check used to accept or reject surveillance
reports.

2. ATARS tracks are maintained on aircraft within this
area.

3. Although ATARS service is not provided to aircraft
outside the ATARS service area (see below), the Domino
Routine (Section 13.4.2.1) considers aircraft within
the Domino boundary when selecting resolution
advisories for aircraft receiving ATARS service.

The Domino/Surveillance boundary is stored as one or more
azimuth sectors with a range boundary corresponding to each

sector. These sectors are distinct from DABS sensor or ATARS
processing sectors. This boundary must be wide enough to
provide the desired Domino coverage for conflicts near the
limits of the ATARS service area. It is also desirable to

include surveillance coverage for the site's Backup Service Area
(see Section 17.3.1). If such coverage is provided, any backup
mode switchover would be smooth, since tracks would be available.
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The ATARS service area contains aircraft for which traffic
advisory and resolution advisory services are provided. A
discussion of Normal and Backup areas is provided in Section
17.3.1. The following description applies to whichever mav is
in use at a given time.

The service mask is implemented as a pair of convex polygons,
one for aircraft from the lower limit of DABS coverage up to and
including altitude HZONE, and the other for aircraft above

altitude HZONE. These polygons may have as many vertices as are
needed. For ex"ample, to implement multiple site coverage in a
large area, intricate shapes may be required to provide the
necessary overlap (seams) and divide the expected traffic and
processing load.

It is essential that wherever two ATARS sites have a common
boundary, their normal mode ATARS service areas overlap by no
less than a specified distance. This overlap is called a "seam"

and is given a width sufficient to allow nominal warning time
for any pair of aircraft on opposite sides of the boundary. The
seam is implemented by extending each site's area a distance
DSEAMH (or DSEAML) past the nominal boundary of the high (or
low) altitude map. Then the sites' coverages overlap by
2*DSEAMH for the high altitude masks. A seam is illustrated in

Figure 6-2.

The following algorithm is used to determine whether the tracked
aircraft position (XT, YT) lies within a convex polygon. This
figure will be described by the NVERT vertices, (X 1 ,YI),
(X2,Y2),..,(XNVERT,YNVERT). The vertices are numbered
in a counterclockwise manner starting at any vertex as shown for

the example 4-sided area of Figure 6-3. Form all vectors
joining adjacent vertices in a counterclockwise direction
as indicated by the vectors V1 through V4 . Also form all
vectors joining the vertices to the point (XT, YT). Let these
vectors be designated VT1 through VT4 . Then the point (X',
YT) is internal to the zone if and only if all vector cross pro-
ducts VTI*VI,VT2*V2,...,VTNVERT*VNVERT, are negative. By
precomputing several constants which are functions of the vertex
coordinates, the number of calculations required to perform the

test is reduced.

A typical vector cross product, VTi*Vi is,

VTi -
(XT-Xi)*(Yi+I-Yi)-(YT-Yi)*(Xi+I-Xi).

This can be written,

VTi*Vi - XT*DYi - YT*DXi+Ki
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where, DX i = Xi 1  - Xi

DYi = Yi+I - Yi

Ki = Yi*DXi - Xi*DYi

All the DX, DY and K constants for each map are precomputed and
stored in memory. Then the expression,

F(i) = XT*DYi-YT*DXi+Ki

is evaluated repeatedly from i= I to NVERT. If any term F(i) is
positive, the aircraft is outside the polygon. If all are
negative, it is inside.

6.2.2 Geographical Processing

This process tests an aircraft's position to determine whether
it is within the site's ATARS service area. In the special case
when the site is in the Backup-Master mode, (see Section 17.3.2)
separate tests are performed for the site's Center Zone and its
Backup service area. Note that the Report Processing Task

(Section 4.4) has already performed a quick test on the position
and has set ATSS in the State Vector if the aircraft is within
the rho-theta mask (larger than the service area). If
geographical processing now finds the aircraft outside tae

service area, it clears the service flag.

The State Vector GEOG contains all site ID bits read down (for
DABS aircraft) in the latest surveillance report. If the

aircraft is entering this site's ATARS service area, own site ID
bit will not have been sent up yet. The bit is set here so that

the Seam Pair Task will treat the aircraft properly.

For aircraft within the service area, additional processing is
performed according to their equipage. All BCAS-equipped
aircraft are sent Sensitivity Level control (SLC) messages
determined by a stored map. The message is sent only when SLC
should change. All DABS-equipped aircraft are sent a Squitter
Lockout Message when within a designated area. This message is
sent only when the lockout status changes. The DABS sensor
sends SLC and lockout control data each scan based on the last
messages sent from ATARS.

When an aircraft leaves the ATARS service area, the map test
detects the condition and clears the service flag. The site's
ID bit is removed from GEOG. This prevents Seam Pair Task from
passing the pair to Master Resolution Task. If the aircraft is
seen by any connected sites (as indicated in GEOG) then handoff
messages are sent to those sites to enable a transfer of
responsibility.
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6.2.3 Sector List, X-list, and EX-list Updating

The position of all the aircraft in a sector are updated on the
sector list, X-list, and EX-list. If necessary, an aircraft may
be moved from the X-list to the EX-list or from the EX-list to
the X-list. Aircraft which were on the EX-list on the last scan
have been marked in the State Vector. If the aircraft has
crossed the altitude or speed threshold, then that aircraft is
removed from the X-4ist or EX-list and entered into the other
list using the technique described in the Initial Entry of
Aircraft Into the X-list, EX-list, and Sector List (Section
6.1.3). If the aircraft has not crossed the thresholds, then
its position in either list is updated according to its present
x coordinate. At the same time, the aircraft position in the
ATARS Sector List is updated to correspond to the present x
coordinate. If the new position in the sector list is the first
position, the executive program must be notified to correctly
set the start pointer for the sector list.

6.3 Terrain/Airspace/Obstacle Avoidance

The capability to provide an alert for close proximity to the
terrain, the violation of restricted airspace, and close
proximity to an obstacle is provided by this task. The task
operates on the linked list of aircraft for an ATARS sector.
The logic to determine the need for an alert and send a
Controller Alert Message, if required, is provided here; the
actual construction of alert messages for uplink to the aircraft
is performed by the Data Link Message Construction Task. Only
aircraft which are receiving ATARS service or which are
controlled are eligible for processing. The format of the
Controller Alert Message for terrain/airspace/obstacle alerts is
the same as shown in Table Il-I, with the following exceptions:
(1) AMTYP is set to 01, 11, or 10 to indicate a terrain,
restricted airspace, or obstacle alert, respectively, (2) only
one aircraft is identified, and (3) the VI field is used to
indicate that the aircraft is unequipped with ATARS, implying
the need for controller voice communication to convey the alert
to the aircraft.

6.3.1 Terrain Avoidance Processing

The terrain avoidance logic makes use of the mode C barometric
pressure correction provided with the surveillance report.
Aircraft which are on final approach or which are taking off or
landing at an airport may be below the terrain altitude
threshold momentarily. Therefore, special checks are required
to inhibit alerts if aircraft are on the final approach glide
slope or operating in close proximity to an airfield.

6-11
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The real-time processing of the map of the terrain is similar to
the method used in the Terminal Area Minimum Safe Altitude
Warning (MSAW) function described in Reference 7. A major
difference concerns the use of a grid map with variable bin
sizes and the associated indexing required to access the
altitude threshold for each high-level and sub-level terrain
bin. Terrain map processing includes the logic to access the
terrain map, project the aircraft horizontally, determine the
bin altitude thresholds along the projected path, and compare
the thresholds to the projected aircraft altitude. Figure 6-4
gives an example of the bins to be checked. Table 6-1
summarizes the altitude checks required for each event in the
projection of the aircraft. Terrain map processing also saves
the altitude threshold for the initial bin In the aircraft State
Vector, for potential use later as a constraint in the selection
of resolution advisories for a conflict.

The off-line generation of the terrain map is described in
Figure 6-5. This procedure is identical to the method used in
Reference 7, with the exception of the sub-level indexing and
the marking of bins which are in a final approach zone. A data
structure implementation for the terrain map is presented in
Figure 6-6.

6.3.2 Obstacle Avoidance Processing

The obstacle avoidance logic is only applied to aircraft which
are below a minimum altitude. An x ordered linked list of
obstacles Is generated off-line and stored for access by
obstacle avoidance processing. This list contains position and
altitude information for each obstacle. Proximity to an
obstacle is determined by applying fixed x, y search limits to
the current position data and comparing the pressure-corrected
altitude to the altitude of the obstacle. A check for
convergence with the obstacle is made before issuing an alert.
Multiple alert messages may be uplinked to the aircraft if
convergence with more than one obstacle is detected.

6.3.3 Restricted Airspace Avoidance Processing

The restricted airspace avoidance logic consists of two major
elements: (1) providing an advisory to uncontrolled aircraft
upon first entry into a Terminal Control Area (TCA), and (2)
providing an alert to any aircraft which has entered an area of
restricted airspace. The technique for storage and access of
the TCA map should allow effective use of the ATARS processors.
The storage of the restricted airspace areas and the logical
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TABLE 6-1

TERRAIN ALTITUDE CHECKS

Start Point of Projection

I. Current bin z threshold
2. Adjacent bin(s) z threshold

X-line or Y-line Cross Point

I. If negative vertical rate: z threshold of previous bin (use
aircraft z at cross point)

2. If non-negative vertical rate: new bin z threshold
3. Adjacent bin(s) z threshold

End Point of Projection

I. If negative vertical rate: current bin z threshold
2. Adjacent bin(s) z threshold
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checks for determining if an aircraft is inside an area is the
same as that described for processing of airport area types (see
Section 8.7).

6.4 Pseudocode for Aircraft Processing

The pseudocode for New Aircraft Processing Task, Aircraft Update
Processing Task, and Terrain/Airspace/Obstacle Avoidance Task
follows.
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PSZUOCOD3 TABIS OF CONITENTS
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NEW AIRCR~AFT PROCESS14G LOCAL VARIABLES .* 6-P3

NEW~ AIRCRAFT PROCESSING LOV-LEVEL LOGIC . ................... 6-PS

TAtSK NVAIRC1RAFTPBOCESSING . ....................... 6-PS

?OUTrNE rIsTX-ISTITIALETRY.......... . 6-P'y

PROCESS sector listplacesent . * 6-P9
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<**S THE VARIABLES LISTED BELOW A LOCAL TO THE NEI AIRCRIAT TASK *'*>

STROCTUP1 NEWACVB.

(*** POINTER VARIABLES ***>

GROUP pointers

PTR LSTPTR < start pointer for various lists >

MTR TMPTR2 < local (temporary) variable >

GROUP signp

INT NSIGNP < lover integer value of signpost closest to aircraft >

ENDSTRUCTUt.;

------ NEW AIRCRAFT PROC2SSING LOCAL VARIABLES
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LM ENWAIUCUAPTPROCSSING

11 (UINIT list for sector)

110 (state vector);

< Place new aircraft selected by tracker on z/ez jist >

JRPL fWII (nore AC on rimI! list);

QUL IEX_LISTZVTIZLEVTRY;

Initialize sector start pointers, final approach zone indicator, flags;

122 NWAIRCRAFTPROCESSING;

-!W AIRCRAFT PROCISSIPG SIGH-LIVIL LOGIC --------
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ZAU NUUAICIFT-POCZSSING

IYJUT (SVECT):

< Place new aircraft selected by tracker OD x/41_list >

PLAT !jILZ (more AC on ZIIT list);

CALL 11LZST-INITIULNTRI

S(CSCRE, SYSTEM)

INOUT (z/exlist, SYICT, antenna sector list, SIDSPI, SIDSPE);

SVRCT.ACRWZS - $NULL:

SVEC1T.PIPTI - $BULL;

SV!CT.T1PMZS - SNULL;

SV3CT.r1Z = SUD!AZ;

SVECT.ATSQ - SUNEQ;

CLA SVZCT.CZBTS;

CLIAI sUcT.xupVL;

CL1 SVL!CT.IIUBFG;

SIT SVECT.ZFL;

END EP IA ;I

ZIID N11111ECR11?POCESSING;

--- - ---------- 121 AI3CAr? PROCESSING LOW-LIT21i LOGIC ------------
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ROU'IN! XZXLISTINITIAL_!NTRY

I (coarse screen parameters, system parameters)

INOUT (x/ex-list, state vector, antenna sector list, sector start pointers);

< Place aircraft initially on i/ex_list >

Calculate horizontal position and speed;

(AC within hub range)

IffIL S!T hub flag;

!LS CLUA hub flag;

Tind nearest signpost to location of aircraft in the x plane;

< signpost located to the left of &C with positive x and to the right

of AC with negative x >

• ((nonamode C report AD high speed) O0 (mode C report AND

(high alt OR high speed)))

7338 Fnd corresponding signpost on exlist:

rind start of sector ex-list;

2L$U Find corresponding signpost on xzlist;

Find start of sector xrlist:

PRj2l. X ex list_placement;

Ij. sectorlistplacement:

1 IErLtSTIVITIALETRT;

....................---- IISCRUFT ?ROC!SSING urt.R-?ZVEL LOGIC ---------------------
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ROUTINE X El LIST INITIALEENT

IN (CSCREEN, SYSTEM)

INOU (x/ex list, STECT, antenna sector list, SIDSPX, SIDSPF);

< Place aircraft initially on x/ex_list >

SVECT.X = SVECT.XP;

SVECT.Y = SVECT.YP;

SVECT.VSQ = SVF:T.XDF**2 + SVECT.YDE**2;

IF (SVECT.RHOP LT SYSTFN.HUBNAD)

THEN SET SVECT.HUBFLG;

ELSE CLEAR SVECT.HUBFLG;

NSIGNP = INT( SVECT.X / CSCNEEN.XSP )

IF (( SVECT.NCFLG 12 SPALSE AND SVECT.VSQ GT SYSTEM.SPLO2)

ON ( SVECT.MCFLG NQ $TRUE AND (SVECT.Z GT SYSTM.ALO OR

SVECT.VSQ GT SYSTEM.SPL02 ~

THEN SET SVECT.EXFLG;

Use NSIGNP to get into ex list array;

Find start of sector ex list from SIDSPE;

ELSE CLEAR SVF.CT.E!FLG;

Use NSIGNP to get into x list. array;

?ind start of sector xlist from SIDSPX;

PERFORM x exlistplacemen+;

PENFOEM sector-list placement:

END XEX-LIST-INITIAL-ENTRY;

---------------- NEW AICRAFT PROCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -----------
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C29 sector_list placement;

< Place alrcrafl on antenna sector list >

Point to start of sector list;

IF (sector list iw empty)

= Record KC as start t sector list;

ELSE REPEAT WHILE (nore entries AND AC x_coord G

list entry xcoord);

<step through list in forvard direction>

Save pointer to previous entry:

Find next entry forvard on list;

NDePEAT;

I? (no more entries on sector list)

THEY Link AC after last entry found: <current entry>

ELSE Link AC behind current entry;

I? (no previous entry saved) <loop never executed>

THEN record AC as start of sector list;

?N' sectorlist_placement;

-EW AIPCRAFT PROCESSING 4IR-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCSS sector list placement;

< Place aircraft on antenna sector list >

LSTPTR - start of sector list from SIDSPX or SIDSPE;

TMPT22 - SHULL;

I (LSTPTR f2 SHULL)

MollRecord subject AC as start of sector list;

MkZ PtAT WHILB ((SVECT.NUTA J SHULL) AND (SVCT.K GT SVCT(LSTPT.).X))

TMPTR2 = LSTPTR:

LSTDTR = SVPCT.NeXTA;

ENpDEPZAT;

jF (SVECT.NEXTA ! SULL)

THEU Link SVICT.NZXTA of last entry found (LSTPTR) to subject AC;

ELSE Link subject AC's SVECT.NEXTA TO LSTPTP AC;

U! (TMPT12 32 SHULL) <loop never executed>

T43N Record AC as start of sector list SIDSPE

or SIDSPX;

!MD sector_listplacement:

-------------------- NEW AIRCRAFT PROCESSNG LOW-LEVEL LOGIC
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jSS x-exilistplac*ent;

< Link aircraft into 1/ex list >

Point to signpost;

jL (AC x coord is positive)

flE g!pZ&T !il (more entries M Ac x coord G,

list entry scoord)}

Find next entry forvard on list;

j (no more entries on list)

I Link AC ahead of last entry found;

ELSE Link AC behind current entry;

jLSE REPEAT VHI (more entries AUj AC zxcoord UT

list entry %_coord);

Find next entry behind on list;

EN1FZPZAT;

I.! (no more entries on list)

, 4 Link AC behind last entry found;

1 Link AC ahead of current entry;

ED xex_lis_placeuent;

-------------------- NEW 1IRCRAF? PIOCESSING HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC ---------------------
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PROCES I ox list placement;

< LinDk aircraft into x/Ox-list >

LSTPTR NSIGIP;

~f(SVICT.~ 1 0

THEN REPRAT WHILI ((NLEXT? a SWfILL) Mf (STECT.X 21 SVECT(LSTPT?).1));

LSTPTR - STL!CT.II!ITI;

EOUREPEA;

S(LSTPTW X2 SWOLL)

T9?N Link subject AC ahead of last AC on list:

ELSE Link subject XC behind next IC on list;

ELSE REPEAT WHILE ((SVECT.PR!VI ME $NULL) hN (STECT.X LT SVECT(LSTPTF).X)J;

LSTPTR SVY!CT.PREVX;

ZNDHEPE AT;

1!(LSTPTW R SNULL)

TREY Link subject AC behind last AC on list;

ELSE Link subject IC ahead of next AC on list;

END x-e%_listplacement;

---- ----------- NEW IIRCRAF'! ?HOCZSSING LOW-LBVEL LOGIC -----------
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<** TH! VARIABLES LISTED MELON ART LOCAL TO THE AIRCRAFT UPDATE PROCESS!3G TASF 0*C>

S1OUCTORE ACUPVBL

<(** POINTER VARIABLES CCC>

GROUP pointers

MT TEMPTR < start pointer for various lists >

RU TIPTR2 < local (temporary) variable )

(CC TIME VARIABLES CCC>

GROUP times

LT DT < time difference of predicted and present quarter cycle >

fT D-L < level position correction time delta >

T TATSY < time of &TADS quarter cycle >

FLT TEN < sector time >

GROUP flags

J9 INZONE < AC in map zone >

5 O PA(Al BLaM- FILW6D

!

AIRCRAFT UPDATE PROCESSING LOCAL VARIABLES ....................-
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TASK AIRCRFT_UPDTEPROCESSING

II (sector start pointers, system variables, system parameters,

OUT (conflict tables, pair records, messages)

INOUT (x/ex_list, state vector);

< Update aircraft position and hub update >

Initialize sector time;

REPEAT UNTIL (x and ex sector lists processed);

IPIA VHILf (more IC on sector list);

(this AC not updated already)

a Initialize final approach zone indicator and AC area type:

CA ORIZORTALCOnPUTE;

I AC update flag; <rUPFL>

IF (non mode C reported AC)

Ti!I; <omit vertical position, velocity computation>

ELSE Update vertical position and velocity:

_ (TARS svc flag set) <by geogproc last scan or track

update this scan>

TE PERFORM geographical processing;

PERFORM r erlistupdating:

!NDREP2AT:

!NDRPENT:

j~ (this ATPS sector starts new quarter cycle)

IZI PERFOI. hubupdate;

ILUX: <skip hub update>

! hIRCRFTUPDATEPROCESSING;

------ AIRCRAFT UPDATE PROCESSING HIGH-LzvL LOGIC
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TASK AIIRCRAPTUPDATEPROCESSING

II (SIDSPI, SIDSPI, SYSVAH, SYSTEM)

OUT (CTENTRY, PREC, messages)

< Update aircraft position and hub update >

TEW - sector time;

REPEAT UNTIL (z and ex sector lists processed);

REPEA! WHILE (more AC on sector list);

IF (SVICT.IUPFL Ng SPILSE)

TIUSVECT.?RZ =STJDFAZ;

SVECT.ACAT -SUNAT:

SVEC..rPRJ, SVECT.YPEJ, SVECT.ZPNJ *SUDPOS;

SV!CT.IDPBJ. SVtCT.YDPUJ, SVECT.TDPRJ - SUDVEL;

DTL aTEN - SVtCT.TMP;

£&LHORIZONTALCOHPUTt

IN (DTL)

IIU (SVECT)*;

flSVECT.XUPPL;

IT (SVECT.MCVLG 12 SPMS!)

rL;<omit vertical position, velocity computation)

J~JSVECT.Z - SYE-CT.ZS # SVECT.ZDE

.5 Y::;:.:;IME - SVICT.TLUPD);

(SVECT.&TSS 12STRUT)

PERFORM121. geographicalprocemaiflg;

PERFORM x-zxlitupdating;

END IiPPAT;

< where 4 - sector numbers 1 thin 16 >

TRNTATSN -S!SVAR.CTIME:-

31I.2!.M hub update:

.~§:<Skip haub update)

fRAIRCCEAFTPDIT2EPOCESSIEI.G;

--------------- AVICRAT? UPDATE PROC2SS!1.G LOW-LEVEL LOGIC ----------
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PRCS geographicalprocessing;

<Determine if aircraft in ATARS service area. Determine BCAS and

squitter control states. Send Handoff messages to other sites for

aircraft leaving service area.>

I_? (Backup-Master mode)

T IR OQ backupmasterupdating;

<check Center zone and backup service areas separately>

ILE k A _NAP_TZST;

<for ATARS service area map in use for normal or backup status>

jf (in service area J_ own site ID not set in GOG)

THEU SF_ own ID bit in GROG; <just entered service area>

gJEAU Remote flag in conflict table entry (if any);

I (AC DABS equipped)

THEN Send START ATARS SERVICE message to DABS;

17 (in service area)

THEN PERYOPm bcaslevelcontrol;

!LSE _ (squitter lockout set)

Ing Send STOP SQUITTER LOCKOUT message to DABS;

If (AC DABS equipped AND ovn ID bit set in GROG)

<just left service area>

JUN Send STOP ATARS SERVICE message to DABS;

C own ID bit in GROG;

= drop ATARS service flag;

CLEI ATARS service flag;

It (AC in conflict table M any connected site(s) see AC)

S T handoff bit in all pair records for kC

controlled by own site:

Send HINDOF messages for such pairs to connected

sites that see this AC;

fj_ leoqraphical processing;

------------------ AIRCRAF? UPDATE PROCESSING HIGH-LE VL LOGIC---------- ---
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PROCESS geographical processing;

<Determine if aircraft in ATARS service area. Detersine ICAS and

squitter control states. Send Handoff lesmage to other sites for

aircraft leaving service area.>

IF (STSVAR.HASTIB JU STRON)

THIN Zt U backupaaster_updating;

!LSE CgId ABEA.MAP TEST

I_ (SYSVAR.HAPPTR, SYECT)

OUT (MONT);

I? (IRTONE w STRUE A!D STSTER.OWNID bit not set in SVECT.GEOG:

SfT SYSTM.OVNZD bit in SECT.E00;

IF (SVECT. CTE not null)

ICL1ZA CTENTRY.R!EFLG;

I (SVECT. &TrIFLG 12 SALSE) <DABS aircraft>

THEN Send START ATARS SERVICE message to DABS;

I? (INZONE !-g STRUE)

Y._?N PERPORM bcaslevelcontrol;

ELS? 1? (SVECT.SQLO set)

flfl Send STOP SQUITT21 LOCXOUT Uessage to DAIBS

IF (SV2CT.ATIFLG 12 SEALS! VID STUYIR.OWNID bit set in SVECT.QGOG)

= Send STOP ATARS SERVICE meSage to DABS;

CLEAR SYSTER.OWNID bit in SECT.G20G;

j= SVBCT.DRATS;

CLEAR SVVCT.ATSS;

I? (SVECT.CTPTR not null AND any connected site(s) in SVBCT.GIOG)

1 PREC.HDO!? in all pair records for AC

with PREC. ATSIDOW N1D61

Send HANDOFF mugs for such pairs to connected

sites in SV!C.GOU:

END geographicaprocessitq;

------------------- AIRCRAFT UPDATE PROCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC --------
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PUOCESS lezlist_updating;

< Update x position on x/ex_list >

I? (kC on eXlist AND ((mode C report j1 (low alt AND

low speed)) OU (nonmode C report JND low speed)))

I Remove AC from eiljist;

gAI& Z1XLISTNI!Tr1L_ZNTRY; <add aircraft to xslist>

IISRIP (aC on x list AND ((mode C report AND (high alt r

highspeed)) 21 (non_uode C report A high speed)))

TNP? Qeove AC frog I-list:

ZII _LIST INITIL_2WTRY; <add aircraft to exlist>

OTTIRISE Jj x ex_list_relink;

PERFOR sectorthread-update;

x_ez_listupdating:

----------------- AIRCRIAFT UPDATE PROCESSING RIGH-LEMYL LOGIC --------------------
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PROC!SS r_ex_list~updating;

< 'pdale x position on x/exlist >

IF (SVCT.PXFLG n- $TRUE AND ((SVrCT.HCPLG UQ STROP ANID

(SVECT.Z LE SYSTES.ALO AND SVE2CF.VSQ LE SYSTEM.SPLO2)l 29

(SVECT.MCFLG UQ SALSZ AND SVECT.VSQ II SYSTER.SPLO2f)

THEN Remove AC from ex list:

CALL XEXLIST INITIALENTRY <add aircraft to I-liSt>

IN (CSCRZ3V, SYSTEM)

IOT(x/ex list:, SVECT, SIDSPI, SIDSPE, antenna sector list);

FIS!!' (SVCT.E1?t5 g2 $FALSE 1 ((SVECT.MCFLG Ug STPOR AN

(SVECT.Z 5T SYSTLIM.ALO OR SV!CT.VSQ IT SYSTSlI.SPLO2)) OR

(SVECT..ICFLG f. SFALS? AND SVECT.VSQ GT SYSTLPM. SPLO21))

-qEN Remove AC from x list;

CALL XI_LISTINITIALENTRY <add aircraft to ex list>

IN (CSCRELEW, SYSTEM)

19OUT (x/ax list, SVECT, SIDSPX., SIDSP2, antenna sector list);

C-SEp VIS PERFORM xzexlistrelink;

PERFORM sector thread update;

zNDa x list_u1pdating;

--------------- KIP.CRAFT 9JPOAEE PROCESSING LOI-LEVIL LOGIC ----------
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O12=Z.U hubupdate;

< Recompute position for hub aircraft >

REPI21T NL (z and ez lists processed);

Find signpost with z_value Ij negative of hub radius;

<move up list in positive x direction>

RPAT DTIL (end of list OR signpost reached with z_value

.U positive hub radius);

I (next entry is an hC <not a signpost> Iln hub flag

is set MJD KC not yet updated)

=4 Opdate horizontal position, velocity coordinates;

M AC update flag; <XUPFL>

4. (non mode C reported IC)

TII!; <omit vertical position, velocity computation>

[LS C pdate vertical position, vertical velocity;

PRPORN x_exlist_updating;

2NDRIPIA;

ENDREPEAT;

REPEAT UNTI (z and ex lists processed);

Find signpost with z_valne LI negative of hub radius;

REPE1T QJTIL (end of list OR signpost reached with z_value

UJ positive hub radius);

F (next entry is an AC U2 hub flag set)

TgjJ CLEAR update flag;

INDREPEAT

Up hub update:

----- AIRCRIAFT QOP&T PIOCUSSUG 5I18-LEVML LOGIC
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PR9&Z1I. hubupdatt;

< Recompute position for hub aircraft >

RIPIA~ UNTIL (z and ex lists processed);

Find signpost with (SVZCT.NPXTX) I& (-SYSTER.UDRD);

< move up list in positive x direction >

UIZ DUTIL (end of list 21 signpost reached with STZVT.221?1
2l (*SYS?3MNNBBAD) ;

LI((STtCT.SPIDPG f& SFALSE) In (STNCT.BUUFLG 12 $TRUE) inl

(SVFC?.ZUPrt "g SFALSEJ)

Dh ? - TATSW - SV12C?.TNP;

H.LL~ORIZONALCOMPOTE

(~ DT)

j~SVECT.XUPPL;

j~(SY!C?..ICFLG LQ SPAL32)

I=l; <omit SYRCT.Z, SIRCT.ZD computation>

LM1 SUICT.Z USV!CT.ZS + SRCT.ZDE*

(SYSVLR.CIlIZ - SUECT.TLUPD)

STECT.ZD -SVtCT.ZDE;

FI1P2U xexlistupdating;

IZA 7IZIL (z and ex lists processed);

Find signpost with SVCT.W2IX Ij (-SYSTflB.NIJBt&D);

ISFEA VlUL (end of list 21 signpost reached with SUTCT. ElI?!

2S (+SYS?!!. BURAU);

LI((SY!CT.SPIDPG; 12 SFNLSR) MJ (SV!C.BULIPLG 12 ITRUI)

=3f CLEJ SYL!CT.XUPFIL;

SIIErnA91;

Jjbub~update:

------------------------- AIRCRAFT UPDATw PROCESSING LOU-LflhL LOGIC ------------



PROCESS backupnasterupdating;

<Determine whether AC is in backup-service zone, center zone, or outside service.)

ALL AUERAAPTEST; <for Center zone>

I (in center zone)

T1M1 M1T FAILED site's ID in GROG;

CLEAR Remote flag in conflict table entry (if any);

IZ (AC not already marked for CENTER status LU no conflicts

exist with ownID in charge)

TM Send START ATARS SERVICE asg to DABS with FAILED site ID;

SET CENTER-status flag for AC;

EMSE CALL AREAMAP TEST; <for backup service sap>

UF (aircraft in backup service zone)

THEY own ID in GROG:

rL! FAILED site's ID in GEOG;

CLEAR Remote flag in conflict table entry (if any);

IU ((AC marked for CENTER status 21 own ID not set in GEOG)

AND DABS equipped AND no conflicts exist with FAILED site in charge)

THEN Send START ATARS SERVICE msg to DABS with ownID;

CLER CENTER status flag for AC:

ZS hC not in service area;

I (DABS equipped LH FAILED site ID set in GROG)

<just left Center zone>

T Send STOP ATARS SERVICE message to DABS;

CLEAR FAILED site ID bit in GEOG;

IND backup maserupdating;

------------------ AIRCRAFT UPDATE PROCESSING HIGH-LEVIL LOGIC
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PROCESS backupsaster updatings;

<De*ermine whether &C is in backup-service zone, center zone, or ou*side service>

CALL AREA_1PTUST <Test center zone map corresponding to FAILED site>

11 (STSVAR.CTRPTR, SVECT)

OUT (1ZOE) ;

I (I1ZO1 12 STRON)

IUEI SET failed site's I in SVECT.G2OG;

IF (SVICT.CTE not null)

THEY CLEAR CTENTRY.REFLG;

IF (SVECT.C!UTR not set 4WD no pair records with PREC.&TSID-OWNID)

Iii! Send START ATARS SERVICE nag to DABS with failed site ID;

SrT SVECT.CEWTR;

I <Test backup service map>

j AREAMAP_TRST

(SYSVAR.MAPPTR, SVECT)

OT(INZONt) ;

IF (11501!)U UE

Z1. T STSTEM.OWNID bit in SVECT.GEOG;

CLEAR failed site's ID in SVECT.GEOG;

jF (SVECT.CT not null)

T CLEAR CTENTRY.RENFLG;

I ((SV!CT.CZNTR _N $TUE 21 STSTER.OWNID bit not set in

SIECT. GEOI) D SVYCT.&TIFLG 12 $FALSE An no pr recs. with PREC. ATSID-failed site)

III! Send START ATRS SVC sag with SYSTEH.OWWID;

CLEA SVPCT.CUPTR;

ELSE <AC not in service area>

jF (SVECT.ATIFLG 12 SEALSE INA failed site ID in SVECT.GFOG)

JfSend STOP ATARS SERVICT 2essaqe to )RRS;

CLEAR failed site ID bit in SVECT.GEOG;

backupsaster updating;

- ---------- IBCRAFT UPDATE PROCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC --------------------
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PROM bcas levelcontrol;

<Compute BCAS sensitivity level and DABS squitter lockout.>

IF (&C equipped with BCAS)

THEN Determine BCAS sensitivitylevel from map;

IF (SCASsensitivityjlevel has changed)

THEN Send BCAS SLC message to DABS;

U (AC DABS-equipped)

THENTest position to see if now in squitter lockout area:

(test shows status should change)

THEN Send START/STOP SQUITT2R LOCKOUT message to DABS:

END bcas levelcontrol:

AIRCRAFT UPDATE ?ROCESSING 9IGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PIOCES bcas-leve l-ontrol;

<compute WCAS sensitivity level and DADS $quitter lockout)

S(STECT.ATSEQ Z& lUCAS)

IMj Determine BCAS-SEYSIrIV!T!J.RYUL from map;

II(BCASSENSITIVTYLETRL 11 STUCT.BCISSLj

IISend BCAS SLC sag to DABS specifying

new BC&S-SENS!TIVITTLEVEL;

STUCT. UC&SSL-BCASSRUS!TIYLYRL;

S(SV!CT.KTIPLG 12 SPLSE) <DABS aircraft>

IMJ <Test position to see if now in squitter lockout area>

gAUl ARAMP-UST

11- (SYST!?I.SQHAP, SYRCT)

OUT (TIZO!);

L? (INZONZ II SVECT.SQLO)

THEDL Send START/STOP SQUTTTER LOCKOUT ssg to DABS

according to IUZOID:

(INZOSRUSTRUE denotes START>

SUECT. SQLO=INZONE;

f bcas-levelcon.rol;

------- -- ArRCRAPT UPDATE PIOCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC ----------
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PROCESS sector-thread upaate;

< Update aircraft position on ATARS sector thread list >

IF (AC on ex-list)

THIN Find start of sector exlist;

LM1 Find s-,art of sector ilist;

REPEAT .LB (more entries on sector list AND subj AC x_coord

.U list entry xcoord);

Find next entry on list;

U! (subject AC previous entry)

= Delete previous entry from list;

ZNDIPIAT;

IT (next list entry is subj AC)

!LSUF (no sore entries)

III! Link subject iC af*er last entry found; <current entr?>

TIIRVIS Link subj IC before current entry on list;

(no previous entry saved) <loop never executed>

Z Record subj AC as start of sector list;

sector tbread_update;

------------------ AIRCRAFT UPDATE PROCESSING RIGH-LEVUL LOGIC
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PROCESS sectorthread update;

< Update aircraft position on ITARS sector thread list >

THPTR2 - $WULL;

IF (SYLCT.!XFLG 12 STRUE)

Tfl Find start (TEMPTS) of sector ex list from SIDSPE;

r Find start (TEMPTS) of sector xlist FROM SIDSPI:

REPZ&T WHatt ((SVECT.NEXTI I INULL) AN (SVICT.r jg SVCT(TEMPTR).X));

TRPTR2 = TEMPTS;

TEMPTS - SVECT.NXTA;

f (subject AC previous entry)

TIN Delete previous entry from list;

IF (next list entry is subject AC)

1. .! (SVCT.NZXT 12 SNULL)

THEN Link SVECT.WEXTA of last entry found (TENPTS) to subject aircraft:

OTHERWISE Link subject KIC'S SVECT.9W2TA to TEMPTR AC;

I (TMPTR2 12 SNULL) <loop never executed>

If Record subject AC as start of sector list SIDSPE or SIDSPI;

END sectorthreadupdate;

--- AICRAFT UPDXTE PROCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC
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PeOCEsS z-ox list-relink;

< Process x/ex-list >

Find x-coordinate of aircraft next on list after subject AC;

If (next entry signpost An subj kC xcoord U next AC x coord)

Za UZI !EVILZ (more entries on list An subj kC xcoord

UT next AC z_coord) ;

Find i-coord of next AC on list;

INDREPIAT;

Remove subj AC from old position;

If (no more entries on list)

=N Link snbj AC after last AC on list:

U§SE Link subJ AC behind current AC on list;

! Li Find xcoord of AC next on list behind subj AC;

I (next entry signpost AND subj AC xcoord T next AC x coord)

T! JRE.PE THIL (more entries on list ) subj AC xcoord

LT next AC x-coord);

Find x-coord of next AC on list searching backwards;

ENDRIP2AT;

Remove subj AC from old vosition;

IZ (no more entries on list'

Il Link subj AC behind last AC found;

IL.U Link subj AC ahead o current AC on list;

tex_list relink;

AIRCRAFT UPDATE PROCBSSING HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC --------------------
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PROMI z_ .i list relinc:

< Process r/ex list >

THPTR - SVECT.URXT!:

U((?NPR n~ SNULL) AU~ (SV!CT.Z fa SVZCT(T!U1?N).X))

REPEA !IK Ul ((TEHPT! "l $ULL) M2~ (SYICT.! X 1 STlCT (T2RPI) .11

TIEPYU s STUCT.NIIT!;

Remove subi AC from old position;

U(TNPTR 12 hULL).

=Z Link sUbi AC after last AC on list'.

Z=L Link subj AC behind current AC on list:

J~jTRPTR a SYNC?. PREY!;

S((TEMPTR IM INULL) ILD (SZCT.r 1 STECT (TESP'rn . III

REPEA WH11jjLE ((TIIIPTI IM $NULL) An (SYNC.! LZ

STECT (TERPTI) .X))

UTIMTE a SYTMPRNY;

Remove subi AC from old position:

U(T2SPTR Z2 SIOLL)

ZI Link subs IC behind last &C on list;

IMU Link subj IC ahead of current LC on list;,

2ND 2elistrelink:.

------- --- A!RCUIfl UPDATE PROCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC ----------
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32.i_1 A1!15&P_TRST

U (map pointer, state vector)

OJT (indication that position is within area tested);

I (aircraft high altitude)

TI Select set of high altitude sap vertices;

Nj_ Select low altitude sap vertices; <includes non-mode C LC>

Position initially assumed to be within area;

JIA UNTI! (all map vertices processed);

Test next sap boundary;

I (AC not within sap zone)

M111 Indicate position not within area tested;

!XTT (Position has been found outside area tested);

BWDRZPZIT;

AIRCRAPT UPDITI PROCESSING rI R-LzYZL LOGIC
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OUTINE AREA_NAP_TEST

IN (NAPPTB, SVYCT)

gz (TIZONE) ;

I T (UVERT, I)

T (D (NVENT) DY(SVERT), K(NVEWT)

UF (SV!CT.2PLG E STRUE)

SSelect set of high altitude map vertices;

ELSE Select set of low altitude map vertices;

IN201t= STRU;

PEPERT UNTtL (I !2 NVERT); <all map vertices processed>

<DX(1,... ,.vEr|, DY(1,...,YVERT), and K(1,... ,NVERT are prestored

constants corresponding to

or(r1=r(r.t1-r(r1 (difference of adjacent map vertices' x-coordinates);

DY(I)=Y(I.1)-Y(I) (difference of adjacen. map vertices' y-coordinatesl;

K(I) =T(I)e(IT - I(I)*DY(I). Note when I-NVERT, 1(1 1) Seans 1(1).

The following expression evaluates vector cross-products between

'he vectors connecting adjacent map vertices and those from each

vertex to the AC position>

((SV!CT.X - DY(I| - SVCT.T 0 01(r) +K(11 ) is negative)

5N INZONRBSFALSZ; <AC outside map area>

ITI (INZONE 19 SPALSE)

?YMDEAT;

,UD A2A_1fRPTEST:

------------------- IIRCIAFT PDPAT! PIOC-SSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -
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JOUTlfl SORIZONTILCOMPUTZ

11 (time difference)

IWO (state vector):

Compete horizontal position and velocity components;

SND HORVZONfALCONPUTS;

--------------- IRCR IF? UPDATE PUOcESSING HIGlI-LLYL LOGIC ----------
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ROUINE HORIZORTALCOMPUTZ

IE(DTL)

IYOUT (SVECT)

SVECT.X = SVICT.IP + SVlCT.IDl * DTL;

SVECT.Y - SVZCT.TP + SVlCT.TDR * DTL;

STECT. XD - SVECT. TDE;

SVICT.YD = SYECT.oDE;

SVECT.VSQ - SVECT.1D0*2 * SVECT.YD**2;

UD HOUIZONTL_COaPTE;

- AIRCRAFT UPDATE PROCESSING LOW-LEVEL LOGIC
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<*** PIRARSTEDS UJSED IN TZREAIN/AXASPACE/OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE ~*

STRUCIUR! AOPAHM

GPOUP general-values

ML. TRALT < Altitude limit for terrain avoidance logic

7L OBALT < Altitude limit for obstacle avoidance logic >

LOBICK < K-increment for obstacle proximity check >

UT OBYCK < 1-increment f or obstacle proximity check >

LO8SCK < Z-incresent for obstacle proximity check >

FL TR3H < Horizontal projection time for terrain bin checks >

1~ECID1UG BZ IM-MM FILDW

------TnuIAZI/AIISPIC/ODSTICLE AVOIDANCE TASK LOCAL PAUANZTRS---------------
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<''A VRIABLES USED I TIRiIN/iRSPiCR/OBST&CLZ AVOIDAiNCE *€>

STUCTVRE TAO

GROUP aisc-variables

U1T TALET < Flag indicating terrain alert >

U1T TVIOL < Flag indicating terrain violation (potential alert) >

jfl aZeIW < Flag indicating approach zone bin >

jI OALRT < Flag indicating obstacle alert >

T TCXLRT < Flag indicating TCA alert >

T RILST < Flag indicating restricted airspace alert >

fILT ?.CC < Pressure-corrected altitude of aircraft >

!SDSTROCTUR ;

STRUCTURS OBLIST

GROUP obstacle-data

L BE < Obstacle number >

lZT I < X-coordinate of obstacle >

fLT I < Y-coordinate of obstacle >

L1 ALT < Altitude of top of obstacle >

ET %ZITO < Pointer to next obstacle in list >

MUXMI, PA~t B"W-MM I,4E

------------ T!RR&IW/AISPACZOBSTACL ATOIDANCI TASK LOCAL VARIABLES---------
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TUK TERRZNIAIRSPICZOBSTCLAVOIDC

11 (Linked list of aircraft for a sector)

2M (PWILST entries, controller alert messages, and

terrain altitude in state vector for each aircraft);

< This task provides an alert for close proximity to the terrain, the violation

of restricted airspace, and close proximity to an obstacle. >

NEPE&T U (there are no more aircraft on the sector list);

Select next aircraft from sector list;

I (own site is providing ATARS service 2 aircraft is controlled)

THEN PEHORM terrain avoidance;

((ovn site is providing ATARS service AND ovn site is primary) OR

aircraft is controlled)

T! PErOP obstacle-avoidance;

ZEIQJI restricted_airspace avoidance;

23DREPUT;

K,.TZERIINAIVSPACE OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE;

----------- TERRAIN/AEISPICZ/OUSTACLE AVOIDANCE TASK HIGH-LEVEL LOCIC
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TASK1 TEIt &IN-AIfSPACEOBSTACLE-AVOIDAUC!

IN (State vector of first aircraft in ATARS sector list)

OUT (PUILST entries, controller alert messages, and

SVECT.TE1ALT for each aircraft);

REPEAT UNTIL (SVtCT. NEXT1 JW SNULL);

1!(SVECT.ATSS 12 STEE 21 SVECT.CcJEC _U STEVE)

IM PERFORM terrain-avoidance;

I!((SVECT.ATSS MUTEE AND SV3CT.PSTAT 12 STEVE) 2!R

SVECT.CUNC $ TRUE)

THEN PERFORM obstacle avoidance;

PERFORM restrictedairspaceavoidance;

Select next aircraft from sector list via SVICT.NEXTh;

ENDRHP EAT

END TERRAINAINSPACH OBSTACLEAVOIDANCE;

---------- TERII/AIRSPACE/OBSTRCLE AVOIDANCE TASK LOW-LEVL LOGIC-------
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p ejQin. _rraiu.avoidance;

< This process determines the need for an alert for close proximity to the

terrain. >

IP (mode-C altitude LT maximum terrain altitude)

12!4 Pressure correct mode-C altitude:

U!!9IA terrainmapprocessing;

IF (there is a terrain violation)

TRN _1 (aircraft is in area type 1)

THE : < no terrain alert. >

TLSBIr (aircraft is in an approach zone bin)

T~ N CALL -NALAPPOCHE_ZOETPINATION:

< See Section 8. >

I? (aircraft is not in a final approach zone)

MM generate terrain alert;

ELSE ; < no terrain alert. >

OTHR ISE generate terrain alert;

LSE < no terrain alert. >

!LS? store terrain altitude of zero in state vector: < No terrain alert >

S(errain alert generated)

-H-N 1! (own site is providing ATARS service AND own site is primary)

TH!R CALL ENTER_1LERTIMPWILST;

Compote altitude relative to terrain and record

in PWILST entry;

1F (aircraft is controlled)

TIM CALL -;ND_ALERT_TO_CONTROLLEN;

ILS? < take no action. >

----------- -ERXIW/%IRSPAC?/O9STACL? AVOIDARCE TASK IGR-LEVEL LOGIC
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fjRJj.S terrain-avoidance;

CIMf TALHTj

11 (STECT.Z LT TRALT)

TUZI Compute ZBCC by pressure-correcting SVZCT.Z:

1ZZ2.U terrainmaapprocssing:

LE (?VIOL $ TRIUE)

1UU (SVECT.ACAT 12 SATi)

MWlJ ; < no terrain alert. >

ILSEI (AZUIN jQSUE)

11?IN XA1 ULAPPRO &CRU3!D!TtR IIAION

U(SVFCT.PA2 ME SPAZO)

lIL41 SET TILUT;

Ii!; < no terrain alqrt. >

OTHIRV15! SET 'rALRT;

< no terrain alert. >

ZL"I SVECTTEFALT - 0;

;Z (TALET 12 STRUZ)

T.9EN L? (SVLCT.ATSS 12 S'UO Mj SVECT.PSTAT JU STRULP)

TIN CALL EVTEB_ALEZT_11.PUILST

11 (SUECT.PWPTU,Iterrain alert',null identifier)

OUT (TRREAIN entry in PIILST);

TEUUIUI.RELALT - %MCC - SVECT.TIUALT:

LF (SV2CT.C3MC L2 STRUD)

Ill A.LSEVDALEtTTOCONTROLLEU

ZLj (SVECT.'terrain alert')

2n~ (Controller alert message)

< take no action. >

-o r-ainotvailance;

-- T2-PAIW/Ir1SPAC?/O3STACLZ AVOIDAI5CE TASK LOW-i!UEL LOGIC -------
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PROCESS obstacle-avoidance;

< This process determines the need for an alert for close proximity to an

obstacle. >

I (mode-C altitude kT maximum obstacle altitude)

TrEN Pressure-correct mode-C altitude;

Nap aircraft positiun to X-ordered linked list of obstacles:

Determine 1, Y, Z search limits;

IF (there are obstacles within the search limits)

THEN LOOP: < Repeat for each such obstacle. >

I (aircraft is converging with obstacle)

TRZW generate obstacle alert:

TITIF (no more obstacles within search limits);

NDLOOP;

I? (any obstacle alerts generated)

LIF (own site is providing &TARS service A own site is primary)

THEN LOOP: < Repeat for each obstacle alert. >

C2ALL ENTER ALERT_IN_PVILST;

compute range, clock bearing, and altitude relative

to obstacle and record in PWILST entry;

UITIr (alerts entered for all obstacles);

ENDLoOP;

If (aircraft is controlled)

TE N CALL SEWDLLERT_TOCONTROLLER;

E11- < take no action. >

END obstacle avoidance;

TERRAIW/AISSPCE/O3STACLE AVOIDANCE TASK SIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS obs-acle_avoidance:

.'t_. (Tjo'P PX, "T):

CLEA~ OALW';

I (SVCT.Z UT OBLT)

TA! Compute ZCC by pressure-correcting SVECT.Z;

Map aircraft position to I-ordered linked list of obstacles;

Determine 1, Y, Z search limits;

IF (there are obstacles within the search limits)

E LOOP; < Repeat for each such obstacle. >

DOT = -SVECT.XD * RI - SECT.YD 0 RY:

I?(DOT VP 0)

SET OALRT;

EXTTI (no more obstacles within search limits);

ERDLOOP:

IF (OALRT TTRU!)

TAM If? (SVEC'.&TSS _Q STRGE &NO SVICT.PSTAT P TTRUE)

T LOOP; < Repeat for each obstacle alert. >

CALL T!SR_ALE1T_INPWILST

1 (SVECT.PPT'robstacle alert',OBLIST.1R09UR)

OUT (OBSTACLE entry in PRILST);

OBSTACLP.RANGT a SQPT(RX**2 * RY*e2);

Compute OBST&CLL.CLOCK_BRG as in proximity data calculation;

OBSTACLE.REL_&L? - ZMCC - OBLIST.ALT:

ITZr (alerts entered for all obstacles):

111DLO0.:

11' (SVLCT.CUWC 0 TRUE)

U" SERD_ALT_TO_COXTROLLER

1,4 (SVECT,1nbstacle ilart')

2(T (Controller alert message):

- : < lake no ac-ion. >

:4_D obstacle avoidance;

------------ "'RRAZ/ArRSPACf/OBSACL? AVOIDANCE TASK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCZS restrictedairspaceavoidance;

< This process determines the need for an alert for an uncontrolled aircraft

entering a TC1 or an aircraft entering a restricted airspace. >

< Check for TCA alert. >

F (aircraft is uncontrolled)

f apply coarse range and altitude TCA filter;

(passed coarse TCA filter)

ff Access TCh map;

Perform TCA position and altitude checks;

I~ (aircraft in inside TC&)

fGenerate TCA alert;

C ZWT21RT LZRT_IMPWILST;

< Check for restricted airspace alert. >

I (TCA alert not generated)

lapply restricted airspace altitude filter;

Search through list of restricted airspaces;

I (aircraft is in restricted area)

lGenerate restricted airspace alert;

I iovn site is providin; ITIRS service U2

own site in primary)

Till U 3ZNTLR_2I 131_IPLST;

I (aircraft is controlled)

CALL S2101DLUIT_TOCOWTOLLZR;

IA < take no action. >

In restriced_airspaceavodance;

- R AII/AIISPIC2/OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE TISF KIGH-L2VEL LOGIC
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PROMZ.1 restricted_airspacoavoidance;

T~3'CALRT:

S(SVZCT.CYNC 12 SFALSE)

TAZI Apply coarse range and altitude TCA filter;

(passed coarse TCA filter)

IAccess TCA map;

Perform TCL position and altitude checks;

I (aircraft is inside TCA)

THjJ Sfl TCALRT:

CILdENTER_ ALZRT_ UP!LST

Iu (SVECT.PWPTRTCA alert',null identifier)

2=l (AIRSPACE entry in PWILST);

C RALRT:

jF (TCALRT 12 SPALSE)

THE Apply restricted airspace altitude filter:

Search through list of restricted airspaces;

I (aircraft is in restricted area)

=r HILST;

(SVECT. ATSS 12 STRUE JIQ SVECT. PSTAT 12 STRUT)
i EVT1R_LL2VT_I1_?VILST

U (SVECT.PWPTR,restricted airspace alert',

restricted airspace identifier)

2E (AIRSPACE entry in PWILST)

I (SVPCT.CUNC 2 STRUX)

TUN UU SEND_ L nT TO_COWTROLL R

(SVCT,'restricted airspace alert')

OUT (Controller alert message):

-40 restricted airspaceavoidance:

-TRIIN/IRSPACN/OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE TASK LOW-LIML LOGIC

6-P45
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P12SZS$ adiacentbinchecks;

< This process checks aircraft altitude against the terrain thresholds of

nearby terrain bins. >

Determine if aircraft X,T coordinates are within IBMR, TBNER

limits of any adjacent bins;

Compare aircraft altitude with thresholds of any such bins;

F (altitude Z, any such threshold)

= declare terrain violation:

ELSE < no terrain violation. >

EID adjacent binchecks;

T2IIkIR/hIRSP&CE/OBS3TCLZ AVOIDkWCE TASK HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PIOCESS adjacent_bin_checks;

Deterhine if aircraft 14Y coorlinates are within [8312, YBN!ER

limits of any adjacent bins;

Compare 'LCC with thresholds of any such bins:

If (Z11CC IT any such threshold)

T~, SET TV ZOL;

:,t ; < no terrain violation. >

!i.P adjacentbianchecks;

---------- EB8AIN/AlISPACE/OBSTRCLE AVOIDANCE TASF LOW-LEVE LOGIC -------
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-- -- --- - - - - - - -- - - - - - ---- -lm -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - -

PROC2S terrainsap_pocessing:

< This process predicts proximity to the terrain by accessing the terrain map

and projecting the aircraft ahead. >

Determine bin and altitude threshold using current X.Y coordinates;

Store terrain altitude threshold in state vector;

I (aircraft is controlled Uj own site is primary)

TH11 It (altitude LT threshold)

THIN declare terrain violation;

ELSE PERFOSH adjacent binchecks;

IF (no terrain violation so far)

A < project aircraft ahead. >

Determine projection end point by projecting aircraft

straight ahead for TRETH seconds;

LOOP;

Project aircraft to nearest X-crossing point,

Y-crossing point, or end point;

(aircraft is descending AND

new aircraft altitude UT old threshold)

ML declare terrain violation;

VA.I Z2ORH adjacentbin checks;

UIZI (terrain violation 21 end point reached);

Determine new bin and new threshold;

1 (aircraft is not descending AND

aircraft altitude LT new threshold)

M declare terrain violation;

3 (terrain violation declared);

1F < no terrain violation. >

terrain aapprocessing1

---------- TERRAIN/AIRSP&CZ/OBSTACLZ AVOIDANCE TASW HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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PROC!SS terrain aapprocssing;

Determine bin and altitude threshold using current 1,! coordinates;

SVECT.TER&LT = terrain altitude threshold;

IF (approach zone bin)

THEN SET AzIN;

J CLEU AZBIU;

IF (SVECT.CUNC M.0 ST2U0 Ol STICT.PSTIT M STUD!)

THEN IF (ZMCC _U SVICT.TERALT)

TEU TVIOL;

ELSE PVBUORM adjacentbincheck8;

I? (TVTOL M SPALSB)

THEY Determine projection end point by projecting aircraft

straight ahead for TRRTN seconds;

Project aircraft to nearest X-crosing point,

T-crossing point, or end point;

' (SVECT.ZD LI 0 kU
new aircraft altitode L1 old threshold)

~fJjlTVIZI
Zn 112 AdlAcent_bin checks-

!ITIF (TVIOL 12 STUE PJ %nd point reached)

Determine new bin add new threshold:

11 (SVECT.ZD GE 0 AND

aircraft altitude IT new threshold)

= SET TVIOL;

NXTI (TYIOL 12 MM;E)

:!~ < no terrain violation. >

1.1D terrainmap_processing;

---------- rTPAIN/IrRSPACE/OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE TASK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC-------
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Fl1 ESTER ALERT INPWILST

1. (Aircraft PVILST, aler
t 

type, and

obstacle or restricted airspace identifier)

O2U (PVlLST entry);

REPEAT WHILE (there are more entries in PWILST AND

no matching entry has been found);

Select next entry in PVlLST;

(entry type Ig alert type)

< including AIRSPACE_TYPE for TCA or restricted airspace alert >

=N 11 (alert type f 'terrain alert' 2Z alert type _2 'TCA alert')

ZM matching entry has been found;

ELSEIF (obstacle or restricted airspace identifier

matches identifier in PWlLST entry)

THE matching entry has been found;

OTRVISE ; < matching entry has not been found. >

INDREPEAT;

? (matching entry has been found)

= Set END field - 0:

ELSEv Create new entry in PWILST below any TA entries;

Set entry type - alert type;

< including AISPACE_TYPE for TCA or restricted airspace alert >

Set END field = 0;

Set PTAT field - 1;

il (alert type Z 'obstacle alert' U

alert type 12 'restricted airspace alert')

ZII!record obstacle or restricted airspace idenifier

in PWILST entry;

WNTERALET_IN_PWlLST;

----------- TERRAIN/AIRSPACE/OBSTCLE AVOIDANCE TASK SIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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BOUTIN ENTR_ALRT_1N-PVILST

11 (Aircraft PWILST, alert type, ORAID)

OUT (PVILST entry)

BIT FOUND;

CLEAR FOUND;

UU&T WHILE (there are more entries in PWILST jY POUND Z2 $FALSE);

Select next entry in PWILST;

I! (entry type 12 alert type)

JF (alert type ! 'terrain alert' gR alert type M 'TC1 alert')

TREI M FOUND:

ILSEIF (alert type _. 'obstacle alert AND

ORAID _ OBSTRCLE.OBSTACLENO)

THIN SET POUND;

ELSE!? (alert type a 'restricted airspace alert' AND

o0H1 Ux AIRSPACE.IDENTIFIER)

THEN SET FOUND;

OTERgWISE : < 2atching entry has not been found. >

EL DREPEAT;

J_ (FOUND n STRUE)

THEN CLZA END in PVILST entry;

Create new entry in PWILST below any TA entries;

Set entry type - alert type;

CLEAR END;

?Tf FAT;

I? (alert type 12 $obstacle alert')

08EN OBSTACLEOBSTACLE NO - ORAID;

I (alert type _ 'restricted airspace alert')

TEN 1IRSPACM IDENTIFIER - OVAID:

•T<ERWIS < take no further action. >

! !NTERALERT IN_PVILST;

TEU3AIN/AIRSPACE/OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE TASK LOU-LEVEL LOGIC
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ROUIl SEWD_LT_TO_CONT1OLLZ

(Aircraft ID, alert type)

-- (Controller alert message);

< Build controller alert message. >

Put DABS ID of aircraft in ACIDI field;

Indicate alert type in ITTY field;

Indicat e in CS1 field that aircraft is controlled;

(aircraft is ATARS-equipped)

TM Indicate in CS1 field that aircraft is &TIRS-equipped;

Indicate in V1 field that controller voice communication

is not necessary:

M,11 Indicate in CS1 field that aircraft is not ATARS-equipped;

Indicate in VI field possible need for controller voice

communication:

Send alert message to controller:

END S!WD _ERT_TO_COWTOLLEP;

----------- T32RRkfUI/ISPIC2/OBSTACL! LVOIDANCE TASK HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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ROUTINS SND_&LRBTTOCOTROLLER

IN (SVECT, alert type)

OUT (Controller alert message);

TYP?_CODE = $CAN;

kCIDi = SVECT.CODE;

Zf (alert type J~'terrain alert')

THE AMTYP $TIM;

ELStIf (alert type 12 'obstacle alert')

THEY! ANTYP - SOA:

OTHERNISE A4TYP = SRAn;

.IF (SVECT.&TSEQ NESUNEQ)

THEN CS1 = SCOAT;

V1 = 5160701CE;

ELSE CS1 = SCOrYW:

V1 = $VOICE;

Send alert message to controller;

IND SNDALERTTOCOTB0LLER;

---- --- --- T !51116/IIR PkCE/OBSTRCLZ AVOIDANCE TASK 
LOW-LBEVL LOGIC - - - - - - -
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7. COARSE SCREEN PROCESSING

The Coarse Screen Task is an operation applied to a single

aircraft on the X-list or the EX-list. The executive program
points to the initial aircraft for a particular sector's list on

the X-list or EX-list and coarse screening then steps through

the list, processing all the aircraft on the sector lisL. The

purpose of coarse screen filtering is to identify aircraft which

may be in conflict with the subject aircraft. This is done by

computing x, y, and z search limits for a sector subject
aircraft and then testing all aircraft in the appropriate linked

list, which fall within the x limit against the y and z search
limits, and a z rate test. By segregating aircraft through the

use of the X-list and the EX-list, it is possible to construct a
coarse screening procedure that can provide ample warning times

for aircraft with exceptionally high speeds (those on the

EX-list) without requiring unnecessarily large search volumes

for the majority of the aircraft which are on the X-list.

The ATARS program may use larger look-ahead times for pairs

involving controlled aircraft than for pairs involving only
uncontrolled aircraft. Since the greatest number of aircraft is

expected to be uncontrolled, a significant savings in computa-
tional requirements is achieved by using a separate coarse

screening procedure with larger search limits for controlled
aircraft. For coarse screening of uncontrolled subject aircraft

on the X-list, only other uncontrolled aircraft with x coord-
inates greater than the x coordinate of the subject aircraft are

examined. This constitutes a one-way search, in which only
uncontrolled/uncontrolled potential conflicts are investigated.

For controlled subject aircraft, a two-way search of the X-list
is used. When the search is made in the positive x direction,

all controlled and uncontrolled aircraft are investigated, and

when the search is made in the negative x direction, only the

uncontrolled aircraft are investigated. This avoids a duplicate

declaration of controlled/controlled conflcts.

7.1 Coarse Screen Search Region

As shown in Figure 7-1, the search region implied by a given

aircraft is computed as the outer bounds of eitheri

1. A region given by the coarse screen proximity advisory
search criterion (this region is the same for both a

controlled and an uncontrolled subject aircraft)
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DISTANCE TRAVELED IN TIME
TLA AT MAXIMUM AIRSPEED

+PROTECTION ENVELOPE k. AX)

- .- - - - - YU = YP + RMAX

DISTANCE TRAVELEDI
IN TIME TLA AT
MAXIMUM AIRSPEED

+PROTECTION ENVELOPEI

(RNAX)

__0-4 XP YP

XI, Yl

PROXIMITY 'I

ADVISORY YP-RMAX
MAXIMUM RANGE ----------- J-YL = Yl - RPWI

XL = Xl - RPWI XI XI + RPWI XU = XP + RMAX

(USED ONLY FOR

CONTROLLED)

WHERE : TLA - TLV FOR UNCONTROLLED AND TLI FOR CONTROLLED
TLV - LONGEST LEAD TIME FOR UNCONTROLLED
TLI - LONGEST LEAD TIME FOR CONTROLLED
RMAX - RMAXV FOR UNCONTROLLED AND RMAXI FOR CONTROLLED
RMAXV - MAXIMUM RANGE OVER LONGEST LOOK AHEAD

TIME FOR UNCONTROLLED AC PLUS PROTECTION ENVELOPE
RMAXI - MAXIMUM RANGE OVER LONGEST LOOK AHEAD

TIME FOR CONTROLLED AC PLUS PROTECTION ENVELOPE
RPWI - LARGEST SEPARATION BETWEEN AIRCRAFT

FOR A PROXIMITY ADVISORY ASSUMING BOTH
AIRCRAFT AT MAXIMUM SPEED

FIGURE 7.1
SEARCH REGION FOR COARSE SCREENING OF

UNCONTROLLED AIRCRAFT
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2. A region based on a time projection using the subject
aircraft tracked velocities and the largest look-ahead
time appropriate for the subject aircraft, and assuming
the intruding aircraft to have maximum velocity (240
knots low altitude, 600 knots high altitude)

The search limits so obtained will then permit detection of
proximity advisories or any of the other messages which are
based on the tau criterion. For the nominal values of para-
meters given in Figure 7-1, a 240 knot maximum speed has been
assumed.

7.2 XUPFL Flag Update

The coarse screen resets the XUPFL flag for the subject aircraft
which is used in the Aircraft Update Processing Task to prevent
multiple updates during repositioning of aircraft on the X-list
and EX-list. It is convenient to do this in coarse screening
when each aircraft in the sector list is being accessed for
coarse screening, rather than requiring a separate pass through
the X-list and EX-list specifically to reset this flag.

7.3 Coarse Screen Checking

Coarse screening involves searching along a linked list from the
position of the aircraft undergoing coarse screening to the
upper and lower (if appropriate) X-limit. X-list aircraft with
altitude reports are checked against other X-list aircraft
only. EX-list aircraft with altitude reports are checked
against EX-list aircraft and, if their altitude and vertical
rate warrant, against X-list aircraft.

If the subject aircraft has no altitude report both X-list and
EX-list must be searched for possible conflicts. Such an
aircraft on the X-list is thus used for possible conflict
searches on the EX-list (subject X-list/object EX-list search).
When the subject non-mode C aircraft is on the EX-list, a search
is also made of the X-list. This search excludes all X-list
aircraft which are also non-mode C, since they have already been
matched with EX-list aircraft in the subject X-list/object

EX-list search.

For all aircraft encountered in these searches, the y test is
applied and if both subject and object aircraft have an altitude
report the z limit test and z rate limit test are applied. If
either aircraft has no altitude, only the y limit test is used.

7-3
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If these tests show a possible conflict, then a pair of aircraft
which requires further processing has been identified.

Any individual aircraft is included on only the X-list or
EX-list. Hence, when an aircraft on the EX-list must be tested
against aircraft on the X-list, special provisions must be made
for finding the place on the X-list to begin the search. A
procedure analogous to that used for initial entry on the X-list
is used in which the first signpost below the aircraft's X
position is obtained and the X-list entered at that point. It
is not important to locate the subject aircraft's exact position
on the X-list; it is sufficient to obtain an entry point between
the upper and lower limits. If the distance between signposts
is small enough, this will happen automatically. Even if an
entry point to the X-list were used, which fell outside the
X-limits, the procedure would work correctly, but would be
inefficient since more aircraft than necessary would be tested
in coarse screening.

7.4 Potential Pair List

Each subject aircraft and object aircraft found in applying the
coarse screen constitute a potential pair. The pairs are
entered on the Potential Pair List. The Detect Task references
each entry on this list and determines the exact type of hazard
for the potential conflict, if any.

7.5 Pseudocode for Coarse Screen Task

The pseudocode for the Coarse Screen Task follows. This task
operates only after the New Aircraft Processing Task and the
Aircraft Update Processing Task have completed.
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COPS? SCRTV TISK LOCAL VARIABLES ...................... 7-3

S77OC?'3t CSVBL ............................. 7-P '

COARST SCR'!W TASK LOW-L!YL LOGIC ...................... 7-PS

,a"~ CORRIS CM1 . . '-ps

PROCESS x list search .......................... 7-P7

PVOCSS ex lis
4  

search ......................... 7-09

PROCESS compute_controlledIC_search1iuits . 7-..1

POC SS compute hiqh alt ite-search_liUts ............. 7-013

PROCESS compute lowaltiudesearch_litmits .............. 7-P15

PROCESS coaoptuencontrolledAC searchli u s ............ 7-P17

SOBT! ! Cf BXCXgk .......................... 7-919

7(OT'U l CLCllTT_SARCU LINTTS .................... . .7-021

PO',11 S!EARCHIJ OPw lO ........................... 7-P23
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STRCTUF? CSVIL

FL XL <lover x boundary for X/TX-list search>

'I? XYL <lover y boundary for !/LK-list search>

FT Y <upper y boundary for X/tX-list search>

FLT 7L <lover z boundary for I/2l-list search>

?.- VI <upper z boundary for I/UK-list search>

MV? predictions

-LT <x predicted position of subject IC>

=.' TP <y predicted position of subject kC>

wL' !ZP <z aredicted position of subject RC>

1DO7 bounds

FLT TLA <desired warning for proximity advisory in sacs >

LP <desired warning for oroximitv advisory in nai>

GO!1P xclnd_*vpes

91- nOCON? <if true, controlled AC are excluded from search>

qT 5 WNONC <if true, non-mode C AC are excluded from search>

OIP slaring loc

PTR SART <starting point of search in K/UK-list>

AlECmuio PAM BLag-NOT FI1J6D

--------------------- S- CoStOC. YAc--------------BL-S-------------------------
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<Searches T and TX-lists for 0airs of AC that are sufficiently

close or will be sufficiently close to require D2!TTC processinq>

(I/01-list for sector vith non-nods C AC reports)

2.U (potential conflict pairs);

1s1 xjistsearch;

PI ejR elis-seach;

----------------- COMES SCP!ZU TA5T q!GN-L!Y!L LOGIC ------------
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TASK CORRSZSC~'!?

OUT (potential conflict pairs);

PTR SI!PTE; <location of first RC on X-11st for this sector (from STDSPX)>

PT!? SCPTT; <location of first NC on Er-list for this sector (from SIMS)>

PLP'Off r list search:

?tOOORN ex-list-search:

------------------ COMES SCREEN '?ASK LOW-t.IVTL LOGIC ------------
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PROCESS zlist search;

<riamines X-list for object AC that may possibly require an advisory

message involving subject AC>

REPET W!IL'! (more AC in X-list for this sector);

LEAR list updated flag in state vector:

[7 (AC controlled)

'"IN PERFORM compute controlled &C search limits:

Determine starting point of forward search on I-list;

SUI SEARCW_?ORWXRD; <for all types of AC>

Determine starting point of backward search on %-list;

2jLL S'APCHBACKWARD; <for uncontrolled AC only>

ELSE PERPORM computeuncoatrolledIC search limits:

Determine starting point of forward search on X-list;

g SZARCf_?ORWA; <for uncontrolled kC only>

11 (AC is non-mode C)

TffN PEFORM compute high altitude search_limits:

Determine starting point of forward search on EX-list:

CALL SEARCH_FOWAID; <for all types of AC>

Determine starting point of backward search on SX-list:

CALL SEARCHBRCTW1WD: <for all types of AC>

EWDREPrhT

E x_listsearch-

COARSE SCREEN TASK 1IGR-LVL LOGIC
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?ROC'SS s-list-search

P"'R SIqSl3J7 <Ieuporarv local point er to next subject AC (represented b! SVECml)>

Sin all calls to IARCH-FORWARD/UMMW~ the following,

!TN (CSVBI., SVTCTI, CSC?tP?N)

OUTr (potential conflict. pairs): does not appear lue to lack of space>

59U 3 = SI!CPTX;

RTP-iT PflIL' (SVFC-1.11!XY! ME SWULL)-

!!PSVECTI.XUPL:

IF(SVTC'"1.CTYWC !- 31'RTIE) <subject IC is controlled>

T.rEN PwRvORI couputecontrolledACsearch.limits;

CSYBL.S'"ART - SVTCTI.NTVX;

CSV8L.50 C!T = 5ALSE;

CSVBL.40-1OWC $rLSP

C~!U S!hCR-OIUARD; <for all types Of AC>

CSIML.S AP? = SVICT1.PR!VX*

CSYSL.90_CONT = VRE

CALL 5! RC4_ACWAPD1 <for uncontrolled AC only>-

ILS7 PIMRO' coaDute-uncontrolled AC search linitsI

CSV9L.SAPT = SVECT.I~TI;

CSVIL.NOCOVT = SRE

CSVBL.NO-NO4C = SFALSE;

CALL SIACHOUARI: <for uncontrolled &C only>

V(SVC-1..NCF'Lr ! S'ALSE)

:JFE P!E 'OR coupu te)ihallituidesearch-liits;

CSVBL.SyART = N!V"X variable as designated in ex signpost

IN? (SVEC"1. X/CSCF!!U%.ISPJ

CSYBL.UQCONIP = vLE

CSTqL.NO WONC = SFAL T!:

gk StAFCJ_'OWND; (for all tvoes of AC>

CSV!L.SAPT - P'rVX variable as 4esignated in ex signpost

CA~LL !ERC!_3ACrVAVD: < for ill 'VPeS of %C>

---- ---- --- ---- ---- 3OR S! SC? N 1ASr LOW-LOV? LOGIC - - - - - - - - - - - -



PRO S ex-list-search

<?Yamines TX-list for oblec
t 

AC that may possibly require an

advisory message involving subject AC>

EPEAT WRILE (more AC in TX-list for this sector)

CLE.A list updated flag in state vector;

PERFOn computehighaltitudesearchliits;

Determine starting point of forward search on ?%-list;

:AU SEAPCHFORWARD; <for all types of AC>

Tr (altitude threshold exceded or expected to be exceded

in 2 minutes OR AC is non-mode C)

' P__ 'RFOR computelowaltitude search limits;

Determine starting point of forward search on X-list;

CALL SEARCHFOrWArD; <for all types of AC except non-mode C>

Determine starting point of backward search on X-list:

CALL SEXRCHBKCrW RD; <for all types of AC except non-mode C>

EINDREPEAM;

IM ex_lissearch;

COARSP SCIW ?ASK IGH-L!VIL LOGIC

7-P9
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OIOCSS exilist-search:

?TO IUSUIJ; <temporary local pointer to next sublect AC,

SVOCTI represents RC pointed to by NUSUBI>

Musl7S - SCPME;

!RPEY RL! (SVECT.NXTX ff SW!JLL);

qLIXP SVCT1.XqPL:

?E!O I coup ate high a Ititude search limits;

CSVBL.SThu? = SVECT1.NfXX;

CSVBT..ff0_OC = S1tSI:

ZSVIL.10-N!YC =SYMES!

24LL S!APCH_ 'OR9ARD <for all types of RC>

!T (CSVBL, SVCTI, CSCI.!LTWI

OUT (potential conflict pair);

I? ((SVEC"'1.7, LT CsC7EWLAffI) 21 (CSVBL.ZP LT R1)

0V ISVBCTI.,4CPLG Z-2 SFRLSE))

411?3 ?ER?03M compnte-lov-altitudesearchjiits:

CSVBL.STRT = NwX"X variable as designated in X signpost

TNT (SVI!CTI.X/CSCRT!U.XSP)

CSVSL.NOUOR4C = TRI*

C&LI SRCRTFOeWRPO <for all types of &C except non-mode C)

TVI (C'3TUL, SVECTI, CSCREEN)

29: (potential conflict pairs):

CSVRL.STAPT - PR!T~ variable as designated in x signpost

CR~ SnRRCH BACWAD <for all types of AC except non-mode C>

US (CSYUL, S'7'C!1, CSCR"!U)

OUT (potential conflict nairs)"

'~exlist~search;

------------------ COIPSE SCIV!W AXSW LOW-LEV!L LO~rC ------------
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PROC!SS cououte_controlledACsearchlimits;

Define largest look ahead time for controlled AC; <(LI>

Define iaximum distance traveled by controlled AC; <RAXI>

CALL CALCJT.ATE S?%8CHUIIS:

?W._D cosou~econ4:olled AC_search limits:

---------------------- COAPSE SCREN TASK RTIH-LY!! LOGIC
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OROCwSS compute conrolledAC search livmits:

CALL CALCULATtSE&RCR-LIMI"S

'_ (GROUP boonds, SV-!CTI, CSC."tW)

IT!Z (GROOUP limits, GRU aredic*.ions);

!W1 comuite conarollediC_search_limits;

----------------------- COAIRt SC"UE1 TRSK tOW-LnYtT LOGIC ------------------------
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P~CScompute highaltitude-search limits:

Define largest look ahead time for controlled AC; <TLI>

Define maximum listance traveled by intruding AC in 31-liet: (PNAX9>

gaLL CALCDLAT?-SEARCHLINITS;

OND couputehighaltitude search limits:

------------------ COARSE SCREN TASW HIGO-LEME LOGIC ------------
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PROCZSS comtoute high altitude search limits;

CSYBL.Tth C5CR!!tN.TLI;

CqTILPfl = CSCSL!P.RNAXH:

CALL C1~CUtT?!SEARCLIMI-S

IN (G1ROVf bounds, SVtPCI, CSC~tfW)

:)U (GPOUP limits, GROU predictions):

1140 counu~e high altitude search limits;

---------------- COftPS2 SC~rvW TISW LOW-L!Y!Tt LOGTC ------------
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ZBOC!33 conu eow 1*mlitude.search-.limits:

Define 'waximu listance traveled by intruding AC in EX-1ist: <PMAXI>

Calculale x S v upper and lover bounds of search;

!11 couputelovaltitdeearchlimits:

--------- ---- C0423! SCI!!W ?ASW RTON-L212L LOGIC ------------



M~CUSS compute low altitude search limits;

MIT (X-13, 110L, TP11, YPL, ZPU, ZOL

Xqti, X1RL, YR'J, Ytt. Vt1, ZRL): <temporary (local) variables>

CSIBL.bounds.RMAy - CSCPL!PN.RMflTI*

<Ttl bas been defined in a previous call to compute-highaltitude search limits>

CSVVL.predictions.XP - SVPCTI.1 + SVICri.XD *CSVBL.bounds.TLR*:

CSYSL.oredictions.YP aSVtCTI.y + SV2CT1.YD *CSVBL.bounds.mL&:

XPU = CSVBL.predictions.XP + CSVBL.bounds.QMAX:

XPT. - CSt8~.oredictions.X5 CSVBL.bounds.RlftX:

!P7 = CSVBL.predictions.YP *CSVBL.bounds.RMAX;

TPT. - CST!.predic*.ions.YP -CST3L.bounds.R1ATr;

T = SVTCT1.X + CSC~r!w.RW1:

ypt = VCTI.x- CSCR!!U.ppwt;

I= STICT1.7 CSCM!W.RPWI:

YRt - S5T?.Y - SCREN.PWI:

CSvBL.linits.X.L !t(P4L

CSM.lisis.Y~1 MRXA(!P?,YRT1)

CSVRL.isits.yL 4r*II(YPL,YRL):.

IN compute low altitude search limits;

------ --- --- ----- C011 1S CwT IASW Lf'1t.!VLL LOGTC ---- -- -- - ---



P compntencontrolledAC searchj ui ts;

Define larqest look ahead tise for uncontrolled AC: <TLV>

Define maximum distance traveled by uncontrolled %C; <RIKT>

CALL CALCULATT SEARCW_LIMITS;

END conouteuncontrolled AC searchlimits:

---------------------- COaSm sC mpw TRSP ffGR-LETY L LOGIC ------------------------
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PPOCI!SS cououte-uncontrolled AC search limits;

CSVIL.TLA =CSCr?!LTtV;

CSVBL.P!AX = CSCSP!W.R'qAT

LN (GROUP bounds, SVECTI, CSCPE!U)

OU? (GROUP limit~s, GRU predictions):.

~~)conpute uncontrolled-AC-search limits;

---------- ------- CORPST SCRIN~ TASW LOW-tMt LOGTC ------------
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BOUTIN! StRCBCWUAR

IN (starting address of search, search limits, table of

possible object RC to be excluded in search -

controlled or non-eode C)

OU (po-ential conflict pairs);

<Given the lower bounds of a region, searches the X or 27-list

for RC in the region>

P!PI'AI 511! (object AC I oosition above lover search bound area

05 ist is not empty):

E? (object XC is a 'signoost' O is no, in ATARS service area)

OR is in table of excluded AC *vDes)

=1_: <do nothing>

!3LIq (object AC y position outside limits)

IIE_; <do nothing>

MET? (object AC non-mode C)

H add AC to coarse screen potential pair list for this sector:

tSLTIP (object altitude within search limits)

T4W add AC 
4
o potential pair list for this sector;

tvSItF (oblect vertical velocity above threshold AND

IC pair will be co-altitude soon)

add IC to potential pair list for this sector;

let next oreceding entry on list;

---------------------- COARS? SC FE WAS K ffrGR-L3!L L -OGIC

7-PIS
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I!(CSYBL, Sv!CTI, CSCR'?T)

OUT (voentia1. conf lic t pairs);

PT! OBJIC: <temporary (local) point er to object AC,

SV!CT2 represent s oblect AC, SvwC71 represents subject AC>

FLT ZTT3?; (temporary (local) variable >

OBIAC - CSTOL.SAR?:

'RPRBA? WITL ((OBJAC I- SWLL) Uj (SVLPC?2.Kr J_ CSVBL. XL));

If ((SUECT2.SPIDFG Em S?'IYE) 2R (SVIIC"2.&TSS g I'ALST) 2!
(SV-CT2.%CTIG !- CSDL.UO..ROW0'C) OR

(SVL!CT2.CUIC 12 CST91L.10CON?))

=R!; (do nothing>

-LSEJ? (SVECT2.T 2T CSVBL.YU 2j SVLPCT2.Y 11 CSVBL.1L)

T4MW <do nothing>

TLSL!I' (SVEC?2.RCPLG 12 IFALSE)

li!add AC to potent ial pair list for this sectori

?tSrl' ((SVECT2.% IT CSVUL.ZU) AN (svTC?2.Z 21 :SVSL.ZLI)

=9R add AC to potential pair list for this sector:

!SLRI' ((SVL!CT2.ZO gZ CSC!E!. %FIST)

li!ZTWR w (SYRCT.Z-SVC2.Z)/(SYFCT2.ZD-SVECT1.Z'):

TMU add AC to potential pair list for this sector;

OSJAC *SVrCT2.PiVX:

:.2 S'RBACWAPO:

------------------ COARS2 SCRM! ?AST LOW-LY~t LOGTC ------------



.Otr"TIW CILCtLATT SERRCRLIyTs

I_ (preliction time and maximum area suitable for

oroximi-v advisory)

OU (search limits 'o check for intruding AC);

<Calculates the region used in an X/VI-list search>

Calculate horizontal (i,y) boundaries using the proximitT

advisory region search area:

Calculate horizontal boundaries using predicted position

based on suhier* AC velocities and look ahead time;

Choose the outer bounds of the combined areas:

?(AC had al*ikude information)

Tn" calculate vertical (z) boundr.ries using proximity

advisory region search area:

Calculate vertical boundaries using predicted positions

based on subject AC velocity and look ahead time:

Choose the outer bounds of the combined areas:

! CALCTILAv S'!ARCE-LIIITS:

CO ISE SC42EN T kS X 91OR-tEVUL LOGTC
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S(GRuo limits, GROUP predictions);

ft-' (MY, XPL, YPU, Y
0
L, ZPf3, Zfl

XROl, XRL, YRU, Y-1, ZPY ZttL)*: ('emporary (local)1 variables>

CSVDL.Predict ions.XP wSVICT1.1 * SVECTI10 CSVUL.bounds.TLK;

CSYBL.Predictions.YP - SVTCr .v + SV!C'"I.TD CSVBL.bounds.?tA;

X1=CSI8L.*re4Ictions.XP + CSV~t.boIunds.RMAI:

%Ir' - SVBL.Prediclions.XP - CSVT!L.bounds.?M&I;

YPY SVPL.predic'ions.YP + CSVBL.boUnds.qtqlX:

It=CSV13t.uredictions.TP - CSVPL.bounds.RMAX;

=R sv!(TI.X 4 CSC1R!!!I.RWTI

IL-SV2C'PI.X -CSC~vBW.RPWI;

T'U-SVLPC11.Y 4CSCPPV'.R?91;

YPL - SVEC-1.! CSCRESN.RPUI:

CSVIL.limils.IU ?AX(ZPU'rR1)

CSVBL.limits.XIt = P5!(XPL,XRL):,

CSVI~lists~= mIAT(yP0,y~q9):

CSV3T.limits.Tt 4TW= tYt*

S(SVPCT.ICPLG ? $FALSE) <AC is mode C>

.!CSVBL.predictions.ZP SVTCT1..Z 4 gVrC*"I.Z!) CSVgt.bounds.rLA;

ZP9 - CSV~t.predictions.ZP + CSCRI!21.YPCS;

ZPL - CIV9L.predict1.ons.ZP - CSCIMZ1.?pCS;

ZRO1 - STCTI.Z + CSCPPI1I.YPCS;

ZRL - SY"!CTI.Z -CSCREEN.VPCI;:

CSVTB.liaits.ZU s~~?rt)

------------------ COIS! SCIRE!U T~ISr tOW-LZTvt LOGTC ------------
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ii (starting address of search, search limits, table of

oossible object AC to be excluded in search -

controlled or non-mode C)

0 (potential conflict pairs):

<Given the upper bounds of a region, searches the I or el-list

for RC in the region>

RP_._ W91t (object IC x posi'ion below upper search bound area

OR list is not empty);

19 (object AC is a 'signpost' - is not in ATARS service areal

OP is in 'able of excluded AC types)

flu <do nothing>

MIT? (object XC v oosition outside itsits)

'RW; (do nothing>

'tSYIP (object AC non-mode C)

MIY add AC to course screen potential pair list for this sector:

:LSPTr (object altitude within search limits)

MU ald AC to potential pair list for this sector:

_LSI
T
v (object vertical velocity above threshold I

ac pair vii be co-altitude soon)

add AC to potential pair list for this sector:

Get next succeeding entry on list*;

?RD S!ARCP_'ORVARD;

COA3ST SCS!!W TASK RIGW-tML LOGIC
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INI (CSV13L. SVECTI, CSC'.PN)

OOT (vooential conflict pairsl)

PTP ORJRC-; <+euporyr (local) variable>

<N.B. SV-C-2 represents oblect hC pointed to by OBJRC,

SVECTI reoreuents subject AC>

OBJAC CSV9L.START;

.RpvPA qHt,! ((0831C N! $NULL) 21I (SVLPC?2.1 LI CSVBL.XU)):.

'((SVCT2.SP!I!P f-l1- IT9'71) 0 (SVECT2.RTSS Z2 RMASF)

(VECT2.! CIFG M, CSVBL.NOPl.OPRC)

(sm-C2.CuRC !- CSvqL.wCO!SJ)

<!: do nothing>

-ts',I? (SVECT2.! GT CSVBt.'IJ OP SVEC-2.Y LI C3YUL.YL)

<PiV do nothing>

'L''(SVfLP2.-ICFLG LQ I-ALSr)

Sadd RC to course screen pOtea'Lail pair list for this sector;

'!Padd XC to Dotentlial pair tilt 20 this sectorl

ItSEIZ f(SVPCr2.ZD Gr CSCP!!PI.ZPAST)

IM! VTTP? - (SVECTI.2-SVY!CT2.Z)/(TCT2.zD-SVCT.Z0)-

J! ((0.0 LT ZTVII) AIWO (Z ITL CSVBL.vLRI)

Sadd AC to potential pair list for this sector:

OBJAC S C2NIXI

---- --- --- ---- --- - rOAPSr SCIPEIR TSr LON-L!7!L LOGTC - - - - - - - - - - - -
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8. DETECT TASK

The function of the Detect Task is to examine the potential

pairs generated by the Coarse Screen Task, and for each
determine the need and type of subsequent ATARS processing.

The output of the Detect Task is an entry on the Encounter List
(ELENTRY). For each pair put on the list, all succeeding tasks

check its entry for possible work to be performed.
Specifically the Detect Task determines if ATARS has control of

a BCAS/ATCRBS conflict, if a controller alert is required, if a
proximity warning is required, if a threat advisory is

required, if a resolution advisory is required, or if
resolution deletion is required. It does not determine the

type of resolution advisory or generate messages. This is left

to future tasks.

8.1 BCAS/ATCRBS Control

Whenever a BCAS-equipped aircraft is within the ATARS service

area, it is desired that ATARS resolve all conflicts that it
sees. The BCAS must not be permitted to resolve the same

conflicts, as it might select a different resolution. However,
the BCAS is permitted to operate near the limits of ATARS

service, so that it may provide advisories against threats

outside the service area.

When the BCAS encounters a DABS-equipped threat, the ATARS site

ID bits serve to permit or inhibit BCAS action, as defined in
Reference 11. When the threat is non-beacon equipped or

non-mode C ATCRBS, BCAS does not track it. However, when the
threat is mode C ATCRBS, ATARS must inform the BCAS that the
particular aircraft pair is under ATARS control. The ATCRBS
Track Block Message inhibits the BCAS for this threat; its

absence implies that ATARS does not see the threat.

The method employed models the BCAS aircraft's detection logic,

with slightly less restrictive thresholds (Table 8-1). If BCAS
is expected to give a threat or resolution advisory soon, a

message is sent to BCAS using a track block of position data to
identify the ATCRBS aircraft (Section 16.1.1.2). BCAS is thus

informed to yield control of the potential conflict. This
message is not sent for all BCAS/ATCRBS pairs within the ATARS

area, but only for those whose BCAS would generate advisories.
This reduces the communications load on the DABS data link and

avoids unnecessary processing by BCAS.
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TABLE 8-1

BCAS SENSITIVITY LEVEL DEPENDENT VARIABLES,
STRUCTURE BCSVBL

VARIABLE VALUE AT GIVEN SENSITIVITY LEVEL
2 3 4 5 6 7

HI NA .00278 .00278 .00278 .004 .005 nmi 2/s

DMOD NA .1 .3 .5 1.3 1.6 nmi

TRTHR NA 23 25 30 35 40 s

TVTHR NA 23 25 30 35 40 s

RTHRTA .35 .50 .75 1.5 2.0 2.5 rnml

HITA .002 .00278 .00278 .00278 .004 .005 nm1 2 /s

DMODTA .13 .2 .4 .6 1.5 1.9 nmi

TRTHTA 25 35 40 45 50 53 s

TVTHRTA 25 35 40 45 50 53 s
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8.2 Proximity Advisories

Proximity advisories are issued to an aircraft pair whenever

they are estimated to be within 30 (TLPSQ) seconds of each other
or within a fixed range (RPMIN) and altitude (RST). It is
possible to issue proximity advisories when one aircraft is
non-mode C. In this case the co-altitude condition is assumed
to always be satisfied. Additionally a horizontal tau test is
performed for these aircraft. If satisfied, a proximity
advisory is issued. The need for this additional possibility of
alarm occurs when the aircraft pair are co-altitude and in a
head-on geometry. The tau test is designed to give an earlier
warning for this case than a range test, since the threat
advisory test is not performed. When both altitudes are known
this test is not necessary as the normal threat logic handles

the situation. For non-mode C aircraft the proximity advisory
is the only function performed by the Detect Task.

The PWIFLG flag, when set, signifies a proximity advisory is
necessary for the pair.

8.3 Threat Advisorias

A threat advisory is an indication that a dangerous situation is
imminent and if the aircraft maintain present course a
resolution advisory will be sent. The threat advisory
conditions are: the aircraft not be in a final approach zone
(see Section 8.7), the aircraft be proximate in space or be
estimated to be proximate soon (tau tests). Only those aircraft
pairs which are not diverging or within spatial constraints are
subject to the threat advisory tests.

The FPWFLG flag is set for uncontrolled aircraft and the FPIFLG
flag is set for controlled aircraft to indicate threat aJvisory
messages are required.

8.4 Resolution Advisories

Aircraft predicted to be within ATARS separation criteria
violation and not in a final approach zone are issued resolution
advisories. Aircraft pairs are subjected to the resolution
advisory tests if the pair has satisfied all threat advisory
conditions. The aircraft pair then must be proximate in space
and/or estimated, by use of the tau tests, to be near separation
violation. If these conditions are satisfied the CMDFLG flag is

set and if one of the aircraft is controlled the IFRFLG flag is
set. The resolution advisory is generated in the Master
Resolution Task when two of the latest three scans has had the
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CMDFLG flag set (see Section 12.3.1). It is possible to give an
immediate command, i.e., the resolution advisory is generated
and sent the same scan. Basically the separation violation must
be imminent, existing, or the aircraft form a dangerous flight
geometry (Maneuvering Threat Logic Process) where one aircraft
can turn into the other without sufficient time to predict the
airspace violation and safely escape. In these cases the MTTFLG
flag is set to bypass the two out of three window.

When the conditions to set the CGMDFLG and IFRFLG are met, the
setting of these flags may still be inhibited. The aircraft
pair are not given advisories when, at the time of predicted
closest approach in the horizontal direction, their predicted
separation in the vertical dimension exceeds a threshold. This
occurs when the aircraft are presently vertically proximate but
diverging with a significant rate.

8.5 Controller Alerts

Controller alert initiation logic resembles the threat and
resolution advisory determination function. Its purpose is
entirely distinct, however. If either aircraft is controlled,
it is desired to inform the controller of a possible conflict
situation before a resolution advisory is necessary.

The CAFLG flag is set if either aircraft is in an area type
requiring controller notification and the tau or proximity tests
are satisfied, or the aircraft are in a dangerous geometry
(parallel, offset and turning towards one another). If both
aircraft are in a final approach zone 2, the proximity tests,
only, are applied in order to further desensitize the logic to
converging traffic patterns (see Section 8.7).

The controller alert message is generated (see Section 11) as
soon as three of the latest five scans (a system variable) have
had the CAFLG flag set. This filter can be overridden and an
immediate message sent if the dangerous maneuver is detected or
the aircraft separation violation is existing. An immediate
alarm is designated by setting the ICAFLG. A controller alert
is no longer given when the last three scans have had no
controller alert flag set in Detect Task.

8.6 Parameter Selection

The majority of the various thresholds that appear in the Detect

Task and its routines depend on a number of criteria for their
determination. Those parameters (or thresholds) that are not
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true constants are in general assigned in the Tau and Proximity
Threshold Determination Routine (See Section 8.8). First, the
non-constant thresholds may depend on the control status of the

aircraft in an encounter: controlled/controlled,
controlled/uncontrolled, uncontrolled/uncontrolled. Additional

specification may depend on area type of the encounter (1, 2, 3,
4), multiplicity of the encounter, and ATARS equipage. In the
case of uncontrolled/uncontrolled encounters, specification may
also rely on a computed index, UUIND, which is set in the
Uncon/Uncon Index Determination Routine. Furthermore, certain
tau thresholds are computed based on closing speed, and
ultimately rely on the thresholds TCONV and TCONH determined in
the Tau Proximity and Threshold Determination Routine. Such
variables have a nominal value calculation, plus a maximum value
and a minimum value. The nominal value must be restricted by
the smallest value consistent with system safety and by the
largest value feasible with an acceptable unwanted alarm rate.
A synopsis of all detection variables may be found in Table 8-2,
8-3, 8-4, and 8-5. True constants are defined in Appendix A.

8.7 Area Type and Zone Determination

As indicated previously, selection of thresholds may depend on
the area type of an encounter, ENAT, determined in the Encounter
Area Type Determination Routine. This index is a combination of
the individual area types, ACAT, determined in the Area Type
Determination Routine. For each new position, i.e. every scan,
of the aircraft in the pair under consideration, the aircraft's
area type is determined by referencing a map (the area type data
base described in Table 8-6) and from these two area types for

the pair, the encounter area type is calculated. It is possible
for the area types for an aircraft to be previously determined
by the domino logic for this scan before entry into the Detect
Task. The Area Type Determination Routine will be called from
the Encounter Area Type Determination Routine only as necessary.

Each ACAT area type I or 2 defines a horizontal parallelogram,

type 1 encompassing the immediate vicinity of an airfield, and
type 2 encompassing the approach areas for each runway between

specified altitudes. Area type 1 may, however, be further
modified with "legs", or straight line segments that may be used
to remove corners of the parallelogram. Type 3 is the balance
of the airspace out to a range of RDIST (system parameter),
beyond which is the area type 4. Both aircraft having an ACAT
value of 3 would result in ENAT being 3. Also, both aircraft in

different area type 2 regions would result in ENAT being 3
again. The complete mapping algorithm is specified in the
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TABLE 8-2

CONTROLLER ALERT VARIABLES, STRUCTURE CAVBL

VARIABLE VALUE
ENAT 1 ENAT 2 ENAT 3 ENAT 4

AFCON NA 275 ft 375 ft 375 ft

MDCON2 NA .5625 nm1 2  1.44 nm1 2  1.44 nm1 2

RCON2 NA .5625 nm1 2  1.44 nmi 2  1.44 nmi 2

TCONH Calculated in Routine TAU AND PROXIMITY THRESHOLD
DETERMINATION

TCONV Calculated in Routine TAU AND PROXIMITY THRESHOLD
DETERMINATION
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TABLE 8-3

PARAMETER DETERMINATION VARIABLES, STRUCTURE PDVBL

VARIABLE VALUE

ENAT 1 ENAT 2 ENAT 3 ENAT 4

ACONTH 275 ft 275 ft 375 ft 375 ft

RCONTH .75 nmi .75 nmi 1.2 nmi 1.2 nmi

TWARN 36.8 s 36.8 s 36.8 s 44.8 s
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TABLE 8-4

RESOLUTION ADVISORY VARIABLES, STRUCTURE RAVBL

VARIABLE INDICES VALUE
CONTROL ENAT

STATE (PRCONT)

AIFR C/C1  1 750 ft
2 750 ft
3 750 ft
4 750 ft

C/U 1 750 ft
2 750 ft
3 750 ft
4 750 ft

RIFR2 C/C 1 .5625 rn1 2

2 .5625 nmi 2

3 .5625 nm1 2

4 .5625 rn 2

C/U 1 .5625 nmi 2

2 .5625 nmi 2

3 .5625 nmi 2

4 .5625 nmi 2

AF U/U 1 750 ft
2 750 ft
3 750 ft
4 750 ft

C/U 1 750 ft2 750 ft
3 750 ft
4 750 ft

RC(D2 U/U 1 1.0 M1 2

2 1.0 nmi 2

3 1.0 nm 2

4 1.0 nm1 2

C/U 1 .5625 nm12
2 .5625 nmj 2

3 1.0 Tmi 2

4 1.0 nm1 2
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TABLE 8-4
(Continued)

VARIABLE INDICES VALUE 3

CONTROL ENAT MULT EQUIP NOMINAL MIN MAX
STATE (PRCONT) (PREQ)

TIFRH C/C 1 GT3 E/E2  TCONH-35 60 60 a
E/U TCONH-35 60 60 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-35 30 30 s
E/U TCONH-35 30 30 s

2 GT3 E/E TCONH-35 60 60 s
E/U TCONH-35 60 60 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-35 30 30 s
E/U TCONH-35 30 30 s

3 GT3 E/E TCONH-35 60 60 s
E/U TCONH-35 60 60 a

LE3 E/E TCONH-35 30 30 s
E/U TCONH-35 30 30 s

4 GT3 E/E TCONH-35 60 60 s
E/U TCONH-35 60 60 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-35 38 38 a
E/U TCONH-35 38 38 a

C/U I GT3 E/E TCONH-35 60 60 s
E/U TCONH-35 60 60 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-35 30 30 s

E/U TCONH-35 30 30 s
2 GT3 E/E TCONH-35 60 60 a

E/U TCONH-35 60 60 a
LE3 E/E TCONH-35 30 30 a

E/U TCONH-35 30 30 s

3 GT3 E/E TCONH-35 60 60 a
E/U TCONH-35 60 60 a

LE3 E/E TCONH-35 30 30 s
E/U TCONH-35 30 30 s

4 GT3 E/E TCONH-35 60 60 a
E/U TCONH-35 60 60 a

LE3 E/E TCONH-35 38 38 a
E/U TCONH-35 38 38 a

TIFRV Same as TIFRH, except TCONH is replaced by TCONV in the
NOMINAL column.
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TABLE 8-4
(Concluded)

VARIABLE INDICES VALUE 3

CONTROL ENAT MULT EQUIP NOMTNAL MIN MAX
STATE (PRCONT) (PREQ)

TC4DH C/U 1 GT3 E/E TCONH-15 60 60 s
U/E TCONH-15 60 60 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-15 30 45 s
U/E TCONH-15 30 45 s

2 GT3 E/E TCONH-15 60 60 s
U/E TCONH-15 60 60 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-15 30 45 s
U/E TCONH-15 30 45 s

3 UT3 E/E TCONH-15 60 60 s
U/E TCONH-15 60 60 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-15 30 45 s
U/E TCONH-15 30 45 s

4 GT3 E/E TCONH-15 60 60 s
U/E TCONH-15 60 60 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-15 38 53 s
U/E TCONH-15 38 53 s

UUIND 4  
VALUE

U/U 1 1 30 s
2 38 s

2 1 30 s
2 38 s

3 1 30 s
2 38 s

4 1 38 s
2 38 s

TCMDV Same as TCMDH, except TCONH is replaced by TCONV in
the NOMINAL column

IC - Controlled, U - Uncontrolled, referenced as PRCONT in pseudo.ode.
2E - ATARS Equipped, U - Unequipped, referenced as PREQ in pseudocode.
3The values of TCONH, TCONV are calculated in Routine TAUAND_
PROXIMITY THRESHOLD DETERMINATION.

4UUIND is Tefined in-Routine UNCON/UNCONINDEX DETERMINATION.
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TABLE 8-5

THREAT ADVISORY VARIABLES, STRUCTURE TAVBL

VARIABLE INDICES VALUE

CONTROL ENAT
STATE (PRCONT)

AFIFR C/C1  1 1000 ft
2 1000 ft
3 1000 ft
4 1000 ft

C/U 1 1000 ft
2 1000 ft
3 1000 ft
4 1000 ft

MDFPI2 C/C 1 .5625 nm1 2

2 .5625 nm1 2

3 .5625 nm1 2

4 .5625 nmi 2

C/U 1 .5625 nmi 2

2 .5625 nmi 2

3 1.44 nm1 2

4 1.44 nm1 2

RFIFR2 C/C 1 .5625 nmi 2

2 .5625 nm1 2

3 .5625 nm1 2

4 .5625 nm 2

C/U 1 .5625 nm1 2

2 .5625 nm1 2

3 1.44 nm1 2

4 1.44 nm1 2
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TABLE 8-5
(Continued)

VARIABLE INDICES VALUE
CONTROL ENAT

STATE (PRCONT)

AFPWI U/U 1 1000 ft
2 1000 ft
3 1000 ft
4 1000 ft

C/U 1 1000 ft
2 1000 ft
3 1000 ft
4 1000 ft

MDFPW2 U/U 1 1.0 nm12

2 1.0 nmi 2

3 1.0 nmi 2

4 1.0 ni 2

C/U 1 .5625 nmi 2

2 .5625 nmi 2

3 1.44 rm1 2

4 1.44 r=1 2

RFPWI2 U/U 1 1. 0 nmi 2
2 1.0 nmi 2

3 1.0 rn1 2

4 1.0 nmi 2

C/U 1 .5625 nm1 2

2 .5625 rn1 2

3 1.44 rn1 2

4 1.44 nmi 2
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TABLE 8-5
(Continued)

VARIABLE INDICES VALUE 3

CONTROL ENAT MULT EQUIP NOMINAL MIN MAX
STATE (PRCONT)

TFIFRH C/C1  1 GT3 E/E2  TC0NH 60 68a
E/U TCONH 60 68

LE3 E/E TCONH 30 60 s
E/U TCONH 30 60 8

2 GT3 E/E TCONH 60 68s
E/U TCONH 60 68 s

LE3 E/E TCONH 30 60 a
E/U TCON{ 30 60 a

3 CGT3 E/E TCONH 60 68
E/U TCONH 60 68a

LE3 E/E TCONH 30 60a
E/U TCONH 30 60 a

4 GT3 E/E TCONH 60 68
E/U TCONH 60 68 a

LE3 E/E TCONH 38 68a
E/U TCONH 38 68

C/U 1 GT3 E/E TCONH 60 68 a
E/U TCONH 60 68 s

LE3 E/E TCONH 30 60 8
E/U TCONH 30 60

2 GT3 E/E TCONH 60 68 a
E/U TCONH 60 68 a

LE3 E/E TCONH 30 60 a
E/U TCONR 30 60

3 GT3 E/E TCONH 60 68s
E/U TCONH 60 68

LE3 E/E TCONH 30 60s
E/U TCONH 30 60

4 GT3 E/E TCONH 60 68s
E/U TCONH 60 68 a

LE3 E/E TCONH 38 68a
E/U TCONH 38 68 8

TFIFRV Same as TFIFRH, except TCONH is replaced by TCONV in
the NOMINAL column.
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TABLE 8-5
(Concluded)

VARIABLE INDICES VALUE3

CONTROL ENAT MULT EQUIP NOMINAL MIN MAX
STATE (PRCONT)

TFPWIH C/U 1 GT3 E/E TCONH 60 68 s
U/E TCONH 60 68 s

LE3 E/E TCONH 30 60 s
U/E TCONH 30 60 s

2 GT3 E/E TCONH 60 68 s
U/E TCONH 60 68 s

LE3 E/E TCONH 30 60 s
U/E TCONH 30 60 s

3 GT3 E/E TCONH 60 68 s
U/E TCONH 60 68 s

LE3 E/E TCONH 30 60 s
U/E TCONH 30 60 s

4 GT3 E/E TCONH 60 68 s
U/E TCONH 60 68 s

LE3 E/E TCONH 38 68 a
U/E TCONH 38 68 s

UUIND 4  VALUE

U/U 1 1 45 s
2 53 a

2 1 45 8
2 53 s

3 1 45 s
2 53 8

4 1 53 s
2 53s

TFPWIV Same as TFPWIH, except TCONH is replaced by TCONV in the
NOMINAL column.

IC - Controlled, U - Uncontrolled, referenced as PRCONT in pseudocode.

2E - ATARS Equipped, U - Unequipped, referenced as PREQ in pseudocode.
3The values of TCONH, TCONV are calculated in Routine TAU AND PROXIMITY

THRESHOLD DETERMINATION.
4UUIND is defined in Routine UNCON/UNCONINDEXDETERMINATION.
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TABLE 8-6

AREA TYPE DATA BASE

An ATARS area type data base for a particular ATARS site

consists of type 1 areas, their associated type 2 areas, a type
3 area and a type 4 area.

RDIST = 83.3 nmi (for sensor azimuth jitter of .06 degrees)

defines the maximum extent of type 3 area. Beyond this range
is type 4.

Encompassing a'.l type 1 areas and type 2 areas is the

parallelogram defined by ZHMNX, ZHMXX, ZHMNY, ZHMXY which
serves as a coarse filter in area determination routines.
Locations outside this area are not subjected to type 1 or 2
determination.

The number of type 1 areas is given by NOI. For each type I

area (up to 10 type 1 areas are allowed) the following
information is required:

a) IDI - the name given to the type 1 area

b) Al, Bi, Cl, C2, A2, B2, C3, C4 - define the parallelogram
which delimits the type 1 area

c) ZMIN, ZMAX - define the limits of the type 1 area in
altitude

d) CARQI - determines if a controller alert is required for
this type 1 area

e) NLEGS - the number of "legs" which delimit the type 1 area
(allow up to 25 per type 1 area). The use of the legs
allows the parallelogram defined in (b) to be modified into
a convex polygon.

f) Dl, El, Fl - define one leg for each area type
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TABLE 8-6
(Concluded)

An aircraft is in a type 1 area if its position (X, Y, Z)
satisfies:

1) Cl LE (Al * X + B* Y) LE C2

2) C3 LE (A2 * X + B2 *Y) LE C4

3) ZMIN LE Z LE ZMAX

4) (DI * X + El) LE F. for each leg

The number of type 2 areas is given by NOII. For each type 2
area (allow up to 100 type 2 areas) the following information
is required:

a) IDI - the name of the type I area with which this type 2
area is associated.

b) Ul, VI, WI, W2, U2, V2, W3, W4 - define the parallelogram
which delimits the type 2 area

c) HMIN, HMAX - define the altitude extent of the type 2 area

d) CARQ2 - determines if a controller alert is required for
this type 2 area

An aircraft is in a type 2 area if its position (X, Y, Z)
satisfies

1) Wl LE (Ul * X + VI * Y) LE W2

2) W3 LE (U2 * X + V2 * Y) LE W4

3) HMIN LE Z LE HMAX
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pseudocode (Section 8.8). A value of 4 for ENAT represents the
most sensitive area, ENAT I being the least sensitive.

The final approach zone status of arriving aircraft, FAZ,
contained in the State Vector, is utilized in the Detect Task,
the Terrain/Airspace/Obstacle Avoidance Task as well as in the

Master Resolution Task. Basically, the final approach zone is
divided into two types, type I encompassing the airfield (and
generally to a lower altitude than for area type 1), and type 2
encompassing a sloping rectangular region containing the normal

approach path for each runway.

The parameter FAZ can have the following values upon entry into

the Detect Task:

FAZ = -1, not initialized for this aircraft, must

be set by Detect Task

FAZ = 0, aircraft is not in a final approach zone

FAZ = 1, aircraft is in a final approach zone type 1

FAZ = 2, aircraft is in a final approach zone type 2

The Final Approach Zone Determination Routine, called when FAZ
is not initialized, is the same routine used in the
Terrain/Airspace/Obstacle Avoidance Task. If FAZ has the value
I or 2 then the State Vector parairmter ZPRT has been initialized

to the call letters of the airport associated with the final
approach zone. Table 8-7 describes the zone data base.

The area types define the area of desensitization for the ATARS
detection function. The zones define the region for inhibiting
the resolution advisory function. Additionally, the zone 2
region also defines where controller alerts generated by
prediction (tau tests) are to be inhibited. The proximity
(immediate range) tests are never inhibited. Appropriate
definition of this region will prevent nuisance alerts in
parallel approach zones and converging approach zones. For this
inhibit function to be applicable, both aircraft must be in a
zone 2 region (not necessarily the same) associated with the

same airport. Zone 2 should always be encompassed by area type
1 and/or 2.
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TABLE 8-7

ZONE TYPE DATA BASE

An ATARS zone data base for a particular ATARS site consists of

all the zone l's and their associated zone 2's.

Encompassing all the zones, be they 1 or 2, for a site is the

parallelogram defined by ZJMNX, ZJMXX, ZJMNY, ZJMXY, which

serves as a coarse filter in zone determination. Locations
outside this area are not subjected to zone 1 or 2
determination.

NOZI is the number of zone l's for this site (a maximum of

10). For each zone I the following information is required:

a) IDZI - the name given to this zone I

b) AZONL1, AZONWI, BZONLI, BZONW1, CZONL1, CZONW1, WZON1,

LZONI - define the parallelogram which delimits the zone 1

c) ZZONI - defines the altitude extent of the zone 1

d) ACTZI - determines if this zone I is active or not

An aircraft is in a zone 1 if its position satisfies:

1) -WZON1 LE (AZONWl * X + BZONWI * Y + CZONWI) LE WZONI

2) -LZONI LE (AZONLI * X + BZONLI * Y + CZONLI) LE LZONI

3) Z LE ZZON1

NOZ2 determines the number of zone 2's present in an ATARS

site. A maximum of 100 zone 2's are allowed. For each zone 2
the following information is required:

a) IDZI - the name of the zone 1 area with which this zone 2

is associated

b) AZONL2, BZONL2 - the north and east components,

respectively of a normal horizontal vector parallel to the
main axis of the given zone 2 and pointing away from the
airfield

c) WZON2, AZONW2, BZONW2, CZONW2, LZON2, CZONL2 - with (b)
defines the parallelogram in the horizontal plane which
delineates the zone 2
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TABLE 8-7
(Concluded)

d) ZZON2, AZONZ2, BZONZ2, CZONZ2, DZONZ2, - define the linear
surface in 3-space which defines the approach slope of the
zone 2

e) COAA2 - defines the deviation from the normal defined by
(b) within which an aircraft is considered to be in zone 2.
COAA2 -. 9698

f) ACTZ2 -determines if this zone 2 is active or not.

An aircraft is in a given zone 2 if its position (X, Y, Z) and
horizontal velocity (XD, YD) satisfy:

1) -WZQN2 LE (AZONW2 * X + BZONW2 * Y + CZONW2) LE WZON2

2) -LZON2 LE (AZONL2 * X + BZONL2 * Y + CZONL2) LE LZON2

3) -ZZQN2 LE
(AZONZ2 * X + BZONZ2 * Y + CZONZ2 * Z + DZONZ2)

LE ZZON2

4) (XD *AZONL2 + YD * BZONL2) LT 0

5) (XD *AZONL2 + YD * BZONL2)2 GE (XD2 + yD2 ) *COAA 2
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Construction of the zones adheres to the following guidelines:

1. The zone 1 extends approximately .5 nmi on either side

of a runway.

2. The zone 1 ends where the runway ends.

3. The zone 1 must be a parallelogram (There can be more
than one zone 1 associated with a given airport, which
could remove the restriction).

4. The zone 1 should be approximately 500 feet high.

5. The zone 2 extends approximately .5 nmi on either side
of the centerline extending through the runway.

6. The zone 2 cannot overlap with another zone 2 (a
software restriction).

7. The zone 2 begins at the outer marker and extends to the
zone 1.

8. The zone 2 should be approximately 400 feet in depth.

8.8 Pseudocode for Detect Task

The pseudocode for the Detect Task follows. This task can
operate as soon as the Coarse Screen Task has entered a pair on
the Potential Pair List. Any qualified variable or parameter
name (e.g., ELENTRY.TCONV) which does not appear in the list of
local variables and parameters in the beginning of the low
level pseudocode, belongs to a system data structure which is
defined in Section 3.3. Similarly unqualified names (e.g.,
ADOT) are local to the Detect Task and appear in one of three
structures, MISCVBL, PATHVBL, ELVBL. No distinction has been
made between variables local to a low level process and used
only within that process and variables local to the Detect Task
and used by different processes within this task. An example
of the latter would be MULT and of the former RXVS.

The routines Encounter Area Type Determination, Area Type
Determination, Final Approach Zone Determination, are
referenced by other ATARS tasks. These routines appear in the
pseudocode as local to the Detect Task. Care must be taken in
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determining their exact form in any computer installation, as
the code may need to be modified to allow for multiple entries
from different tasks.

Frequent abbreviations used in the pseudocode are: RA for
resolution advisory, TA for threat advisory, and CA for
controller alert.
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<e' SNEOVERIUG TARGET DETZCTIO PARAIURS (APP 1) ***>

STOCTURE NTPR

JPOV cntr-thresholds <controller alert thresholds>

PLT CAMR2 <range threshold>

W CARA <altitude separation threshold>

U? CkMVSQ <velocity threshold (sq)>

al CIMCP2 <cosine thresh (sq) for parallelism determination>

FLT CAXtRf2 <identical to RTTPN2, below>

CLMS82 <sine thresh (sq) for offset/intrail determination>

§IQU qnlthresholds <for general maneuvering threat detection>

ITTR2 <range thresh>

?_T 'TTA <altitude separation threshold>

_ ITTTSQ <velocity threshold (sq)>

L6 COSP2 <cosine threshold (sq) for parallelism determination>

MLT TTR2 <value to prevent division by zero>

IL ITT$82 <sine threshold (sq) for offset/intrail determination>

ENDSTRUCTIRSt;

-------- DETECT TASK LOCAL PARAMETERS ---------------------------
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<*** PIXTY &DV!SOUY P12ANRRUS (APP 1) ~*

SYRUCTURZ PAPIaU

iIQOZ thresholds

al lPRN <minimum proximity range (sq)>

PLI TLPSQ <proximity time parameter (sqj>

UTL YP1 <proximity altitude threshold>

------------------------ - DUTICT TASK LOCAL PARAMIUS--------------------
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<*** STRUCTURE I&TIMP&R (IPP 1) *ee>

STRUCTUP NATIPARM <used in non-mode C threat detection>

GROUP nathrs

FT R2YI <range below which traffic advisory is always given>

FLT TRY& <tan horizontal threshold for generating traffic advisory>

flT RD211 <predicted miss distance threshold for generating TI>

FL? TSEPSQ <time estimate of minimum separation before traffic advisory is given>

ENDSTRUCTURE;

----------------------- DNTCT TASK LOCAL PARAUITIIS-------------------
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("s* CONTIOLLER ALBIT PARAMETERS (APP A) **

GRU zone2

FLT ZAPCON <ainianu vertical separation for AC in Zone 2>

ItT ZICOV2 <vinian. range (squared) threshold for AC in Zone 2>

ZIDSTRUCTUR~

--------------------- DVTZCT TASK LOCAL PARAIMERS --------------
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<*** CONTROLLER ALERT VARIABLES (Table 8-2) *S*>

STRUCT9R! CXVBL

GROUP thresholds

?LT AFCOM <immediate altitude threshold>

FLT NDCO12 <miss distance threshold (squared)>

FLT RCON2 <range threshold (squared)>

FLT TCOWH <horizontal tau threshold>

PLT TCONV <vertical tau threshold>

DETEC? TASK LOCAL VAIXABLES
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<0*" RESOLUTION ADVISORY VARIABLES (Table 8-4) es

STRUCTURE RkV9L

GROUP ctl-thresholds

FLT AIPR <immediate altitude threshold>

LT RIF2 <range threshold (squared)>

FLT TIRH <horizontal Tan threshold>

LT TIFRV <vertical Tan threshold>

GROU unc-thresholds

ZLT IF <immediate altitude threshold>

FLT RCMD2 <range threshold (squared)>

FLT TC3DH <horizontal Tau threshold>

?LT TCIDV <vertical Tau threshold>

ENDSTI.UCTURE;

<** TrHREAT ADVISORY VARIABLES (Table 8-5) ***>

STRUCTURE T1VBL

GROUP ctlthresholds

E" AFTFR <immediate altitude threshold>

?LT MDFP12 <miss distance threshold (squared)>

FLT RFIFR2 <range threshold (squared)>

FLT TIFRH <horizontal Tau threshold>

!LT TPIFIRV <vertical Tau threshold>

GROUP unc-thresholds

]T APPUT <immediate altitude threshold>

flT MDFPW2 <miss distance threshold (squared)>

BL -R'P12 <range threshold (squared)>

T TFPWIH <horizontal Tan threshold>

FLT TPIV <vertical Tau threshold>

24DSTRUCT"rO:

DETECT TASK LOCAL VARIABLES
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<**' STRUCTURE BCSVBL *ow>

STRUCTuRE BCSVBL <see Table 8-1 & Appendix A for assigned values>

GROUP res

FLT RDTHR <range rate threshold, limits tau in parallel flight tracks>

FLT 41 <threshold for divergence range hit test for RA>

FLT DMOD <horizontal clearance used to define collision throshold>

FLT TETHR <threshold of time to closest approach>

FLT ZTnR <threshold of altitude separation>

FLT ZDTHR <altitude rate divergence threshold>

FLT TV'R <threshold of time to closest approach>

GROUP threat

LT RTHRTA <range threshold for TA>

FL T ?DT!R!A <range rate threshold for TA>

?LT HITA <threshold for divergence range hit test for TA>

FLT DMODTA <performs role of DMOD for TA)

FLT TPTHRTA <performs role of TRTHR for TA>

FLT ZTHRTA <performs role of ZTUU for T&>

?LT ?DTHR A <performs role of ZDTH2 for TI>

FL? TVTHR"A <performs role of TVTUI for TA)

?NDSTRUCTUR?;

-------------------------- DZTECT TASK LOCAL VARIABUL S ---------------------------
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<*** tUCOOUT22 CR&RICTIISTIC 1&2IX&LIS *")

STPUCrOR I LVBL

GIOU1 local

TFAIZ2; <both AC in Zone 2 (along glide *lope)>

jH MOLT <sltiplicity of encounter>

Ifl PiCOW? <summarizes control state of ac pair>

P1IQ <summarises equp. state of ac pair>

ILT ISAT <ratio of eq/uneq AC speeds>

La UOIND <unc/unc index>

UfT SSL <BCIS sensitivity level for AC pair>
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<*** LOGIC-PATH VARIABLES ***>

STRUCTURE PATHVBL

GROUP local

SIT MT_DTECTED <maneuvering target detected>

BIT PF_'AILED <prefiltering failed>

B1 HPROI <horizontal proximity detected>

UT vPROX <vertical proximity detected>

BIT BCSOFF <pair under ITIRS control only>

BIT NOCA <no controller alert needed>

BIT GOTNT <go to maneuvering target threat logic>

BIT 7XITLOOP <jump out of loop>

BIT DOWEBOTH <both aircraft in pair processed in NTT>

BIT NORES <no RA needed for this pair>

BIT FILT7 AIL <inhibit Rh due to vertical divergence>

BIT MOTHREAT <no TA needed for this pair>

ENDSTRUCIThRE;

--- DETECT TASK LOCAL VARIABLES
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<*** 1ISCELLINEOUS VARIABLES *0*>

STRUCTURE ISCVBL

GROg local

?FLT RI <x component of range between KC (uni)>

TT RY <y component of range between Ac (nmi)>

!L T 2 <altitude separation of two AC (ft)>

FMT U <horizontal range between two IC (nmi)>

FLT THTRU <tau true, unmodified (no DSQ) horizontal tan (s)>

FLT "I (closing x velocity (nmi/s)>

LT TRY <closing y velocity (nmi/s)>

FLT TRZ <closing Z velocity (ft/s)>

FLT VZTA <altitude converging (negative), Uiverging rate (ft/s)>

FLT TLA <maxiuium prediction time used in Detect (sl>

FLT COsA2 <cosine of angle between AC velocity vectors>

FLT TM <vertical divergence prediction tiue used (s)>

FLT TZI <predicted altitude of ACi after TH seconds (ft>

FLT TZ2 <predicted altitude of AC2 after TM seconds (ft)>

rLT TYRD <predicted vertical separation of AC after TM seconds (ft)>

F!I AR <horizontal immediate command set prediction time threshold (9)>

rLT IV <vertical immediate command set prediction time threshold (s)>

VR2 <closing velocity squared, (nmi/s)**2>

EiT EST <range threshold to determine proximity advisory (nmuie2)>

EiT ED <closing range rate in BCAS inhibit logic (nsi/s)>

FlT RDTI <closing range rate in BCAS inhibit logic <nui/s)>

FiT DSQ <range modification used in calculation of th, ni/(s*C2)>

FlT I <altitude separation of AC in BCAS inhibit logic (ft)>

flT &DOT <altitude closing rate used in DCAS inhibit logic (ft/s)>

fl UXTS <cross product of position vector connecting AC S a velocity vector>

L1 SIU92 (sine of angle between a velocity vector and position vector>

.L RD?!NP <closing range rate in BCAS inhibit logic (nmi/s)>

U1 7ADE <modified time to minimum separation in BCAS inhibit logic (s)>

WLT TRTRU <unmodified time to minimum separation in BCAS inhibitlogic (9)>

93DT29CCz;

------------------- DETECT TISK LOCAL VARIABLES ------------
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Ujj DETECT

a (Potential conflict pair with state vectors and conflict tables)

2=1 (Encounter list entry);

<This task determines if traffic, threat or resolution advisories are required>

Reserve space for possible ELENTRY structure;

$ (either AC is non-mode C);

THI PUTRM missinqaltitudetrafficadvisory;

LM1 81121 variable initialization;

I.! (one AC BCAS equipped IND other AC ATCRBs equipped);

_Hj PERFORM BCAS inhibit_algoriths;

PBRYOn AC-convergingorproximate determination; <prefiltering>

IF (pair passed prefiltering);

THEN PERO number of additionalAC in conflictdetermination;

CALL UINIMUf APPROACHDISTANCE_PREDICTION;

PRFORM parameter selection; <determine protection

envelopes and time thresholds for alerts>

I (at least one AC controlled);

q PERROR controller alert determination:

j (at least one AC eqeipped IM both AC not in final

approach zone);

=N ?ZINOUH threatadvisorydetermination;

P211212 resolutionadvisorydeterination:

IL (at least one AC equipped);

Til 1121 proziity~advisory~deterination;

!hIYmII maneuvering_threatlogic;

P On succeeding..procesinqflagdetermination;

2Z (any further TRAS processing required)

1 PERFOR. uninitializedvariablecomputation;

Store ILETWRY in Encounter List;

I Release ELENTVY space:

-------------------------- DBTZCT TASK arGR-LEVEL LOGIC
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TASK DITICT

al (SYICTI, STEM,2 CSCIUEE, conflict tables and pair recs (if any))

OUT (encounter list entry with flags set);

allocate 1!.1UTP!;

S(STECTI. RCflG 12 SPALS3 23 SV2CT2. MCFLG IM $FALSE)

IM jPWOJ missing altitude traffic advisory:

PERFORM121 variable-initialization;

ZI ((SNCTI. ATSNQ IM SABNQ 21 SYNCT2. ATSZQ 52 SADEQ)

j (SYUCI.?TPZ 12 SITCRBS 21 SRCT2.?YPE 52 SATCRBS))

PZJr5l B55 CISinhibitalgoritbu;

PZ1T2 &C converging or proximate determination:

S(PP FXILtD - SPILS!)

~jj1 11211~ number of additionalAC~inconflictdeterainatiot;

2LLL 1111 NPPROACBDSTACZ.PR!DICTIOU

11 (YUZVT)

OU (EL21TUT. MD?);

PIR52J3 parameterselection;

U (P!CONT 12 SNOCONT)

III!U112 controller alert deteruination;

u ((PREQ u5 S1O20) AND~

(SV!CTI.P&Z - SF120 Mf SV2C?2.?A2 a SF120))

PERFORM91 threat..advisory.Aetermination;

PE31933 resolution~advisory.detersination;

11 (PRZQ 11 SN010)

Z11 PERFORM proximity~advisory..determinatiou;

11112.11 .aneuvering~threatlogic;

1111211 succeeding processingflagdetersination;

IF (any of j395U ELENTRY.processingroquired 15 SILLS!)

35P337011 aniaitiaiizedvariablecomputation;

Link ILMITT to Encounter List;

1UDeallocate 2LENTRY;

12DETECT;

----------------- DETECT TASK LOW-LBYEL LOGIC --------------
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OROCISS missingaltitudetrafficadvisory:

<Given potential conflict pair with one or both AC lacking

alitade information, this process de
t
ermines if proximity advisory is needed.

N.B. all thresholds are not dependent on area types or

controller alert state>

Clear encounter list entry flags; <future processing and Detect flags>

Calculate range between AC:

i (range L4 minimum range)

IPRw declare proximitv advisory is necessary;

?L_ ! compute seoaration assuming AC maneuver towards one

another for 30 seconds (tlnsql;

TO (current range LT seoaration aporoximation)

TREW declare proximity advisory is necessary;

!tS_ calculate time to closest horizontal approach (th),

minimum horizontal miss distance (md2):

y (th LT threshold _R md2 kT threshold)

IrHE_ declare proxisity advisory is necessary;

!_1 missing_altitude_'raffic advisory;

-------------------------- DO T vC' "%Sg qIGI-L!V, L TO IC ---------------------------
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ROCESS missing altitude traffic advisory;

<Given potential conflict pair with one or both AC lacking

altitude information, determines if Proximity advisory is needed.

P.D., all thresholds are not dependent on area types or

controller alert state>

CLEAR GROUP BLEII!.f lags;

CL12 GI221 BLEITRT.processingrequired;

I a SYICT2.1 - SVECT1.1;

BY a SYCT2.Y - SVIC?1.Y;

BLEBTRY.RANG!22 11*1! + RICE!;

L(ELUII.lINGE2 W U&APA1UI.122A)

U! MI PVIPLG;

I Rl! a3 2*WATAP&RH.TS2PSQ*(SVRCT1.VSQ *371C12.VSQ);

U(ELENTR!.RANG22 11 RS?);

=! §M PWIFLG;

ILI Z? - SVICT2.XD - SIRCT1.ID;

TRY - SV!CT2.YD - SVECTI.YD:

ZLENTRI.DOT - (RI * II!) + (BY * VP!);

DSQ - DNTPAR.BDR?(DNTPAR.ADT*(SECT.VSQ.SVECT2.VSQ));

ELEINTY.TH -(LNR.RANG22 - DSQ) / BLEIST!.DOT;

£AL IP!IAPPROACEDISTANCRPI!DICTTOU

UJ (73!. VRTj

22Z (BLENTRY.lD2)

(ZLENIT.RD2 kT WITAPAR3.N111)

nlsissingaltitudetrafficadvisory;

--------------- DRTC' TASK LOW-LIVIL LOGIC ----------------
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POCTSS variahle-initializatiou:

<PerE*rus prelisinary convergence calculations and initializes variables>

Clear encounter list entrv:

Tndicate that (encounter area type,

miss distance,

horizontal 4au,

vertical Tan) are uniniialize4;

Tn4±cate that resolution advisory INC Tan thresholds are ininitializeA:

Conputa (vertical separation,

convergence rate,

range):

Determine equipage and conrol status;

Z_12variableinitialization:

-------------------------- OLPIP'CT SK Ot W-L V L tOGIC ---------------------------
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PUOCESS variable initialization;

CLA GR U L29?)Y.tlags;

CLZAI i12!Z Bi!UTRY.pocssingrequired;

SLZUTRY.ENAT =SUDAT;

!LZUTU.ND2 -SUDRD;

IL!UTR.TR a 500T11;

ELENTRY.TV SUDTAU;

?ATBL.TCMDH * SUD?&IU:

RIBL.TCNDY - SO19&;

3'Z - SUICT2.Z - SYNCTI.Z;

TLENTUY.&LT - AVS(Rl);

RU = STICT2.1 - SYUCTI.Z;

BY - SVECT2.y - SYBCTI.Y;

VRX - SV!CT2.ID - SUECI.XD;

TRY - SYNC12.YD - STICTI.YD;

ELENTRY. DOT a(PI * VBX) t (BY 0 TY);

ELENTRY.BAUG12 a RI*2 + SY'*2;

R - SOPT(RANG12);

gA"l AIRCBAP?PAIR_ QIPNJI?fl!?ADCOUUOLSTIVDTRIATOW

U.T (PUCQI?,PUIQ) ;

Ikvariable iiialization;

------------------- D2TICT TISK LOW-LIVIL LOGIC ---------------
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ZRCIS CI3inhibitaqoriths:

(Determine$ If BCAS threat logic should be inhibited for this pair)-

S(acts sensitivity level U 2) <is ICAS operating?)o

S(this site is primary for OCIS 1C)

fjPrgVoga SCISthreatloqic;

PERFOR B 1 CIS resolution deterainatiou..logio:

2D 9CSinhibitalqorith2:

-------------------- ?)*RC? TASK RION-LEVEL LOGIC --------------
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PZ II CS-inhibit.algorithe;

<Determines it BCAS shoUld be inhibited for this pair>

ZZ (SYRCTI.ITSIO j2 SID2Q)

SS as SYNCTI.BCISSL; < ssl is need to reference Table 8-1>

PRIM a SVICTI.PSTLT;

1SS!. a SVICT2.5CILSSL;

PRIM a SYICT2.PSTIT;

UiU IZ (PRIIM 12 $StRR)

fIl PIN3fK BCSthreat~logic;

VMl PERFORM iCksresolutiondeterainationloqic;

IM; <do nothing as SC&S not operating>

B3 CSithibit..algoriths,:

-------------------- DITIC? TASK LOW-LVlL LOW --------------



ORn:MSS A=_converginaor proxieate deterination:

<Serves as a prefilter - if AC are diverging or not near one

another then no CA, RA. TK tan testing is performed>

j (the aircraft are diverging)

:!V prefiltering failed:

_tS? modify slightly diverging AC to slowlv convergina, if necessary;

P??Oj tan calculation:

It (horizontal Tau 2! coarse-screen lookahead)

! _ (current range U immediate range threshold)

XUW Drefiltering failed:

(prefiltering hasn't failed vet)

L (vertical Tan gg coarse-screen lookahead)

IW (current altitude separation imuediate

altitude threshold)

I1! prefiltering failed:

OND ACconvergnq_or oroximateeteraination:

---- --- ---- --- ---- --- D1!TCY TASK WIGH-LZWPL LOGIC - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8-P22
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PROCESS AC converging or proximate determination;

CLEk4 PP FAILED;

I!(ELENTEY. DOT U~ DETPARM.DOTTB)

THN l PPFAILED;

ELEZ (PLESTRY.DOT LZ -DZTPARf5.DOTTH)

?LSE ELENTRY. DOT = -DETPARM.DOTTH;

PEPFOBM tau-calculation;

j~(PRCONT 12 SUOCONT)

=l~ TLA - CSCREEN.TLI:

ELSE TLA - CSCUEEN.TLV:

IF (ELENTIY.TH j0 TLA)

THER U (LILENTRY.RANGE2 J1 DETPANNM.EDET7

THEN SET PP FAILED;

IF (PP_FAXLED RE $TRUE)

THEN Z? (ELENTRY.TV ii LI)

THEN U (ELENTRY.&LT U DETPAIUN.ADET)

LI!~lPFFAILED;

END ACconvergingorproximatedetermination;

-------------------- DETECT TISE LOW-LZVEL LOGIC ----------------- ----------

B-P23
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DROCSS n uberofadditionalAC in_conflict deteraination:

<De~eruines parameter RUIT which is used as an index ia took-up

lables for D TECT thresholds >

. 
(neither AC is in a conflict table)

ILUf[ (only one AC is in a conflict table)

r. set multiplicity to number of RC in table (WAC) + 1;

ELSE ? (both aircraft are in the same conflict table)

jzq set multiplicity to A&C:

OTHERPWIS <aircraft in differeat tables>

set multiolicity to WIC(AC1) + NC(IC2);

'ND number ft additional AC in conflict -deteruination;

-------------------------- D!?!CT TASK RTGR-LEVfL LOGIC ---------------------------

R-P24
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PROCESS number of additional AC in conflictdetermination;

IF (SVCT1.CTPTR - PULL AND SVECT2.CTPTR - NOLL)

ThI MOLT = 2;

ELSEL! (SV!CT1.CTPTR = NULL U1 SVECT2.CTPTR = NULL)

THN access conflict table;

MULT= CTHEAD.NAC + 1;

ELSEI? (SVECT1.CTPTR n SV!CT2.CTPTR)

TIM, MOLT = CTHEAD. MAC;

OTHERWISE <aircraft in different tables>

3OLT = CTREAD.NAC(ACI) + CTRE1AD.NAC(AC2);

END number of additionalAC in conflictdetermination;

DETECT TASK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC ----------------------------
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OROCMES arame+erselection;

<etermines (1) the protection envelope,

(2) the predicted minimum miss distance threshold

(3) the time to mininum approach threshold for RA, ?A, CA.

In general an alert is given if the IC violate the protection

envelpe, ie. are proximate, or, *he time to minimum approach

is shor t and the closes' approach is small, ie. pass tan checks>

I (at least one RC is controlled)

-1I CALL?. COON?'n RREATYTDETERtIfATON;

gM.L TAORD_PPOXTIYITY_TRSROtD_DTERINATON:

<select parameters used to decide if PA. TA, CA needed>

!LSEI! (at leas + one aircraft is equippoed)

.w CALL !WCOUT %RATflZ!RIAIO:

If (both AC are in a final approach zone)

H's <no 0% or !A given in ?AZ, so don't get these thresholds>

!LSE CALL TAD_?PPOXIMTTf_TlRESOLD_DT T ?'ON:

!4 paraeterselection;

-------------------------- DITZCT TSK RIGN-L YI!L LOGIC ---------------------------
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PROCESS parameter selection;

j~(PRCOWT 12 SNOCONT)

THEN 2kJj_ !NCOOV?!NARIATTPNDTRsNINTION

U(STEC'Tt, S?1CT2)

g~(ILEUNT.ENAT, 13112)-

CALL TA AINDPUOKINIT!_THESHOLDDTUNINITIOI <set parameters)

.01 (IRT, MOLT, PNIQ, PRCONT)

INOUT (VIIIl);

ULSEIF (PSIQ LE SNOEO)

TIN CALL ENCOONTINA1!1I?YPEDT2NINATION

.U (SVICTi, SVICT2)

OUT (ELENTRY.EVAT, 13112);

I?((SVECT1.FA2 U~ SPAZO) IND (SVECT2.riz NI SF120))

1 M ; < donlt set parameters >

!~CALL T&UAkNPOXIMITTHRESHOLDDEERMINITION

ON (INAT, MOLT, PREQ, PRCONT)

NOT(VRZA);

?ND paraseterselection;

---- --- ---- --- ---- --- DETECT TASK LON-LEVEL LOGIC - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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!32SS controller-alert*detervina'ion;

Z (neither IC requires a controller alert)

3231: < foreqo contoller alert procemsing >

LIZ (both AC in qlide elope) < Zone 2 >

3 ((range L minimum ranqe in Zone 2) jWu

(vertical esoaration &I minimum epara'ion in Zone 2))

=12 jf(CA?'LG, IC1fl.G):;

IL2 no alert necessary:

OTf .T S.U L (AC are close in horizontal dimension)

=U indicate horizontal nroximitv;

!3L= (AC will be at minimum separation moon)

I13; < CA still a vossibility >

OT2!IS' failed horizontal tests;

. (RC pair within vertical CA violation envelooe)

3 indicate vertical proximi'!;

ELSTIv (KC will be coaltitude soon)

332,3: • CA still possible >

2T] UW. failed vertical 6ests:

(predicted minimum separation (MD2) outside

horizontal protection envelope)

3323 failed mise distance test:

I_? (all tests passed)

L_1 (horizontal proximity 112 vertical proximity)

11 lI !CA?.L2: < need CA this scan >

1 (either AC turning)

QUt AC_PVRALL2L_OV?3?T_'PVW 11_ 8 NAT!ON!

(AC parallel, offset and turning towards one another>

:u M (CAT.G, ICAVPLG)

controlleraler4deterinat ion;

----------.----- .------ - - D !? CT TASW RIOW-LE NL LOGIC ---------------------------
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P22ES controller alert 4.tervination;

CLA (NCI, NPROX, VINCI);

ZI (STICT1.C&UZQ a $FALSE MR SVZCT2.CIDNQ a SMISU)

I = ; < foreqo controller alerts >

LZZ (!17&Z2 m STEVE)

UNU((2L1VTtT.31302 11 CIP&Ifl.ZRC012) in

(ELZITBY.ILT &Z CIPARN.ZAPCCI))

UNf(L2DT2T.CIPLG, BLEITRT.XCAPLG)*;

Oh111!LU UZ (ELEWTIT.R11G22 kj CAVBL.BC092)

2LIZIP (RLEUTR!.TI Ja CAIUL.TCOWN)

ziji: < CA still a possibility >

OTHRWISE R CAI;

U(BLENTUT.ALT 12 CIVBL. APCCI)

ZIZUU (2LRITRY.TV Ij 0 jjj ELEUTRY.TY CIVUL.?CCIV)

flu; < CA still possible >

ZZ (2LZVTIY.BD2 U~ CAVUL.NDC012)

l(ROCA a SVALSE)

TM M LZLENTY.CAPLG;

U(R130! 12 MTUt Mf VPRCI 3fl STRUZ)

UM1 MI ZL2VT2Y.rcILG; < need CI riqht away >

3LSIIR (SYZCTI.TUUD n3 $STRAIGHT 21 SVRCT2.TURN Al MSTAIGHT)

TMf CALL ACPIIILLlL.O7SlTTUlI6DTRUIATZCD

U (MIfUP NTPIR.ntrthresholds)

2JZ (RTDRTDTED);

UZ (3ITUTZCTED a STR92)

IM3 I.U(BLIUTRY.CI&itI, ILIITRY.ICIPLO);

12coatroLLer~alsrt~dstsrm~uatioa:

--- ------------ DI! ICY TASK LOD-L2VnI LOGIC ---------------
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'IOC35S threat advisory delerination:

<Sets PWFLG and TPIFLI to indicate a threat message is required>

If (at least one AC is uncontrolled and equipped)

IhCAL TREATTAURND_PROINTTY_COPARTSOS:

< routine to determine threat advisory need >

(at least one AC is controlled and equipped)

T L ?RHAT_TIU_RND_PROITNIT _COIPRPISONS;

< routine to determine threat advisory need >

<If AC pair is uncontrolled/controlled 
4
hen TW AT_TAU_ AD

_PeoxIiTYCOmPaRrSOws is called twice (once for each WC)

with differen' T thresholds for each call. If both AC

controlled or both AC uncontrolled THREATTAOANDPROXInTT

COMPARISONS is called once>

rWD threat advisoryvdetermination;

-------------------------- D3TICT TASK HIGR-LVIL LOGIC ---------------------------
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PRM threatadvisorydeerination;

If! ((SVECT1.CUNC 12 %P&LSZ jfl SV2c?t.ITSEQ 11 UNflQ)

(SVUCT2.CUNC 12 SPILS2 LU SYICT2.&TS2Q j1, UIZQ))

TRS 2W T BE1TAUAND-POIITTCOP3ISONS

< routine to determine threat advisory need >

Ij (GOU TIVBL.anc~thresboidu)

OUT (2LfITRY.?PVFLU);

Jj((SVECTI.CIUWC 12 STRUE Mj SVICTI.&TSlQ 11 UVZQ) 21

(SVECT2.CUNC 12 STRU2 ID SVICT2.&TSIQ ". tUREQ))

LIEN 2jJJ THREAT-TIUhDPOXIITCORPhRISONS

< routine to determine threat advisory need >

LIf (G1gO1 T&IUL.ctl thresholds)

2j0 (LZUITRY.?PPG);

END threat advisory determination;

--------------------- DETECT TASK LOI-T.IVRi LOGZC --------------
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.U reo luion-advisorv-determination;

<Sets CMDtG to indlica t e Ph required, and if IA needed by controlled

AC, a1so, sets T9RtG>

/ (threat advisorv reqiired for uncontrolled AC) < ??WFLG >

< routine to Jetermine resolution advisory need, sets CMIFtG >

I (hreal advisory required for controlled AC) < ?PIFLG >

raEM SC_.L PSOLUTIONTUU_ P OXTIRT COMP RRSONS:

< routine to determine resolution advisory need, sets TFPFLG >

IF (both AC controlled)

1-? CIL = IFRFLGI

<If AC oair is uncontrolled/controlled then RESOLUTIONAU_AD

_VT?3XTMTY_COM?1ISOR is called twice (once for each AC)

wjih iifferent Ph thresholds for each call. If boh AC

contrilled or both AC uncontrolled RESOLUTIONRU-AND-ROTTMI-T

090ADTS04S is called once>

-, solutionadvisorvdetermination:

-------------------------- '!" CT TSW RIOR-LIY'L LOGIC
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PUOCIS. resolution advisory determination;

Ir (1L21TPY.?PU7LG a STUE)

1.11 £&L RSOLUTIONTIUANUPROIITYC0NPE1501

< routine to determine resolution advisory need >

JJ(GjgU RAVEL. uncthreskolds)

j2= (ELLNTU!.PPIPLG

~Jj ~JJ~ ESOLTIOU?&OUIDPOIITYCOPEISONS
< routine to determine resolution advisory need >

S(GjQO RAYUL.ctl..thresholds)

Z1 (both hC controlled)

UZNU BLENrT.C1NDYLa ILENTRY.IRPLG;

ZND resolution-advisory_4eteraination:

--------------------- DETENCT TASK LOI-LIlEL LOGIC --------------
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?ROC!SS oroximityadvisory aeterination:

<Sets ?W?LG to indicate that a proximity message is needed>

L? (vertical separation 2 proximity threshold)

M1; < proximity advisory not needed >

1tal!' (range " minimum range)

T!Wq ST PWIIt.: < neel proximity advisory >

OTP!RWTS compute separation after time TtOSQ;

1! (range tT computed separation)

SIT PWTFLG:

I _D pr3xiitvadvisorv-deteriuation:

----- ------------------------------------------------------------ TsK - --LV-L LOC
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PROCISS proximity advisorydetermination;

Jf (ELPSTRY.ALT 2Z PIP&RM.VP1)

TIll; < proximity advisory not needed >

jaZZ (ENENTRY.RING12 U PkPKRM.RPNhI)

THEN _T ELNTRY.PVFLG; < definitely need one >

QTH:VWIS! IST = 2 - PkP&RH.TLPSQ - (SVECT!.VSQ + SVECT2.VSQ);

IF (PLENTRI.BIIGE2 ja RST)

THEN SET BLENTRY.PWIFLG;

M proximityadvisory deteruination;

-------------------------- DM T TUSK LOW-LEYZL LOGIC t---------------------------
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2MM,1 sanhaverinqthroatlooic:

<?olloving tests weed out situations that do not involve

a maneuvering target threat)

U (immediate alarm already determined) < HT??LG •

= : < no need to perform this logic >

l1: (neither IC is turning)

MU. : < no maneuvering IC involved >

L9I.: (IC diverging at a sufficiently fast rate)

Ian: < no threat maneuver exists >

MML! (proximity advisory not already given) < PWT?LG >

LZW: < not close enough to be concerned about maneuvering IC>

! L: (both IC have been determined to be in a final approach zone)

LIM;: < do not test as 2% not given in final approach zone >

2ZUU tCI L1LOFST_ TI ITI'NITON; <manuoever target>

r (maneuvering target threat detected)

L (encounter area type is uninitiaLizee)

(both IC in final approach zones)

ILShI? (at Least one IC is controlled and equippef)

ET (C'IDPLG, FPPLG, IPLr):

ELSEI (at least one IC 1s uncont rolled and equipped)

THNST(VIDTL3, FPWTLG):

naneuveringthret_ogic;

-------------------------- DPTVCT TXSW s ow-L!tvL LOgIC ---------------------------
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PRCS ane~zvering threat loqic;

JZ (ZLBUTRY.IITTPLG aSTIUI)

Q321?E (SUECTI.TURN I STRAIGHT Anf SV2CT2.TURN a $STRAIIGHT)

ISE? (BLEUTIT.DOT DZ!1&RR.DQTTE)

!LZ2! (BLESTRY.PWIFLG = MPLSE)

ZLIIZ ((SVZCT1.FIZ M SAZI 2! SVECTI.?&Z $ ?I22) hn

(SYUCT2.?&Z Yfl S51 ~ SVTCT2.F&Z iS 5112))

211 1 WIl CALL ACPASALL!LOFFSETTUUIUGDZRlIATION

J_ (GROUP NTP&RM.gnlthresholds)

OUT (HTDRTECTEO)*

U(HTDETECTED - $TRUE)

I2fl En LIUTR.NTTFLG;

S(BLENTRY.RUAT - SUDIT)

~Z1 QJJ~ ZCOUNTfl..1W51T1103DTE15111T105:
1((SVICT1 .FAZ ]a 51120) kn CSVICT2.FPIZ nl siZO))

Cil LEAR ELENTRY.HTTYLG;

Z&=I ((ST!C?1.CUIC 12 $TRUE U2~ SVICTi.kTS2Q fl 1UN0)

Uf (SVUCT2.CUEC n MTUE Anl SVlCT2.ITSlQ IJ SUW))

zEIlz(2LINTRY.CEDFLG, BLENTZT.FPlFLZ,

ZLEUTRY.IFRFLG);

ZLIZI ((SVICTI.CUNC 12 SFALSE UJj SVICTI.RTSBQ ]a SUNIQ)

21(S?!CT2.CUNC L2 SPILSZ An~ SV2CT2.ATSQ U SUNEQ))

Zi n(BLENTRT.CHDFLG, IL21TRT.FPFL3);

fll aneaveringthreatlogic;

--- --- --- --- - - --- -- l!t Ct TISX LOW-LEVEL. LOGIC - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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PRO!SS sacceedingprocessingtlag deterination:

<Given netect output flags ani canflict table (if it

exists), determines future processing for this pair>

If (proximity advisory OR threat advisory neededi

T4N mark encounter entry for Traffic advisory processing:

I (resolution advisory declared)

' _q mark encounter entry for "aster Resolution orocessinq:

(controller alert declared)

'RI! mark encounter entry for controller alert preview processing;

I (conflict pair record exis t s and no resolution advisor! declared)

7q!N mark encounter entry for resolution deletion processing;

TO ',SCS inhibit has been declared)

T7.5 mark encounter entrv for SCKS inhibit:

2 ,cceeitngorcessinglag_detervination:

-------------------------- Dt TEC? WASK HIGH-LE!?L LOGIC ---------------------------
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PROCESS succeedingprocessing flagdetermination;

<Given Detect output flags and conflict table (if it

exists), determines future processing for this pair>

jF (PWIFLG M STRUE Olt FPIFLG 12 STRUE aR PPUFLG 19 $ThUE)

THEN SIT ELrETRY.TAREQ:

IF (CMDFLG ng STRUE)

THEM SET tLENTRY.RARQ);

IF (CAFtG ?.Q STRUL-)

THEN S5!T ILENTRY.CR&REQ):

IF (conflict pair record exists AND CNDFLG Q SFALSE)

2T ELENTRT.BDREQ)

IF (BCSOFF ME STRUE)

THEN SET ELEMTRY. SOPREQ)

?IND succeeding_processingflag determination;

-------------------------- DETECT TASK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC ----------------------------
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?ROCESS neinitjalized-ariablecoaputation:

<If advisory is needed and all variables which describe encounter

for fnture tasks are not calculated, then determine their values>

T?(horizontal Tan is uninitialized)

:1_" !2?S0 taa calculation;

IF (resolution adlvisory uncontrolled vertical Tau threshold is uniniialized)

r~n1 (encounter area type is uninitialized)

T1131 2jJU ECOUTEA1ETPEDTPlf ATON;

PERORM number of additional-AC-in-conflict-deteraina 4 t on;

CALL TAUANDPRO!INITYTRl!SHOLDDETIlNATION;

I? (miss distance is nninitialized)

?,Nf CjJAJ MIWIMIIU9PPPOACIDISAUCEZPfEDICTIOIF

?Nn) nn±tialized-variable comptation;

-------------------- 9TCT rhSK 11GE-LIVEL LOGIC--------------
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PROCESS uninitialized-variable couputation;

If (ELNTRY.TH StIDTIO)

THEY PEPPOR taaocalculation;

IF (HAVBL.TCMDV = SUDTAU)

THEN IF (ELENTRY.ENIT - SUDAT)

J=NU 2j ENCOUNTEa3&RYP!_DETERuNmATION

INI (SVECTI,SVICT2)

OUT (ELENIT.INLT, INFR!);

HUM2.1 numberoadditionalACin-conflict-determination;

CALL TAUANDPROXIHITY THRESHOLDD!TE!UNUAION

INOUT (VRZA) ;

IF (EL!NTRY.M02 = SUDMO)

'HE CALL nININUNAPPROACHDISTANCEPEDICTION

IN(VpI, TRY)

OUT (BLENTEY.M02)

ERD uninitialized_ variablecouputation;

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- - 0 TECT TASK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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OCTSS 8CAS-resolunio-ieteruvnationlogic:

<De-eraines if a BCkS resolution advisorv is imminent for this pair>

Calculate range rate; <rd>

If (AC converging or nearly converging)

J_? (IC are nearly converging)

=1W1 redefine range rate to be converging;

Calculate time estimates for closest approach: <taur,trtrul

I? (taur less than threshold)

TH_.R DTFR ertical_test_for_Rh;

'TSI! (r-rd less than threshold M range less than threshold)

j define value for tan true: <
t
rtru>

PP.OPA verical_test_forR&;

1 PCAS.resolutiondeterminationlogici

DETIC' TASK HGC-LIVEL LOGIC ---------------------------
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-- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- - -- -- - -- -

PROCESS BClS-resolution-detersinationlogic;

<Determines if a SCIS resolution advisory is imminent for this pair>

CLEIR BCSOFF;

RDTEMP - ELINTR. DOT / V; <R is calculated in variable-initialization )

RD = RDTERP:

IF (RD a BCSYBL.res.RDTOR)

_TN IF (RD GE -BCSVBL.res.RDTHR)

= RDTINP - -BCSVBL.res.RDTOR;

TAUR = -(R - UCSVUL.res.DOD) / RDTEBP;

TRTR - P / RDTZRP;

I? (TAUR LT BCSVBL.res.TRTHI(SSL);

TflEW PBYR vertical_test for_Rk;

ELSEIF (R * RD BCSVBL.res.g1(SSL) AND R LT BCSVL.res.DNOD(SSL));

THEY TETRU B CSTBL.res.TLARGE;

PEeOPR verticaltestfor_RA;

END BCkS resolution detersinationjogic;

-------------------------- DETECT TASK LOW-LRWEL LOGIC ----------------------------
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2P U BCRSthreat_loqic%

<Detea ines If a UCIS threat advisory is imminent for this pair.

This logic encompasese CAS resolution thresholds.)

Calculate range rate; <rd>

V (&C are close in range) <r>

:Ini zz vettieiltsu~for-A;

!LIj? (AC are closing or nearly convergingi

fl " (AC are nearly converging)

:= redefine range rate to be converging;

Calculate time estimate to closest approach; <taurta>

IF (closest approach will occur soon)

Z".r ?TRFOPN vsrticaltestforTA:

-_S-.? (r-rd L: threshold _UR range LT threshold)

] pnpo' verticaltestfor_TA;

: BCRS_threatlogic;

- ------ D CT TASK RIGH-LIVEL LOGIC ---------------------------
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(Determines if a SCIS t~hreat advisory is imminent for this pair.

This logic encompasses SCAS resolution thresholds>

CLEARI BCSOPU;

RD a LEN~TY.OO / 2; <R is calculated in variable-initialization>

ROTAI - RD;

S(H JT 3CSDLthreat. PTHl2I(55L))

ZM ERFORM w erticaltesttforTa;

2ISZXP (RD JB CSYUL.threat.RDIITA)

XI I(RD -9CSflL.threat.2DTHRT&)

TIIUTIA- (P - CSV3L.threat.DlOTk) / ROTA;

S(!URTI =~ BCSYDL.threat.!TRTR(SSL))

XII 12118 verticaltostforTk;

QLUX! (R * RD 11 BCSVUL.threat.H1TA(SSL) A~ID R BCSVBi.threat.D11QDT1(SSL))

PZFII YuguvrticaltestforTA;

B ClSthreatlogic;

------------------------- ---- -- DEF!CT TASK LO-IZl?. LOGIC --------------
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POf1_ 5 tau-calculation:

Calculate horizontal modified t au:

Calculate horizontal true tau;

Calculate vertical "au;

TWO tau calculation;

-------------------------- O TtC? mASW NGIH-LEVL LOGIC ..................... ---
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PROCESS tan calculation*.

DSQ -DETPARN.BDET + (DETPARM.&DET * (SVICTI.VSQ + SVICT2.VSQ));

TLENT2Y.TH - -(EiLENTY.t&NG2 - DSQ) / LSMTRY.DOT:,

THTNO - IANGE2 / LEUTRY.DOT;

YRZ =SVCT2.ZD -SVECT1.Zv);

VRZA =TtZ *SIGN(VZ);

ILF (VRZ& LE DETPRI.VRZTI)

THEYI U (V1RZA jT -DETPAflN.TEZTH)

=Nj VRZA *-DETPAR.VlZTf:

ZLENTRY.TV *-ELENTRY.ILT /VIZI;

Stan-calculation:

--- --- -- --- -- --- --- DETECT TAS~t LON-LZVZL LOGIC --- -- - - - - - - - - - -



OROCESS ver~ical test _forRA;

<Ietersines if IX for 8CS AC imminent, having found horizon*al

dimension imminent>

Calculate altitude separation and rate; <a, adot >

I' (AC are close in vertical)

!.! set flag to indicate 8CAS inhibit for the pair: <RA imminent>

_ISEX? (AC are closing in vertical)

Tff! calculate estimate to coaltitude: <tauvra>

I" (coaltilude soon)

Z set flag to indicate SCAS inhibit for this oair:

?WD verlical test forPki

-------------------------- DPTECT TASIK IGR-LEYFL LOGIC
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PUOCISS vertical test-for-ga;

<Determines if R1 for BCAS AC imminent. assuming horizontal

permissive case, no vad logic is used>

A - EttNTRY.lZ;

%DOT -SVECT2.ZD - SVECT1.2D:

S(A B CS#DL. res. ZTh3)

M11 Bu cSOFF;

ZLjIr (ADOT 11 BCSVL.res.ZDTIM)

lI!TAUT w - A ADOT;

I (TAUT kj BCSTBL.res.TTH(SSL))

ZN! Bf CSOFP;

!1ID vertical-test for-RA;

--------------------- DETECT TASK LOW-LlZYIL LOGIC --------------
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PROC:SS verticaltestfor TA;

<Determines if "A for BCAS AC imminent, having found horizontal

dimension insinent>

Calcalate altitude separation and rate: <a, adot>

IF (AC are close in vertical)

L r : set flag to indicate ICIS inhibit for this pair: <A imminent>

Lt!_F (AC are closing in vertical)

__ calculate estimate to coaltitude: <tauvta>

1 (coaltitude soon)

?_.U set !lag to indicate BCAS inhibit for this pair:

verlicaltest for_TAI:

-------------------------- DrT!CT TASX RIGH-LVfL LOGIC ---------------------------
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PPOCISS vertical test forTA:

<Determines if TA for BCAS IC imminent, assuming horizontal

permissive case>

h ELEUTUY.RT:

lOOT - SVICT2.ZD - SUECTI.ZD;

j(A Ll BCSVBL.threat.ZTHRTI)

Iffr, SET BCSOPFF;

J!I (lOOT U BCSYSL.threat.ZDTRRTA)

Z511! TADYTA = - AI ADO!:

j~(TAUVTA 11 OCSVBL.threat.TVTHRTA(SSL))

mJS3T BCSOFF;

E!r vertical-test forTA;

--------------------- DLETIC TASW LOW-LEU LOGIC-------------------- ------
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Ifl~1Zt &CPIIkLLZLOFSETTUN!UGO!T!UNITIOV

(thresholds)

g.f (flag indicating maneuvering target detected):

CLEAN output flag;

U (range U_ range threshold)

.j.J; < separation negates need for maneuvering threat check>

ELSIX (vertical separation Uj separation threshold)

Tl; < separation negates need for maneuvering threat check>

(either IC's velocity &I velocity threshold)

IM; <at least one IC slow so other tests can handle situation>

UTHISZ compute angle between aircraft paths;

U (aircraft paths are not parallel)

TU j; <tan test can handle situation so no maneuver check)

1111 !1UU LC_pathcosparison; <are AC offset and turning?>

I (maneuvering target detected)

f output flag:

SCP&R&LLEL_OPSETTURNIIGDWZ!USINIUOU;

--------------- D2TICT TASK EIGI-LVZL LOGIC----------------------------
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Bl.QTflj IC-P 13 LiILOVPSTTTJSUIUGD!TZflhITIOI

U (iI.QU INGUOUJ < group of thresholds >

2-9 (OIITVLLG) ;

CLEAR (OUTYLIG, GOTH?)

S(ELMITT.MAG12 J1 INGROUP.rang*_threshold)

ZM; < no maneuvering threat >

ELS11 (!PLZWTh!.&LT UJ INGROUP.separation~threshold)

ELSIF. ((SVZCT1.VSQ LZ INGROUP.velocitythreskold) 21
(SVZCT2.VSQ J_ INGROUP.Yelocity threshold))

I;

OTHEUIS! C0912 -((SVIC~T.XD*SVECT2.10 * SIRCT1.TD*STUCT2.TD)*-2)/

(SVECT1.VSQ * SVECT2.VSQ);

S(COS&2 Ll INGIROUP.cosine thresh)

=NJ; < not parallel >

~I~rR 111 Cpathcomparison;

S(GOTNT - MTUE)

IM1 Mf OUTPLAG;

SAC PARALLRLOPTS!? TURUXUGDETflRIIN&TIOU;

------------ - --- DITUVY TASK LOW-LERYUL LOGIC ---- -- -------- -----
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IIOC?59 RCathcoaparison;

<Checks 
t
he paths of both &C to decide if a dangerous geometry *2ists>

make ACI first AC to check;

RIJ.! U21L(both IC checed or maneuvering status determinedl;

Perform aircraft-denendent comoutations;

1_! (this AC parallel intrail with respect to other ICJ

(is. is angle between position vector connecting 2 AC and

AC velocity vector small ?>

T1 not a m&neuverinq target threat;

112:!Ij (this AC turning "owards the other)

IMJ S! maneuvering target indication;

access unchecked AC's state vector;

0 AC-path-coauarison;

-------------------------- D!T CT ?ASW NZfOf-LIYIL LOGIC ---------------------------
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PROCESS &Cpathcoparison;

PTE (TSV2CT, OSV2CT); < 'target', 'other' state vector >

CLEA EXILOOP;

CLEAR DONEBOTH:

T'SVCT -' SVICTI; < arbitrarily oak* ACt target >

REPEAT UTI CETITLOOP = STU);

OSTECT -state vector of non-target AC;

PITS = RY * OSYECT.ID - RI * OSTC?.TD;

l~(AC2 is the target)

ThUm BITS =-BITS:

If (ELENRY.RANGE2 Ul INGROtIP.zero.Sivide thresh)

TH2W SINS2 =(RIVS*02) / (ELZVTRT.RAEfGE2 * OSTBCT.VSQJ;

11§S 512 - INGBOOP.sinethreshold; < prevent zerodivido >

IF (SINB2 IT IUGRUP.sine threshold)

v____ 11, EITLOOP; < Parallel katrail >

ELSEIT ((RITS qT 0 jf2 TST!CT.TDUU a STUNGLPT) i

(EKYS kX 0 KID ?STICT.TOUW - SSTRWGRGT))

THEN UI(GOTNT # ?XITLOOP):

?LSEIF (DOIESOTH - STU)

IMf M~ EXITLOOP; < we've looked at both >

OTBERVISE TSTICT - OSVICT; < get other state vector >

U1 DOIIEDOTH;

I~ACpathcouparison;

------------------- DETECT TASK LOW-LBTNL LOGIC - -----------------



ROUTINE Ar'CRAFT_PArRIPZ R1TAR1 D_COWTOL_STATDTT nrZ3 TrON

14 (state vectors of both AC)

OUT (variables describing control $ equipment state o! pair);

Detersine equipage and control status;

_UD AIRCA!?_PAXR_BQUTIUfENT_1k COWTOLSTRTDTRNUATOWI

--------------------- ---- DETICT TASK NRIO-LtY2L LOGIC
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ROUTINI AI1CR1F1PPI-BQUIP5!TANDCONTROL-STATEDTE3NATZON

11 (STECT1,SV!CT2)

OUT (PRCO!NT,PflEOf

<Determines equipment status and control status of IC pair>

PVCOVT SONECON!;

I(SVECT1.CUNC 12 STRDIE AND SVICT2.CUNC M TUE)

TH!U P1RCONT = SBOTRCONT;

IF (SVECT1.C!UC SFALSE AND SVECT2.CaUC sILSE)

Ifl1J PRCOWT =SVOCOUT;

PREQ = SONEQ;

IF((SVECTI.&TSZQ M S139 gI SVECT1.ATSEQ S&BZQ)

AD(SVECT2.ATSEQ IQ SAZQ a SUCr2.LTSEQ 12 SIBEQ))

THEN PREQ -SBOTUEQ;

j~(SVECT1..ATSPQ Z2 SUNNQ AND2 SVECT2.ATSEQ 12 SUNEQ)

fE PREQ - SUOtEQ;

END AIRCRAFT PIIR-EQUTIPNNTAND CONTEOLSTATEDETERNIUATION:

------ ---------- --- DETECT TASK LOU-LEVEL LOGIC ----- -- -- -- - -- -
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BQU:IW" A"I--YP1!D?-?PINK-ION

Tj (aircraft characteristics)

OU (areadependent variables);

<On entry, AC's area type is zero (indicating "unknown")>

Initialize controller alert reauest flag:

I' (,his AC is far from the sensor)

"PW set AC area type to 4:

I? (this AC passes area coarse screening)

RL_ REP WHILX ("ype I areas remain I.l AC area type unknown);

Get next wyne I area;

19 (aircraft is in this area)

T set AC area type to 1;

Save area index; < unique identifier >

Save airfield name;

Save area's controller alert flag;

-PIP- WHI! (Type 2 areas remain AN. AC area tvpe unknown);

Get next Type 2 area;

J (aircraft is in t his area)

'PHU set &C area t ype to 2:

Save area index; < unique identifier >

Save airfield name;

Save area's controller alert flag;

I (AC area type unknown)

13U set AC area type to 3:

M R1 _TTPT_D?TgnqIW UIOW;

---------.---------------- DETICT T 3SW SIGT-LEVEL LOGIC ---------------------------

S-P59
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900Th!2 &RZ&_TIP! DETZRH!UTIOW

110 (IOSYICT);

flIOS?!CT.CI1!Q; < &sese not inhibiting CA's >

LX((roSY!CT.1002 + IOSVECT.T**2) JZ (D!TPANH.ISTO*2))

LM I OSVICT.ACAT - SATS;

S(!OSY!CT.1 I Pk!H.Z1IIX jL IOSIECT.! U~ &ZPIRM.ZWU1I An.

IDSVECT.Y U AZPI1N.ZRN!! k1D IOSSUCT.Y U1 AZPABULZHHUY)

ZjfI LOOP!! - 1:

REUTl WHILE (LOOP!! 11 kZPk!E.YOI H2j IOSVECT.IC&T w SUD&T);,

Got next Type 1 area;

S(aircraft is in this area)

IOSUECT. 110 - area index; < unique identifier >

IOSV!CT.ASSOC = airport name;

IOSVICT.CIR-EQ a area's controller alert flag;

~JULOOP!! LOOP!! + 1;

INDRIPTAT;

LOOP!! - 1;

MEPAT WHILj (LOOP!! AIPIUN.1OhI Mj T0ST1CT.&CIT aSUDAT);

Get next Type 2 area;

L.! (aircraft is in this area)

ZMJ IOSV!CT.ACI? - Sk?2;

IOSYICT. ID - area index; < unique identifier >

!OSY!CT.ISSOC a airport name;

IOSVECT.CARUQ a area's controller alert flag;

RUI LOOP!! a LOOP!! * 1;

ENDzmPEz;

IF (IOSVECT.&CAT - SUDAT)

JR.U IOSV!CT.&CAT -SAT3;

!WD ARIATYPEDTIHINIT!ON;

---- --- ---- --- ---- --- DETECT TASF LOW-LEVEL LOGIC - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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------------------ --------------- --- --- --- --- --
T1 (state vectors of &C, i.e., location of AC)

2UT (encounter area of AC pair, flag to indicate if pair in zone2);

<Finds area tye and zone for each IC and combines area type for

both kC into one index, Elk?, the encounter area type, used to

control A.A5S sensitivi'y>

IF (A,'s area undetermined)

13 (ACd's zone undetermined)

IF (RC2's area undetermined)

IlMU gc IR.ATYPZDTTTRINIA'P1OW:*

TV (12's zone undetermined)

jff!f CALL~ ?!ALAPPlOACN..701,I1D!!!SRNATION;

1_? (bot h AC alonq glide slope for same airfield)

: .W _ flag indicating situation:

, (eilher aircraft far from the sensor)

!!Il set encounter type to 4;

!tSFT' (either aircraft in general vicinity of sensor)

:3TJ set encounter type to 3;

EMU (ei+her aircraft along active runway final approach)

:M1 I (both AC near the same airfield)

M Ul set encounter type to 2-

SM set encounter type to 3;

IJIL (both aircraft in immediate vicinity of same airfield)

!JYJ set encounter type to 1;

09T.13.2I set encounter type to 2:

-------------------------- DPI1CT TASK ! f-LI- -- -LOIC ...........................
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ROUTZ18 ZWCOUIVT!1 ARIPATIP! DNUIBNATION

j~(SYICTI, SVLPCT2)

O=r (SWAT, 13F12)1;

1111 CA229111TYILDETI NATION

LINOU (STECTI);

11- (SYMCT.12 50071)

lil ~.LLFINAL-IPPROICU3ZOU!DUT!URNUTION
IYOUT (SIECTI):

S(SV!CT2.kCIT 12 SUDIT)

SA3!ATYPEDE!RINION

INOUT (SVUCT2);

J! (SV!ICT2.PIZ 12 SODPkZ)

IYOUT (SI!CT2);

If, ((SUECT1.PIZ M SF122 jjn SY!CT2.PI2 IQ 51152) f

(SV!CTI.ZPRT 12 SVICT2.ZPRT))

S(SV!CTI.&CAT 12 SIT4U Q~SUCT2.&CIT 12 SITS)

IMJ SWAT -SIT4:

ILSUZI (SVICT1.AT 12 SAT3 21 SVNCT2.ACAT IM 51131

=fJ SAT SAM3

.IUZ (SYCT1.CAT J2 SIT2 21 SYBCT2.ACAT 52 SAT2)

Un j (SY!CTI.ASSOC Z2 SYZCT2.IS3OC)

=f INlT a SIT2:

JIMU UNIT u SAM3

ZLZ (SVMCT.ISSOC 12 SYICT2.&SSOC) sve Area I >

SWAUNT a $&?I;

9Z1JIVjJ INI? - 5112;

M5 EWCOWTUIIUUI&TIPUDTUUU!INITON;

--------------- DICT T43K LOW-LEINS. LOGIC --------------
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R2ZZFIR ALAPqACH_%OwDETMI NATION

(AC characteristics)

Qf (zonedependent variables);

Set AC's zone to 0:

(this IC Dasses zone coarse screening)

II 0!A WR tE (Type I zones remain _j AC'S zone 0):

Get next Type 1 zone;

I_ (zone is active M AC is in this zone)

TO. set AC'S zone to 1;

Save airfield name;

PLPPT WH, (Type 2 zones remain Ap AC's zone 0):

Get nez Type 2 zone%

.T: (zone is active AW! AC is in this zone)

!3W set AC's zone to 2;

Save airfield name;

2"W FIAL_&nOA0CHZO! DT RNIWITION;

DETCT TSK RISR-trVIL LOGIC
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P00TIVE FINAL APPIOACH IZOU! DETEUNINATIOI

IYOUT (IOSVECT);

IOSVECT.FLI - SFAZO;

I-P (roSVECT.Z UL ZPARM.ZJIN!! AxD rosTECT.x jj AZPAE!.zJanN u2

IOSTECT.? kI AZPAE.ZJM!Y AND rosvECT.r 21 AIPANL.ZJNU)

MYn LOOPI! 1

PEPEAT WHILE (LOOP!! IE LZPARM.NOZ1 AND !OSVZCT.FKZ =SPKZO):

Get next Type 1 zone;

j~(zone is active AND IC is in this zone)

ZII! IOSVECT.FAZ = STRI;

IOSV2CT.IPRT - airfield name;

ELSE LOOP!! LOOP!! 1

EN DRE1P1AT;

LOOP!! - 1;

REPEAT WHILE (LOOPI! kj AZPARPI.N022 A IOSTECT.FAZ =STAID);

Get next Type 2 zone;

1_ (zone is active AN AC is in this zone)

JUN! 1OSY!CT.FAI - SrAZ2;

IOSVBCT.IPRT - airfield name;

* II~iKLOOP!! a LOOP!! + 1;

[JD FINALAPPROACHZONEDETENNINATION:

---- --- ---- --- ---- --- DETTCT TASK LOW-LZE L LOGIC - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
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Calculate miss distance;

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- D! VCT ',19W RIGII-LVEL LOGIC --- - - - - - - - - - - -



ROUTIN 8ININUN&APPUO&CHDIST&UCEPZDECTIOI

9Mf (1102);

flU HD2; <Predicted minimum horizontal miss distance for AtC pair>

V22 - V31**2 + VPY**2;

T,1 (Y!R2 LT DETPA3N.VMDTH)

IM~N RD2 - 2LESTRY.E&UG22;

f=S 392 - (RX*VR! - Rit'll) *2 /VR2;

11 I NI NUN APPIO lCDI9ST lCEPREDICTIOU;

---- --- ---- --- ---- --- DETECT TASK~ LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -- - - -- - - - - - - - -
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0OO9IlYf ROLU"!OP -AYIAND_PNOXIMI-YCOMPA'!SO!S

11 (resolition advisory thresholds)

OUT" (fla7 to be set); < either IRFLG or CnDwLG >

<Determines if Resolution Advisory is necessary>

TO (AC violating horizon tal resolution envelooe) < horizontal tes4 s >

.9_3N indicale horizontal oroxisit!; < immediate override >

_s_J (AC will violate horizontal resolution envelope soon)

T271; < passed horizontal tests >

OTrVWTS? failed horizontal tests:

L_ (A- violating vertical resolution envelope presently) < vertical tests >

7__l; indicate vertical proximity:

7tS71 (AC will he coaltitude soon)

< passed vertical tests >

OT_WTS? failed vertical tests:

I? (passed all tests so tar)

TRIN PERO0! verticalfdivergencefilter;

<decide if RA won't be given as AC won't be violating

horizontal and vertical envelopes simultaneously>

TO! (pair did not pass filter)

TW'- failed filter test;

!F (ail tests nassed)

'IM SET output flag to indicate ?A required; < IFFLG or CIDPLG >

OLQP prozimit,_checks;

<determine if immediate Ph required, ie, bypass 2/3 logic>

P.D PESOtUTTON_"AU_AND_PROXINTTYCOMAqISOS:

-------------------------- OTTECT TASW R GRG -LRY!L LOGIC ---------------------------
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ROUTINE RESOLTIOITAOIDPROXIIT!_COMPhIISOUS

11 (jPOQ I29GDOUP) < group of thresholds >

OUT (OUTPL AG);

CLEAR (NOSES, OOPLAG, RPROZ, VPRO);

I(ELESTPY.RkNGB2 LT INGROUP.rage~threshold * RAPA&U.BZP2) < horizontal tests>

= SET aPR01; < immediate override >

~JSIF (HPNTRY. TR LT ISGEOUP. hor Tau thresh)

OTHERWISE SET NOSES;

1!F (E!.!NTET.ALT 1T rNGROUP.iamed alt thresh 0 HAPABM.BZP; < vertical tests >

THEN SET IPROX;

L!LSEI? (ELENTRY.TV GE 0 AN ELENTRY.T? IN GRhOUP.vertTan thresh)

OTENRVISM SET Ih0S!S;

S(WORLPS M $FALSE)

THEY PEFORN verticaldivergencefilter;

IF (TILTAIIL _U STRUE)

THEY SET NOSES;

j~(NOSES " STAtSE)

MEER Mf OIUTFLAG; < IFUFLG or coDPLG >

PEUTOUN proximitychecks;

AIl UNSOLUTIONTIO ANDPROZINITYCONPANISONS;

------ --- --- --- -- --- DETECT TASK LON-LEVEL LoGrC - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
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P verticatdivergence_ftlter;

<This process decides if the resolution advisory should be inhibited

if the vertical and horizontal minious miss distances do not occur

hithin a predefined time period>

Compute absolute vertical range ra*e;

If (AC diverging verticallv)

:n[ 1! (AC are converging horizontally)

3 calculate vertical separation at time of

minioum horizontal separation)

11 (calcuLated vertical separation outside R1 envelope)

Tfl~Jinhibit ?A;

?U verticaldivergence_filter;

- -DM-CT TASK RITN-LI L LOGIC
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!!2oiU vertical-41.vrgencefilter:

CLEAR ?!LTFAIL;

ZZ (ELPNT3Y.TV a 0) <IC converging vertically>

=U.; <do not perform test>

ISI (THT3U 1& 0) <AC diverging horizontally>

MMf; <do not perform test>

OTHERWIS Tfl Nr(TNTRU, thP&IN.DVDPT);

'121 SY!CTi.ZD * TH;

T% SVICT2.ZD * H

TYND =ABS ('122 - TZI);

X(TTHD 1% INGROUP.1UUDALtTHISOLD)

<1Z1NILTTNIISN0LD will be 1172 or I? depending on IUGIOMP

IMJ =f VILTFAIL; <11 not wanted>

Mn vertical..Aivergencfilter;
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Pe)C!!S proximitv_checks

<rf the AC are extremely close physically or temporally the 2/3

window is bypassed and an immediate resolution advisory is given>

(vertical proximity AND horizontal proximity)

TIEW indica+e immediate resolution advisory needed;

LS compute Tau minimums:

I? (vertical proximity exists AND horizontal Tan IT minimum)

THTA indicate immediate revolution advisory needed:

? (horizontal oroximity exists AND vertical Tau J minimum)

TITIR indicate immediate resolution advisory needed;

ILVZ (vertical Tau .T minimum HD horizontal Tao JP mimimum)

!indicate immediate resolution advisory needed:

'I _1D oroximity checks:

-------------------------- UO!YTCT ?ASK RIGW-LtV2L LOGIC
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PDOCESS proximity checks;

I~(VPROIX 2 SrUO AID RPROX M-2 STROE)

THEY UT? ELENTaY. MTTFLG;

ILSE A!I - INGROUP.horTau thresh - (SYSTEM.SCAUTH * APIRM.TTH);

AT = !NGROcP.vertTau thresh - (SYSTER.SCARTH RAPARN.TTRNI:

IX (IPROI knt ELEN?RY.TB kj AN)

1Jel SET ELENTRY.WfTLG;

ELSEI? (HP!ROX AND BLEST1RY.TV LT &V AND ELENTUY.TV 9T 0)

ELSEIF (ELEWNT.TE 1, AN Mj BL!FTRY.TV 11 AV

E! LENNT.TV 0)

TRZ UT ELEUTVY.NTTYLG;

END proximity checks;

---- --- --- --- --- ---- DETECT TASK LOW-i!?!?. LOGIC - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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PO'T.- -AA-NDPROUIMTT_TRSOL_DTnINWATTO;

<Determine variables used as thresholds throughout DETECT Task>

( (at Least one Ar controlled)

determine controller alert Tan thresholds;

IF (AC not in immediate vicinity of airfield)

U11 set remaining controller alert variables:

S(holh AC controlled)

THEY set threat and resolution advisory thresholds

using c/c index in table 8-4, 8-5;

Set resolution advisory Tan thresholds (UNC) to corresoonding

CTL thresholds:

!LS! (only one AC controlled)

? W set threat and resolution advisory thresholds

using c/u index in tavle 8-4, 8-5:

F (controlled AC significantlv faster than uncontrolled AC)

? set threat and resolution advisory thresholds

for controlled AC to uncontrolled values:

O--I_- C UUCOW/UqCON_IDX_D!-ZRINAION; <determine UUIRD>

Set threat and resolution advisory thresholds using 1UTWD

and u/u index in table 8-4, 8-5:

END TAUAfDPPOTIRVT_yRESSOLD_D!T!ZNMNATIO1

DETECT TS3 RIGR-LF RL LOGIC ---------------------------
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ROUTIN! TAO £110 PIOIIITYTRflESOOLDDETRM~tlIAT!O8

MY (?NIT, MOLT, PREQ, PSCONT)

11100 (1851);

]Lr (PECONT U SIOCONT)

THEY CAYBL.TCONUH PDVBL.TW111 - ((PDVDL.ICONTH 0 R) / <using table 8-3>

BLNTUT. DOT)*; <for pdvbl values>

782£ - SIX(vRZA, TBRSPIRN.VRZCON);

CRYBL.TCONV - PDVBL.TUARI - (PDVBL.ICONTH / VRfl)*

ir(fL22TII.EIT 11 SITI)

THENl sot remaining controller alert variables in table B-2;

S(PRCONT jQ BOTHCONT)

THEN Set GRU TRTL.Ctl..tbr*Sholdg an defined in table 8-51

Set GROUP RRVL.ctl~thresholds as defined in table 8-4;

PkYBL.TCHDR RkVBL.TIPRHE:

RAVBL.TC!5D7 - RAVBi.TIPRV;

!LSEI? (PIRCONT "Q SONM!OIIT)

TflEN set GflQI TIVBL.ctlthresholds as defined in table 0-5;

Set "OU T&VBL.unc thresholds am defined to table 8-5;

set GRU 8&VL.clthreshald@ S W5ined in table 9-41

Set GRU PATEL.unC thresholds a* Weined in table 8-4;

VRAT -VSQ(cotrolledAC) / TSQ(Oflc~ntlled AC);

I(TRAT U TRESPARN.VRATC)

IMJ sot jGOU TAVL.ctlthrelk~lds to TAUL.U$C:

Set GROUP BAVEL. Ctlthrosholds to RAVBL. USC;

OTHEEDISZ gAkL UUCO/ONCONIUDZUD2TRINAY'I0N

zi (MOLT, PREQ)

Set GROUP TAVL.nc~thresholds using table 8-5:

set ga9~p UIVL.nc~thresholds using table 8-4;

!ilo TkuAO AD p8011M1T1.IZSIOLD..D!TEUNINLION;

------------------ ------- DETECT TUSE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC --------------
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POU! TgRI??_TaU_aAo_PROITyTCO4PA'ISOWS

!p (thresholds) < for either controlled or uncontrolled >

O2UT (flag to be set) < FPIPLG or FPWFLG >

CDetermines If Threat Advisory is necessary>

IF ( AC outside horizontal threat envelope)

:_yq r! (LC won*t violate horizontal threat envelope soon)

_1!1. failed horizontal 
t
est;

I. ({C outside ver*ical threat envelope)

1 ~ (AC Won't be coal
t
itude soon)

=111 failed vertical test:

j (predicted minimum horizon
t
al separation outside threat envelope$

:EU failei miss distance test;

S(all 'ests passed)

PV =_T output flag to indicate RA required;

-------------------------........... W NIG -Lc... ... -------------------... . . . . . .. .



ROUTINE THREATTAOANDPROXIRITYCONPARISONS

a! (GROUP INGROUP) < group of thresholds >

OUT (OUTL AG);

CLEAR (NOTBREAT, OUTFLAG);

S(ELENTRY.EANGE2 GE INGROUP.rangethreshold)

TRE~ (ELENTRY.TH GE INGROUP.horjahrso)

THEN SET NOTHREAT;

1!(ELENTRY.ALT U rUGROUP.separation threshold)

THEN 11 (ELENTRY.TV IT INGBOUP.vert-Tauthreshold)

THEN SET NOTHREAT;

j~(BLENTRY.RD2 GE IUGROUP.MDthreshold)

THEN SET NOTHREAT;

Q(MOTHREAT = SPALSE) < all test passed >

THEY SE OUTPLAG;

FND THREATTAUANDPPOKINITTCOHPARISONS;

---- --- ---- --- ---- --- DETECT TASK LOI-LITIL, LOGIC - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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!21ZOWlCO W,'WCOWT.BIZ DiT1PI,£ 1aTOU :

Deteruine UVIUD index based an sult-pi±c.twy equipage, and speed ratio;

g WCO~fII/COWXUDtKXO?tEWIU1t TOU •

-----DC TAS" !!GI-LV!rL LOGIC ..................... ---
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i l I I I

RQUIT32 UVCOI/ONCOW_TIDtIXDTZRaIUTIOt

I (MULT, P12Q)

o2T (011INo)

PLT Vo!WD; <Index for uncont/uncont AC pair to be used in table look-up>

LT VWIT; <Temporary local variable>

IIT TWO; <Local constant a 2 >

MZ ULTZIC: <Number of IC in ultiaircraft conflict (4) >

S(MOYLT Ga IUILTIAC)

MM aIJND = TWO;

ELSBIP (PEQ 12 SVOEQ oU PREQ 12 SBOTIsQ)

UUXND = 1;

OTHERWISE TWIT - VSQ(equippedAC) / VSQ(unequippedkC);

I? (TWIT LT PDPIR.VRIATTR)

UUIND TWO;

ONCON/UNCO INDE11DETRNINITION;

DET CT TASK LO-LITL LOGIC -----------.................
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9. TRAFFIC ADVISORY TASK

9.1 Purpose

The Traffic Advisory Task generates and stores data used in
traffic advisory messages to equipped aircraft. When the
Detect Task (Section 8) finds that a pair qualifies for traffic
advisories or ATCRBS Track Blocks, Detect Task sets appropriate
flags in the Encounter List entry.

ATARS must generate a unique set of messages for every equipped
aircraft. For example, the aircraft in an encounter pair may
differ in their equipage or level of ATARS service. In the
latter case, different forms of messages are assembled for the
two aircraft. The Traffic Advisory Task examines each subject
aircraft in sequence and saves data appropriate to the
aircraft's class of service.

9.2 The PWILST

The data structure used to store traffic and other

non-resolution advisories is the PWILST. This is a linked list
of entries for each aircraft, accessed from the aircraft State
Vector. The list may contain any or all of the following types
of entry: Traffic Advisory (Proximity or Threat); Terrain,
Airspace, Obstacle Warnings (T/A/O); ATCRBS Track Blocks (TB);
Altitude Echo (ALEC). The PWILST structure was introduced in
Section 3.3.2, and in Pseudocode Section 3.4. Only an
ATARS-equipped aircraft will ever have Traffic Advisory or ALEC
entries on its list. Only aircraft equipped with ATARS and
BCAS will ever have ATCRBS TB entries. However, an unequipped
aircraft may have T/AO warnings generated if it is under ATC
control, as ATC may uplink these warnings.

The PWILST is created an entry at a time. Traffic Advisory
entries are created as Encounter List pairs are processed.
Entries are kept and are updated on subsequent scans. Each
entry specifies the aircraft (or obstacle) for which it is
providing a warning, so that duplicates are avoided. All
entries are sorted into groups and ordered within each group by

the Data Link Message Construction (DLMC) Task (Section
16.2.1). To facilitate this ordering, certain ranking data is
calculated by the Traffic Advisory Task, while the Encounter
List entry is still available.

9-1



Certain entries are created by other tasks. The ALEC entry may
be created by either the DLMC Task or the Report Processing
Task. T/A/O entries are created by the task of the same name
(Section 6.3).

The deletion of PWILST entries is discussed in Section 16.2.4.

9.3 Traffic Advisory Entries

ATARS sends an aircraft all of its traffic advisory messages
from one site. When an aircraft is in a seam (see Section
6.2), the site designated primary sends these messages.
However, ATCRBS TB messages may be duplicated by sites serving
the pair of aircraft.

9.4 Pseudocode for Traffic Advisory Task

The pseudocode for Traffic Advisory Task follows. The Match
Routine is used to search for a previous entry containing the
same object aircraft. If one is found, its data is updated.
In this case, the entry type may change from Proximity to
Threat or vice versa. If no matching object aircraft entry is
found, a new one is created and inserted in the PWILST. When
creating a new entry, the track number field must be set to an
uninitialized value, the END field cleared, and OLD TYPE set to
none.
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PSZUDOCODI TASL! Or CONTIRTS

TRAFFIC ADVISORY TASK LOCAL PAUAHPTZRS .................... 9-P3

STRUCTUP TIPIR3 ............................ 9-P3

TRAFFIC ADvISORY TASK LOCAL VARIABLVS ..................... 9-PS

SPUC"' RZ AM . .. ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . .. .. . 9-P5

TRAFFIC RDVISORT TASK LOW-LEVeL LOGIC ..................... 9-P7

TASK P.AFFICADVISORT ........................... 9-P7

PROCSS prorinity_datacalculation .................. 9-P9

PROC3SS threatdata-calculation ..................... 9-P11

PROCSS ATCPBS-track-block-calculation ................. 9-13

ROUTI! 9ATA CH . .............. .......... ...... 9-IS
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STRUCTYE TAPAIN

G*OU msgforsat

FLT RLTEKXT? CR <increment for altitude extension>

fLT ALTBXT LIN <limit for altitude extension>

FLT CLOCRINCR <increment for clock position>

FLT Couns?-INCR <increment for heading>

WLT ?IS8PRGIWCR <increment for fine bearing>

rLT FI!_ IDG_INCR <increment for fine heading>

GROUP ranking

=. LARG!T <large value of tan for divergence>

?DSTRUCTUp!;

iflECmO PA'Z BLAk-NOT FIIWD

--------------------- vUarpic AovIsol? TASK LOCAL PARAMETERS --------------------
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2312 identity

B SJTC- (pointer for own aircraft>

OBJEC- <pointer for other aircraft>

MRNTCETD <matching PVlLST entry found>

Tfl p-TyPt <temporary value of entry type>

910 calculations

& <ineraediate calculation>

SERlIMG <bearing to other aircraft>

U O0?P <usgd in talc. of range rate>

r' NEIDMIG <heading of other aircraft>

ZIT S TIJ <tan mko. for ranking entries>

] X <relativ x-coordinates>

IT! RP <projocted relative X-coord.>

IY <relativ y-coodinats>

?V! PIP <projected relative 1-coord.>

!& JZO <projected relative z-coord.>

--------------------- ?lVflC ADVIXSO TSK LOCML VIUUULIS

9-PS
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TASK ?4APTC_IDVISOPTY

( (pairs from encounter list)

OUT (PWTLST entries);

<Scan all encounter list entries. *or each equipped aircraft,

qenerate traffic advisory and TC11S_TB entries as required

and link onto aircraft's PVTLST structure.>

RP!AT I5IL (more pairs on encounter list);

Select encounter list entry;

sublec t=acl:

obiect=ac2:

IF (subject ITA9S equipped);

I= IF (not primary for subject kqD other site sees subject)

THIS delete all TI entries from PWILST;

ELSEI (entry shows TA Threat status)

THEW PRfO proxisitydatacalculation;

PER! _U threat data calcu ation:

"fLL MATCH: <update PWILST entry or create new one>

rLST! (entry shows TA proxisity status)

THEY PERFROM proximitydatacalculation;

CALL MATCH;

OTERWISE; <no TA flags set or not primary>

' (BCAS flag set in encounter list)

Z PQ Rfo ATCRBStrack-blockcalculation;

11XI:1 (sublect-ac2):

suhject-ac2;

objectacl;

INDLOO ;

MND 4W1FICADTSOY:

--------------------- TRAFFIC ADVISORY TASK HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC ----------------------
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TRSF TRAFFIC-ADVISORlY

<scan all encounter list entries. For each equipped aircraft,

generate traffic advisory and ATCRBSTB entries as required

and link onto aircraft's PWILS? structure.>

IN (pairs from encounter list)

OUT (PWTLST entries);

UEPI!A WHIL! (tore pairs on encounter list);

Select next ELENTRY;

SUBJ!CT=!LENTY. hCID1:

OB!CT=tTRpy. &C1132;

LOOP;

1(SUBJCT->ST!C?.ATS2Q = Skro or SABQ)

?' !(SUBJECT->SV1!CT.PSThT j2 sriLsE AND any other site bit

set in SVEC?.GEOG)

THE delete all TAPROX and TATHI'AT entries fro% PWILs?;

ELSBIZ (PLE!ITRY.T&R!Q JID (BLENlRY.PPIFLG 21 EI!NUY.rPUFLG) set)

THWP!RVOH proxiuitydata calculation;

PERFORM tbreat data calculation;

fl(TA entry, object IC ID)

1100? (subject KC PWlLST);

ELSZI! (ELENTRY.TIP!Q M NO (ILENTRY.FPIFLG 21 ZtLUTRY.P?LG)

'9WPERFORM provinitydata calculation;

CALL MATCH

1-1 (TA entry, object AC ID)

INOUT" (subject &C PRILST);

QZhIUS!;<no -1k f lags set or not primary>

11 (ELWT?Y.B0FT1!TQ set)

lit! FIRFOjz ATClStrackblockcatculation;
!XT~ (SUBJIC? U~ -ftw i1Y. ACT D2)

SUBJEC?=!LENWPY. ACID2;

11 TUAF?!C-AD?15ORT;

----------------- TRAFFIC ADVISORY TASW LOI-hLEL LOGI1C------------
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PPOCSS vroxiai4 y_ ata.calculation;

<Compute data for Th message accordlg to AC class of ATASS service (rAclass).>

Compute clock bearing;

Compute relative altitude; <special code indicates altitude unknown>

Compute range;

Compute course of object AC;

Compute weighted range;

Save negative in rank data; <smallest range ranks highest>

1 (Th-class O 0)

:I Compute fine bearing;

Save object AC RTC control state;

Save object AC ATARS equipage state;

.1 (TA class GT 1)

.5 Compute object 1C groundspeed;

Save object AC climb performance;

Save object AC abbreviated data:

Sproximily datacalculation;

--------------------- TVAPIC ADVISORY TASF !IG -LIVIt LOGIC ----------------------
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PPOCTSS proximtvdaacaculation;

<compete data for TA nag according to &C TA-class of service>-

<function INT(r) moans take integer part of (x+0.5))

<suffix 1 means SVBJtCT->SVET. suffix 2 means 0EJECT->SVECT. >

P1 = %-l

RY = 2-I;

A =RI*XD1 # P1*YDI;

IAFING = ARC COS (A/SOPT((Et'wNTPY.PAUG2)=(XD1"-2 + Y01**2f)*

Correct UAPING for prover quadrant;

TA_PROX.CLOCFBPG - IWT(BAP!PG/CLOCKI1CR);

If (TAPROX.CLOC% PPG 12 0)

nT!E4 TAPROX.CL0CKBRG = 12;

TA-PROX.P2L-ALT aZ2 - 21:.

TAPPRO.PANGE = SQPT(ELfW"Y.NAffGE2);

HRDT5! = ARC COT(Y02/XD2)-

TA ?"OX.C~flPSE = INT(READING/CO0PESITINCR);

Correcl TA_PR0X.C00RS? for prover quadrant:

j(TI PPOT.COUPSE = 8)

STAPPOI.C0URST - 0:

TkP1OX.RW!G?8?TED - Two's complement of

IXO'2 + PY"02 + STSTEN.VWEIGWT* (z2-71)**2

TAOPRO.TAj - 0;

S(SIID1!CT-> SY!CT.ACLASS It' SCLO)

:Uf %_PROT. P I XE1R-IW ERN-(LOlP-.5 COX N /INI %VGI!ICR);

A -QOT.C1)WTROt - 0PJtCT-> SV!CT.CI.WC:

TA'9W0?.ATAFSTOP - 0B1!CT)> SV!PC?.ATStQ;

j ('iC-) VEC'Y.&CtASS Ig CL2)

l~fl'A lo" '81SP'0 =SQPT(1D2**2 + YD2**2)

"APRO1. CLTN3_PE!P 08J!CI-* SI!CT. ACLP;

TAPauX.40ffWV - OBJECT-> STCT.ACXN;

~protimilydtacalculation;

TIAFFIC ADVVI0PT TASK LOW-LT!Y!L LOGIC------------
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ug0CJS threat data calculation;

<Compute data for threat msg according to AC TAclass of service.>

F (maneuvering target flag set)

MM Compute pseudo-tan from range and velocities;

<a worst-case tau if the pair turns head-on>

.wLSIU (the pair is diverging)

:SM Tau-large constant;

OT5PVIS Use horizontal tau from Detect task;

Save negative of tan in rank data;<saall tau gets highest rank>

If(TA_class 12 0 1

Save object AC RTC control state;

save object ~C RTARS equipage state;

Scompute predicted horiz. miss distance; <tracked data only>

Compute object AC vertical speed; <usinq tracked data only->

Compute relative altitude estension field;

Compute fine heading field;

IF (strong turn delared for object aircraft)

II!W Save object aircraft turn status;

I Indicate object aircraft not turning:

1!3 threatiata_calculation;

---- TWAPIC ADVISOPY TASW RICH-LTII. LOGIC ----------------------
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?.OCS hreat data calculation:.

Change entry TYPE to ThTHEA

Change TAPROX fields to corresponding ATBREAT fields;

If(ELENTS!.MTTYLG set)

ZRII EU1KTU aEL2UTST.SP.WGE2/(ELEUTRY.ACI1D->SY!C?.?SQ

+ ELZ1TPY. IC!D2->SV1CT. YSQ)*;

OmH??1St iueFrXa = ELENTRY. 'S;

?ARFT.TU =Tvols cQsplement of RNWTAU;

<compute data for threat szg according to AC TA class of service>

If(SUBJECT-> SVFCT.ACLAiSS fQSCLO)

IH-4 -%_THEAT.CONTPOL =OBJICT-> SVRCT.CUIC;

TRTH~wAT. ATXRSEQP = OBJECT-> STECT. ATSEQ;

vhTH? IEAT.HHD = SQBT(ELEU1TRY.MD2);

TATHREAT. WERTSPD = Z02;

I? (RBS(EEL ALT) LZ ALTEXT LIM)

THEY TA TIREAT.MLALTEXT = 0;

ELSE TATHIRAT.T(ELALTEXT =

IST ( (ABS (NrtALT) -ALTEXTLIB) /ALTEXT_15CR);

TATRREA-. 715EHD =

UNT ((READING - (COURSE-0.5) *COURSEI 5CR)/fPINEHDG_1NCR);

IF (OBJECT->SYECT.TURY :_2 ISTRYGLFT 21 SSTNGGT)

IM~f TITHE AT. TUON = OBJECT->SVCT.TURS;

ELSE TA THNEAT.TURN = $STRAIGHT;

END threatdatacalculation;

----------------- TRAFFIC ADVISOSY TASX LOW-LEVEL LOGIC------------
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ZI2Zf ITCRBS-track block-calculation;

Set subject IC = the IC&S-equipped AC;

Sot object AC - the other AC;

ZID field a 0;

Project both aircraft straight ahead for one scan;

Compute range in nii:

Compute rangerate in knots;

Compute bearing from subject aircraft <BCAS-equipped> to

object aircraft <ITCRBS> is degrees measured positive clockvise from north.;

<bearing refers to aircraft positions only, not headings>

Obtain projected altitude of object aircraft in feet:

Obtain vertical rate of object aircraft in ft/u;

Type - ATCRBS_TB entry;

211 MATCH* <Store range, ranqe rate, bearing, altitude, and vertical rate

in PWILST entry>

:W ATCBS_trackoblockocalculation;

-------------------- TRIFFIC ADVITSORY TASK UISU-L"WZ! LOGIC ............. --------
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PROCISS ITCRBStrack-bLock calcuist ion;

5JSUBJECT - RLENIY.acrit:

OBJECT a 2121TIT.&CI92;

SSUBJECT - 2121TIT.&ID2;

OBJECT = !LENTRT.ICZDI;

<suffix I means SUl3ICT->SUZC?. suffix 2 means OBJICT->SVICT.

CLZII kTCPBSTg.?WD;

RIP - IP2 - IPI;

RYP - YP2 - T21;

321 a %12 - 2?1;

1?CIIS'3.PINGT a SQl?(1!P*2 + RTP**2 * P21**2) ;

DO RIP*(!ID2-IDI) *RP' *(YD2-ID1) + RZP* (2D2-ZDI)-

ITCRBasra.Rt AG2,3ATE DOP/ITCRS?3T.W3136!:

1?CRBST&.URVING - IIC TIN (RI1.'RYP)-;

Correct &TCP!S_?U.EU&IllN for proper quadrant;

ATCRDS- LILT - 22 4- 2D20SYST28. SCANT;

ACISTB.VPTPAT! - ZD2;

rype - ITCPBSTI eutry:

IIL. ATCH

j(ATCRBSTU *ary with object IC ID)

1121! (subject AC PWILST);.

112 A3Strct.blockcalculatton:

-- - - - TRAFFIC ADVISOIY TASK LOW-IlTI LOGIC------------



RO"TT4? MXTC !

tL (TA entry vith object AC TD)

INOUZ (subject AC PWILST);

<Search PRTLST, update old entry for object AC or create new entry.>

EP1 WH ILE (entries on subject PWILST of type desired);

<type TA or ATCPBS_TB>

Ir (entry ID=object AC ID)

ZH.N found match;

Xjfl (found match); <pointing to matched entry>

Find next entry;

I' (found match)

7.?,f Save old type;

Replace entry data with new entry: <type may change>

L Link new entry; <prox or threat at top of PqILST,

ATCRBS-Ta qt bottom>

Store new entry data;

01d type-none: <only applies to prox or threat>

ND MATC9I;

--------------------- T APIC ADVISORY TASK RIGR-LEVEL LOGIC ----------------------
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ROUTI W! MA*CR

14 (Th entry with object AC ID)

INOU (subject AC PWILST);

<search PlILST, update old entry for obj. &C or create new entry>

CLEIR MATCRED;

REPRT Wtt! (en
t
ries on subject PWTLST of type desired):

<type TA or ATCRSS IB>

Ir (entry OBJ_KC f-2 OBJECT)

TFI!N SF? I&TCHED:

2XITIF (NRTCRED set); <pointinq to matched entry>

Find next PVlLST entry;

ENDRIPEAT:

IF (nATCHED set)

T9111- 'EMP_'TPE = old type;

Replace entry daa with new entrv; <type say change>

OLDTYP?=TTAP TTPE;

~ Link new entry; <Pros or threat at top of .wlLST,

ATCRBSTB at bottom>

Store new entry data:

OLDTYPF=none; <only applies to Prox or t hreat>

-------------------- TRAFIC ADVISORY T&SW LOW-L!VYL LOGIC -----------------------
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10. SEAM PAIR TASK

10.1 Purpose

A set of responsibility rules is used to prevent duplicate

action by neighboring sites. This task determines the site's
responsibility to perform resolution or controller alert for
each pair on the Encounter List. When resolution is to be
performed, this task creates a Pair Record if none exists. If

any connected sites are giving service to either aircraft, this
task sends a message to these sites to claim the pair for
resolution. The task also determines whether resolution pairs
are to be processed by Master Resolution (Normal) Task or
require ground line coordination first, before Master Resolution
(Delayed) Task. If conditions have changed so that own-site is

no longer responsible for resolution, resolution deletion status
is indicated.

10.2 Site Responsibility

ATARS resolution responsibility is in most cases assigned to a

single site for each individual aircraft pair. If an equipped
aircraft is in a seam (Section 6.2), that aircraft may receive
resolution advisories from different sites due to different
threats, or in certain cases, due to a single ATCRBS-equipped
threat. As an aircraft flies into or out of sites' coverage
areas, those sites' responsibilities may change. The same is

true when a site drops service for an aircraft due to lack of
target reports. Finally, when an ATARS site sees a conflict
pair, it always has priority over BCAS for resolution of the

conflict.

The responsibility rules are complex, to account for numerous

combinations of aircraft equipage and site-to-site
connectivity. These rules are applied on a pairwise basis
between sites. Where three or four sites see the same pair, the
rules ensure a single site taking responsibility.

1. ATCRBS - ATCRBS Conflict

Own-site is responsible for controller alert.

2. DABS - DABS Conflict

a. For initial resolution, own-site is responsible if

highest common site ID of both aircraft is own-ID.
If connected sites see either aircraft, responsible

site sends claim message to establish Pair Record

at other site showing that site responsible.
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b. On subsequent scans, if Pair Record exists and
shows a connected site in charge, own-site is not
responsi ble.

c. If Pair Record exists and shows handoff, site uses

highest ID rule as in (2a) to decide own
responsibility.

d. If Pair Record exists and shows a non-connected

site in charge, own-site responsible if own-ID is
higher than that site's ID.

e. If no Pair Record exists but both aircraft are

receiving advisories from a common ATARS site, then
(2a) does not apply. If no site with a higher ID
than own-ID sees both aircraft and is giving
resolution advisories to both, then own-site is
responsible. Otherwise, own-site is not

responsible. This test is repeated every scan, for
as long as own-site sees a need for resolution or
controller alert.

3. DABS - ATCRBS Conflict With Both Aircraft Above Altitude
ALTDC

a. If no Pair Record exists containing the DABS, or a

Pair Record exists and indicates handoff, then if
own-ID is the highest site ID set in the DABS
aircraft, own-site is responsible. If a higher ID
site sees the DABS, own is not responsible.

b. If a Pair Record exists for the pair and shows a
connected site responsible, then own is not

responsible.

c. If any Pair Record exists containing the DABS which

shows a non-connected site responsible whose ID is
greater than own-ID, then own is not responsible.

d. If (3c) does not apply and a Pair Record shows
own-site responsible, then own-site remains
responsible.

e. If all Pair Records containing the DABS show lower
ID, non-connected sites responsible, then own-site
is responsible.
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The effect of (3) for non-connected sites is to create a

"hand-off" using site ID's when an aircraft flies from a

low-ID site's interior into a seam. When in the seam, the
low-ID site keeps sending resolution using rule (3d), while

the higher site begins sending resolution using rule (3e).
After the low-ID site reads down the other's resolution and

creates another Pair Record, it applies rule (3c) and
removes its resolution. (See Resolution Deletion Task,

Section 15).

4. DABS - ATCRBS Conflict With One or Both Aircraft Below

Altitude ALTDC

a. If no Pair Record exists or the Pair Record
indicates handoff status, then if the DABS has no
resolutions from another site (excluding any from

the site handing off responsibility) or if any
resolution advisories are from a lower-ID site,

then own-site is responsible. If the DABS has any
resolution advisory from a higher ID site

(excluding handoff), then own-site is provisionally
responsible.

b. If a Pair Record shows a connected site in charge,

then own-site is not responsible.

c. If a Pair Record shows a non-connected site in

charge, then responsibility is determined by the
source of the DABS resolutions as in (4a).

The status "provisionally responsible" is indicated in the
Encounter List entry to signal Master Resolution Task

(Section 12) to test the higher site's resolution
advisory. If it appears adequate, own-site will not
complete resolution; otherwise own-site will resolve.

10.3 Pseudocode for Seam Pair Task

The pseudocode for Seam Pair Task follows. The local variable
O ID is used to hold the correct own-site ID to use for each
pair tested. This Is always equal to the SYSTEM.OWNID except
while operating in the Backup-Master mode (Section 17.3.2),
where a different ID is sent to aircraft in the Center zone.
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PSIUDOCODE TISE OF COUTlTS

SP N PIS TISK LOCAL PIRINITIUS ........................ 10-P3

ST UOCTUR SUAIPAUW ........................... 10-P

SA9 PAI" TASK LOCAL VARIABLES ........................ 10-PS

STRUCTURE SfAHVL .............. ............................ 1O-PS

STAN PAT' TASK LOW-LETU LOGIC ............ ........................ 0-P7

TISX SEIM PAIN.. . . .. . ....... ............................... 10-P?

PROCESS responsibility .......... ......................... 10-P9

PROCESS DARS-DABS_responsibility ...... ................... . 10-P11

PPOCTSS higbhaltilae_D&S-&CUS_respofibiliYt. ..... ........... 10-P13

PROCESS lovwaltitia_.lAS-A!C!IS_rrsponsibility . ..... ............ 1O-PIS

1O-Pt



STRCT9R? SEANPAR

g=U miscellaneons

FLT AMI'DC <eltitude of good dual sensor coverage>

1-IDSTROCTUR!

------------------ SMl PAIR wASX LOCAL PkARVTIS -------------
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SV1C !S STA3RL

nOV l viscellafteoua

BIT ResP <on site responsible for resolution>

INT TEST ID (.eap. stOtge Lfo testing VariOus $it. Its>

.N? 0_1D <Cain. of oVn-sit.k I to use for this pdL.?>

------------------------- S28 PAID TIS LOCAL YAIIIILIS -- -- -----

0-PS
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Ij (state vectors)

(messages to connected sites)

IYflT (sector encounter list, conflict tables);

<Determine site resolution responsibility for pairs. Create pair records.>

REPI l !IL (more pairs on encounter list);

Select next encounter list entry;

(resolution status OP controller alert status)

• PIRTOP responsibility;

I? (own site not responsible)

! Veset Controller Alert, Resolution status flags;

v. (pair record exists Al shows own site)

SIndicate resolution deletion status;

L? (resolution status)

TE (no pair record)

THEY Create pair record;

<If DABS-ATCRBS pair, DABS is ACI>

u (acl,ac2 are in separate confl. tables)

TZLU Merge conflict tables:

Seas flag - logical OP

of seas flags in old tables;

(either AC seen by connected site(s)

MT1 Send CLAIM asgs to connected site(s);

M seas flag;

Liltr (pair record shows another site in charge)

1 Store own site in charge;

Send CtAIM sags to connected site(s);

OT2RZRZUSZ <pair record shows own site in charge>

X (seas flag set in conflict table)

Tflf Indicate delayed resolution:

RUN Indicate normal resolution;

INDREPEAT;

------------------------ Sill PAIR TASK 8105-LIVEL LOGIC --------------------------

10-P6
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!ASWr SE14Phip

a (state vectors. SYSYAP)

QU (messages to connected sites)

IWU~ (sector encounter list, conflict tables);

PPtA? !.I (sore pairs on encounter list);

Select next BLENRY1

U (?LENTRY.PAREQ set gR 'RTPY.CUARQ set)

13l~ PERP02fl responsibility:

Ill (RESP 12 SPALSE)

TPEN CLAR BLENTRY.RRR! and ZLENTPY.ClR20!;

Li (pair rec. exists AND PREC.ASID J2 OlID)

?HER IP? BLENTRY.RPEQ;

ILli U (?L!U1TPY.UARVQ set)

TH1I (no pair record)

!l!Create pair record;

<If DABS-%TCRBS pair, make DABS XCt>

~J (ELEVTY.CID1->S!C-P.CPT0

12 nLRRY. ACID2->SVECT.CTPTR)

:31I Merge conflict tables;

CTNERD.SEStA= logical OR

of CTH!AD.SEAM's in old tables;

1_1 (either AC SUIC?.GOG contains

connected site(s))I

ZfSend CLAIN messages to connecled site(s);

M CNRAD.SEAN;

IJEI (PPEC.ATSID UJ 03D)

~[lP9ZC.ASID - 01Do;

Send CLAIM messages to connected site(s);

OTHTSW!STI <pair record shows own site in charge>

U(CTW!AD.SPAN set)

2jlf LENRY.DELREQ-;

]IhI< normal resolution >

ijSNAMPAIR;

-------------------- SIAN PAIR TASK LOW-LVT. LOGIC -------------
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PROMS. respolisibilitv;

(Determine vkether ova site is responsible for pair.>

ZZ (Backup-master goes)

~3lDetermine OwnD to use, for testing this pair;

ZZ (acl in ATC23SJ In (ac2 to &TCV3S)

ffjown responsible; <for controller alert only>

ILS2IP (aCd is DABS) Mf (ac2 is DABS)

!NIUE2.BJ DABS-DABS-rosponsibility:

OT"WI5S! <D&US-APCIBS conflict>

JZ (both &C high ultitude)

II~j IR1Z211 bt.qhaltituaeDl3S-lCRUSresponsibili~y;

~L1PMDORH 1ow..altitU*e..DA!S-ATCRUS...rspOnsibility;

flresponsibility;

------------------ SIAl PkIN TASK E108-LIVIL LOGIC -------------

10-Pg



PROMS responsibility:

ZZ(SYSY&P.NASTTl Z2 STALSX)

IM3 OID-S!STIH.OUI!D;II

31SIF (&Ci->SVZCT.CZUU set &Ul AC2->STUCT.CuVTI set)

1131 O_!D-SISYII.FaILED; <use faled site ID in Center zone>

ZELS (kC1->SV1CT.CIITV not met U2l IC2->SVLICT.CZI~T not set)

=NK OID=STSTZB.OUITD);

OTHEUfL OID-bigher of STSVA!R.F&ILID or SYST23.OUNID:

<conflict split between own & Center>

S(!LETRY. ACID I->S Y!CT. TYPE = TA!CRBS Inl

TL2WTPY. ACID2->SYUCT.TYPR 12 SITCIUS)

flflRrSP; <for controller alert only>

.ILSIIP (MITIRY. ACID 1->SY!C?. TT .12 MSS N

EL3MTRY. ACID2->SI!C?.TYPZ 12 $DABS)

Hf PIMO!S DABS- DA BS respon si bilit':

OTHBFUISw <DABS-&TCRES conflict>

1_1 f!LTIR.hCID1->ST!C?.% U RLTDC Mf rxLUWTvY.&CrV2->SVZCT.% I LTDC)

=f PIFORRf highbaltitudeDUS-TCSSresponsibility;

XMJ M.NU21 lovwaltitude-DAS-ITCSreponsibility;

1,4R responsibilitv;

----- ----- -- ---- SEAR PAIN TASK LOW-LIVII. LOO'C ------ --------
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PS.CESS DRSS-DABS_responsibility;

((no pair record exists) "N (both aircraft not receiving

rem. adv. from any common site)) 21 (handoff bit set in pair record)

.1L determine highest cosmos ite ID;

J (highest-ova!D)

oJva Own responsible:

UZj own not responsible;

ELS!U (pair record exists) ANA (site shown is not ovn_ID "N is connected)

own not responsible;

U21 (pair record exists) M. (site shown is not ovn_ID)

<can get pair record for non-connected site thru connected site>

!P2 1z (that site's ID OT ovnD)

I own no* responsible;

ZLS! own responsible;

QTRVRrS! testid = highest possible ID;

own responsible;

3VAET VjrLV (testid g ovn_ID);

3XITI (own not responsible)

JZ (testid is not a connected site 112 sees both aircraft

I..t2st_id is giving res. adv. to both aircraft)

I own not responsible;

decrement testid;

liDADS-DDSresponsibility;

------------------------ Sid PAIR TASF SIG -LIVTL LOGIC --------------------------

10-P1O
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PROVES ID kS-fAS~resoosibility:,

jF ((no pair record exists) U (both aircraft not receiving

res. adv. fros any cosson site)) OR (PIREC.oOFF set)

J determine highest coanon site ID;

U (highest-OlD) <OWE1D or failed site ID if set>

= =f WISP;.

EMl CLEAR RSP;

V! (pair record exists) LU (PUEC.ATSID U O_ID

U2 is connected site)

CLEAR RJJ SP;

JuJI (pair record exists) U2 (Pt!C.ITSrV 1 0_1)

<can get pair rec. for non-connected site thru connected site.

TRW1 (P1!C.LTSID 21 03ID)

fl 9j!WSP;

OTM1153 M~ 125P;

T ST_ID a highest possible ID;

RIPE&T CHIL (TrST-ID 21 -ID

(TIST.D is not a connected site 112 Is set in both

SIC?. GIOGI and GROG2

in both AC in pair recs with PVEC.hTSID S ?I STD)

CLEARJ~j ISP;

UIZ ("ESP not set);

decresent TZSTO;

DAS-DVAS_respossibility;

-----------.------------- SIAI PAID TISK LOW-LNVZL LOGIC --------------------------
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OCfSS high altitudeDABS-ARCPBS responsibili*y;

Search for pair records for this pair or with this DABS vs. unknown AC;

I (no such pair rec exists O? handoff set in all such pair recs)

4'9?3 <the DABS is not receiving any res. advisory for threat>

IF (own_ID is highest in DABS)

THEN own responsible;

ELSE own not responsible;

qti <pair record exists and isn't handoff>

IP (site in pair record not ownID AND is connected)

THI_ own not responsible;

FLSE_ F (site in any such pair record GT ovnTD)

THEN own not responsible;

LS own responsible; <own already resolving or t ake over

from lower ID site>

'1) hith _al*i 'de_ !ABS-ATCRBS_responsibility:

------------------------ SEAM PAIR TASF RICH-LEYEL LOGIC --------------------------
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PhOCTSS hiqh-al iiJeDABS-ATC S_rsponsbility;

Search for pair recors for this pair or this DABS vs. a PREC.PIC-1019;

(no sach pair rec exists pair O PU!C.BDO? set in all such uair recs)

2q g <-he DABS is not receiving any res adv. for threat>

I (01D is highest bit set in SV!CT.GTOG of AC

whose SVCr.'YP! JW SDABS)

S!~z HT ESP:

ELS , CLEAR n!SP:.

LS?
- 
<pair record exists and PP!C-BDO?' not set>

(pair rec found with 912C.ATSID pj O_ID I_ is connected site)

.LSTI? (PRIC.ATSID GT 0_ID in any such pair record)

THEN CLBAB 4?SP:

!'S 5%' PESP:

!VD high_alttudeDABS-ITCRBS-responsibility:

SEIM PAIR TASK LOW-LEVUL LOGIC --------------------------
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PPOCSS lowaltitudeDABS-ATCPBS_resoonsibiliy:

I (no pair record exists for pair OB handoff bit set in pair record)

VIEW a (DABS has no resolution advisory from other site,

excluding Site handing off)

THIN own responsible:

ELSEI (no DABS resolution advisory is from site higher

than ownID, excluding site handing off)

TSIE own responsible:

ELSE own provisionally responsible;

ELSEIF (pair record shows connected site)

own not responsible:

ILSTIF (no DABS resolution advisory is from non-connected site

higher than own_D)

!N.1 own responsible:

own provisionally responsible:

?WD low-altitude_DABS-ATCRBSresponsibility:

------------------------ 92AM PAIN TASW HIGH-LVEL LOGIC

1o-pis



PROM lowaltitude_D&US-IACESS_*sponsibility;

ZZ (no pair record exists for pair 21 PREC.RDOP? set)

TRIM L? (DABS has no resolution advisory from other site.

excluding site handing off)

2L52 (no DABS resolution advisory is from site higher

than O_D, excluding site handing off)

"?EW MET PL!SP;

"- RISP and ELENTRY.RAPROV:

ILEEfl (PEEC.ATSID 12 a connected site)

MEX? (no DABS resolution advisory is from non-connected site

higher than O_D)

ZLS? SI R15?;

I ENTPT.EAPSROY:

lov_altitudeDABS-ATCPBS responsibility;

--- ------ S PIR TASK LOS-LIVEL LOGIC
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11. CONTROLLER ALERT PROCESSING

Two tasks are covered in this section, the Conflict Resolution
Data (CRD) Task and the Resolution Notification (RN) Task.
Respectively, their functions are delivery of the Conflict
Resolution Data Message and delivery of the Resolution
Notification Message. These messages are forms of the
Controller Alert Message defined in Section 5.1.3.2. The
Conflict Resolution Data Message tells a controller that an
aircraft pair will receive ATARS resolution advisories if both
aircraft remain on the same heading. This message contains a
"preview" of the intended resolution advisory. This preview
advisory is based on information available to ATARS at the
moment of message generation. It is determined only once and
does not reflect possible changes in ATARS resolution advisories
based on aircraft course changes. This resolution data is only
available to the controller.

The Resolution Notification Message is sent to the controller
when one or both aircraft in a conflict pair have been delivered
an ATARS resolution advisory. The message contains the actual
advisory presently being displayed to the pilot. If the
resolution advisory changes on a later scan, the content of the
message changes appropriately.

11.1 Message Initiation

A Resolution Data Message is sent when the last three
(CRDPARM.MCTA) of five (CRDPARM.NCTA) scans have had the
controller alert flag set in the Detect Task (Section 8), or is
sent immediately whenever the ICAFLG flag is set in the Detect
Task. This message continues to be sent, each scan until a
Resolution Notification Message is sent or the last three scans
have had no controller alert flags set in Detect, at which point
the data message is discontinued. The Resolution Notification
Message is sent when any aircraft in the conflict pair has
acknowledged reception of a resolution advisory.

11.2 Resolution Pair Acknowledgement and Controller Alert Lists

The above operation is accomplished by maintaining two lists,
the Resolution Pair Acknowledgement List (RPALST) and Controller
Alert List (CALIST). Once an encounter pair (from Detect) has
ICAFLG or CAFLG set the first time, an entry is made on the
(non-sectored) CA list. During each succeeding scan, an

existing CA list pair is updated with either a null bit (when no
ICA or CA flag set) or a met bit (when either CA or ICA flag is
set) in the sliding window. A scan is determined by the passage

11-1



of 10 seconds (CRDPARM.CRDSCAN) or the CA flags being set again

in Detect. A Conflict Resolution Data Message is then sent if

(1) the 3/5 window is satisfied or ICAFLG is set and (2) no

Resolution Notification Message will be sent this scan or has

been sent on previous scans. Deletions from CALIST only occur

when an entry has timed out (no flags set in last 3 scans).

The Resolution Notification Message is simply sent whenever an
entry appears in RPALST (i.e., acknowledgement has been received

of a successful uplink of a resolution advisory to one or both

aircraft). This list is used as a communication link between

the RAR Task (which actually receives the acknowledgment) and
the Resolution Notification Task. The RAR Task creates the

entries, while the RN Task or CRD Task deletes the entries. An
entry is deleted when both the CRD Task (which checks to see if
an acknowledgment message is occurring this scan) and the RN
Task (which sends the acknowledgment message) have acted upon
the same pair or when the RPALST entry has not been updated for
a sufficient time (times out). Entries are normally deleted
before a time out condition occurs.

11.3 Message Format

In the pseudocode (Section 11.4) the instruction "send message"

implies the message will be formatted according to Tpbles 11-1,
11-2, and 11-3 (all information required for message content is

available at this point) and sent to an ATC receiving station.
It is left to this station or stations to determine the
dissemination of the message within ATC facilities, using the
aircraft identification fields in the message.

11.4 Pseudocode for Controller Alert Processing

The pseudocode for the two tasks which comprise the Controller
Alert Processing follow. The Conflict Resolution Data Task can
run whenever there is an entry in the Encounter List and is
dependent on the Detect and Seam Pair Tasks. The Resolution
Notification Task can only operate after the RAR Task has
finished updating the Resolution Pair Acknowledgement List.

11-2



TABLE 11-1

CONFLICT RESOLUTION DATA MESSAGE FORMAT1

BIT NUMBER PARAMETER DESCRIPTION

1-8 CA message 10000011
identification

9-32 ACIDI ACI DABS ID or ATCRBS code
with surveillance file no.

33-56 ACID2 AC2 DABS ID or ATCRBS code
with surveillance file no.

57-58 CSl Control/equipment state ACI.

59-69 RAl Resolution advisory for
ACI. The code used to enter

advisories is given in Table
11-3

70-72 DELl Delivery status for ACI,
DELl - 001 (CRD Message)

73-74 CS2 Control/equipment state for
AC2

75-85 RA2 Resolution advisory for AC2

86-88 DEL2 Delivery status for AC2,

DEL2 - 001

89 V1 Not presently used

90 V2 Not presently used

91-92 AMTYP Message type, AMTYP 0 00 for
resolution advisory

93-96 Spare

1The contents of Tables 11-1, 11-2, 11-3 are taken from Reference 8.

11-3
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TABLE 11-2

RESOLUTION NOTIFICATION MESSAGE FORMAT

The resolution notification message format is the same as Table

11-1, except for the DEL field.

Possible values are:

DELl - 011, DEL2 - 011 Resolution advisory delivered to

both aircraft

DELl - 011, DEL2 - 010 Resolution advisory delivered to
ACl only

DELl = 010, DEL2 - 011 Resolution advisory delivered to
AC2 only

11-4



TABLE 11-3

RESOLUTION ADVISORY FIELD CODE

The Resolution Advisory Field is an 11-bit field in the Controller

Alert Message which signifies the Resolution Advisory that is being
delivered to the aircraft for execution. A double-dimension
advisory has both of the appropriate bits set. The field is encoded
as follows:

BIT POSITION IN
11-BIT FIELD RESOLUTION ADVISORY INDICATED

1 Turn right
2 Turn left
3 Climb
4 Descend

5 Don't turn right
6 Don't turn left
7 Don't climb
8 Don't descend

BITS 9, 10, 11
OF 11-BIT FIELD

000 No vertical speed limit

001 Limit climb to 500 ft/min
010 Limit climb to 1000 ft/mmn
011 Limit climb to 2000 ft/min

100 Limit descent to 500 ft/min

101 Limit descent to 1000 ft/min
110 Limit descent to 2000 ft/min

11-5
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TASK COUFLICT_RESOLOTIUfDATA ....................... 11-PS

PROCESS culliRPAlist .............. .......................... 11-P7

PROCESS updateClist ............ ......................... 11-P9

PROCESS CRD-Memsage4otersization ...... ................... . 11-Pli

PROCESS compue.conflictresolutiou_data .... .............. 11-P13

TASK RESOLUTIONYOTI?ICATIO. ......... ........................ 11-PIS
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SREUJ2 CIDPAR

620uj ovrhd

OCT& <number of hits in sliding window which causes

message to be sent >

l TI <6size of window in bit* >

LU CIDSChI <CID message refresh time , i.e., time after which

a zero entry is made in sliding window >

In IV_TIN U0OT <entries still remaining after jTZU1NOT

seconds are deleted from the ap1 list >

------------------ COTlOIOl ILT MIS lOCL P1 ITIS . ..----------------------

1,-Pa
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!M! COWFLICT_PSOLUDIOY_DITR

Im (encounter list entries requiring CA processing,

controller alert list, CRDVBL, associated state

vectors, resolution pair acknowledgment list (RPA list))

2=T (conflict resolution data message (CID),

updated CI list, updated RPI list);

<Controls the generation of the conflict resolution data message.

This message informs the controller of a resolution advisory that

will be sent to an IC pair if no evasive action occurs>

P!IF.l! cullUPA_list; <delete all entries that have timed out>

r update_Ck list; <delete timed out entries, slide window

with 0 fill if more than one scan has

elapsed, generate CUD message as needed>

t22! (on encounter list entries requiring CA processing for this

sector);

Get next entry on encounter list requiring CA processing;

fLfL / (no more entries);

I (pair not on CA list)

I= create entry on list;

Slide window and set last bit of window in CA list entry;

Update time in CA list entry:

(First time CUD message required for this pair)

= PEP?2RM CRD_aessagedeteraination;

JLje; <do nothing, CID not required or if required under control

of update.Cllist>

Mark encounter entry as CA processed;

rlM COY-11C_P2SOLVT!OW..DTI:

---------------- CONTROLLER I!!?IFSIS ElGI-timU LOGZC---------

t1-PS
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TASK CONFLICT RESOLUTION DATA

LN (encounter list entries requiring CA processing,

controller alert list, CROPARN, SYECTI, SVUCT2,

resolution pair acknowledgment (RPAJ list)

OUT (Conflict Resolution Data message,

updated CA list, updated RPA listl:

.=R9 cull_RPA_Iist; <delete all entries that have timed out>

PRrOEN update_Ca list; <delete timed out entries, slide window

vith 0 fill if more than one scan has

elapsed, generate CRD message as needed>

LOOP (on encounter list entries requiring CA processing for this

sector);

Select next entry on list;

RilTir (no more entries)

IF (pair not on CA list)

THZN create entry on list;

Slide CALIST. WNDSTR and set last bit;

CALIST.CATIME = present time;

11 ((last CRDPARRM.1CTA bits of CRDPARH.NCTA bits of C&LIST.WNDSTR set

ELENTRY.ICAFLG set) AnD CILIST.CRDSNT not set)

T PE RFOR CPD_sessagedetersination;

MJ CALIST.CRDSNT; <indicate CRD message initiated>

jL'J; (do nothing, CVD not required or if required under control

of updateCl_list>

LIAI !LE r11CALERQ:

-L2VTT.Co22Q;

!IDLOOP;

3jf COSFLICT_RESOLUTIOVDhTA;

CONTROLLIU ALIT TASKS LOU-LIVEL LOGIC

11-ps .



<Uxamines all entries on IPALST and remove@ timed out entries>

S(on all entries in PP list);

Got next entry on NPALST;

21:*U (no sore entries)l

j.V (this entry put on long time ago)

MW delete entry;

*O11_RP&2Z; t

---------- COITIOLL21 ALIRY TMIK U!6W-LZY2. LOGIC ----------
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PPOCES CnllRP'List:

19_01 (on all entries in RPI list);

Get next entry on EPftLST*:

ZXZrIF (no more entries);

S((SYSV&R.CTI11 - EP&LST.TrME) ~jCRDPARM.NTINEOUT)
THEN delete entry;

EVLOOP;

ZMD Call_RPA list;

----------------- COWTROtLLN kIN? TASWS LOI-LIYEL, LOGIC -----------



PROCESS update CA list;

<Once CRD message is sent, it continues to be sent every 'scan'

until (I) CA times out, or, (2) resoluion notification (RN)

message is sent>

LOOP (on all entries in CA list);

Get next entry on CALIST;

=XTIF (no more entries)

IF (one scan has elapsed since last update)

TflEN slide window over I bit and zero fill;
IL (entry has not timed out)

IM update time in CA list entry:

j_? (CRD message (tentatively) required);

Tfl!. PERFORM CRD-messagedeterainati!on;

ELSE delete entry:

ENDLOOP;

ZED update CA list:

-------------------- CONTROLLED ALERT TASKS fIGH-LEVIL LOGIC

1 1-Pe
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<Once CFD message is sent, it continues to be sent every Oscan'

until (1) CA times out, or, (2) SW message is sent>

IMOO (on all entries in CA list)*

Get next entry on CALIST;

XITI-f (no more entries on list);

1! ((SYSVAR..CTIM2 - CALIST.C&TINZ) 21 CRDPRN.CRDSCN)

m slide vindov over I bit and zero fill:

I (last CRDPAR11. CTA bits of CALIST.WNDSTR not all zero)

l CALIST.C&TNZS - SYSY&RoCTIMI;

IF (CRLIST.CRDSNT 2 $TUJE)

TiU P0RFORM CRDmaessage deteminaion;

1 delete entry:

EZ4D update_CA list;

--------------------- COUTROLLIR kLZRT TASKS LOI-LVEL LOGIC
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PPOCS$ CPD_message_dtoruination;

<Creates and sends a CUD uesage if no 21 message has been sent

or sill be sent this scan>

(BY message sent on previous means

LW31; <do nothing, no CUD message required. for this pair>

Ii (pair on BPI list)

ZMi mark CALIST entry to indicate BY message sent or will be sent;

If (IN message sent this scan) <i.e., BY Task has sent message>

T1WJ delete BPI entry; <do nothing else as CUD not required>

AM denote CUD processing as done in BPI entry; <no CPO

message required as BY message will be sent this scan>

ELSIZ? (conflict resolutions not already determined) <no 3P1 entry for pair>

ZM U33P13 coputeonflctresolutiondata;

Send CID preview message;

JM CSDmessage_dteruination;

CONTIOLLIR 1L.1t TAM IZU-LYUL LOQZC
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PROMgS CRDessagedeternination;

<Createm and sends a CID message if no 11 message has been sent

or vii be sent this scan>

<On entering this process the CILIST entry for this pair has

been located on list>

U (CILIST.ACKSUT 1g STROP);

zMI! <do nothing, no CID message required for this pair>

If (pair on RPA list) <must search UPILST>

1111 SfT CALIST.ACKSUT; <prevent unnecessary RPILST searches>

jF (RPALST.CARI U STROP) <i.e., 11 Task has sent aessage>

T=JN delete DPI entry; <do nothing else as CID not required>

ILSI ST DPALST.CACRD; <no CID message required as RY message

will be sent this scan for pair>

ZLA IF U(CALIST.C2DSUT fl STROP)

7ZlEl RIUOR couputeconflict.resolutiondata:

Send CA preview message:

fD CD_essagedeternination;

I4

COITUOLLU &LIT TiSWS LOW-LxlL LOGIC -----------------

11-p1j
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PROMS compute conflictresolutioadata;

<Generates resolution advisories to be inserted

in CD message for controller>

Ir (both AC unequipped)

TlhI set resolutions to null for both AC;

ELSE U (resolution not already generated for this pair)

THENDefine necessary input variables for PARE routine;

U"]L RESOLUTIOULDVISORIES_ZVALULTION_ROUTIUE;

set resolutions in CA list entry for this pair;

OTn ERISE; do nothing as resolutions already entered;

!NO computeconflict_ resolution-data;

COITUOLLII ALIRT TASKS RIGS-LUIVL LOGC
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PROCESS comptrte conflict resolution data:

<Generates resolation advisories to be inserted

in CRD message>

]L? (SVCT1.ATSEQ NQ SONEQ 11N0 SVECT2.ATSEQ j2 SUNEQ)

THEN CALIST.ESH1 -SULLEESI

CALIST.FISVI = SNULLRES;

CRLIST.RESH2 = INULLRES;

CALIST.?'!S?2 = SNULLES;

ELSE IF (CALIST.CRDSIT ME SILSE)

THEN CALL ASPcomutation;

SNGDIM = TUE:

MRC&P = MLSE;

CALL ESOLUTrONADVISORIESEVALUATION ROUTINE

IN (ELLENTRY, DUPTRl, &SEP, SNGDIM, MRIP)

OUT (RADPTE) ;

CALIST.BBSB1 RIDPTR -> RIDS.Hi;

CALIST.BESV1 RADPTR -> RIDS. Vi;

CALIST.RESH2 -RADP'RB -> RIDS.82;

CALIST.RESV2 =RADPTR -> RIDS.??;

OTHERWISE; <4o nothing resolutions already entered in CALIST>

END compute_conflict resolution date:

----------------- CONTROLLER ALERT TASKS LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -----------
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!ASK RSOLO~TONOXICAIOI

I j (PPA lis+)

OUT (updated PPA list, RN messages to controller);

<Sends a RN message for all entries on RPALST and deletes this entrT

it CRD Task has run>

LOOP (on RPA list)

let next entry on IPALST;

j!!IlIP (no more entries on list);

Send RN message to CA;

jF (CONFLICT RESOLUTION DATA TASK has run)

THIN delete entr!; <both tasks have run, entry no longer needed>

tSindicate that this task has sent RN message:

ENDLOO:

711D RSOLUTTONNOTIFICATION;

-------------------- CONTROLLER ALERT TASKS HIGR-LtVEn LOGIC ----------------------
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TASK RESOLUTIOVVOTIPICA?!ON

. (RPA list)

OUT (updated BPI list, IN Reesages to aontrollerlJ

LOOP (on BPI list);

Get next entry on PIaLST:

!XI.U (no sore entries on list);

Send BY message to CA;

/ (RPALST.CACRD 12 STRUN)

=fTHj delete entry;

EE Z RPILST.CIRI:

KIDLOOP;

END RESOLOTIONNOTIFICITION;

ou4. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFpFI : 1981-341-420/1274-l-3
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